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BOOK I

IN ARCADU

CHAPTER X

SYLVIA'S HOME
Like most happy childhoods, Sylvia's early years lay back

of her m a long, cheerful procession of featureless days the
outlines of which were blurred into one shimmering glowby the very radiance of their sunshine. Here and there

V tt^'T u^"'"^. uP^^"''"'' s^"^^^^°"s, pictures, scents:
xMother holdmg baby sister up for her to kiss, and the fra-
grance of the baby powder-the pine-trees near the house
chanting loudly in an autumn wind-her father's alert face
intent on the toy water-wheel he was setting for her in the
httle creek in their field-the beautiful sheen of the pink silk
dress Aunt Victoria had sent her-the look of her mother's

'T^'ul^r ^^^'J^^""
^he was so sick-the leathery smell

?nlln 5 ?' ? u^'
University Library one day when shefollowed her father there-the sound of the rain patteringon the low, slanting roof of her bedroom-these were the

occasional clearly outlined, bright-colored illuminations
wrought on the burnished gold of her sunny little hfeBut from her seventh birthday her memories began to have

frr'^"'' ^°"^i"f^
She remembered an'occasionalwho^ scene, a whole afternoon, just as it happened.

Ihe hrst of these must have marked the passing of .ome
unrecognized mental milestone, for there was nothing about

^
to set It apart from any one of a hundred afternoons. Itmay have been the first time she looked at what was aboutner, and saw it.
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Mother was putting the baby to bed for his nap—not the
baby-sister—she was a big girl of five by this time, but
another baby, a little year-old brother, with blue eyes and
yellow hair, instead of brown eyes and hair like his two
sisters'. And when Mother stooped over the little bed, her
white fichu fell forward and Sylvia leaned to hold it back
from the baby's face, a bit of thoughtfulness which had a
rich reward in a smile of thanks from Mother. That was
what began the remembered afternoon. Mother's smiles
were golden coin, not squandered on every occasion. Then,
she and Mother and Judith tiptoed out of the bedroom into
Mother's room and there stood Father, with his University
clothes on and yet his hair rather rumpled up, as though
he had been teaching very hard. He had a pile of papersm his hand and he said, " Barbara, are you awfully busy
just now?"
Mother said, Oh no, she wasn't at all. (She never was

busy when Father asked her to do something, although
Sylvia could not remember ever once having seen her sit
and do nothing, no, not even for a minute!) Then Father
said, " Well, if you could run over these, I'd have time to
have some ball with the seminar after they're dismissed.
Ihese are the papers the Freshmen handed in for that
Economics quiz." Mother said, " Sure she could," or the
equivalent of that, and Father thanked her, turned Judith
upside-down and right-side-up again so quick that she didn't
know what had happened, and left them all laughing as
they usually were when Father ran down from the study
for something.

So Sylvia and Judith, quit, used to this procedure, sat
down on the floor with a book to keep them quiet until
Mother should be through. Neither of them could read
although Sylvia was beginning to learn, but they had been
told the stories so many times that they knew them from
the pictures. The book they looked at that day had the
story of the people who had rowed a great boat across the
v:.ter to get a gold sheepskin, and Svlvia told it to Tudith,
word lor word, as Father always told it. She glanced up
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at Mother from time to time to make sure she was getting it
right; and ever afterwards the mention of the Argonauts
brought up before Sylvia's eyes the picture of her mother
that day, sitting very straight, her strong brown fingers
making an occasional mark on the papers, as she turned
them over with a crisp rustle, her quiet face bent, in a calm
fixity of attention, over the pages.

Before they knew it, the work was done, Father had come
for the papers, and showed Sylvia one more twist in the
acrobatic stunt they were learning together. She could
already take his hands and run up to his shoulders in one
squirrel-like dash; but she was to learn the reverse and
come down on the other side, and she still got tangled up
with which foot to put first. So they practised whenever
they had, as now, a minute or two to spare.
Then Judith was set to play with her blocks like the baby

she still was, while Sylvia and Mother had a lesson in read-
ing. Sylvia could remember the very sound of Mother's
clear voice as she corrected a mistake. They were reading
a story about what happened to a drop of water that fell
into the brook in their field; how, watering the thirsty
cornfields as it flowed, the brook ran down to the river
near La Chance, where it worked ever so many mills and
factories and things. Then on through bigger and bigger
rivers until it reached the Mississippi, where boats rode on
its back

;
and so on down to the ocean. And there, after

resting a while, it was pumped up by the sun and' made
into a cloud, and the wind blew it back over the land and

f°,,*^^'^^^^''
^^^'"' '''^^'*= '^ ^^" '"to the brook and said.

Why, how-de-do, Sylvia—you still here ?
"

Father had written the story, and Mother had copied it
out on the typewriter so it would be easy for Sylvia to read.

After they had finished she remembered looking out of
the window and watching the big white clouds drift across
the pale bright April sky. They were full of hundreds of
drops of water, she thought, that were going to fall into
hundreds of other brooks, and then travel and work illl they
reached the sea, and then rest for a while and begin all
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oyer again. Her dark eyes grew very wide as she watched
the endless procession of white mountains move across the

nlwT u^
'^' '>• ^'' invagination was stirred almost

pamfully, her mmd expanding with the effort to take in thenew conception of size, of great numbers, of the small placeof her own brook, her own field in the hugeness of the worldAnd yet it was an ordered hugeness full of comforting sim-
ilarity! Kow, no matter where she might go, or what
brooks she might see, she would know that they were all ofone family, that the same things happened to them all, thatevery one ended in the ocean. Something she had read

v^th^ r'^ u
P^P"" "''^' ^^' '^^ '^^ familiar home field

with the yellow water of the little creek, as a part of ^hewhole world It was very strange. She tried to tell Mother
something of what was in her mind, but, though Mother
listened in a sympathetic silence, it was evident that shecould make nothing out of the incoherent account. Sylvia

tT^^V '^' ^'°"'^ '"^ ^° ^^>' Father, the next chance
she had. Even at seven, although she loved her mother pas-
sionately and jealously, she was aware that her father's

'

^lllfJl^'^'r/^' ^f:
°^"- ^' " ^^^^t°°d some things

that Mother didn't, although Mothe was always, always
right and Father wasn't. She fell in o silence again, stand-mg by her mothers knee, staring out of the window and
watching the clouds move steadily across the sky doing their
share of the world's work for all they looked so soft and
lazy. Her mother did not break in on this meditative con-
templation. She took up her sewing-basket and began
busily to sew buttons on a small pair of half-finished night-
drawers The sobered child beside her, gazing up at the blue-
and-white infinity of the sky, heard faintly and distantly,
for the first time in her life, the whirring reverberations of
the great mystic wheel of change and motion and life.

• i u' ,
^* °"^^' *^^^^ ^as a scraping of chairs overheadm fathers study, a clattering on the stairs, and the sound

tI^F^^VT"^ ''°^"'- ^^^ Saturday seminar was over.
1 he door below opened, and the students came out Father
at the head, very tall, very straight, his ruddy hair shining
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in the late afternoon sun, his shirt-sleeves rolled up overhis arms, and a baseball in his hand. " Come on folks
"

Sylvia heard him call, as he had so many times' bet ^Lets have a couple of innings before you go'" Svlviamust have seen the picture a hundred times before, but th^was the first time it impressed itself on her, the close-cu
grass of their yard as lustrous as enamel, the big pine- restanding high, the scattered players, laughing and runningabout the young men casting oflF their coals and hats, theTetached fielders runnng long-legged to their places. At the
first sound of the voices, Judith, always alert never wa t ng

Z.Tn7T"P ''k ^'^T'"^'
^°^" ^he stair's and ou^Tn Sfmidst o the stir-about. Judith was sure to be in the middleof whatever was going on. She had attached herse f toyoung Professor Saunders, a special favorite of the ch Idrenand now was dragging him from the field to play horse withher. Father looked up to the window where Sylvia andMother sat, and called

:
" Come on, Barbara ! Come on andamuse Judith. She won't let Saunders pitch

"

Mother nodded, ran downstairs, coaxed Judith over be-yond first base to play catch with a soft rubber ba^l • and Syl

eTe'ryThTre Tine'
'^' ^'^-^^'"^ ^^^^^^'"^"^' ^oppe"Ib'^uteverywhere at once, screaming encouragement to the baserunners, picking up foul balls, and sending them withproud importance back to the pitcher

« U-? lu^^
,''" ^^^^^^ ^"^ '^°"ted and ran and laughed ^

until Mother held up her finger and stopped the Jme
off Wh'^T'''''";'^ '''^' ^"^ Father'went boundingoff. When he came back with the downy pink mor ef

rn;tfLfds'll T""' '? r '' ^"^ -'1aC'ovTrte
ef? ^ . » . !

^^^ ^""^^ ''"'« rosebud mouth " He's

T7f- J"'?
^^°*^"''- "H^ ^ants his supper poor Httle

T'Ll^i::'^'^^ Th? '^\^i r?^
--^"^'^^'^

nX^c S^ '
^^^ snatched him out of Father's

ru/ers3r:hLf
^^^^^-'^'d-^ ^Im high ov^r he

made a cIh V Y^
'""'"^"" '^°"^ °" ^^' ^^"0^^ hair, andmade a circle of gold around his flushed, sleepy face. Then
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everybody picked up books and wraps and note-books and
said, " Good-by, ' Perfessor

!

'
" and went oflf.

Father and Sylvia and Judith went out in the garden to

the hotbed to pick the lettuce for supper and then back
in the kitchen to get things ready. When Mother was
through giving Buddy his supper and came hurrying in to
help, Sylvia was proud that they had nearly everything
done—all but the omelet. Father had made cocoa and
creamed potatoes—nobody in the world could make creamed
potatoes as good as his—and Sylvia and Judith had between
them, somewhat wranglingly, made the toast and set the
table. Sylvia was sure that Judith was really too little to
be allowed to help, but Father insisted that she should try,

for he said, with a turn in his voice that made Sylvia aware
he was laughing at her, " You only learned through trying,

all those many years ago when you were Judith's age !

"

Mother put on one of her big gingham aprons and made
the omelet, and they sat down to the table out on the
veranda as they always did in warm weather. In La Chance
it begins to be warm enough for outdoor life in April.
Although it was still bright daylight for ever so long after
the sun had set, the moon came and looked at them palely
over the tops of the trees.

After supper they jumped up to " race through the
dishes," as the family catchword ran. They tried to beat
their record every evening and it was always a lively occa-
sion, with Mother washing like lightning, and Father
hurrying to keep up, Sylvia running back and forth to put
things away, and Judith bothering 'round, handing out dry
dish-towels, and putting away the silver. She was allowed
to handle that because she couldn't break it. Mother and
Judith worked in a swift silence, but a great deal of talking

and laughing went on between Sylvia and her father, while
Buddy, from his high-chair where he was watching the
others, occasionally broke out in a loud, high crow of delight.

They did it all, even to washing and hanging out the dish-

towels, in eleven and a half minutes that evening, Sylvia
remembered.

u^mm^^m^:^i^i^^:
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Then she and Judith went to sit on the porch on the
httle bench Mother had made them. They tried to see who
could catch the first ghmpse of the evening star every even-
ing. Mother was putting Buddy to bed and Father was
startmg the breakfast cereal cooking on the stove After
a while he went into the living-room and began to play
something on the piano, something full of deep, swayine
chords that lifted Sylvia's heart up and down as though she
were floating on the water. The air was full of the moist
fragrance of spring. When the music held its breath for
a moment you could hear the bedtime note of sleepy birds
in the oaks. Judith, who did not care much for music
began to get sleepy and leaned all her soft, warm weight
against her big sister. Sylvia for the first time in her life
was consciously aware of being very happy. When, some
time later, the evening star shone out through the trees
she drew a long breath. " See, Judith," she cried softly
and began to recite,

'

alking 'I

while .„

ig the
I

elight.

: dish- m
Sylvia

"Starlight, star-bright,

First star I've seen tonight "

She stopped short—it was Aunt Victoria who had taught
her that poem, the last time she had come to see them a
year ago, the time when she had brought Sylvia the pink
silk dress, the only dress-up dress with lace and ribbons
on It Sylvia had had up to that time. As suddenly as the
evening star had shone out, another radiant -vision flashed
across Sylvias mind, Aunt Victoria, magnificent in her
lacy dress, her golden hair shining under the taut silk of
her parasol her white, soft fingers gleaming with rings,

mortatr
^"^ ^ condescending goddess, visiting

After a time Mother stepped out on the porch and said,Uh, quick, children, wish on the shooting star
"

Judith had dropped asleep like a little kitten tired of play,and Sylvia looked at her mother blankly. " I didn't see anv
shooting star," she said.

•\'<i^3^'*'^;^ i'W:f,VJ - \^'"":$-{^.^.'^:W^.
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Mother was surprised. " Why, your face was pointed

right up at the spot."
" I didn't see it," repeated Sylvia.

Mother fixed her keen dark eyes on Sylvia. " What's
the matter?" she asked in her voice that always re-

quired an answer. Sylvia wriggled uncomfortably. Hers
was a nature which suffers under the categorical question

;

but her mother's was one which presses them home.
" What's the matter with you ? " she said again.

Sylvia turned a clouded face to her mother. " I was
wondering why it's not nice to be idyllic."

" What? " asked her mother, quite at a loss. Sylvia was
having one of her unaccountable notions.

Sylvia went to lean on her mother's knee, looking with
troubled eyes up into the kind, attentive, uncomprehending
face. " Why, the last time Aunt Victoria was here—that

long time ago—when they were all out playing ball—she

looked round and round at everything—at your dress and
mine and the furniture

—

you know—the—the uncomfortT
able way she does sometimes—and she said, ' Well, Sylvia
—nobody can say that your parents aren't leading you a
very idyllic life.'

"

Mother laughed out. Her rare laugh was too sudden
and loud to be very musical, but it was immensely infectious,

like a man's hearty mirth. " I didn't hear her say it—but
I can imagine that she did. Well, what of it? What if

she did?"
For once Sylvia did not respond to another's mood. She

continued anxiously, " Well, it means something perfectly

horrid, doesn't it?"

Mother was still laughing. " No, no, child, what in the

world makes you think that?"
" Oh, if you'd heard Aunt Victoria say it !

" cried Sylvia
with conviction. Father came out on the veranda, saying to

Mother, " Isn't that crescendo superb? " To Sylvia he said.

as though sure of her comprehension, " Didn't you like

the ending, dear—where it sounded like the Argonauts all

striking the oars into the water at once and shouting?
"
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Sylvia had been taught above everything to tell the truth.

Moreover (perhaps a stronger reason for frankness),

Mother was there, who would know whether she told the

truth or not. " I didn't hear the end."

Father looked quickly from Sylvia's face to her mother's.

"What's the matter?" he asked.
" Sylvia was so concerned because her Aunt Victoria had

called our life idyllic that she couldn't think of anything
else," explained Mother briefly, still smiling. Father did

not smile. He sat down by Sylvia and had her repeat to him
what she had said to her mother. When she had finished

he looked grave and said :
" You mustn't mind whai your

Aunt Victoria says, dear. Her ideas are very different

from ours."

Sylvia's mother cried out, " Why, a child of Sylvia's age
couldn't have taken in the significance of

"

" I'm afraid," said Father, " that Sylvia's very quick to

take in such a significance."

Sylvia remained silent, uncomfortable at being discussed,

vaguely ashamed of herself, but comforted that Father had
not laughed, had understood. As happened so frequently,

it was Father who understood and Mother who did the
right thing. She suddenly made an enigmatic, emphatic ex-
clamation, " Goodness gracious! " and reaching out her long
arms, pulled Sylvia up on her lap, holding her close. The
last thought of that remembered time for Sylvia was that
Mother's arms were very Strong, and her breast very soft.

The little girl laid her head down on it v/ith a contented
sigh, watching the slow, silent procession of the stars.
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CHAPTER II

THE MARSHALLS' FRIENDS

Any one of the more sophisticated members of the faculty

of the State University at La Chance would have stated

without hesitation that the Marshalls had not the slightest

part in the social activities of the University; but no one

could have called their life either isolated or solitary.

Sylvia, in her memories of childhood, always heard the low,

brown house ringing with music or echoing to the laughter

and talk of many voices. To begin with, a good many of

Professor Marshall's students came and went familiarly

through the plainly furnished rooms, although there was, of

course, in each year's class, a little circle of young people

with a taste for social distinctions who held aloof from the

very unselect and heterogeneous gatherings at the Marshall

house.

These young aristocrats were, for the most part, students

from the town itself, from La Chance's " best families," who
through parental tyranny or temporary financial depression

were not allowed to go East to a well-known college with

a sizable matriculation fee, but were forced to endure four

years of the promiscuous, swarming, gratuitous education

of the State University. All these august victims of family

despotism associated as little as possible with the common
rabble of their fellow-students, and accepted invitations

only from such faculty families as were recognized by the

inner circle of the town society.

The Marshalls were not among this select circle. Indeed,

no faculty family was farther from it. Every detail of

the Marshalls' life was in contradiction not only to the

standards and ideals of the exclusive " town set," but to

those of their own colleagues. They did not live in the

12
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right part of town. They did not live in the right sort of
house. They did not live in the right sort of a way. Ati
consequently, although no family had more visitors, thev
were not the right sort of visitors.

This was, of course, not apparent to the children for a
good many years. Home was home, as it is to children.
It did not seem strange to them that instead of living in
a small rented house on a closely built-up street near the
campus in the section of the city occupied by the other
faculty families, they lived in a rambling, large-r
farmhouse with five acres of land around it, on
the West Side. They did not know how heartil
owning stability was condemned as folly by th-

ing professors, perching on the bough with
impermanence so that they might be free to acv

moment the always anticipated call to a larger sal.*-

did not know, not e 'en Sylvia, for many year
West Side was the quite unfashionable part oi -own
did not seem strange to them to see their father sweef
his third-floor study '^h his own hands, an<l they w
quite used to a family -e which included hou*'*w<
for every one of them. h. cd, a certain am jut ut
was part f the family fun. " Come on. folk • Prof
Marshall would call, rising up from the akfa
"Tuesday—day to clean the living-room—. . han..
to!" In a gay helter-skelter all hands turned to •

lighter furniture was put out on the porch. Professf
shall, joking and laughing, donned a loose linen overall
to protect his "University clothes," and cleaned the > u
fioor with a big oiled mop; ]\lrs. Marshall, silent and > ;ft,

looked after mirrors, windows, the tops of bookcases, things
hard for children to reach ; Sylvia flourished a duster ; and
Judith and Lawrence out on the porch, each armed wi'h a
whisk-broom, brushed and whacked at the chairs and sofas.
There were no rugs to shake, and it took but an instant to
set things back in their places in the clcan-smclling, dust-
less room.

This daily drill, coming as it did early in the morning,

lo!<l
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usually escaped the observation of any but passing farmers,

who saw nothing amiss in it; but facetiously exaggerated

reports of its humors reached the campus, and a certain set

considered it very clever to lay bets as to whether the

Professor of Political Economy would pull out of his

pocket a liandkerchief, or a duster, or a child's shirt, for

it was notorious that the children never had nursemaids

and that their father took as much care of them as their

mother.

The question of clothes, usually such a sorely insoluble

problem for academic people of small means, was solved by

the Marshalls in an eccentric, easy-going manner which

was considered by the other faculty families as nothing less

than treasonable to their caste. Professor Marshall, it is

true, having to make a public appearance on the campus

every day, was generally, like eveij .her professor, un-

distinguishable from a commercial aveler. But Mrs.

Marshall, who often let a good many days pa&j without a

trip to town, had adopted early in her married life a sort of

home uniform, which year after year she wore in one form

or another. It varied according to the season, and accord-

ing to the occasion on which she wore it, but it had certain

unchanging characteristics. It was always very plain as

to line, ard simple as to cut, having a skirt neither full nor

scant, a waist crossed in front with a white fichu, and

sleeves reaching just below the elbow with white turn-back

cuffs. As Mrs. Marshall, though not at all pretty, was a

tall, upright, powerfully built woman, with a dark, shapely

head gallantly poised on her shoulders, this garb, whether

short-skirted, of blue serge in the morning, or trailing, of

ruby-colored cashmere in the evening, was very becom-

ing to her. But there is no denying that it was always

startlingly and outrageously unfashionable. At a time when

every woman and female child in the United States had

more cloth in her sleeves than in all the rest of her dress,

the -ounded muscles of Mrs. Marshall's arm, showing

through the fabric of her sleeves, smote shockingly upcn

the eye of the ordinary observer, trained to the American
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habit of sheep-like uniformity of appearance. And at the
time when the front of every woman's waist fell far below
her belt in a copiously blousing sag, Mrs. Marshall's trim
tautness had in it something horrifying. It must be said
for her that she did not go out of her way to inflict these
concussions upon the brains of spectators, since she always
had in her closet one evening dress and one street dress,

sufficiently approximating the prevailing style to pass un-
noticed. Thest costumes lasted long, and they took in the

long run but li'.tle from the Marshall exche<|uer: for she
wore them seU'om, only assuming what her husband called,

with a laugh, her " disguise " when going into town.
For a long time, until Sylvia's individuality began to

assert itself, the question of dress for the children was
solved, with similar ease, by the typical Marshall expedient,
most heartily resented by their faculty acquaintances, the
mean-spirited expedient of getting along comfortably on
inadequate means by not attempting to associate with people
to whose society their brains and cultivation gave them the
right—that is to say, thope families of La Chance whose
incomes were from three to five times that of college pro-
fessors. The Marshall children played, for the most part,

with the children of their neighbors, farmers, or small
merchants, and continued this humble connection after they
went into the public schools, where their parents sent them,
instead of to " the " exclusive private school of town.
Consequently the plainest, simplest clothes made them in-

distinguishable from their fellows. Sylvia and Judith also

enjoyed the unfair advantage of being quite unusually pretty
little girls (Judith being nothing less than a beauty), so that
even on the few occasions when they were invited to a
children's party in the faculty circle their burnished,
abundant hair, bright eyes, and fresh, alert faces made up
for the pi; nnes= of their white dresses and thick shoes.

It was, noreover, not only in externals like clothes that
the childhood of Sylvia and Judith and Lawrence differed

from that of the other faculty children. Their lives were
untouched by the ominous black cloud familiar to academic
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households, the fear for the future, the fear which comes
of living from hand to mouth, the dread of " being obliged
to hand in one's resignation," a truly academic periphasis
which is as dismally familiar to most faculty children as its

blunt Anglo-Saxon equivalent of " losing your job " is to

children of plainer workpeople. Once, it is true, this pos-
sibility had loomed up large before the Marshalls, when a
high-protection legislature objected loudly to the professor's

unreverent attitude towards the tariff. But although the
Marshall children knew all about this crisis, as they knew
all about everything that happened to the family, they had
had no experience of the anxious talks and heartsick con-
sultations which would have gone on in any other faculty

household. Thei'- father had been angry, and their mother
resolute—but there was nothing new in that. There had
been, on Professor Marshall's part, belligerent, vociferous
talk about " freedom of speech," and on Mrs. Marshall's a
quiet estimate that, with her early training on a Vermont
farm, and with the high state of cultivation under which
she had brought their five ^cres, they could successfully go
into the truck-farming business like their neighbors. Be-
sides this, they had the resource, extraordinary among Uni-
versity families, of an account in the savings-bank on which
to fall back. They had always been able to pay their debts
and have a small surplus by the expedient of refusing to ac-

knowledge a tenth part of the social obligations under which
the rest of the faculty groaned and sweated wit' martyr's
pride. Perfidiously refusing to do their share in the heart-
breaking struggle to " keep up the dignity " of the academic
profeiaion, they were not overwhelmed by the super-
human difficulties of that undertaking.

So it happened that the Marshall children heard no fore-

bodings about the future, bui only heated statements of
what seemed to their father the right of a teacher to say
what he believed. Professor Marshall had gone of his own
initiative to face the legislative committee which was " in-

vestigating" him, had quite lost his temper (never very
securely held in leash), had told them his highly spiced
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Opinion of their strictures on his teaching and of the worth
of any teacher they could find who would submit to them.
Then he had gone home and put on his overalls. This
last was rather a rhetorical flourish ; for his cosmopolitan,
urban youth had left him ineradicably ignorant of the
processes of agriculture. But like all Professor Marshall's
flourishes it was a perfectly sincere one. He was quite
cheerfully prepared to submit himself to his wife's instruc-
tion m the new way of life.

Ail these picturesque facts, as was inevitable in America
had mstantly reached the newspapers, which, lacking more
excitmg news for the moment, took that matter up with
headlmed characterizations of Professor Marshall a^ a
"martyr of the cause of academic freedom," and other
rather cheap phrases about " persecution " and " America
the land of free speech." The legislative committee,'
alarmed, retreaied from its position. Professor Marshall
had not "been obliged to hand in his resignation," but
quite the contrary, had become the hero of the hour and
was warmly complimented by his colleagues, who hoped to
-^rofit by an action which none of them would have dared
cO imitate. It had been an exciting drama to the ^larshall
children as long as it lasted. They had looked with pride
at an abominable reproduction of their father's photograph
in the evening paper of La Chance, and they had added an
acquaintance with the manners of newspaper reporters to
their already very heterogeneous experience with callers
of every varie^y

;
but of real anxiety the episode had brought

them nothing.

As to that same extraordinary assortment of visitors at
the Marshall house, one of the University co-eds had said
facetiously that you met there every sort of person in the
worid, from spiritualists to atheists—everybody except
svyells. The atheist of her dictum was the distinguished and
misanthropic old Professor Kennedy, head of the Depart-
ment of Mathematics, whose ample means and high social
connections with the leading family of La Ciiance made his
misanthropy a source of much chagrin to the facultv ladies
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and who professed for the Marshalls, for Mrs. Marshall in

particular, a wrong-headed admiration whi'-h was inex-

plicable to the wives of the other professors. The faculty

circle saw little to admire in the Marshalls. The spiritual-

ist of the co-ed's remark was, of course, poor foolish Cousin

Parnelia, the children's pet detestation, whose rusty clothes

and incoherent speech they were prevented from ridiculing

only by stem pressure from their mother. She always wore

a black straw hat, summer and winter, always carried a

faded green shopping bag, with a supply of yellow writing

paper, and alwa>s had tucked under one arm the curious,

heart-shaped bit of wood, with the pen:il attached, which

spiritualists ca " planchette." The Marshall children

thought this the most laughable name imaginable, and were

not always successful in restraining the cruel giggles of

childhood when she spoke of planchette's writing such beau-

tiful messages from her long-since-dead husband and chil-

dren. Although he had a dramatic sympathy for her sorrow.

Professor Marshall's greater vivacity of temperament made

it harder for him than for his wife to keep a straight face

when Cousin Parnelia proposed to be the medium whereby

he might converse with Milton or Homer. Indeed, his

fatigued tolerance for her had been a positive distaste ever

since the day when he found her showing Sylvia, aged ten,

how to write with planchette. With an outbreak of temper,

for which he had afterwards apologized to his wife, he had

forbidden her ever to mention her damn unseemly nonsense

to his children again. He himself was a stout unbeliever in

individual immortality, teaching his children that the crav-

ing for it was one of the egotistic impulses of the unregen-

erate human heart.

Between the two extremes represented by shabby, crack-

brained Cousin Parnelia and elegant, sardonic old Professor

Kennedy, there were many other habitual visitors at the

horse—raw, earnest, graceless students of both sexes, touch-

ingly grateful for the home atmosphere they were allowed to

enter; a bushy-haired Single-tax fanatic named Hecht, who

worked in the iron-foundries by day. and wrote political
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pamphlets by night; Miss Lindstr5m, the elderly Swedish
woman laboring among the poor negroes of Flytown; a
constant sprinkling from the Scandinavian-Americans whose
well-kept truck-farms filled the region near the Marshall

home; one-armed Mr. Howell, the editor of a luridly radical

Socialist weekly paper, whom Judith called in private the
" old puss-cat " on account of his soft, rather weak voice

and mild, ingratiating ways. Yes, the co-ed had been right,

one met at the Marshalls' every variety of person except the

exclusive.

These habitues of the house came and went with the

greatest familiarity. As they all knew there was no servant

to answer the doorbell, they seldom bothered to ring, but

opened the door, stepped into the hall, hung up their

wraps on the long line of hooks, and went into the big,

low-ceilinged living-room. If nobody was there, they

usually took a book from one of the shelves lining the

roon: and sat down before the fire to wait. Sometimes
they stayed to the next meal and helped wash up the dishes

afterwards. Sometimes they had a satisfactory visit with

each other, two or three callers happening to meet together

before the fire, and went away without having seen any of

the Marshalls. Informality could go no further.

The only occurrence in the Marshall life remotely ap-

proaching the regularity and formality of a real social event

was the weekly meeting of the string quartet which Pro-
fessor Marshall had founded soon after his arrival in La
Chance.

It was on Sunday evening that the quartet met regularly

for their seance. Old Reinhardt, the violin teacher, was
first violin and leader; Mr. Bauermeister (in everyday life

a well-to-do wholesale plumber) was second violin ; Pro-

fessor Marshall played the viola, and old Professor Kennedy
bent hir fine, melancholy face over the 'cello. Any one who
chose might go to the Marshall house on Sunday evenings,

on condition that he should not talk during the music, and
did not expect any attention.

The music began at seven promptly and ended at ten. A
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little before that time, Mrs. Marshall, followed by any one
who felt like helping, went out into the kitchen and made
hot coffee and sandwiches, and when the last chord had
stopped vibrating, the company adjourned into the dining-

room and partook of this simple fare. During the evening
no talk was allowed except the occasional wranglings of the

musicians over tempo and shading, but afterwards, every
one's tongue, chastened by the long silence, was loosened into

loud and cheerful loquacity. Professor Marshall, sitting at

the head of the table, talked faster and louder than any one
else, throwing the ball to his especial favorite, brilliant

young Professor Saunders, who tossed it back with a sure-

ness and felicity of phrase which he had learned nowhere
but in this give-and-take. Mrs. Marshall poured the coffee,

sa that every one was served with sandwiches, and occa-
sionally when the talk, running over every known topic,

grew too noisy, or the discussion too hot, cast in one of the

pregnant and occasionally caustic remarks of which she held
the secret. They were never brilliant, Mrs. Marshall's re-

marks—but they were apt to have a dry humor, and almost
always when she had said her brief say, there loomed out of
the rainbow mist of her husband's flashing, controversial
talk the outlines of the true proportions of the case.

After the homely feast was eaten, eacii guest rose and
carried his own cup and saucer and plate into the kitchen in

a gay procession, and since it was well known thai, for the

most part, the Marshalls " did their own work," several of
the younger ones helped wash the disht, while the mu-
sicians put away the music-racks and music, and the rest

put on their wraps. Then Professor Marshall stood at the

door holding up a lamp while the company trooped down
the long frciit walk to ihc gate in the hedge, and turned
along the country road to the cross-roads where the big
Interurban cars whizzed by.

All this happened with that unbroken continuity which
was the characteristic of the Marshall life, most marking
them as different from the other faculty families. Week
after week, and month after month, this program was lol-
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lowed with little variation, except for the music which was
p ayed, and the slight picturesque uncertainty as to whether
old Keinhardt would or would not arrive mildly under
the mfluence of long Sunday imbibings. Not that this
factor interfered at all with the music. One of Sylvia's most
vivid childhood recollections was the dramatic contrast be-
tween old Remhardt with, and without, his violin. Partly
from age, and partly from a too convivial life, the old
heavily veined hands trembled so that he could scarcely
unbutton his overcoat, or handle his cup of hot coffee His
head shook too, and his kind, rheumy eyes, in their endeavor
to focus themselves, seemed to flicker back and forth in
their sockets. The child used to watch him, fascinated, as
he fumbled endlessly at the fastenings of his violin-case, and

r^.^^V-n^ *°P "^'^^ uncertain fingers. She was waiting
for the thrilling moment when he should tuck the instrume"^
away under his pendulous double chin and draw his bow
across the strings in the long sonorous singing chord, which
ran up and down Sylvia's back like forked lightning
This was while all the others wer tuning and scraping

and tugging at their pegs, a pleasant bustle of discord which
became so much a part of Sylvia's brain that she could
never m after years hear the strumming and sawing of an
orchestra preparing to play, without seeing the big living-
room of her father's house, with its low whitewashed ceil-
mg, Its bare, dully shining floor, its walls lined with books
Its shabby, comfortable furniture, the whole quickened by
the Promethean glow from the blaze in the grate and
glorified by the chastened passion of the singing strings.

.

The two Anglo-Saxon professors were but able amateurs
of their instruments. Bauermeister, huge, red, and im-
passive, was by virtue of his blood, a lifelong training, and
a musical ancestry, considerably more than an amateur;
and old Remhardt was the master of them all. His was
a history which would have been tragic if it had happened
to any but Remhardt, who cared for nothing but an easy
We, beer, and the divine tone^ which he alone could draw
irom his violin. He had offered, fifty years ago in Vienna,
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the most brilliant promise of a most brilliant career, a

promise which had come to naught because of his monstrous

lack of ambition, and his endless yielding to circumstance,

which had finally, by a series of inconceivable migrations,

landed him in the German colony of La Chance, impecu-

nious and obscure and invincibly convinced that he had

everything worth having in life. " Of vat use? " he would

say, even now, when asked to play in public
—

" de moosic

ist all—and dat is eben so goodt here mit friends." Or,
" Dere goes a t'ousand peoples to a goncert—maybe fife

from dat t'ousand lofes de moosic—let dose fife gome to

me—and I play dem all day for noding !
" or again, more

iconoclastically still,—when told of golden harvests to be

reaped, " And for vat den ? I can't play on more dan von

fioleen at a time—is it? I got a good one now. And if I

drink more beer dan now, I might make myself seeck !

"

This with a prodigiously sly wink of one heavy eyelid.

He gave enough music lessons to pay his small expenses,

although after one or two stormy passages in which he

treated with outrageous and unjustifiable violence the

dawdling pupils coming from well-to-do families, he made it

a rule to take no pupils whose parents employed a servant,

and confined himself to children of the poorer classes,

among whom he kept up a small orchestra which played

together twice a week and never gave any concerts. And
almost since the arrival of the Marshalls in La Chance and

his unceremonious entrance into the house as, walking

across the fields on a Sunday afternoon, he had heard

Professor Marshall playing the Doric Toccata on the newly

installed piano, he had spent his every Sunday evening in

their big living-room.

He had seen the children appear and grow older, and

adored them with Teutonic sentimentality, especially Sylvia,

whom he called his " Moonbeam brincess," his " little

ellfen fairy," and whom, when she was still tiny, he used to

take up on his greasy old knees and, resting his violin on her

head, play his wildest fantasies, that she might feel how it

" talked to her bones."
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In early childhood Sylvia was so used to him that, like
the others of her circle, she accepted, indeed hardly noticed,
his somewhat startling eccentricities, his dirty linen, his
face and hands to match, his shapeless garments hanging
loosely over the flabby corpulence of his uncomely old body,
his beery breath. To her, old Reinhardt was but the queer
external symbol of a never-failing enchantment. Through
the pleasant harmonious give-and-take of the other instru-
ments, the voice of his violin vibrated with ihe throbbing
passion of a living thing. His dirty old hand might shake
and quaver, but once the neck of the fiddle rested between
thumb and forefinger, the seraph who made his odd abiding-
place m old Reinhardt's soul sang out in swelling tones and
spoke of heavenly things, and of the Paradise where we
might live, if we were but willing.

Even when they were quite little children, Sylvia and
Judith, and later, Lawrence, were allowed to sit up on Sun-
day evenings to listen to the music. Judith nearly always
slept steadily

; and not infrequently after a long day of out-
door fun, stupefied with fresh air and exercise, Lawrence,
and Sylvia too, could not keep their eyes open, and dozed
and woke and dozed again, coiled like so many little kittens
among the cushions of the big divan. In all the intensely
enjoyed personal pleasures of her later youth, and these
were many for Sylvia, she was never to know a more utter
sweetness than thus to fall asleep, the music a far-oflf mur-
mur in her ears, and to wake again to the restrained, clari-
fied ecstasy of the four concerted voices.

And yet it was in connection with this very quartet that
she had her first shockjd vision of how her home-life
appeared to other people. She once chanced, when she was
about eight years old, to go with her father on a Saturday
to his office at the University, where he had forgotten some
papers necessary for his seminar. There, sitting on the
front steps c^ the Main Building, waiting for her father,
she had encountered the wife of the professor of European
History with her beautiful young-ladv sister from New
iork and her two daughters, exquisite little girls in white
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serge, whose tailored, immaculate perfection made Sylvia's

heart heavy with a sense of the plebeian melegance of her

own'satul" morning play-clothes. Mrs. Hub-^ f^jng

an impulse of curiosity, stopped ^o . speak to the htt e

Marshall girl, about whose
J-^P^^.^^^Jf .^^l^aU^^^

manv stones current, and was strucK wiui mc u

possibimies of the pretty child, apparent to h- pr^^^^^^^^

eye. As she made the kindly mtended. vague '•emarks cus-

tomarily served out to unknown children, she was thmkmg^

"How ran any woman with a vestige o ^ woman snv

stinct dress that lovely child i"f
^^y"^^^^'

^°™f,\7;
dark-colored clothes ? She would repay any amount o are

and thought."
" So you take music-lessons too besides

your school?" she asked mechanically. She exr^ainedo

her sister a stranger in La Chance: " Music is one of the

thngs .?aL for. out here! We never hear it un^s^

we go clear to Chicago-and such prices !
Here there^

Lply no musical feeling!" She glanced again at Sylvia,

'ZI.S now answering her questions, futt^d wi h
P^^^^^^^^^

ure at having the beautiful lady speak to her Jhe beauty

ful lady had but an inattentive ear lor Sylvia s statement

hat yes lately Father had begun to give her lessons on

fhfpilno. w4 the smoothly working imagination coming

from a lifetime of devotion to the subject, Mrs. HuOert

wrsfri ping off Sylvia's trite little bl- coat ami nin-

teresting dark hat, and was arraying her m scarlet serge

vvth a^reen velvet collar-" with those eyes and that

COloring'she could carry oflf striking color combinat.ons-

and a big white felt hat with a soft pompon of silk on one

side-no r long, stif¥, scarlet quill would suit her style

better Then, wi h white stockings and shoes ana jove^

or" erhapspearl-gray would be better. J^s
with lo^^^^^^^

suede shoes, fastening with two ^^S
^^f'^;^^^''^^^^^^

She looked down with pitying eyes at Syl^>^ ^^turdy, hea^

soled shoes which could not conceal the sl^^^^^'
^^^^^^^

feet within them-" but, what on earth was the child say

^""iZ^very Sunday evening-it's beautiful, and now I'm
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getting so big I can help some. I can turn over the paees
for them m hard places, and when old iMr. Reinhardt has
had too much to drink and his hands tremble, he lets me un-
fasten his violin-case and tighten up his bow and "

Mrs. Hubert cried out, " Your parents don't let you have
anythmg to do with that old, drunken Reinhardt !

"

Sylvia was smitten into silence by the other's horrified
tone and hung her head miserably, only murmuring, after

drunk
'" '" ''^"'"'"S extenuation. " He's never so very

" Well, upon my word !

" exclaimed Mrs. Hubert, in a
widely spaced, emphatic phrase of condemnation. To her
sister she added, " It's really not exaggeration then, what
one hears about their home life." One of her daughters,
a child about Sylvia's age. turned a candid, blank little face
up to hers, • Mother, what is a drunken reinhardt?" she
asked in a thin little pipe.

Mrs. Hubert frowned, shook her head, and said in a
tone of dark mystery: "Never mind, darling, don't think
about ,t. h s something that nice littfe girls shouldn't know
anything about. Come, Margery ; come, Eleanor." She
took their hands and began to draw them away without
another Iook at Sylvia, who remained behind, drooping
ostracised, pierced momentarily with her first blighting mis-
giving about the order of things she had always known
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CHAPTER III

BROTHER AND SISTER

and the distressing. Only to looic at .\ui

bright revelation of elegance and gracc^ An.l
>^^J^'^y^'

™T. wa's „°o" ^=^l;fy *:ratord:rot wh. .a, saU, was

«„ ntXiWe The Marshall chihlren were quite accus-

;ta^r:^a^^.ha£,an.B..^^^^^^^^^^^^
nous fertilizers, and Alexananne, ai

surviving archaisms, and diminishing f'^^ty-for to keep

u^ luchl flood-tide of talk as strearnai through the Mar

.L\\ hmise required contributions from many cliverginK

1 Svlvia wis entirely used to this phenomenon and,

uneasy although she was qu.te »-blV° <>'

."^^t^'f:^™
caifl This uncomiurtabie n^tC -..i -^-^ -^^

,

^ere difference of opinion, for that too was a famthar ele-

a6
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ment in Sylvia's world. Indeed, it seemed to her that every-
body who came to the Marshall house disagreed with every-
body else about everj'thing. The young men. students oryounger professors, engaged in perpetual discussions carried
on in acrimonious tones which nevertheless seemed not in
the least to impair the good feeling between them. When
there was nobody else there for Father to disagree with
he disagreed with Mother, occasionally, to his great delight'
rousing her from her customary self-contained economy ofwords to a heat as voluble as his own. Often as the two
nioved briskly about, preparing a meal together, they
shouted out from the dining-room to tl e kitchen a dis-
cussion on some unintelligible topic such as the " anachro-
nism of the competitive system." so loudly voiced and so
energeturally pursued that when they came to sit down to
table they would be quite red-cheeked and stirred-up. and
ate their dinners with as vigorous an appetite as though

terbal^
P"'-suing each other on foot instead of

The older habitues of the house were no more peaceableand were equally given to what seemed to childish listeners
endless disputes about matters of no importance. ProfessorLa Kues white mustache and pointed beard quivered withhe intensity of his scorn for the modern school of po I^

W th rMJ^"^' ::'^° "'^''^^ ^' ^"f^P°^^^' '- be insulat7dby the vast bulk of her rosy flesh from the currents of
passionate conviction flashing through the Marshall househad fixed Ideas on the Franco-Prussian War. on the relative

m "hod o'^r'''""
'"'^

^''T^'
bed-making, and the correctmethod o bringing up girls (she was childless), whichneeded only to be remotely stirred to burst into showers ofS Xit" 'Y °'' ^^°'^"°^ ^^"'^'^^'>' -- nothing le?an abuMvevyhen started on an altercation about one ofhe top.cs vial to him. such as the ignoble idiocy of the

ZZ::' f^'V°^^'^^
^--^"y contemptible nature o

l;ir„_'°?^^>'- .^.°' '\''-^' "ot mere difTerence of opinion

with m'.nn';'"''^';'
^''- •^"" "^"""S: Aunt Victoria's rare" visits

\vitn menacing electricity.
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• r u a;a riiffer in oi "nion from

As a matter of fact .f she
^f;;;;;",^!' never have

her brother and
^^If

-^'
^^V',^^^^^^^^^^

restrained tones of

been able to guess
'^j^e^^^^^^/.^hso different from the out-

her fluent and agreeable sP«cn, i.

^^^^^ ^„e
spoken virulence ^»;\^.'"^iPrPBu indefinable though

accustomed to
^^^^^"^V^'I'ned oowers o analysis, she felt

it was to Sylvia's "ndevelope I pow^^^^^^^

J^^.^^^
^.,,,,

that the advent o her ather beautd^^^
^^^^.^.^^ .^ ^

was like a drop o^ ^
J^^Pf/^^ ^^tward sign of change but

of clear water. There was no
.

j. her father

everything was tnctured by tj^s^^^^^
^^^j j

changed from h>s usual brUam^^^^^
Victoria, he

answer to the most
l^^r^Jf^ .'^"^^Jeering note in his voice

might reply with a
s^^^t^ni? him half-afraid. If Aunt

which made Sylvia 1°°^ "P.^^'
^1^. ^he never paid it the

Victoria noticed this
^^^^"lih suHac^ of her own con-

tribute of a break m the^s^^^^^^^^^^^
^ .^,^^ ,,3,hty

XlX^^ rSs:^r^MSl^^ns-

natural result. . , ^ ^ ^hen Sylvia was

The visit which Aunt V^ct^m P^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ it.

ten years old was more Pe^^able thanj^^^
^^^ ^^^ ^^,

Perhaps the mteryal of five years
^^^ ^^^^^^^„

mellowed the relationship • ^'^^^^^^'i^P^^anged matters so

was diminished because ^ft Victoria a g
^^^^^^ ^^

that, she was less constantly >" Jbe
^ouse^

^^^^^_

that occasion, i" addition to be ma.d
^ ^.^^^^^^^ ^^^

panied her, she brought ^ej ^^tU^

fPJ?^,^,^ ^o impose this

^vith characteristic
t,^°"g;;^^^"^",fon a ho^ so primi-

considerable tram
^^^^f^ff"'\°^,shalls. They all spent

tively organized as that of

f\^^^^^^^,,,^ of the town

the fortnight o^t^e^r fY ^t the ma
^^ ^^^.^^

a large new edifice, the ^""^P'^^^^^'
^^ ^•,,,;^ pride in La

was one of the most recent sour^^^^^^^^^^

S^seeSeTunuttera-S; Igant to Sylvia, the travelers
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slept, and ate most of their meals, making their trips out

to the Marshall house in a small, neat, open catrtage. which,

although engaged at a livery-stable by Mrs. Marshall-Smith

for the period of her stay, was not to be distinguished

from a privately owned equipage.

It can be imagined what an event in the pre-eminently

stationary life of the Marshall children was this fortnight.

To Judith and Lawrence, eight and four lespectively, Aunt

Victoria's charms and amenities were non-existent. She was

for Judith as negligible as all other grown-ups, save the few

who had good sense enough to play games and go in

swimming. Judith's interest centered m the new boy, whom
the Marshalls now saw for the first time, and who was in

every way a specimen novel in their limited experience of

children. During their first encounter, the well-groomed,

white-linen-clad boy with his pretematurally clean face,

his light-brown hair brushed till it shone like lacfiuer, his

polished nails and his adult appendage of a tutor, aroused

a .ontempt in Judith's mind which was only equaled by

her astonishment. On that occasion he sat upright in a

chair between his stepmother and his tutor, looking intently

out of very bright blue eyes at the two gipsy-brown little

girls in their single-garment linen play-clothes, swinging

their tanned bare legs and feet from the railing of the porch.

They returned this inspection in silence—on Sylvia's part

with the keen and welcoming interest she always felt in new

people who were well-dressed and physically attractive, but

as for Judith with a fi mkly hostile curiosity, as at sume

strange and quite unattractive new animal.

The next morning, a still, oppressive day of brazen heat,

it was suggested that the children take their guest off to visit

some of their own favorite haunts to " get acquainted."

This process began somewhat violently by the instant halt

of Arnold as soon as they were out of sight of the house.
" I'm going to take off these damn socks and shoes," he

ar ojnced, sitting down in the edge of a flower-bed.

Jh, don't ! You'll get your clean suit all dirty !
" (-ied

Sylvia, springing forv/ard to lift him out of the well-u.ied
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black loam. Arnold thrust her har^d away and made a

visible effort to increase his specific gravity. I hope

the Lord I do get it dirty
!

" he said bitterlv

"Isn't it your best?" asked Sylvia r--;-
J^^^,^^^^^.

another?" '' I haven;t anything but! .an. tK. bo^^ ^v

agely. "There's a whole trunk full • ' '.^cr.

^^^

J

fSmbling wuh a rough clumsiness at th. .aar-s '.f his shoes

but made no progress in loosening them, and now began

^ I nfnt The Irass " I don't know how to get them otf

!

hfcHe'dhi^vo'" breaking nervously. Judith -as down on

her "ees inspecting with a competent curiosity the fasten-

^"^fi;:t^7^sh:ir^^l-ii..is^

Ls'iken laces.'
" How'd you ever 5^Mt astened. she

inquired, "if you don't know how t.
-f^,^^^" .^^, ^,.

" Oh, Pauline puts my shoes on for me, explainea nr

nold. " She dresses and undresses me.
p^^nne'

"

Tudith stopped and looked up at him. W ho s i auline

.

she asked, disapproving astonishment m her accent.

;S^" H^ further with her little black look of

^^^^Wh:.^^^ t^^r Aunt Victoria-rny step-

nioth^rlsirmarried m/father when I was a -le aby

she doesn't want me to call her mother so I call

' MnrlHna ' That's Italian for . .

M rhad no n.erest in .his phenomenon and no optmon

TuW^Lw ho^"' u^d'rL yourseU U -mehody didn.

help vou 1
•• She went on loosening the laces in a con

'emptrus silence, during which the^0^^^
<„1W at the back ot her shining black hair, bylvia essajcu

lo'ttog remark about what pretty shoes he had. but with

?m ,Ts"«ss. Already the excursion was begmmng .0 take

on the color of its ending,-an encounter Uel«.wn Ih. per
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sonalities of Judith and Arnold, with Sylvia and Lawrence
left out. When the shoes finally came ofif, they revealed
white silk half-hose, which, discarded in their turn, showed
a pair of startlingly pale feet, on which the new boy now
essayed wincingly to walk. " Ouch ! Ouch ! OUCH! " he
cried, holding up first one and then the other from contact
with the hot sharp-edged pebbles of the path, " How do you
Jo it?"

" Oh, it always hurts when you begin in the spring," said
Judith carelessly. " You have to get used to it. How old
are you :

"

" Ten, last May."
" Buddy here began going barefoot last summer and he's

only four," she stated briefly, proceeding towards the barn
and chicken-hoiise.

After that remark the new boy walked forward with no
more articulate complaints, though his face was drawn and
he bit his lips. He was shown the chicken-yard—full of
gawky, half-grown chickens shedding their down and
growing their feathers—and forgot his feet in the fascina-
tion of scattering grain to them and watching their fluttering
scrambles. He was shown the rabbit-house and allowed to
take one of the limp, unre.sponsive little bunches of fur in
his arms, and feed a lettuce-leaf into its twitching pink
mouth. He was shown the house-in-the-maple-tree, a
rough floor fixed between two large branches, with a canvas
roof over it. ensconced in which retreat his eyes shone with
happy excitement. He was evidently about <

> ikc some
comment on it, but glanced at Judith's da: l.andsome
little face, unsmiling and suspicious, and remained silent.

He tried the same policy when being shown the children's
own garden, but Judith tracked him out of this attempt at
self-protection with some direct and searching questions,
discovering in liim such ignorance of the broadest division-
lines of the vegetable kingdom that she gave herself up to
open scorn, vainly frowned down by the more naturally
civilized Sylvia, who was by no means enjoying herself.
The new boy vras not in the iea&i what he had looked.
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She longed to return to the contemplation of Aunt Vic-

toria's perfections. Lawrence was, as usual, deep in an

unreal world of his own, where he carried forth some

enterprise which had nothing to do with any one about

him He was frowning and waving his arms, and makmg

stabbing gestures with his fingers, and paid no atten-

tion to the conversation between Judith and the new

""^'What can you do? What do you know?" asked the

former at last.

"
I can ride horseback," said Arnold defiantly.

Judith put him to the test at once, leading the way to

the stall which was the abode of the little pinto broncho,

left them, she explained, as a trust by one of Fathers

students from the Far West, who was now graduated and

a civil engineer in Chicago, where it cost too much to keep

a horse. Arnold emerged from this encounter with the

pony with but little more credit than he had earned in the

garden, showing an ineptness about equine ways which led

Judith through an unsparing cross-examination to the in-

formation that the boy's experience of handhng a horse

consisted in being ready in a riding-costume at a certain

hour ever>' afternoon, and mounting a well-broken little

pony, all saddled and bridled, which was " brought round

to the porte-cochere.
. • -^ ui

" What's a porte-cochere? " she asked, with her mimitable

air of despising it, whatever it might turn out to be.

Arnold stared with an attempt to copy her own frank

scorn for another's ignorance. "Huh! Don't you even

know that much? It's the big porch without any floor to

it where carriages drive up so you can get in and out

without getting wet if^ it rains. Every house that's good

for anything has one."
x j- ,. . 1 u

So far from being impressed or put down, Judith took her

stand as usual on the offensive. " 'Fore I'd be afraid of a

little rain!" she said severely, an answer which caused

Arnold to seem disconcerted, and again to look at her hare,

with the startled expression of arresied attention which
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from the first her remarks and strictures seemcl to cause
in him.

They took the pinto out. Judith rode him bareback at
a gallop down to the swimming pool and rlived from his
back into the yellow water shimmering hoHy in the sun.
This feat stung Arnold into a final fury. Without an
instant's pause he sprang in after her. As he came to the
top, swimming strongly with a lusty, regular stroke, and
rapidly overhauled the puffing Judith, his face shone bril-

liantly with relief. He was another child. The petulant
boy of a few moments before had vanished. " Beat you to
the springboard

!
" he sputtered joyously, swimming low and

spitting water as he slid easily through it at twice Judith's
speed. She set her teeth and drove her tough little body
with a Rerce concentration of all her forces, but Arnokl
was sitting on the springboard, dangling his red and swollen
feet when she arrived.

She clambered out and sat down beside him, silent for an
instant. Then she said with a detached air, " You can swim
better than any boy I ever saw."

Arnold's open, blond face flushed scarlet at this state-
ment. He looked at the dripping little brown rat beside
him., and returned impulsively, " I'd rather play with you
than any girl I ever saw."
They we.e immediately reduced to an awkward silence

by these two unpremeditated superlatives. Judith found
nothing to say beyond a " huh " in an uncertain accent, and
they turner with relief to alarums and excursions from
the forgotten and abandoned Sylvia and Lawrence. Sylvia
was forcibly restraining her little brother from following
Judith into the water. '"You mustn't, Buddy! You kn.-u.'

we aren't allowed to go in till an hour after eating and
you only had your breakfast a little while ago !

" She led
him away bellovv Ing.

Arnold, surprised, asked Judith,
"
'Cept for that, are

you allowed to go in whenever you want ?

"

Sure
! We're not to stay in more than ten minutes at a

time, and then get out and run around for half an hour in
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the sun. There's a clock under a little roof-thing, nailed

up to a tree over there, so's we can tell."

" And don't you get what-for, if you go in with all your

clothes on this way?"
t r u

"
I haven't any clothes on but my rompers," said Judith.

" They're just the same as a bathing suit." She snatched

back her prerogative of asking questions. " Where did you

learn to swim so ?

"

"At the seashore! I get taken there a month every

summer. It's the most fun of any of the places I get taken.

I've had lessons there from the professor of swimming ever

since I was six. Madrina doesn't know what to do with

me but have me take lessons. I like the swimming ones

the best. I hate dancing—and going to museums."
" What else can you do? " asked Judith with a noticeable

abatement of her previous disesteem.

Arnold hesitated, his own self-confidence as evidently

dashed. " Well—1 can fence a little—and talk French

;

we are in Paris winters, you know. We don't stay in Lyd-

ford for the winter. Nobody does."

•'Everybody gocc away?" queried Judith. "What a

funny town !

"

"Oh, except the people who lire there—the \er-

monters."

Judith was more and more at a loss. " Don't you live

there?"
" No, we don't live anywhere. We just stay places for

a while. Nobody that we know lives anywhere." He in-

terrupted a further question from the astonished Judith to

ask, " How'd you happen to have such a dandy swimming-

pool out of such a little brook ?
"

Judith, switched off upon a topic of recent and absorbing

interest, was diverted from investigation into the odd ways

of people who lived nowhere. " Isn't it great !

" she said

ardently. " It's new this summer—that's why I don't swim

so very well yet. Why, it was this way. The creek ran

through a corner of our land, and a lot of Father's students

that are engineers or something, wanted to do something
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for Father when they graduated—lots of students do, you
know—and everybody said the creek didn't have water
enough and they bet each other it did, and after Commence-
ment we had a kind of camp for a week—tents and things
all round here—and Mother cooked for them-^nmn fires

—

oh, lots of fun!—and they let us children tag around as
much as w- pleased—and they and Father dug, and fixed

concrete—say, did you evtr get let to stir up concrete? It's

great !

"

Seeing in the boy's face a blankness as great as her own
during his chance revelations of life on another planet, she
exclaimed, " Here, come on, down to the other end, and
I'll show you how they made the dam and all—they began
over there with " The two pattered along the edge
hand-in-hand, talking incessantly on a common topic at last,

interrupting each other, squatting down, peering into the
water, pointing, discussing, arguing, squeezing the deliciously

soft mud up and down between their toes, their heads close

together—they might for the moment have been brother
and sister who had grown up together.

They were interrupted by voices, and turning flushed and
candid faces of animation towards the path, beheld Aunt
Victoria, wonderful and queen-like in a white dress, a para-
sol, like a great rose, over her stately blond head, attended
by Sylvia adoring; Mrs. Marshall quiet and observant; Mr.
Rollins, the tutor, thin, agitated, and unhappily responsible

;

and Professor Marshall smiling delightedly at the children.

"Why, Arnold Smith!" cried his tutor, too much over-
come by the situation to express himselt more forcibly than
by a repetition of the boy's name. " Why, Arnold! Come
here !

"

Tlie cloud descended upon the boy's face. " I will not
!

"

he said insolently.

" But we were just looking for you to start back to the
hotel." argued Mr. Rollins.

" I don't care if you were !

" said the boy in a sullen
accent.

S>ivia and Judith looked on in amazement at this scene
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of insubordination, as new to them as all the rest of the

boy's actions. He was standing still now, submitting in a

gloomy silence to the various comments on his appearance,

which was incredibly different from that with which he had

started on his travels. The starch remaining in a few places

in his suit, now partly dried in the hot sun, caused the

linen to stand out grotesquely in peaks and mud-streaked

humps, his hair, still wet, hung in wisps about his very

dirty face, his bare, red feet and legs protruded from

shapeless knickerbockers. His stepmother looked at him

with her usual good-natured amused gaze. " It is custom-

ary, before going in swimming, isn't it, Arnold, to take

your watch out of your pocket and put your cuff-links in

a safe-place ? " she suggested casually.

" Good Heavens ! His watch
!

" cried Mr. Rollins, clutch-

ing at his own sandy hair.

Protessor Marshall clapped the boy encouragingly on the

shoulder. " Well, sir, you look more like a human being,"

he said heartily, addressing himself, with defiance in his

tone, to his sister.

She replied with a smile, " That rather depends, doesn't

it, Elliott, upon one's idea of what constitutes a human
being?"

Something in her sweet voice roused Judith to an ugly

wrath. She came forward and took her place protectingly

beside her new playmate, scowling at her aunt. " We -"vc e

having a lovely time !
" she said challengingly.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith looked down at the grotesque little

figure and touched the brown cheek indulgently with her

forefinger. " That too rather depends upon one's definition

of a lovely time," she replied, turning away, leaving with

the indifference of long practice the unfortunate Mr. Rol-

lins to the task of converting Arnold into a product possible

to transport through the streets of a civilized town.

Before they went away that day, Arnold managed to seek

Judith out z.lone, and with shamefaced clumsiness to sl'p his

knife, quite new and three-bladed, into her hand. She

looked at it uncomprehendingly. " For you—to keep," he
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said, flushing again, and looking hard into her dark eyes
which in return lightened suddenly from their usual rather
somber seriousness into a smile, a real smile. Judith's
smiles were far from frequent, but the recipient of one did
not forget it.



CHAPTER IV

EVERY ONE'S OPINION OF EVERY ONE ELSE

hi

In this way, almost from the first, several distinct lines

of cleavage were established in the family party during

the next fortnight. Arnold imperiously demanded a com-

plete vacation from " lessons," and when, it was indolently

granted, he spent it incessantly with Judith, the two being

always out of doors and usually joyously concocting what

in any but the easy-going, rustic plainness of the Marshall

mode of life would have been called mischief. Mrs. Mar-

shall, aided by the others in turn, toiled vigorously between

the long rows of vegetables and a little open shack near by,

where, on a superannuated but still serviceable cook-stove,

she " put up," for winter use, an endless supply of the

golden abundance which, Ceres-like, she poured out every

year from the Horn of Plenty of her garden. Sylvia, in

a state of hypnotized enchantment, dogged her Aunt Vic-

toria's graceful footsteps and still more graceful, leisurely

l.alts; Lawrence bustled about on his \vn mysterious busi-

ness in a solitary and apparently exciting world of his

own which was anywhere but in La Chance ; and Professor

Marshall, in the intervals of committee work at the Uni-

versity, now about to open, alternated between helping his

wife, playing a great deal of very noisy and very brilliant

music on the piano, and conversing in an unpleasant voice

with his sister.

Mr. Rollins, for whom, naturally, Arnold's revolt meant

unwonted freedom, was for the most part invisible, " .<:eeing

the sights of La Chanre, I .suppose," conjectured Aunt Vic-

toria indifferently, in her deiiciously modulated voice, when
asked what had become of the sandv-haiied tutor. And
because, in the intense retirement and rustication of this

33
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period, Mrs. Marshall-Smith needed little attention paid
to her toilets, Pauline also was apparently enjoying an un-
usual vacation. A short time after making the conjecture
about her stepson's tutor, Aunt Victoria had added the sug-
gestion, level-browed, and serene as always, " Perhaps he
and Pauline are seeing the sights together."

Sylvia, curled on a little stool at her aunt's feet, turned
an artless, inquiring face up to her. " What are the ' sights

'

of La Chance, Auntie?" she asked.
Her father, who was sitting at the piano, his long fingers

raised as though about to play, whirled about and cut in
quickly with an unintelligible answer, " Your Aunt \'ic-
toria refers to non-existent phenomena, my dear, in order
to bring home to us the uncouth provinciality in which we
live."

Aunt Victoria, leaning back exquisitely passive, in one
of the big, shabby arm-chairs, raised a protesting hand.
'' My dear Elliott, you don't do your chosen abiding-place
justice. There is the new Court-House. Nobody can deny
that that is a sight. I spent a long time the other day
contemplating it. That and the Masonic Building are a
pair of sights. I conceive Rollins, who professes to be
interested in architecture, as constantly vibratine between
the two."

To which handsome tribute to La Chance's high-lights.
Professor Marshall returned with bitterness, " Good Lord,'
Vic, why do you come, then ?

"

She answered pleasantly, " I might ask in my turn why
you stay." She went on. " I might also remind you that
you and your children are the only human ties I have."
She slipped a soft arm about Sylvia as she spoke, and
turned the vivid, flower-like little face to be kissed. When
Aunt Victoria kissed her, Sylvia always felt that she had,
like Diana in the story-book, stooped radiant from a shin-
ing cloud.

There was a pause in the conversation. Professor Mar-
shall faced the piann again and precipitated himself head-
long mto the diabolic accelerandos of " The Hall oi the
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Mountain-King." His sister listened with extreme and
admiring appreciation of his talent. " Upon my word,

LUiott," she said heartily, "under the circumstances it's

incredible, but it's true—your touch positively improves."

He stopped short, and addressed the air above the piano

with passionate convi'^'ion. " I stay because, thanks to my
wife, I've savored here fourteen years of more complete

reconciliation with life—I've been vouchsafed more use-

fulness— I've discovered more substantial reasons for exist-

ing than I ever dreamed possible in the old life—than any
one in that world can conceive !

"

Aunt Victoria looked down at her beautiful hands clasped

in her lap. " Yes, quite so," she breathed. " Any one who
knows you well must agree that whatever you are, or do,

or find, nowadays, is certainly ' thanks to your wife.'

"

Her brother flashed a furious look at her, and was
about to speak, but catching sight of Sylvia's troubled little

face turned to him anxiously, gave only an impatient shake

to his ruddy head—now graying slightly. A little later he

said :
" Oh, we don't speak the same language any more,

Victoria. I couldn't make you understand—you don't know
—how should you? You can't conceive how, when one is

really liziny, nothing of all that matters. What does archi-

tecture matter, for instance ?
"

" Some of it matters very little indeed," concurred his

sister blandly.

This stirred him to an ungracious laugh. " As for keep-

ing up only human ties, isn't a fortnight once ever>' five

years rather slim rations ?
"

" Ah, there are difficulties—the Masonic Building
"

murmured Aunt Victoria, apparently at random. But
then, it seemed to Sylvia that they were always speaking

at random. For all she could see, neither of them ever
answered what the other had said.

The best times were when she and Aunt Victoria were
all alone together—or with only the silent, swift-fingered,

Pauline in attendance during the wonderful processes of

dressing or undressing her mistress. These occasions
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seemecl to please Aunt Victoria best also. She showed her-
self then so wmn.ng and gracious and altogether magical
to the httle g.rl that Sylvia forgot the uncomfortahlenes
which always happened when her aunt and her father were
together. As they came to be on more intimate termsSylva was told a great many details about Aunt Victoria's
present and past life, in the form of stories especiaMv
about that early part of it which had been spent with h^
brother. Mrs^ Marshall-Smith took pains to talk to Sylvia
about her father as he had been when he was a brilLntdashmg youth m Paris at school, or as the acknowledged

• Yn, '?. .f ••''' f'' '" '^' ^^'"°"^ Eastern college.You see. Sylv.a." she explained. *• having no father or

t'llan r.nn/"^ "'I' 'f'''"' ''' ^^^ "^^""^ °^ ^^^'^ otherthan a good many brothers and sisters do. We had nobody
eLse-except old Cousm Ellen, who kept house for us inhe summers m Lydford and traveled around with us

"
Lydford was another topic on which, although it was already

he7.h M,";
'° ^r

^""^"^ ^'' "^°^her's reminiscences o^her ch.Idhood m Vermont. Aunt Victoria shed much light
for Sylv-,a. Aunt Victoria's Lydford was so different from

0^.1 M.r''^'^ u^'"'^^
P°'''^^^ '^'y ^'^"'J b^ the same

place. Mothers talk was all about the mountains thesunny up and pastures, rocky and steep, such a contrast to
.

he nch, level stretches of country about La Chance; abou°the excursions through these slopes of the mountaini eveJ;afternoon, accompanied by a marvelously intelligent colliedog who helped find the cows; about the orchard full of

s ncT ""^
,''r'^'^^

^'"" ^">^ ^^'^-^ -hich have grou^since the vvorld began; about the attic full of drying pop-corn and old hair-trunks and dusty files of the New York

' bfck"r;om""'-tf/'r^ "'^^ ''' ^°°^^-i-' -^ theback room with its churn and cheese-press.
.\othing of all this existed in the Lydford of which Aunt

of chlldhrd ;• ''''°"?!: ^°"^ °' ^^^ recollections were also.of childhood hours. Once Sylvia asked her, " But if you^er^ a httle girl there, and Mother was too.-thefycm IIIleather and she must have played together sometii^s?^
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months before they were
-^j:."^^! .^^j Sylvia-" she «/-

lege."
. , . up.itate for words, something

Aunt Victoria seemed to/e=5»^^^*=/°^,
.

unusual with her. and ^J^^^'J^^X^.. in the

lived on a farm, and we hved m
'^"'^^,^;'"l^,'^'^3iion :

" Her
illage.- She addeu after %

"^"'^f;"
.\' *^'

^Jf oTr butter,

uncle, who kept the Jarm urm. u Uh
^.^^^^^^

^nm^timcs vour mother used to deliver a

iTr" Sh/,ookc.l hare. a. S>.™ a. .he .pc^^
^^^

..\Vdl. 1 shouM have ''"B^X„„„, ,,,,!„. Nlar-

((,.«;
• said Sylvia m s,.rpr..e. Noting

'^2\nni. flekl of

shalls- kitchen door which was not in tl.c ch.l.lrcn

'""
uTaT in fact, there that your father me. her," stated

^r^h'l^fl'tmember," said Sylvia. ,uo.ing fluently

yes,
, . „., "

I've heard them tell alx>ut 11

from an olten heard tale. i ve ni

,„,s of times. She was """"8 ""^.^ '"^S out of her

year in college, and "^PP"' » ^ «gon. and Father

Pauline get out the massage cream and do my face, will

^-Shldid not .a.-^"y-^ef
a time, h^^^^^^^^^^

it was again ° L^^f° <'^*^V,f,:„ S breathed faintly be-

a murmured stream °f r'™"''^™,
,„, „i„istrations
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raced and lx)x-cdged. inhabited by beautiful ladies always,

like Aunt Victoria, " dressed-up," who took tea under

brightly striped, pagoda-shaped tents, waited u[)on by slant-

eyed Japanese (it seemed Aunt Victoria had nothing but

Japanese servants). The whole picture shimmered in the

confused imagination of the listening little girl, till it

blended indistinguishably with the enchantment of her

fairy-stories. It all seemed a background natural enough

for Aunt Victoria, but .Sylvia could not tU her father into it.

" Ah, he's changed greatly—he's transformed—he is not

the same creature," Aunt Victoria told her gravely, speak-

ing according to her seductive habit with Sylvia, as though

to an cc|ual. " The year when we lost our money and h**

married, altered all the H-orld for us." She linked the two

events together, and was rewarded by seeing the reference

slide over Sylvia's head.
" Did you lose your money, too ? " asked Sylvia, astounded.

Lt had never occurred to her that Aunt Vi'toria might have

bepn affected by that event in her father's life, with which

she was quite familiar through his careless references to

what he seemed to regard as an interesting but negligible

incident.

" All but the slightest portion of it, my dear—when I

was tweiUv years old. Your father was twenty-five."

Sylvia looked about her at the cut-glass and silver uten-

sils on the lace-covered dressing-table, at Aunt Victoria's

pale lilac crcpe-de-chine negligee, at the neat, pretty young

maid dcft-handedly rubbing the perfumed cream into the

other woman's well-preserved face, impassive as an idol's.

" Why—why, I thought " she began and stopped, a

native delicacy making her hesitate as Judith never did.

Aunt Victoria understood. " Mr. Smith had money,"

she explained briefly. " I married when I was twenty-one."
" Oh," said Sylvia. It seemed an easy way out of

• difnculties. She had never before cha' ed to hear Aunt
t Victoria mention her long-dead husban
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CHAPTER V

SOMETHING ABOUT HUSBANDS

She did not by any means always sit in the hotel and

watch Pauline care for different portions of Aunt Victoria

body. Mrs. Marshall-Smith took, on principle, a drive

every day, and Sylvia was her favorite companion. At hrst

they^wen; generally over the asphalt and m ron of the

costly and incredibly differing " mansions of the resi^

dential portion" of town, but later their drives took t^e^

principally along the winding roads and "^^er the thrifty

voune trees of the State University campus. They often

San excise of fetching Professor MarshaU h^me f^^^^^

a committee meeting, and as the faculty <^ommittees at

that time of year were, for the -ostpart, feverishly occup^^^^^

with the classification of the annual ^ood-tide of Freshmen

he was nearly always late, and they were obliged to wait

long half-hours in front of the Main Buildmg.

Sylvia's cup of satisfaction ran over as, dressed in her

simple best, which her mother without comment allowed

her to put in every day now, she sat in the well-appointed

carriage beside her beautiful aunt, at whom every one

ooked so hard and so admiringly. The University work

had not begun, but unresigned and haiassed Professors and

assistants, recalled from their vacations for venous exeu-

tive tasks, were present in sufficient numbers to animate he

front steps of the Main Building with constantly gathering

and dissolving little groups. These called out greetings to

each other, and exchanged dolorous mutua condolences on

their hard fate; all showing, with a helpless masculine

naivete their consciousness of the lovely, observant figure

in the carriage below them. Of a different sort were the

professors' wives, who occasionally drifted past on the path.

44
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Aunt Victoria might have been a blue-uniformed messenger-
boy for all that was betrayed by their skilfully casual
glance at her and then away, and the subsequent direct-

ness of their forward gaze across the campus. Mrs.
Marshall-Smith had for both these manifestations of con-
sciousness of her presence the same imperturbable smile of
amusement. " They are delightful, these colleagues of your
father's !

" she told Sylvia. Sylvia had hoped fervently that
the stylish Mrs. Hubert might see her in this brief apothe-
osis, and one day her prayer was answered. Straight down
the steps of the Main Building they came, Mrs. Hubert glis-

tening in shiny blue silk, extremely unaware of Aunt Vic-
toria, the two little girls looking to Sylvia like fairy prin-

cesses, with pink-and-white, lace-trimmed dresses, and big
pink hats with rose wreaths. Even the silk laces in their

low, white kid shoes were of pink to match the ribbons,

which gleamed at waist and throat and elbow. Sylvia
watched them in an utter admiration, and was beyond
measure shocked when Aunt Victoria said, after they had
stepped daintily past, " Heavens ! What a horridly over-
dressed family! Those poor children look too absurd,
tricked out like that. The one nearest me had a sweet,
appealing little face, too."

" That is Eleanor," said Sylvia, with a keen, painful
recollection of the scene a year ago. She added doubtfully,
"Didn't you think their dresses pretty, Aunt Victoria?"

" I thought they looked like pin-cushions on a kitchen-
maid's dressing-table," returned Aunt Victoria more forcibly

than she usually expressed herself. " You look vastly bet-

ter with the straight lines of your plain white dresses.

You have a great deal of style, Sylvia. Judith is hand-
somer than you, but she will never have any style." This
verdict, upon both the Huberts and he.^ 'f, delivered with
a serious accent cf mature deliberation, impressed Sylvia.
It was one of the speeches she was to ponder.
Although Professor Marshall showed himself noticeably

negligent in the matter of introducing his colleagues to his

sister, it was only two or three days before Aunt Victoria's

.^^f-J:l
-i^^.
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half-hours of waiting before the Main Building had other

companionship than Sylvia's. This was due to the decisive

action of young Professor Saunders, just back from the

British Museum, where, at Professor Marshall's suggestion

he had been digging up facts about the economic history of

the twelfth century in England. Without waiting for an

invitation he walked straight up to the carriage with the

ostensible purpose of greeting Sylvia, who was a great

favorite of his, and who in her turn had a romantic admira-

tion for the tall young assistant. Of all the faculty people

who frequented the Marshall house, he and old Professor

Kennedy were the only people whom Sylvia considered

" stylish," and Professor Kennedy, in spite of his very high

connection with the aristocracy of La Chance, was so cross

and depressed that really his " style " did not count. She

was now greatly pleased by the younger professor's public

and cordial recognition of her, and, with her precocious

instinct for social ease, managed to introduce him to her

aunt even adding quaintly a phrase which she had heard

her mother use in speaking of him, " My father thinks

Professor Saunders has a brilliant future before him.

This very complimentary reference had not the effect she

hoped for, since both the young man and Aunt Victoria

laughed, exchanging glances of understanding, and said to

each other, "Isn't she delicious?" But at least it effect-

ually broke any ice of constraint, so that the new-comer felt

at once upon the most familiarly friendly terms with the

sister of his chief. Thereafter he came frequently to lean

an arm on the side of the carriage and talk with the " ladies-

in-waiting," as he called the pretty woman and child. Once

or twice Sylvia was transferred to the front seat beside

Peter, the negro driver, on the ground that she could watch

the horses better, and they took Professor Saunders for a

drive through the flat, fertile country, now beginning to

gleam ruddy with autumnal tints of bronze and scarlet and

gold. Although she greatly enjoyed the social brilliance of

these occasions, on which Aunt Victoria showed herself un-

expectedly sprightly and altogether enchanting, Sylvia felt

ii"'i&=e:y,'Si:^
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a little guilty that they did not return to pick up Professor
Marshall, and s'le was relieved, when they met at supper,
that he made no reference to their defection.

He did not, in fact, mention his assistant's name at all,

and yet he did not seem surprised when Professor Saunders,
coming to the Sunday evening rehearsal of the quartet,

needed no introduction to his sister, but drew a chair up
with the evident mtention of devoting all his conversation to

her. For a time this overt intention was frustrated by old
Reinhardt, smitten with an admiration as unconcealed for

the beautiful stranger. In the interval before the arrival

of the later members of the quartet, he fluttered around
her like an ungainly old moth, racking his scant English for

complimentary speeches. These were received by Aunt Vic-
toria with her best calm smile, and by Professor Saunders
with open impatience. His equanimity was not restored by
the fact that there chanced to be rather more general talk

than usual that evening, leaving him but small opportunity
for his tete-a-tete.

It began by the arrival of Professor Kennedy, a little

late, delayed at a reunion of the Kennedy family. He was
always reduced to bilious gloom by any close contact with
that distinguished, wealthy, and much looked-up-to group
of citizens of La Chance, «'.nd this evening he walked into

the front door obviously even more depressed than usual.

The weather had turned cool, and his imposingly tall old

person was wrapped in a cape-overcoat. Sylvia had no fond-
ness for Professor Kennedy, but she greatly admired his

looks and his clothes, and his handsome, high-nosed old face.

She watched him wrestle himself out of his coat as though it

were a grappP.ng enemy, and was not surprised at the irrita-

bility which sat visibly upon his arching white eyebrows.
He entered the room trailing his 'cello-bag beside him and
plucking peevishly at its drawstrings, and although Aunt
Victoria quite roused herself at the sight of him, he re-

ceived his introduction to her with reprehensible indififer-

ence. He sank into a chair and looked sadly at the fire,

taking the point of his white beard in his long, tapering

^^^ ^^^^^^^M^^^
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fingers. Professor Marshall turned from the piano, where
he sat, striking A for the conscientious Bauermeister to
tune, and said laughingly, " Hey there. Knight of the Dolor-
ous Countenance, what vulture is doing business at the old
stand on your liver?"

Professor Kennedy crossed one long, elegantly slim leg
over the other, " I've been dining with the Kennedy family,"
he said, with a neat and significant conciseness.

Anything specially the matter with the predatory
rich ? " queried Marshall, reaching for his viola-case.

Professor Kennedy shook his head. " Alas ! there's never
anything the matter with them. Comme le diable, Us se
portent toujonrs Men."
At the purity of accent with which this embittered remark

was made, Mrs. Marshall-Smith opened her eyes, and paid
more attention as the old professor went on.

" The last of my unmarried nieces has shown herself a
true Kennedy by providing herself with a dolichocephalic
blond of a husband, like all the others. The dinner was
given in honor of the engagement."

Sylvia was accustomed to finding Professor Kennedy's
remarks quite unintelligible, and this one seemed no odder
to her than the rest, so that she was astonished that Aunt
Victoria was not ashamed to confess as blank an ignorance
as the little girl's. The beautiful woman leaned toward the
morose old man with the suave self-confidence of one who
has never failed to charm, and drew his attention to her by
a laugh of amused perplexity. " May I ask," she inquired,
'what kind of a husband is that? It is a new variety to
me.

Professor Kennedy looked at her appraisingly. "
It's the

kind most women aspire to," he answered enigmatically.
He imparted to this obscure remark the air of passing a
sentence of condemnation.

Sylvia's mother stirred uneasily in her chair and looked
at her husband. He had begun to take his viola from the
case, but now returned it and stood looking quizzically from
his sister to his guest. " Professor Kennedy talks a special
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other people—those ar*» th» 1 7 J f ^ ^""^^ ^''om
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nails with an abstracted air, contradicted by the half-smile
on his lips. Sylvia, listening to the talk, could make nothing
out of It, but miserably felt her little heart grow leaden as
she looked from one face to another. Judith and Lawrence,
tired of waiting for the music to begin, had dropped asleep
among the pillows of the divan. Mr. Bauermeister yawned,
looked at the clock, and plucked at the strings of his violin.'
He hated all talk as a waste of time. Old Reinhardt's simple
face looked as puzzled and uneasy as Sylvia's own. Young
Mr. Saunders seemed to have no idea that there was any-
thing particularly unsettling in the situation, but. disliking
the caustic vehemence of his old colleague's speech, inter-
posed to turn it from the lady by his side. " And you're the
man who's opposed on principle to sweeping generaliza-
tions !

" he said in cheerful rebuke.
" Ah, I've just come from a gathering of the Clan Ken-

nedy," repeated the older man. " I defy anybody to pro-
duce a more successfully predatory family than mine. The
fortunes of the present generation of Kennedys don't come
from any white-livered subterfuge, like the rise in the value
of real estate, as my own ill-owned money does. No, sir;
the good, old, well-recognized, red-blooded method of going
out and taking it away from people not so smart as they
are, is good enough for them, if you please. And my
woman relatives " He swept them away with a ges-
ture. "When I

" ^

Mrs. Marshall cut him short resolutely. " Are you going
to have any music tonight, or aren't you?" she said.
He looked at her with a sudden, unexpected softening of

his somber eyes. " Do you know, Barbara Marshall, that
there are times when you keep one unhappy old misanthrope
from despairing of his kind ?

"

She had at this unlooked-for speech only the most honest
astonishment. " I don't know what you're talking about

"

she said bluntly.

Judith stirred in her sleep and woke up blinking. When
she saw that Professor Kennedy had come in. she did what
Sylvia would never have dared do; she ran to him and

^^^m§m.w^^^?^mmL ^W^yi
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her. "Well, spitfire" he said 'Vo
^'"'' ''°^"' ^'•°""d
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h.Hr.*^^^
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CHAPTER VI

THE SIGHTS OF LA CHANCE
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didn't last but a minute, but it scared the liver out o' me."
This vigorous expression was a favorite of his.

Judith was somewhat impressed by his face and manner,
but still inclined to mock at a confession of fear. " Under
the bed!" she sneered.

Arnold evidently felt the horror of the recently enacted
scene so vividly that there was no room for shame in his
mind. " You bet I did ! And so would you too, if you'd
ha' been there. Gee!"

In spite of herself Judith looked somewhat startled by
the vibration of sincerity in his voice, and Sylvia, with her
quick sympathy of divination, had turned almost as pale
as the little boy, who, all his braggart turbulence gone,
stood looking at them with a sick expression in his eyes.
"Was it in your room?" asked Judith. "I thought

Pauline's room was on the top floor. What was she doing
down there ?

"

" No, it was in old Rollins' room—next to mine. I don't
know what Pauline was doing there."

" What did Pauline do when Aunt Victoria scolded her ?
"

asked Sylvia. She had come to be fond of the pretty young
maid with her fat, quick hands and her bright, warm-
hearted smile for her mistress' little niece. One day, when
Mrs. Marshall-Smith had, for a moment, chanced to leave
them alone, Pauline had given her a sudden embrace, and
had told her

:

" At 'ome zere are four leetle brozers and
sisters. America is a place mos' solitary !

" " What did
Pauline do?" asked Sylvia again as Arnold did not an-
swer.

The boy looked down. " Pauline just cried and cried,"
he said in a low tone. " I liked Pauline! She was awful
good to me. I—I heard her crying afterwards as she went
away. Seemed to me I could hear her crying all the way
out here."

" Did she go away ? " asked Judith, trying to make some-
thing coherent out of the story. Arnold nodded.

" You bet she did. Madrina turned her right out—and
old Rollins too."

tWW^H'^^m^: ''^'ir^-^-
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lessly, and finally raised her parasol, of a gold-colored silk,

a lighter tone, but the same shade as her rich plain broad-

cloth costume of tan. " Shall wc take a little walk, my
dear?" she suggested. "I don'i feel like sitting still just

now—nor "—she looked down into Sylvia's eyes
—

" nor

yet like canning tomatoes."

That walk, the last one taken with Aunt Victoria, be-

came one of Sylvia's memories, although she never had a

vivid recollection of what they saw during their slow ram-

ble. It was only Aunt Victoria whom the little girl re-

membered—Aunt \'ictoria moving like a goddess over their

rough paths and under the changing glory of the autumn
leaves. She herself was a brighter glory, with her shin-

ing blond hair crowned by a halo of feathery, gold-colored

plumes, the soft, fine, supple broadcloth of her garments

gleaming in the sunshine with a sheen like that of a well-

kept animal's coat. There breathed from all her person a

faint odor of grace and violets and unhurried leisure.

Sylvia clung close to her side, taking in through all

her pores this lovely emanation, not noticing whether they

were talking or not, not heeding the direction of their

steps. She was quite astonished to find herself on the

University campus, in front of the Main Building. Aunt
Victoria had never walked so far before. " Oh, did you
want to see Father?" she asked, coming a little to her-

self.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith said, as if in answer, " Just sit

down here and wait for me a minute, will you, Sylvia?"

moving thereupon up the steps and disappearing through

the wide front door. Sylvia relapsed into her day-dreams

and, motionless in a pool of sunlight, waited, quite uncon-

scious of the passage of time.

This long reverie was at last broken by the return of

Mrs. Marshall-Smith. She was. not alone, but the radiant

young man who walked beside her was not her brother,

and nothing could have differed more from the brilliantly

hard gaze which Professor Marshall habitually bent on his

sister, than the soft intentness with which young Mr.
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Saunders regarded the ripely beautiful woman. The
dazzled expression of his eyes was one of the remembered
factors of the day for Sylvia.
The two walked down 'he shaded steps. Sylvia watching

them admirmgly, the scene forever printed on her memory
and emerged into the pool of sunshine where she sat, swing-
ing her legs from the bench. They stood there for some
mmutes, talkmg together in low tones. Sylvia, absorherl
in watchmg the play of light on Aunt Victoria's smooth
cheek, heard but a few words of what passed between them

•

had a vague impression that Professor Saunde s con-
tinually began sentences starting firmly with " But," and
ending somehow on quite another note. She felt'dimlv
that Aunt Victoria was less calmly passive than usual in
a conversation, that it was not only the enchanting rising
and falling inflections of her voice which talked, but her
eyes, her arms, her whole self. Once she laid her hand
for an instant on Professor Saunders' arm.
More than that Sylvia could not remember, even when

she was asked later to repeat as much as she could of what
she had heard. She was resolving when she was grown-up
to have a ruffle of creamy lace falling avvay from her neck
and wrists as Aunt Victoria did. She had not only for-
gotten Arnold's story, she had forgotten that such a boy
existed. She was living in a world all made up of radiance
and bloom, lace and sunshine and velvet, and bright hair
and gleaming cloth and smooth voi^^s and the smell of
violets.

After a time she was aware that Professor Saunders
shook h ris and turned back up the steps. Aunt Victoria
began tt .love with her slow grace along the road towards
home, and Sylvia to follow, soaking herself in an impres-
sion of supreme suavity.

When, afte- the walk through the beech-woods, they
reached he edge of the Marshall field, they saw a stiff
plume of blue smoke stand up over the shack by the gar-
den and, as they approached, heard a murmur of voices
Mrs. Marshall-Smitli stopped, furled her parasol, ind sur-

ll
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veyed the scene within. Her sister-in-law enveloped ma
hrge blue apron, by no means fresh, sat beside a roughly

bunt table. 'peeling tomatoes her brown sta-ed fing s

moving with the rapidity of a P^^stjdigitator s Jud^m

stood beside her. also attacking the pile o crimson fruit

endeavoring in vain to emulate her mothers spee^. Over

he horrusty stove hung Arnold, -d-faced and bnght-

eyed. a^med with a long, wooden f-|-l%-^f^^^;^°^;
tinuallv dug into the steaming contents of an enormous

rhheledlettle. As, at the arrival of the new-comers

Mrs. Marshall's voice stopped, he looked
.^J^^^^. ^"f^

frowned impatiently at his stepmother. She s jus^ go

to the excitin' part," he said severely, and to the raconteur

eaeerlv.
" 'NVn what?

"

... ., ,

Mrs^ Marshall hoked up at her husband- sister, smiled

and went on,-Sylvia recognized the story . one of her

own old favorites. " Well, it was very early dawn when she

had to go over to the neighbor's to borrow some med .me

for her father, who kept getting sicker all the time^ As he

hurried along across the meadow towards the stUe, she

kept wondering, in spi^e of herself, if there was any truth

in what Nat had said about having seen bear tracks near

the house the day befoie. When she got to the stile she

ran up the steps-and on the top one she stood still, for

there——" She made a dramatic pause and reached tor

another tray of tomatoes. Arnold stopped stirring the pot

and stood motionless, his eyes fixed on the "abator the

spatula dripping tomato-juice all along his white trousers.

"There on the other side, looking up at her, was a bear—

a big black bear." •
i j

Arnold's mouth dropped open and his eyes widened.

" My grandmother was dreadfully frightened. She was

only seventeen, and she hadn't any kind of a weapon, not

so much as a little stick with her Her first >dea was to

turn and run as fast as she could, back home. But she

remembered how sick her father was. and how much he

needed the medicine; and then besides, she used to say, aU

of a sudden it made her angry, ail over, to have that great

iU^r '^nRa'WqroESJ. )\. 'b'
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stupid animal get in her way. She always said that nothing

'got her mad up' like feeling afraid. So what do you

suppose she did ?

"

Arnold could only shake his head silently in an ecstasy

of impatience for the story to continue. Judith and Sylvia

smiled at each other with the insufferable complacence of

auditors who know the end by heart.

" She just pointed her finger at the bear, and she said in

a loud, harsh voice :
* Shame ! Shame ! Shame on you

!

For sha-a-ame!' She'd taught district school, you know,

and had had lots of practice saying that to children who

had been bad. The bear looked up at her hard for a

minute, then dropped his head and began to walk slowly

away. Grandmother always sa'd, * The great lummox lum-

bered off into the bushes like a gawk of a boy who's been

caught in mischief.' She waited just a minute and then

ran like lightning along the path through the woods to

the neighbors and got the medicine."

The story was evidently over, the last tomato was

peeled. Mrs. Marshall rose, wiping her stained and drip-

ping hands on her apron, and went to the stove. Ar-

nold started as if coming out of a dream and looked

about him with wondering eyes. " Well, what-d'you-think-

o'-that? " he commented, all in one breath. " Say,

Mother," he went on, looking up at her with trusting eyes,

searching the quiet face, " what do you suppose made the

bear go away ? You wouldn't think a little thing like that

would scare a hear!"

Mrs. Marshall began dipping the hot, stewed tomatoes

into the glass jars ready in a big pan of boiling water on

the back of the stove. The steam rose up, like a cloud, into

her face, which began to turn red and to glisten with

perspiration. " Oh, I don't suppose it really frightened the

bear," she said moderately, refraining from the dramatic

note of completeness which her husband, in spite of him-

self, gave to everything he touched, and adding instead the

pungent, homely savor of reality, which none relished more

than Sylvia and her father, incapable themselves of achiev-

:nwyBE*.«3 .flBHSf ,!?; ».• -l;:-^'!
'S^^SI^B^i-^x:^hx'^sS^ i
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ing it.
" 'Most likely the bear would have gone away of

his own accord anyhow. They don't attack people unless

they're stirred up." Arnold bit deeply into the solidity of

this unexaggerated presentation, and was silent for a mo-

ment, saying then :
" Well, anyhow, she didn't know he'd go

away ! She was a sport, all right !

"

" Oh yes, indeed," said Mrs. Marshall, dipping and

steaming, and wiping away the perspiration, which ran

down in drops to the end of her large, shapely nose.

" Yes, my grandmother was a sport, all right." The acrid

smell of hot, cooking tomatoes filled the shed and spread

to the edge where Sylvia and her aunt stood, still a little

aloof. Although it bore no resemblance to the odor of

violets, it could not be called a disgusting smell : it was the

sort of smell which is quite agreeable when one is very

hungry. But Sylvia was not hungry at all. She stepped

back involuntarily. Mrs. Marshall-Smith, on the contrary,

advanced a step or so, until she stood close to her sister-

in-law. " Barbara, I'd like to se" you a few minutes with-

out the children." she remarked in the neutral tone she al-

ways had for her brother's wife. " A rather unpleasant

occurrence—I'm in something of a quandary."

Mrs. Marshall nodded. " All right," she agreed. " Scat-

ter out of here, you children! Go and let out the hens,

and give them some water !

"

Arnold needed no second bidding, reminded by his step-

mother's words of his experiences of the morning. He
and Judith scampered away in a suddenly improvised race

to see who would reach the chicken-house first. Sylvia

went more slowly, looking back once or twice at the pic-

ture made by the two women, so dramatically contrasted

—

her mother, active, very upright, wrapped in a crumpled

and stained apron, her dark hair bound closely about her

round head, her moist, red face and steady eyes turned

attentively upon the radiant creature beside her, cool and

detached, leaning willow-like on the slender wand of the

goki-colorcd parasol.

Professor Marshall chanced to be late that day in com-

•^t*-.o::; .V'^.,iK->; JiV ^SS^S^
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ing home for luncheon, and Aunt Victoria and Arnold had
returned to the hotel without seeing him. His wife re-
marked that Victoria had asked her to tell him something,
but, acting on her inviolable principle that nothing must in-
terfere with the cheerful peace of mealtime, said nothing
more to him until after they had finished the big plate
of purple grapes from her garden, with which the meal
ended.

Then Judith vanished out to the shop, where she was
constructing a rabbit-house for the latest family. Sylvia
took Lawrence, yawning and rubbing his eyes, but fighting
desperately against his sleepiness, upstairs for his nap.
When this task fell to Judith's lot it was despatched with
business-like promptness, but Lawrence had early dis-
covered a temperamental difference between his two sisters,

and Sylvia was seldom allowed to leave the small bed until
she had paid tribute to her ever-present desire to please,
in the shape of a story or a song. On that day Buddy was
more exacting than usual. Sylvia told the story of Cinder-
ella and sang, " A Frog He Would a-Wooing Go," twice
through, before the little boy's eyes began to droop. Even
then, the clutch of his warm, moist fingers about her hand
did not relax. When she tried to slip her fingers out of his,

his eyelids fluttered open a^d he tightened his grasp with a
wilful frown. So she sat still on the edge of his bed, wait-
ing till he should be really asleep.

From the dining-room below her rose the sound of
voices, or rather of one voice—her father's. She wondered
why it sounded so angry, and then, mixed with some un-
intelligible phrases

—
" turned out on the street, in trouble-

in a foreign land—Good God !
" she caught Pauline's name.

Oh yes, that must be the trouble. Mother was telling

F"ather about Pauline—whatever it was she had done—and
he was as mad about it as Aunt Victoria had been. If
Aunt \'ictoria's voice had sounded like that, she didn't
wonder that Arnold had hidden under the bed. If she could
Have moved, she. too, would have run away, a'rhough the
idea that she ought to do so did not occur to her. There

i: It
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The talk had always
had been no secrets in that house,

been for all to hear who would.

But when she tried again to slip her ^^""^
^J.^ll^^

Buddy's the little boy pulled at it hard and half openmg

his eyes, said sleepily.
" Sylvie stay with .Buddy-Sylv^e

stay-—" Sylvia yielded weakly, said :
\es—sn.

^ktpr'll stav Go to sleep, Buddy."

'"From beTow came the angry voice, ^-te loud now -
that she caught every

q«-^-^°":;^;"\;i^l.d ^Tto

that sh^ was cold-blooded enough to extract a legal status

from the old reprobate she accosted.
^^

Sylvia heard her mother's voice ^^y\",? ;°!^^;^ ^^r
ought to be ashamed to use -h a word and her fa^^e^r

retort "Its the otily word that expresses u. ly

Is well as 1 do that she cared no more for Ephraim Smith

than for he first man she might have solicited on the stree

nor so much! God! It makes me sick to look at her

~S think of the price she paid for her present damn

""Sherd'h'er mother begin to clear off the table.

There was a rattle of dishes through which her voice rose

Lpatiemly. " Oh. Elliott, why be -
-f/--^^/^^^^^^

and spoil so much good language ! She did only what eveo^

eirl brought up as she was, would have done. And, any

lot. are'you To very sure that in your heart you- -^ -

awfully hard on her because you're envious of that very

'"HrSmit'ied. with acrimony, the justice of this thrust^

" Very likely. Very likely !-everything base and mean in

me that you keep down, springs to life in me at her touchy

Tdare say I do envy her-l'm quite capable of that-am

I not her brother, with the same
, . ^, , , „ ^.^

Mr.. Marshall said hastily: "Hush! Hush! He es

Judith. For Heaven's sake don't let the child hear you!

^
For the first time the idea penetrated Sylvia s head that

she ought not to have listened. Buddy was now soundly
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asleeo- she detached her hand from his, and went soberly

along ihe hall into her own room. She did not want to see

'Vt^^ It;. Mother called up to say that Aunt

Victoria had come for her afternoon ^nve and to leave

Arnold. Sylvia opened the door a crack and asked.

"Where's Father?" ... . „ „„
" Oh gone back to the University this long time an-

swered' her mother in her usual tone. Sylvia came down

thL stairs slowly and took her seat in the carnage beside

Aunt Victoria with none of her usual demonstrative show

°'"'Do"t"you like my dress?" asked A-t Victoria as

thev drove away. "You don't even notice 1 ,
and I put

t on 'spedally to please you-you're the one discriminating

critic in this town!" As Sylvia made no answer to this

sallv she went on :
" It's hard to get mto a one, too. I

had to ask the hotel chambermaid to hook it up on the

''TtJrreminded of Pauline, SyWia could have ^^t in-

attentive eyes for the creation of amber silk and lace, and

brown furf which seductively clad the handsome body be-

''

Mrs Marshall-Smith gave her favorite a penetrating look,

-mat's the matter with you, Sylvia?" she asked in the

peremptory note which her sweet voice of many modul.i-

?fons cou7d startlingly assume on occasion. Sylvia nad

none of Judith's instant pugnacious antagonism 10 any per

emptory note. She answered in one imploring rush of a

queS, "'Aunt Victoria, why should Father be so very

"
Mrt: SS-Smith looked a little startled at thU direct

reference to the veiled storm-center o the day. but not at

all displeased.
" Oh. your mother told hun ? Was he so

very angry?" she asked with a slight smile.

^Oh dreadfully!" returned Sylvia. "I didn't mean to

listen but I couldn't help it. Buddy wouldn't go to sleep

and Father's voice was so loud-and he got madder and

mM
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madder at her." She went on with another question,
"Auntie, who was Ephraim Smith?"
Aunt Victoria turned upon her in astonishment, and

did not, for a moment, answer ; then :
" Why, that was the

name of my husband, Sylvia. What has that to do with
anything ?

"

"Why didn't Pauline like him?" asked fylvia.
Mrs. Marshall-Smith replied with a vivacity of surprise

which carried her out of her usual delicate leisure in speech.
"Pauline? Why, she never saw him in her life! What
are you talking about, child ?

"

" But, Father said—I thought—he seemed to mean "

Sylvia halted, not able to remember in her bewilderment
what it had been that Father had said. In a blur of doubt
and clouded perceptions she lost all definite impression of
what she had heard. Evidently, as so often happened, she
had grown-ups' affairs all twisted up in her mind.
Aunt Victoria was touched with kindly amusement at

the little girl's face of perplexity, and told her, dismissing
the subject: "Never mind, dear, you evidently misunder-
stood something. But I wonder what your father could
have said to give you such a funny idea."

Sylvia gave it up, shaking her head. They turned into
the main street of La Chance, and Aunt Victoria directed
the coachman to drive them to " the " drug store of town,
and oflfered Sylvia her choice of any soda water confection
she might select. This completed the " about-face " of the
mobile little mind. After several moments of blissful
anguish of indecision, Sylvia decided on a peach ice-cream
soda, and thereafter was nothing but sense of taste as she
ecstatically drew through a straw the syrupy, foamy
draught of nectar. She took small sips at a time and held
them in the back of her mouth till every minute bubble of
gas had rendered up its delicious prickle to her tongue.
Her consciousness was filled to its uttermost limits with a
voluptuous sense of present physical delight.

And yet it was precisely at this moment that from her
subconscious mind, retracing with unaided travail a half-
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forgotten clue, there sprang into her memory a completephrase of what her father had said. She gave one moresuck to the straw and laid it aside for a mortem to sa^m quite a comfortable accent to her aunt: " Oh yes now I

fTT'T .""^ "''.^'^ •'•'"'^ ^"^ ^°^ ^- anymore thaifor the first man she might have solicited in the street
"

For an instant the words came back as clearly as thoughthey had just been uttered, and she repeated them fluently

S'SeJX" '' "" ^' ""^ ^'^""^ °^ '^' ^^"' ^°^'"-

Evidently Aunt Victoria did not follow this suddenchange of subject, for she asked blankly. "IVho^ Whodidn't care for who?"

thlt^^^'
^ T^^'^u'

^^"""^ ^°' ^P^^'-^^'" Smith. It was
that that made Father so mad," explained Sylvia, sucking
dreamily, her eyes on the little maelstrom created in thefoaming liquid by the straw, forgetting everything else.The luxurious leisure m which she consumed her potationmade it ast a long time, and it was not until her suctionmade only a sterile rattling in the straw that she lookedup at her aunt to thank her.
Mrs. Marshall-Smith's face was averted and she did notturn it back as she said. "Just run along into the shopand leave your glass, Sylvia—here is the money "

After Sylvia took her seat again in the carriage, thecoachman turned the horse's head back up the Main StreetArent you going to the campus?" asked Sylvia in sur-
prise.

^

" No, we are going to the hotel," said Aunt Victoria,
bhe spoke quietly, and seemed to look as usual but Sylvia's
inner barometer fell fast with a conviction of a change in
the emotional atmosphere. She sat as still as possible and
only once glanced up timidly at her aunt's face. There wasno answering glance. Aunt Victoria gazed straight in front
ot her. Her face looked as it did when it was being mas-
saged-all smooth and empty. There was. however, one
change. For the first time that day, she looked a little
pale.

II
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As the carriage stopped in front of the onyx-lined, palm-

decorated, plate-glass-mirrored " entrance hall " of the ex-

pensive hotel, Aunt Victoria descended, motioning to Sylvia

not to follow her. " I haven't time to drive any more this

afternoon," she said. " Peter will take you home. And

have him bring Arnold back at once." She turned away

and, as Sylvia sat watching her, entered the squirrel-cage

revolving door of glass, which a little boy in livery spun

about for her. • -c a
But after she was inside the entrance hall, she signihed

to him that she had forgotten something, and came imme-

diately out again. What she had forgotten surprised Sylvia

as much as it touched her. Aunt Victoria came rapidly to

the side of the carriage and put out her arms. " Come

here, dear," she said in a voice Sylvia had never heard

her use. It trembled a little, and broke. With her quick

responsiveness, Sylvia sprang into the outstretched arms,

overcome by the other's emotion. She hid her face against

the soft, perfumed laces and silk, and heard from beneath

them the painful throb of a quickly beating heart.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith held her niece for a long moment

and then turned the quivering little face up to her own

grave eyes, in which Sylvia, for all her inexperience, read a

real suffering. Aunt Victoria looked as though som.ebody

were hurting her—hurting her awfully—Sylvia pressed her

cheek hard against her aunt's, and Mrs. Marshall-Smith

felt, soft and warm and ardent on her lips, the indescrib-

ably fresh kiss of a child's mouth. "Oh, little Sylvia!"

she cried, in that new, strange, uncertain voice which trem-

bled and broke, "Oh, little Sylvia!" She seemed to be

about to say something more, said in fact in a half-whisper,

"
I hope—I hope " but then shook her head, kissed

Sylvia gently, put her back in the carriage, and again dis-

appeared through the revolving door.

This time she did not turn back. She did not even look

back. After a moment's wait, Peter gathered up the reins

and Sylvia, vaguely uneasy, and much moved, drove home

in a solitary state, which she forgot to enjoy.

^m m:^2am 'J^<:^z-
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The next morning there was no arrival, even tardy, of
the visitors from the hotel. Instead came a letter, breaking
the startling news that Aunt Victoria had been called un-
expectedly to the East, and had left on the midnight train,

taking Arnold with her, of course. Judith burst into angry
expressions of wrath over the incompleteness of the cave
which she and Arnold had been excavating together. The
next day was the beginning of school, she reminded her
auditors, and she'd have no time to get it done! Never!
She characterized Aunt Victoria as a mean old thing,
an epithet for which she was not reproved, her mother
sitting quite absent and absorbed in the letter. She read
it over twice, with a very puzzled air, which gave an odd
look to her usually crystal-clear countenance. She asked
her husband one question as he went out of the door.
" You didn't see Victoria yesterday—or say anything to

her?" to which he answered, with apparently uncalled-for
heat, "I did not! I thought it rather more to the purpose
to try to look up Pauline."

Mrs. Marshall sprang up and approached him with an
anxious face. He shook his head :

" Too late. Disappeared.
No trace."

She sat down again, looking sad and stern.

Professor Marshall put on his hat with violence, and
went away.

When he came home to luncheon there was a fresh
sensation, and again a disagreeable one. He brought the
astounding news that, at the very beginning of the semes-
ter's work, he had been deserted by his most valuable
assistant, and abandoned, apparently forever, by his most-
loved disciple. Saunders had left word, a mere laconic
note, that he had accepted the position left vacant by the
dismissal of Arnold's tutor, and had entered at once upon
the duties of his new position.

Professor Marshall detailed this information in a hard,
level voice, and without further comment handed his wife
Saunders' note. She read it rapidly, this time with
no perplexity, and laid it down, saying to her husband.
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briefly.
" Will you kindly remember that the children are

"^Judith looked at Sylvia in astonishment, this bemg the

first time that that well-worn phrase, so famihar to most

children, had ever been heard in the Marshal ho '^e Wh^

shouldn't Father remember they were there? <-^"ldnt ^e

see them? Judith almost found the idea funny enough to

laugh at, although she had not at all in general Sylvias

helpless response to the ridiculous. Sylvia did not laugh

now. She looked anxiously at her father s ace. and was

relieved when he only answered her mother s exhortat on

by saying in a low tone: " Oh, / have nothing to say. It s

beyond words
!

"

, , ^^ „«,«««
Luncheon went on as usual, with much chatter among

the children. Some time later-in the midst of a long

story from Lawrence, Mrs. Marshall herself brought up

the subject again. Buddy was beginning to struggle with

the narrative form of self-expression, and to trip ^is tongue

desperately over the tenses. He had just said, And the

rabbit was naughty, didn't he was? " when his mother ex-

claimed, addressing her husband's grim face, Uooa

Heavens, don't take it so hard, Elliott."

He raised an eyebrow, but did not look up from the

pear he was eating. "To be responsible, as I feel I am,

for the pitching into a cul-de-sac of the most promising

^°Hi?'^e broke in.
" Responsible! How in the world are

you responsible!" she added quickly, as if at random to

prevent the reply which her husband was evidently about to

cast at her. "Besides, how do you know?—one never

knows how things will turn out-she may-she niay marry

him, and he may have a life which will give him more

leisure for investigation than if
"

Professor Marshall wiped his lips violently on his nap-

kin and stood up. " Nothing would induce her to marry

him-or any one else. She's extracted from marriage all

she wants of it. No. she'll just keep him trailing along,

in an ambiguous position, sickened and tantalized and
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fevered, till all the temper is drawn out of him—and then

he'll be dropped."

He turned away with an impatient fling of his head. His
wife stood up now and looked at him anxiously. " Go play

us something on the piano," she urged. This was not a

common exhortation from her. She cared very little for

music, and with her usual honesty she showed, as a rule, a
very passive attitude towards it.

Professor Marshall glanced at her with a flash of an-

ger. " Sometimes you count too much on my childish-

ness, Barbara," he said resentfully, and went out of the

door without further words.

Decidedly the discomposing effect of Aunt Victoria's visit

lasted even after she had gone away. But the next day
was the beginning of the school term, the busy, regular

routine was taken up, Sylvia was promoted to the 5A
grade, ?nd at home Father let her begin to learn the Pil-

grim's Chorus, from Tannhauser.

Life for the eager little girl moved quickly forward at

its usual brisk pace, through several years to come.

,-i
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CHAPTER VII

" WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS TO BE SELF-
EVIDENT . .

."

The public school to which the Marshall children went

as soon as they were old enough was like any one of ten

thousand public schools—a large, square, many-windowed,

extravagantly ugly building, once red brick, but long ago

darkened almost to black by soft-^coal smoke. About it,

shaded by three or four big cottonwood-trees, was an in-

closed space of perhaps two acres of ground, beaten per-

fectly smooth by hundreds of trampling little feet, a hard,

bare earthen floor, so entirely subdued to its fate that

even in the long summer vacation no spear of grass could

penetrate its crust to remind it that it was made of com-

mon stuff with fields and meadows.

School began at nine o'clock in the morning and, as a

rule, three-fourths of the children had passed through the

front gate twenty or thirty minutes earlier. Nobody knew

why it should be considered such a hideous crime to be

" tardy," but the fact was that not the most reckless and

insubordinate of the older boys cared to risk it. Any one

of the four hundred children in any public school in the

city preferred infinitely to be absent a day than to have the

ghastly experience of walking through deserted streets

(that is, with no children on them), across the empty play-

ground frighteningly unlike itself, into the long, desolate

halls which, walk as cat-like as one might, resounded to

the guilty footsteps with accusing echoes. And then the

narrow rloakroom, haunted with limp, hanging coats and

caps and hats, and finally the entry into the schoolroom,

seated rank on rank with priggishly complacent schoolmates,

70
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looking up from their books with unfriendly eyes of blame
at the figure of the late-comer.

All over that section of la Chance, during the hour be-

tween half-past seven and half-past eight in the morning,

the families of scliool children were undergoing a most
rigorous discipline in regularity and promptness. No
ch'.ld was too small or too timid to refrain from embit-

tering his mothers life wli'.i clamorous upbraidings if

breakfast were late, or his school-outfit of clothes were not

ready to the last button, so that he could join the proces

sion of schoolward-bound children, already streaming past

his door at a quarter past eight. The most easy-going and
self-indulgent mother learned to have at least one meal a
day on time; and the children themselves during tbce eight

years of their lives had imbedded in the tissue of their

brains and the marrow of their bones that unrebelling habit

of bending their backs daily to a regular burden of work
not selected by themselves—which, according to one's |;Qint

of view, is cither the bane or the salvation of our modern
industrial society.

The r'jgion wliere the school stood was inhabited, for

the most part, by American families or German and Irish

ones so long established as to be virtually American; a
condition which was tlien not mfrequent in moderate-sized

towns of the Middle West and which is still by no means
unknown there. The class-rolls were full of Taylors and
Aliens and Robinsons and Jacksons and Websters and Raw-
sons and Putnams. with a scattering of Morrisseys and
Crimminses and O'Hearns, and some Schultzes and Bru-

backers and Heimeyers. There was not a Jew in the school,

because there were almost none in that quarter of town,

and, for quite another reason, not a single negro child.

There were plenty of them in the immediate neighborhood,

swarming around the collection of huts and shancies ne»r

the railroad tracks given over to negroes, and knov.'n as

Flytown. But they had their own school, which looked

externally quite like all the others in town, and their play-

ground, beaten bare like that of the Washington Street

1
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School, was filled with laughing, shouting children, ranging

from shoe-black through coflfee-color to those occasional

tragic ones with white skin and blue eyes, but with the

telltale kink in the fair hair and the bluish half-moon at

the base of the finger-nails.

The four hundred children in the Washington Street

School were, therefore, a mass more homogeneous than

alarmists would have us believe it possible to find in this

country. They were, for all practical purposes, all Ameri-

can, and they were all roughly of one class. Their families

were neither rich nor poor (at least so far as the children's

standards went). Their fathers were grocers, small clerks,

merchants, two or three were truck-farmers, plumbers,

carpenters, accountants, employees of various big businesses

in town.

It was into this undistinguished and plebeian mediocrity

that the Marshall children were introduced when they be-

gan going to school.

The interior of the school-building resembled the outside

in being precisely like that of ten thousand other graded

schools in this country. The halls were long and dark and

dusty, and because the building had been put up under

contract at a period when public contract-work was not

so scrupulously honest as it notably is in our present cleanly

muck-raked era, the steps of the badly built staircase

creaked and groaned and sagged and gave forth clouds

of dust under the weight of the myriads of little feet which

climbed up and down those steep ascents every day. Every-

thing was of wood. The interior looked like the realized

dream of a professional incendiary.

The classrooms were high and well-lighted, with nuny

large windows, never either very clean or very dirty, which

let in a flood of our uncompromisingly brilliant American

daylight upon the rows of little seats and desks screwed, like

those of an ocean liner, immovably to the floor, as though at

any moment the building was likely to embark upon a cruise

in stormy waters.

Outwardly the rows of clean-faced, comfortably dressed,
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well-shod American children, sitting in chairs, bore
no resemblance to shaven-headed, barefooted little Ara-
bian students, squatting on the floor, gabbling loud un-
comprehended texts from the Koran; but the sight of
Sylvia's companions bending over their school-books with
glazed, vacant eyes, rocking back and forth as a rhythmical
aid to memorizing, their lips moving silently as they re-

peated over and over, gabblingly, the phrases of the
printed page, might have inclined a hypothetical visitor

from Mars o share the bewildered amusement of the

American visitors to Moslem schools. Sylvia rocked and
twisted a favorite button, gabbled silently, and recited

fluently with the rest, being what was known as an apt
and satisfactory pupil. In company with the other chil-

dren she thus learned to say, in answer to questions, that

seven times seven is forty-nine; that the climate of Brazil
is hot and moist; that the capital of Arkansas is Little

Rock ; and that " through " is spelled with three misleading
and superfluous letters.

What she really learned was, as with her mates, another
matter—for, of course, those devouringly active Tttle mmds
did not spend six hours a day in school without learning

something incessantly. The few rags and tatters of book-
information they acquired we»-e but the merest fringes on
the great garment of learning acquired by these public-

school children, which was to wrap them about all their

lives. What they learned during those eight years of sit-

ting sdll and not whispering had nothing to do with the

books in their desks or the lore in their teachers' brains.

The great impression stamped upon the wax of their

minds, which became iron in after years, was democracy

—

a crude, distorted, wavering image of democracy, like

every image an ideal in this imperfect world, but in its

essence a reflection of the ideal of their country. No
European could have conceived how literally it was true

that the birth or wealth or social position of a child made
no difference in the estimation of his mates. There were
no exceptions to the custom of considering the individual

1;
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on his own merits. These mer-ts were oiten queerly enough

imagined, a facuhy for standing on his head redounding as

much, or mote, to a boy's credit as the utmost briUiance in

recitation, or generosity of temperament, but at least he

was valued for something he himself could do, and not for

any fortuitous incidents of birth and fortune.

Furthermore there lay back of these four hundred chil-

dren, who shaped their world to this rough-and-ready imi-

tation of democracy, their families, not so intimately known
to each other, of course, as the children themselves, but

still by no means unknown in their general characteristics

;

four hundred American families who were, on the whole,

industrious, law-abiding, who loved their children, who
were quite tasteless in matters of art, and quite sound

though narrow in matters of morals, utterly mediocre ;n

intelligence and information, with no breadth of outlook

in any direction; but who somehow lived their lives and

faced and conquered all the incredible vicissitudes of that

Great Adventure, with an unconscious, cheerful forti-

tude which many an acuter mind might have envied

them.

It is possible that the personal knowledge of these four

hundred enduring family lives was, perhaps, the most im-

portant mental ballast taken on by the children of the com-

munity during their eight years' cruise at school. Certainly

it was the most important for the sensitive, complicated,

impressionable little Sylvia Marshall, with her latent dis-

taste for whatever lacked distinction and external grace,

and her passion for sophistication and elegance, which was

to spring into such tierce life wUh the beginning of her

adolescence. She might renounce, as utterly as she pleased,

the associates of her early youth, but the knowledge of iheir

existence, the ac(|uaiiitance with their deep humanity, the

knowledf^e that they foutul life sweet and worth living, all

this was to be a part of the tissue of her brain forever, and

was to add one to the conflicting elements which battled

within her for the mastery during all the clouded, stormy

radiance of her youth.
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The families which supplied the Washington Street

School being quite stationary in their self-owned houses,
few new pupils entered during the school-year. There was,
consequently, quite a sensation on the day in the middle
of March v/hen the two Fingal girls entered. Camilla in the
" Fifth A " grade, where Sylvia was, and Cecile in the
third grade, in the next seat to Judith's. The girls them-
selves were so different from other children in school that

their arrival would have excited interest even at the begin-
ning of the school-year. Coming, as they did, at a time
when everybody knew by heart every detail of every one
else's appearance from hair-ribbon to shoes, these two
beautiful exotics, in their rich, plain, mourning dresses were
vastly stared at. Sylvia's impressionable eyes were espe-
cially struck by the air of race and breeding of the new-
comer in her class. Everything about the other child, from
her heavy, black hair, patrician nose, and large dark eyes

to her exquisitely formed hands, white and well-cared-for,

seemed to Sylvia p- rfection itself.

During recess she advanced to the new-comer, saying,

with a bright smile: " Aren't you thirsty? Don't you want
me to show you where the pump is? " She put out her hand
as she spoke and took the slim white fingers in her own
rough little hand, leading her new schoolmate along in

silence, looking at her with an open intertst.

She had confidently expected amicable responsiveness in

the other little girl, because her experience had been that

her own frank friendliness nearly always was retkcted
back to her from others; but she had not expected, or in-

deed ever seen, such an ardent look of gratitude as burned
in the other's eyes. She stopped, startled, uncomprehend-
ing, as though her companion had said something unin-

telligible, and felt the slim fingers in her hand close about
her own in a tight clasp. " You are so very kind to show
me this pump," breathed Camilla shyly. The faint flavor

of a foreign accent which, to Sylvia's ear. hung about these

words, was the final touch of fascination for her. That in-

stant she decided in her imnetuous. enthusiastic heart that

rr
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Camilla was the most beautiful, sweetest, best-dressed,

loveliest creature she had ever seen, or would ever see in

her life ; and she bent her back joyfully in the service of her

ideal. She would not allow Camilla to pump for herself,

but flew to the handle with such energy that the white

water gushed out in a flood, overflowing Camilla's cup,

spattering over on her fingers, and sparkling on the sheer

white of her hemstitched cuflfs. This made them both

laugh, the delicious silly laugh of childhood.

Already they seemed like friends. " How do you pro-

nounce your name ? " Sylvia asked familiarly.

" Cam-eela Fingal," said the other, looking up from her

cup. her upper lip red and moist. She accented the sur-

name on the last syllable.

" What a perfectly lovely name !
" cried Sylvia. " Mine

is Sylvia Marshall."
" That's a pretty name too," said Camilla, smiling. She

spoke less timidly now, but her fawn-like eyes still kept

their curious expression, half apprehension, half hope.
" How old are you?" asked Sylvia.
" Eleven, last Xovember."
" Why. my birthday is in November, and I was eleven

too !
" cried Sylvia. " I thought you must be older—you're

so tall."

Camilla looked down and said nothing.

Sylvia went on: " I'm crazy about the way you do your

hair, in those twists over your ears. When I was study-

ing my spelling lesson, I was trying to figure out how
you do it."

" Oh. I don't do it. Mattice does it for us—for Cecile

and me—Cecile's my sister. She's in the third grade."

"Why, 1 have a sister in the third grade too!" ex-

claimed Sylvia, much struck by this second propitious co-

incidence. " Her name is Judith and she's a darling.

Wouldn't it be nice if she and Cecile should be good friends

too!" She put her arm about her new comrade's waist,

convinced that they were now intimates of long standing.

places at the sound of the
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bell
;
all during the rest of the morning session she smiled

radiantly at the new-comer whenever their eyes met.
She planned to walk part way home with her at noon,

but she was detained for a moment by the teacher, and
when she reached the front gate, where Judith was wailing
for her, Camilla was nowhere in sight. Judith explained
with some disfavor that a surrey had been waiting for
the Fingal girls and they had been driven away.

Sylvia fell into a rhapsody over her new acquaintance and
found to her surprise (it was always a surprise to Sylvia
that Judith's tastes and judgments so frequently differed
from hers) that Judith by no means shared her enthusiasm.
She admitted, but as if it were a matter of no importance,
that both Camilla and Cecile were pretty enough, but she
declared roundly that Cecile was a little sneak who had
set out from the first to be " Teacher's pet." This title, in
the sturdy democracy of the public schools, means about
what " sycophantic lickspittle " means in the vocabulary of
adults, and carries with it a crushing weight of odium
which can hardly ever be lived down.

" Judith, what makes you think so ? " cried Sylvia, horri-
fied at the epithet.

" The way she looks at Teacher—she never takes her
eyes off her, and just jumps to do whatever Teacher says.
And then she looks at everybody so kind o' scared— 's'if she
thought she was goin' to be hit over the head every minute
and was so thankful to everybody for not doing it. Makes
me feel just like doin' it!" declared Judith, the Anglo-
Saxon.

Sylvia recognized a scornful version of the appealing
expression which she had found so touching in Camilla.

" Why, I think it's sweet of them to look so ! When
they're so awfully pretty, and have such good clothes—and
a carnage—and everything ! They might be as stuck-up as
Anything! I think it's just nice for them to be so sweet!

"

persisted Sylvia.
" I don't call it bein' sweet," said Judith, " to watch

Teacher every minute and smile all over your face if she
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looks at you and hold on to her hand when she's talkin' to

you ! It's silly !

"

They argued all the way home, and the lunch hour was
filled with appeals to their parents to take sides. Professor

and Mrs. Marshall, always ready, although occasionally

somewhat absent, listeners to schoo news, professed them-

selves really interested in these new scholars and quite

perplexed by the phenomenon of two beautiful dark-eyed

children, called Camilla and Cecile Fingal. Judith refused

to twist her tongue to pronounce the last syllable accented,

and her version of the name made it sound Celtic. " Per-

haps their father is Irish and the mother Italian or Span-

ish," suggested Professor Marshall.

Sylvia was delighted with this hypothesis, and cried out

enthusiastically, " Oh yes—Camilla looks Italian—like an

Italian princess
!

"

Judith assumed an incredulous and derisive expression

and remained silent, an achievement of self-control which

Sylvia was never able to emulate.

The Fingal girls continued to occupy a large space in

Sylvia's thoughts and hours, and before long they held a

unique position in the opinion of the school, which was
divided about evenly between the extremes represented by

Sylvia and Judith. The various accomplishments of the

new-comers were ground both for uneasy admiration and

suspicion. They could sing like birds, and, what seemed

like witchcraft to the unmusical little Americans about

them, they could sing in harmony as easily as they could

carry an air. And they recited with fire, ease, and evident

enjoyment, instead of with the show of groaning, unwilling

submission to authority which it was etiquette in the Wash-
ington Street School to show before beginning to " speak

a piece."

They were good at their books too, and altogether, with

their quick docility, picturesquencss, and eagerness to please,

were the delight of their teachers. In the fifth grade,

Sylvia's example of intimate, admiring friendshij) definitely

threw popular favor on the side of ( nmiUa, who m.^'le every
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effort to disarm the hostility aroused by her too-numerous

gifts of nature. She was ready to be friends with the poor-

est and dullest of the girls, never asked the important roles

in any games, hid rather than put forward the high marks
she received in her studies, and was lavish with her invita-

tions to her schoolmates to visit her at home.
The outside of this house, which Mr. Fingal had rented

a month or so before when they first moved to La Chance,

was like any one of many in the region; but the interior

differed notably from those to which the other children

were accustomed. For one thing :here was no " lady of

the house," Mrs. Fingal having died a she it time before.

Camilla and Cecile could do exactly as they pleased, and
they gave the freedom of the house and its contents lavishly

to their little friends. In the kitchen was an enormous old

negro woman, always good-natured, always smelling of

whiskey. She kept on hand a supply of the most meltingly

delicious cakes and cookies, and her liberal motto, " Heah,
chile, put yo' ban' in the cookie-jah and draw out what
you lights on

!

" was always flourished in the faces of the

schoolmates of the two daughters of the house.

In the rest of the house, filled with dark, heavy, dimly

shining furniture, reigned Mattice, another old negro

woman, but, unlike the jolly, fat cook, yellow and shriveled

and silent. She it was who arrayed Camille and Cecile with

such unerring taste, and her skilful old hands brushed and
dressed their long black hair in artful twists and coils.

Here, against their own background, the two girls seemed
more at their ease and showed more spontaneity than at

school. They were fond of " dressing up " and of organiz-

ing impromptu dramatizations of the stories of familiar

books, and showed a native ability for acting which ex-

plained their success in recitations. Once when the fun was
very rollicking, Camilla brought out from a closet a banjo

and, thrumming on its strings with skilful fingers, played a

tingling accompaniment to one of her songs. The other

little girls were delighted and clamored for more, but she

•1
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put r'ay quickly v,ith almost a frovn on her sweet
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face, and for once in her life did not yield to their demands.
" Well, I think more of her for that

!

" remarked Judith,

when this incident was repeated to her by Sylvia, who cried

out, " Why, Judy, how hateful you are about poor Camilla !

"

Nothing was learned about the past history of the Fin-

gals beyond the fact, dropped once by the cook, that they

had lived in Louisiana before coming to La Chance, but
there were rumors, based on nothing at all, and everywhere
credited, that their mother had been a Spanish-American
heiress, disinherited by her family for marrying a Protes-

tant. Such a romantic and picturesque element had never
before entered the lives of the Washington Street school-

children. Once a bold and insensitive little girl, itching to

know more of this story-book history, had broken the silence

about Mrs. Fingal and had asked Camilla bluntly, " Say,
who was your mother, anyway?" The question had been
received by Camilla with whitening lips and a desperate
silence—ended by a sudden loud burst of sobs, which tore

Sylvia's heart. " You mean, horrid thing! " she cried to the

inquisitor. " Her mother isn't dead a year yet ! Camilla
can't bear to talk about her

!

"

Once in a great while Mr. Fingal was visible,—a bald,

middle-aged man with a white, sad face, and eyes that never
smiled, although his lips often did when he saw the clusters

of admiring children hanging about his daughters.

Judith held aloof from these gatherings at the Fingal
house, her prejudice against the girls never weakening,
although Cecile as well as Camilla had won over almost all

the other girls of her grade. Judith showed the self-con-

tained indifference which it was her habit to feel about mat-
ters which (lid not deeply stir her. and made no further at-

tempts to analyze or even to voice her animosity beyond
saying once, when asked to go with them on a drive, that

she didn't like their " meechin' ways,"—a vigorous New
England phrase which she had picked up from her mother.

About a month after the Fingal girls entered school, the

project of a picnsc took form arriurig the gsrla of the Fifth A
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grade. One of them had an uncle who lived three or four
miles from town on a farm which was passed by the Inter-urban trolley line, and he had sent word that the children
could, If they hked. picnic in his maple woods, which over-hung the brown waters of the Piquota river. There was
to be no recess that day in Five A. and the grade was to be
dismissed half an hour earlier than usual, so that the girls
could go out on the trolley in time to get the supper ready

ha -wron"
"^^^ ^° ''""^ ^^^"^ ^^""^ ^^ moonlight in his

The prospect seemed ideal. Five A hummed with ex-
ci ement and importance as the various provisions were
allotted to the different girls and the plans talked overby via was to bring bananas enough for the crowd; one
of the German-American girls, whose father kept a erocerv-
store, promised pickles and olives; three or four together
were to make the sandwiches, and Camilla Fingal was to
bring along a big bag of the famous rich and be-raisined
cook.es that hved in the •' cookie-jah." Sylvia, who always
enjoyed prodigiously both in anticipation and in reality any
social event, could scarcely contain herself as the time drew
near with every prospect of fair weather.
The morning of the day was clear and fine, a perfect ex-

ample of early spring, with silvery pearls showing on
the tips of the red-twig osiers, and pussy-willows gleam-
ing gray along the margins of swampy places. Sylvia and
Judith felt themselves one with this upward surge of new
life. They ran to school together, laughing aloud for no
reason, racing and skipping like a couple of spring lambs,
their minds and hearts as crystal-clear of any shadow as the
pale-blue, smiling sky above them. The rising sap beat in
their young bodies as well as in the beech-trees through
winch they scampered, whirling their school-books at the
end of their straps, and shouting aloud to hear the squirrel's
petulant, chattering answer.
When they came within sight and hearing of the school-

house, ^their practised ears detected (although with no hint
Oi for€DOu:ng) thai something unusual had happened. The
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children were not running about and screaming, but stand-

ing with their heads close together, talking, and talking, and

talking. As Judith and Sylvia came near, several ran to

meet them, hurling out at them like a hard-flung stone
j

" Say—what d'ye think? Those Fingal girls are niggers!

To the end of her life, Sylvia would never forget the rend-

ing shock of disillusion brought her by these blunt words.

She did not dream of disbelieving them, or of underestimat-

ing their significance. A thousand confirmatory details leaped

into her mind: the rich, sweet voices-the dranriatic ability

—the banjo-the deprecatory air of timidity-the self-con-

scious unwillingness to take the leading position to which

their talents and beauty gave them a right. Yes. of course

it was true! In the space of a heartbeat, all her romantic

Italian imaginings vanished. She continued to walk for-

ward mechanically, in an utter confusion of mind.

She heard Judith asking in an astonished voice Why,

what makes you think so?" and she listened with a tor-

tured attention to the statement vouchsafed in an excited

chorus by a great many shrill little voices that the Fingals

old cook had taken a little too much whiskey for once and

had fallen to babbling at the grocery-store before a highly

entertained audience of neighbors, about the endless pere-

grinations of the Fingal family in search of a locality where

the blood of the children would not be suspected— an

theah motheh. fo' all heh good looks, second cousm to

Mattice ! " she had tittered foolishly, gathering up her basket

and rolling tipsily out of the store.

"Well—" said Judith, "did you ever!" She was evi-

dently as much amazed as her sister, but Sylvia felt with a

sinking of the heart that what seemed to her the real signifi-

cance of the news had escaped Judith.

The Five A girls came trooping up to Sylvia.— C)f

course we can't have Camilla at the picnic."—" My uncle

wouldn't want a nigger there."-" We'll have to tell her she

can't come."
, . .,

,

t

Sylvia heard from the other groups of children about

them snatches of similar talk.—- Anybody might ha' known
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"^^y *^^y do-just like niggers' voices."—

i hey 11 have to go to the nigger school now."—"Huh!
puttm' on airs with their carriage and their black dresses—
nothm' but niggers!" The air seemed full of that word
bylvia sickened and quailed.
Not so Judith

!
It had taken her a moment to understand

the way m which the news was being received. When she
did, she turned very pale, and broke out into a storm of
anger. She stuttered and halted as she always did when
overmastered by feeling, but her words were molten. She
Ignored the tacit separation between children of diflferent
grades and, though but a third-grader, threw herself pas-
sionately among the girls who were talking of the picnic
clawing at their arms, forcing her way to the center, a rag-
ing, white-faced, hot-eyed little thunderbolt. " You're the
meanest low-down things I ever heard of

! " she told the
astonished older girls, fairly spitting at them in her fury
• You—you go and s-sponge off the Fingals for c-c-cakes
and rides and s-s-soda water—and you think they're too
1-1-lovely for w-words—and you t-t-try to do your hair just
the way C-C-Camilla does. They aren't any different to-day
f-f-from what they were yesterday—are they ? You make
me sick—you m-m-make m-m-me "

The big bell rang out its single deep brazen note for the
formation of lines, and the habit of unquestioning, instant
obedience to its voice sent the children all scurrying to their
places, from which they marched forward to their respective
classrooms in their usual convict silence. Just as the line
ahead was disappearing into the open door, the well-kept,
shining surrey drove up in haste and Camilla and Cecile,
dazzling in fresh white dresses and white hair ribbons ran
to their places. Evidently they had heard nothing, (^amilla
turned and smiled brightly at her friend as she stepped
along in front of her.

Sylvia experienced another giddy reaction of feeling. Up
to that moment, she had felt nothing but shocked and in-
tensely self-centered horror at the disagreeableness of what
had happened, and a wild desire to run away to some quiet
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spot where she would not have to think about it, where it

could not make her unhappy, where her heart would stop

beating so furiously. What had she ever done to have such

a horrid thing happen in her world ! She had been as much
repelled by Judith's foaming violence as by any other ele-

ment of the situation. If she could only get away ! Every

sensitive nerve in her, tuned to a graceful and comely

order of life, was rasped to anguish by the ugliness of it

all. Up to the moment Camilla came running to her place

—this had been the dominant impulse in the extreme con-

fusion of Sylvia's mind.

But at the sight of Camilla she felt bursting up through

this confusion of mind, and fiercely attacking her instinct of

self-preservation, a new force, unsuspected, terribly alive

—

sympathy with Camilla—Camilla, with her dog-like, timid,

loving eyes—Camilla, who had done nothing to deserve un-

happiness except to be born—Camilla, always uneasy with

tragic consciousness of the sword over her head, and now
smiling brightly with tragic unconsciousness that it was
about to fall. Sylvia's heart swelled almost uncndurably.

She was feeling, for the first time in her life consciously, the

two natures under her skin, and this, their first open

struggle for the mastery of her, was like a knife in her

side.

She sat during the morning session, her eyes on the

clock, fearing miserably the moment of dismissal at noon,

when she must take some action—she whr jnly longed to

run away from discord and dwell in peace. Her mind
swung, pendulum-like, from one extreme of feeling to an-

other. Every time that Camilla smiled at her across the

heads of the other children, sullenly oblivious of their

former favorite, Sylvia turned sick with shame and pity.

But when her eyes rested on the hard, hostile faces which

made up her world, the world she had to live in, the world

which had been so full of sweet and innocent happiness for

her, the world which would now be ranged with her or

against her according to her decision at noon, she was over-

come by a panic at the very idea of throwing her single self
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against this many-headed tyrant. With an unspeakable
terror she longed to feel the safe walls of conformity about
her. There was a battle with drawn swords in the heart of
the little girl trying blindly to see where the n came in
pneumonia.

'

The clock crept on, past eleven, towards twelve. Sylvia
had come to no decision. She could come to no decision'
bhe felt herself consciously to be unable to cope with the
crisis. She was too small, too weak, too shrinking, to make
herself iron, and resist an overwhelming force.

It was five minutes of twelve. The order was given to
put away books and pencils in the desks. Sylvia's hands
trembled so that she could hardly close the lid.

-ru" ^'fI";
" ^^'^ *^^ teacher, in her tired, mechanical voice.

The children turned their stubbed-toed shoes out into the
aisle, their eyes menacingly on Camilla.

" Rise
!

" Like a covey of partridge, they all stood up,
stretchmg, twisting their bodies, stiff and torpid after the
long hours of immobility.

"Pass!" Qattering feet all over the building began
moving along the aisles and out towards the cloakrooms
Every one seized his own wraps with a practised snatch and
passed on, still in line, over the dusty wooden floors of the
hall, down the ill-built, resounding stairs, out to the play-
ground—out to Sylvia's ordeal.
As she came out blinkingly into the strong spring sun-

light, she still had reached no decision. Her impulse was
to run, as fast as she could, out to the gate and down
the street- -hom-

! But another impulse held her back
The lines v.ere breaking up. Camilla was turning about
with a smile to speak to her. Malevolent eyes were fixed on
them from all sides. Sylvia felt her indecision mount in a
cloud about her, like blinding, scalding steam.
And then, there before her, stood Judith, her proud dark

little face set in an angry scowl, her arm about Cecile Fin-
gal's neck.

Sylvia never could think what she would have done if
Judith had not been there ; but then, Judith was one of the

SM
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formative elements of her life—as much as was the food

she ate or the thoughts she had. What she did was to turn

as quickly and unhesitatingly as though she had always

meant to do it, put her arm through Camilla's and draw

her rapidly towards the gate where the surrey waited.

Judith and Cecile followed. The crowds of astonished, and

for the moment silenced, children fell back before them.

Once she had taken her action, Sylvia saw that it was the

only one possible. But she was upheld by none of the tra-

ditional pride in a righteous actio.., nor by a raging single-

mindedness like Judith's, who stalked along, her little fists

clenched, frowning blackly to right and left on the other

children, evidently far more angry with them than sym-

pathetic for Cecile. Sylvia did not feel angry with any one.

She was simply more acutely miserable than she had ever

dreamed possible. The distance to the surrey seemed end-

less to her.

Her sudden rush had taken Camilla so completely by sur-

prise that not until they were at the gate did she catch her

breath to ask laughingly :
" What in the world's the matter

with you, Sylvia ? You act so queer !

"

Sylvia did not answer, every nerve bent on getting Camilla

into safety, but a little red-headed boy from the second

grade, who could scarcely talk plainly, burst out chantingly,

pointing his dirty forefinger at Camilla

:

" Nigger, nigger, never die,

Black face and shiny eye,

Curly hair and curly toes

—

Thafs the way the nigger goes
!

"

There was a loud laugh from the assembled children.

Camilla wavered as though she had been struck. Her

lovely face turned ashy-gray, and she looked at Sylvia with

the eyes of one dying.

From the deepest of her nature, Sylvia responded to that

look. She forgot the crowd,—boldly, unafraid, beside her-

self with pity, she flung her arms about her friend's neck.

^^m
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hiding the white face on her shoulder. Judith ran up
blazing with rage, and pulled at Camilla's arm. "Don't
givem! Don't give in !" she screamed. "Don't cry t Don't
let 'em see you care! Sass 'em back, vhy don't you? Hit
that little boy over the head! Sass them back, why don't
you ?

•'

But Camilla only shook her head vehemently and shrank
away into the carriage, little Cecile stumbling afte~ the
silent tears streaming down her face. The two clasped'each
other, and the surrey drove quickly away, leaving the Mar-
shall girls standing on the curb.

Judith turned around and faced the crowds of enemies
back of them. " Nasty old things !

" she cried, sticking out
her tongue at them. She was answered by a yell, at which
she made another face and walked away, pulling Sylvia with
her. For a few steps they were followed by some small boyswho yelled in chorus

:

^

" Judith's mad and I'm glad,
And I know what'U please her

:

A bottle of wine to make her shine,
And two little niggers to squeeze her I

"

They were beginning this immemorially old chant over again
when Judith turned and ran back towards them with a
white, terrible face of wrath. At the sight they scattered
like scared chickens.

Judith was so angry that she was shivering all over her
small body, and she kept repeating at intervals, in a suffo-
cated voice: ' Nasty old things! Just wait till I tell my
father and mother !

" '

As they passed under the beech-trees, it seemed to Sylvia
a physical impossibility that only that morning they had
raced and scampered along, whirling their school-books and
laughing.

They ran into the house, calling for their parents in ex-
cited voices, and pouring out incoherent exclamations,
bylvia cried a little at the comforting sight of her mother's
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face and was taken up on Mrs. Marshall's lap and closely

held. Judith never cried ; she had not cried even when she

ran the sewing-machine needle through her thumb; but

when infuriated she could not talk, her stammering grow-

ing so pronounced that she could not get out a word, and it

was Sylvia who told the facts. She was astonished to find

them so few and so quickly stated, having been under the

impression that something of intense and painful excitement

had been happening every moment of the morning.

But the experience of her parents supplied the tragic back-

ground of strange, passionate prejudice which Sylvia could

not phrase, and which gave its sinister meaning to her briefly

told story :
" and so Judith and I walked with them out

to the gate, and then that little Jimmy Cohalan yelled out,

' nigger—nigger '

—

you know "

Judith broke in, her nostrils distended, " And they never

sassed back, or hit anybody or anything—just crumpled up

and cried
!

"

Sylvia was aghast with bewilderment. " Why, I thought

you were on their side !

"

"Well, I am!" asserted Judith, beginning to stammer

again. " But I don't have to like 'em any better, do I

—

because I get mad when a 1-1-lot of mean, n-nasty girls that

have b-b-b-been s-s-spongin' oflf " She stopped, balked

by her infirmity, and appealed to her parents with a silent

look of fury.
" What shall we do. Mother? " asked Sylvia despairingly,

looking up into her mother's face from the comfortable

shelter of her long, strong arms. Mrs. Marshall looked

down at her without speaking. It occurred to Sylvia dis-

quietingly that her mother's expression was a little like

Judith's. But when Mrs. Marshall spoke it was only to

say in her usual voice :
" Well, the first thing to do is to

have something to eat. Whatever else you do, don't let a

bad condition of your body interfere with what's going on

in your mind. Lunch is getting cold—and don't talk about

trouble while you're eating. After you're through, Father'll

tell you what to do."
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W1° r" k'
^^'?^'" '""^^ ^ ^^^^"-"^ °^ dismay. " GoodLord, Barbara, don't put it off on me '

"

His wife looked at him with smoldering eyes "I cer

Sh ''Te Taif-'
'° "^ ^'^^ "°"^' ^^ ^^ ^- children to

fhfhL f "^•^," energetic tone, beginning to servethe baked beans, which were the main dish for thf day
Alter the meal, always rather hasty because of the chil-

fhZ'it"' r"-^^"'''
^^^''^ ^"d J"d'th went to sit ontheir fathers knees, while he put an arm about each andlookmg from one senous expectant face to the other beear;h.s explanation He cleared his throat, and hesitated before

wf".T^;;'",?
^'^ "°"^ °^ ^'^ "^"^1 fl"^n^y as he went onWhat he finally said was: " Well, children, you've stumbled

intc about the hardest problem there is in this country and

^X^TT T^ ?' '^^' ^^ ^°"'^ ^"y °f "« know what's

inl W h / ''
J^'T °^ ^^^"^ that's just happen din the Washington Street School is likely to happen 'mostanywhere and it's no harder on these poor little playmate

on 'themT Th 'I
'°^°"' ^^^P'" ^"^ '''' ^- '""' ^-don them all. The best we can do is to hope that after agreat many people have lived and died, all trying to do

hZr %T'' '°^ "^" '^^^ '^^^-^ howT'mfnag:
better Of course, if grown men and women don't knowhow to help matters, you little girls can't expect to fix

CamlnatnT—^!'
'°" -" '^ '' ^° ^° ^ '^^^ "^^ -

Judith broke in here hotly, " You don't mean we oughtn't
to rfo something about the girls being so mean to them-
not letting Camilla go to the picnic and "

" What ro../rf you do?" asked her father quietly, "thatwould make things any better for Camilla? H you were

other girls want Camilla at the picnic. It would only spoil
the picmc arid wouldn't help Camilla a bit." Professor
Marshall meditated a moment, and went on, "Of course
I m proud of my little daughters for being kind to friendswho are unhappy through no fault of theirs" (Sylvia
winced at this, and thought of confessing that she was very
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near running away and leaving Camilla to her fate), "and
I hope you'll go on being as nice to your unfortunate

friends as ever
"

Judith said :
" They aren't friends of mine ! / don't like

them!"
As not infrequently happened, something about Judith's

attitude had been irritating her father, and he now said

with some severity, " Then it's a case where Sylvia's loving

heart can do more good than your anger, though you evi-

dently think it very fine of you to feel that
!

"

Judith looked down in a stubborn silence, and Sylvia

drooped miserably in the consciousness of receiving un-

deserved praise. She opened her mouth to explain her

vacillations of the morning, but her moral fiber was not

equal to the eflFort. She felt very unhappy to have Judith

blamed and herself p/aised when things ought to have been

reversed, but she could not bring herself to renounce her

father's good opinion.

Professor Marshall gave them both a kiss and set them

down. " It's twenty minutes to orte. You'd better run

along, dears," he said.

After the children had gone out, his wife, who had pre-

served an unbroken silence, remarked dryly, " So that's the

stone we give them when they ask for bread."

Professor Marshall made no attempt to defend himself.

" My dim generalities are pretty poor provendei lor honest

children's minds, I admit," he said humbly, " but what else

have we to give them that isn't directly contradicted by

our lives? There's no use telling children something that

they never see put into practice."

" It's not impossible, I suppose, to change our lives,"

suggested his wife uncompromisingly.

Professor Marshall drew a great breath of dishearten-

ment. " As long as I can live without thinking of that

element in American life—it's all right. But when anything

brings it home—like this today—I feel that the mean com-

promise we all make must be a disintegrating moral force

in the national character. I feel like gathering up all of you,
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and going away—away from the intolerable question—to
Europe—and earning the family living by giving English
lessons !

"

Mrs. Marshall cried out, " It makes me feel like going
out right here in La Chance with a bomb in one hand and a
rifle in the other!"
From which difference of impression it may perhaps be

seen that the two disputants were respectively the father
and mother of Sylvia and Judith,

Mrs. Marshall rose and began clearing away the luncheon
dishes. As she disappeared into the kitchen, she paused a
moment behind the door, a grim, invisible voice, remarking,
"And what we shall do is, of course, simply nothing at

•1

I



CHAPTER VIII

SABOTAGE

Sylvia and Judith walked to school in a profound silence.

Sylvia was shrinking with every nerve from the ordeal of

facing again those four hundred hostile faces ; from the new

and painful relations with her playmates which lay before

her. She was now committed irrevocably to the cause of

the Fingals, and she felt a terrified doubt of having enough

moral strength to stick to that position.

For the moment the problem was settled by their arriv-

ing at the schoolhouse almost too late. The lines were just

marching into the building, and both girls barely slipped into

their places in time. Sylvia noticed with relief that Camilla

was absent.

All the Five A girls had paper bags or pasteboard boxes,

and in the air of the Five A cloakroom was a strong smell

of vinegar. Gretchen Schmidt's pickles had begun to soak

through the bag, and she borrowed the cover of a box to set

them in. These sounds and smells recalled the picnic to

Sylvia's mind, the picnic to which she had been looking

forward with such inexpressible pleasure. For an instant

she was aghast to think that she had forgotten her bananas,

tied up all ready at home on the sideboard. But the next

instant she thought sadly that she probably would not be

welcome at the picnic. She went to her seat and sat for-

lorn through the changing lessons of the aiternoon.

The teacher ground out the half-hour lessons wearily, her

eyes on the clock, as unaware of the crisis in her class as

though she were in another planet. At four o'clock Sylvia

filed out with the other children to the cloakroom, but there

was not the usual quick, practised grab, each for his own be-

longings. The girls remained behind, exclaiming and

92
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lamenting. Such a clamor arose that the teacher came hur-
rying in, anxious for the reputation for good behavior of
her class. Good behavior in the Washington Street School,
as in a |)enitcntiar>', was gauged by the degree of silence ancl
immobility achieved by the inmates.
The girls ran to Tdiss Miller, crying out, "Somebody's

stolen our lunches,—we left them here—all our boxes and
things—and they're all gone !"

Sylvia hung back in the door to the schoolroom, apart
from the others, half relieved by the unexpected event which
diverted attention from her.

One of the boys who had gone ahead in the line now
came back, a large cucumber stuck in the corner of his
mouth like a fat, green cigar. He announced with evident
satisfaction in the girls' misfortune that the steps were
strewn with pickles. The bag must have burst entirely as
they were being carried downstairs. Gretchen Schmidt be-
gan to weep,—" all them good pickles !" One of the
girls flew at the boy who brought the bad news. " I just
bet you did it yourself, Jimmy Weaver, you an' Frank Ken-
nedy. You boys were mad anyhow because we didn't ask
you to come to the picnic."

Jimmy's face assumed the most unmistakably genuine
expression of astonishment and aggrieved innocence. " Aw,
you're off ;xer base ! I wouldn't ha' gone to your darned old
picnic—an' wasn't I in the room every minute this after-
noon ?

"

" No, you weren't—you weren't
!

" More of the girls had
come to the attack, and now danced about the boy, hurling
accusations at him. " You got excused to get a drink of
water ! And so did Pete Roberts ! You did it then ! You
did it then! You did

"

"Hush, children! Not so loud!" said Miss Miller.
" You'll have the Principal down here!"
At this terrible threat the children, in spite of their heat,

lowered their voices. Jimmy was beginning an angry, half-

alarmed protest
—

" Aw, 'twas a tramp must ha' got in an'
saw " when he was pushed out of the way by a small.
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vigorous hand. Judith Marsliall walked in, her face very

pale. She was breathing hard, and through her parted lips,

as though she had been running fast, her small white teeth

showed like those of an enraged stiuirrcl. " I threw your

picnic things in the river," she said.

The older children recoiled from this announcement, and

from the small, tense figue. Even the teacher kept her

distance, as though Judith were some dangerous little ani-

mal.
" What in the world did you do that for? " she asked in

a tone of stupefaction.
" Because they are n-n-nasty, mean things," said Judith,

" and if they weren't going to let C-C-Camilla go to the

picnic, I wasn't going to let them have any picnic I

"

The teacher turned around to Sylvia, now almost as

white as her sister, and said helplessly, " Sylvia, do you

know what she's talking about ?

"

Fylvia went forward and took Judith's hand. She was
*-orrified beyond words by what Judith had done, but Judith

was her little sister. " Yes, ma'am," she said, to Miss

Miller's question, speaking, for all her agitation, quickly

and fluently as was her habit, though not very coherently.

" Yes, ma'am, I know. Everybody was saying this morning

that the Fingals' mother was a negro, and so the girls

weren't going to invite Camilla to the picnic, and it made
Judith mad."
"Why, she didn't know Camilla very well, did she?"

asked the teacher, astonished.
" No, ma'am," said Sylvia, still speaking quickly, although

the tears of fright were beginning to stand in he*- eyes. " It

just made her mad because the girls weren't going to in-

vite her because she didn't think it was anyhow her

fault."

" Whose fault
!

" cried the teacher, completely lost.

" Camilla's," quavered Sylvia, the tears beginning to fall.

There was a pause. "Well—I never!" exclaimed the

teacher, whose parents had come from New England. She
was entirely at a loss to kiiow how to treat this unprece-
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dented situation, and like other potentates with a 'ong habit
of arbitrary authority, she covered her perplexity v.ith a
smart show of decision. " You children go right straight
home, along out of the building this minute," she com-
manded. " You know you're not allowed to loiter around
after school-hours. Sylvia and Judith, stay here. I'm
going to take you up to the Principal's office."

The girls and Jimmy Weaver ran clattering down the
stairs, in an agreeably breathless state of excitement. In
their opinion the awfulness of the situation had been ade-
quately recognized by thr teacher and signaled by the
equally awful expedient of a visit to the Principal's office,
the last resort in the case of the rarely occurring insubordi-
nate boy.

Because Miss Miller had not the least idea what to say in
an event so far out of the usual routine, she talked a grea^
deal during the trip through the empty halls and staircases
up to the Principal's office on the top floor; chiefly to the
eflfect that as many years as she had taught, never had
she encountered such a bad little girl as Judith. Judith
received this in stony silence, but Sylvia's tears fell fast.
All the years of her docile school existence had trained her
in the habit of horror at insubordination above every other
crime. She felt as disgraced as though Judith had been
caught stealing,—perhaps more so.

Miss Miller knocked at the door; the Principal, stooping
and hollow-chested, opened it and stood confronting with
tired, kind eyes the trio before him—the severe woman,
with her pathetic, prematurely old face and starved flat body,
the pretty little girl hanging down her head and weeping,
the smaller child who gave him one black defiant look
and then gazed past him out of the window.

"^ Well, Miss Miller ? " he asked.
" I've brought you a case that I don't know what to do

with," she began. " This is Judith Marshall, in the third
grade, and she has just done one of the naughtiest things
I ever heard of

"

When she had finished her recital, " How do you know
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this child did it? " asked Mr. Bristol, always his first ques-

tion in cases between teachers and pupils.

" She was so brazen as to come right back and tell us so,"

said Miss Miller, her tone growing more and more con-

demnatory.

Judith's face, capable of such rare and positive beauty,

had now shut down into a hard, repellent little mask of hate.

Mr. Bristol looked at her for a moment in silence, and then

at Sylvia, sobbing, her arm crooked over her face, hiding

everything but her shining curls. " And what has this little

girl to do with anything?" he asked.
" This is Sylvia Marshall, Judith's sister, and of course

she feels dreadfully about Judith'^ doing such a dreadful

thing," explained Miss Miller inelegantly.

Mr. Bristol walked back to his desk and sat down.
" Well, I think I needn't keep you any longer, Miss Miller,"

he said. " If you will just leave hie little girls here for a

while perhaps I can decide what to do about it."

Thus mildly but unmistakably dismissed, the teacher

took her departure, pushing Sylvia and Judith inside the

door and shutting it audibly after her. She was so tired

as she walked down the stairs that she ached, and she

thought to herself, " As if things weren't hard enough with-

out their going and being naughty !

"

Inside the room there was a moment's silence, filled al-

most palpably by Sylvia's quivering alarm, and by Judith's

bitter mental resistance. Mr. Bristol drew out a big book
from the shelf over his desk and held it out to Sylvia. " I

guess you all got pretty excited about this, didn't you ?
"

he said, smiling wisely at the child. " You and your sister

sit down and look at the pictures in this for a while, till

you get cooled off, and then I'll hear all about it."

Sylvia took the book obediently, and drew Judith to a

chair, opening the pages, brushing away her tears, and try-

ing to go through the form of looking at the illustrations,

which were of the birds native to the region. In spite of

her emotion, the large, brightly colored pictures did force

their way through her eye to her brain, instinct in every
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fiber with the modern habit taking in impressions from
the pnnted page; and for years afterwards she could have
told the names of the birds they saw during that long, still
half-hour, broken by no sound but the tap-tap-tap of Mr
Bristol s typewriter. He did not once look towards them'
This was partly a matter of policy, and partly because hewas trying desperately to get a paper written for the next
Convention of Public School Principals, which he was toaddress on the " Study of Arithmetic in the Seventh Grade '

He had very fixed and burning ideas about the teachin- of
arithmetic in the seventh grade, which he longed with a true
believer s fervor to see adopted by all the schools in thecountry He often said that if they would only do so, thestudy of arithmetic would be revolutionized in a decade

!.. ^ uu'^* u^' u ^ ^^' '''^^'' "°* pretending to look at thebook, although the rigidity of her face insensibly softenedsomewhat in the contagious quiet of the room.
When they had turned over the last page and shut the

book, Mr. Bristol faced them again, leaning back in his
swivel-chair, and said: " Now, children-all quiet > One ofyou begin at the beginning and tell me how it happened."
Judiths hps shut together in a hard line, so Sylvia beean
surprised to find her nerves steadied and calmed by^the
silent half-hour of inaction back of her. She told how theywere met that morning by the news, how the children
shouted after Camilla as she got into the carriage, how the
Five A girls had decided to exclude her from the picnichow angry Judith had been, and then-then-she knew no

m°sdeed°
""^ *^^ ^^'^ ^^^"^ °^ J""^'^^'' P^^^'^nate

Mr. Bristol began to cross-examine Judith in short, quiet
sentences. What made you think of throwing the things
into the river ?

o &>

;'
I
was afraid they'd get them back somehow if I didn't

"

said Judith, as if stating a self-evident argument.

Street brkl^t?"^""
^"^ ^° ^^'""^ ^^^"^ '"' '^° ^^^ ^^""'^"^

"No, I didn't have time to go so far. I just went down
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through Randolph Street to the bank and there was a boat

there tied to a tree, and I got in and pushed it out as far as

the rope would go and dropped the things in from the other

end."

Sylvia caught her breath in terror at this recital. The

Piquota river ran swift and turbid and deep between high

banks at that point. " Weren't you afraid to venture out in

a boat all by yourself ? " asked the man, looking at Judith's

diminutive person.
" Yes, I was," said Judith unexpectedly.

Mr. Bristol said "Oh " and stood in thought for a

moment. Some one knocked on the door, and he turned

to open it. At the sight of the tall figure standing there in

his pepper-and-salt suit, Sylvia's heart gave a great bound

of incredulous rapture. The appearance of a merciful

mediator on the Day of Judgment could not have given her

keener or more poignant relief. She and Judith both ran

headlong to their father, catching his hands in theirs, cling-

ing to his arms and pressing their little bodies against his.

The comfort Sylvia felt in his mere physical presence was

inexpressible. It is one of the pure golden emotions of

childhood, which no adult can ever recover, save perhaps a

mystic in a moment of ecstatic contemplation of the power

and loving-kindness of his God.

Professor Marshall put out his hand to the Principal,

introducing himself, and explained that he and his wife had

been a little uneasy when the children had not returned

from school. Mr. Bristol shook the other's hand, saying

that he knew of him through mutual acquaintances and

assuring him that he could not have come at a more oppor-

tune moment. " Your little daughter has given me a hard

nut to crack. I need advice."

Both men sat down, Sylvia and Judith still close to their

father's side, and Mr. Bristol told what had happened in a

concise, colorless narration, endii.g with Judith's exploit with

the boat. "Now what would you do in my place?" he

said, like one proposing an insoluble riddle.

Sylvia, seeing the discussion going on in such a quiet, con-
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vcrsational tone, ventured in a small voice the suggestion
that Judith had done well to confess, since that had saved
others from suspicion. '• The girls were sure that Jimmy
Weaver had done it."

•' Was that why you came back and told ? " asked Pro-
fessor Marshall.

" No," said Judith bluntly, " I never thought of that. I
wanted to be sure they knew why it happened."
The two men exchanged glances. Professor Alarshall

said
:

" Didn't you understand me when I told you at noon
that even if you could make the girls let Camilla go to the
picnic, she wouldn't have a good time? You couldn't make
them like to have her?"

" Yes, I understood all right," said Judith, looking straight
at her father, " but if she couldn't have a good time—and
no fault of hers—I wasn't going to let them have a good
time either. I wasn't trying to make them want her. I was
trying to get even with them !

"

Professor Marshall looked stem. " That is just what I
feared, Judith, and that hateful spirit is the bad thing about
the whole business." He turned to the Principal :

" How
many girls were going to the picnic ?

"

The other, with a wide gesture, disavowed any knowl-
edge of the matter. " Good Heavens ! how should I know ?

"

Sylvia counted rapidly. " Fourteen," she said.
"Well, Mr. Bristol, how would this do for a punishment?

Judith has worked in various ways, digging up dandelions
from the lawn, weeding flower-beds, running errands—you
know—all the things children do—and she has a li'tle more
than five dollars in her iron savings-bank, that she has been
saving for more than a year to buy a collie puppy. Would
you be satisfied if she took that money, divided it into four-
teen parts, and took it herself in person to each of the
girls?"

During this proposal Judith's face had taken on an expres-
sion of utter dismay. She looked more childlike, more like
her years than at any moment during the intcrvic.v. ' Oh,
Father! " she implored him, with a deep note of entreaty.
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He did not look at her, but over her head at the Prin-

cipal, who was rising from his chair with every indication of

relief on his face. " Nothing could be better," he said.

" That will be just righ*—every one will be satisfied. And
I'll just say for the sake A discipline that little Judith shan't

come back to school till she has done her penance. Of
course she can get it all done before supper-time tonight.

All our families live in the vicinity of the school." He
was shaking Professor Marshall's hand again and edging

him towards the door, his mind once more en his paper,

hoping that he might really finish it before night—if only

there were no more interruptions

!

His achievement in divining the mental processes of two
children hysterical with excitement, his magnetic taming

of those fluttering little hearts, his inspired avoidance of a

fatal false step at a critical point in the moral life of two
human beings in the making—all this seemed as nothing

to him—an incident of the day's routine already forgotten.

He conceived that his real usefulness to society lay in the

reform of arithmetic-teaching in the seventh grade, and he

turned back to his arguments with the ardor of the great

landscape painter who aspires to be a champion at billiards.

Professor Marshall walked home in silence with his two
daughters, explained the matter to his wife, and said that

he and Sylvia would go with Judith on her uncomfortable

errand. Mrs. Marshall listened in silence and went herself

to get the little bank stufifed full of painfully earned pennies

and nickels. Then she bade them into the kitchen and gave

Judith and Sylvia each a cookie and a glass of milk.

She made no comment whatever on the story, or on her

husband's sentence for the culprit, but just as the three

were going out of the door, she ran after them, caught

Judith in her arms, and gave her a passionate kiss.

The next day was Saturday, and it was suggested that

Judith and Sylvia carry on their campaign by going to see

the Fingals and spending the morning playing with them
as though nothing had happened.
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As they approached the house, somewhat perturbed by
the prospect, they saw with surprise that the windows were
bare of the heavy yellow lace curtains which had hung in
the parlor, darkening that handsomely furnished room to
a rich twilight. They went up on the porch, and Judith
rang the bell resolutely, while Sylvia hung a little back of
her. From this position she could see into the parlor and
exclaimed. " Why, Judy, this isn't the right house-no'body
lives here

!
" The big room was quite empty, the floors bare

of the large soft rugs, and as the children pressed their faces
to the pane, they could see through an open door into a
bedroom also dismantled and deserted.
They ran around the house to the back door and knocked

on It. There was no answer. Judith turned the knob the
door opened, and they stood in what had been unmistakably
the F,ingals' kitchen. Evidence of wild haste and confusion
was everywhere about them—the floor was littered with
excelsior, the shelves half cleared and half occupied still
with cooking supplies, a packing-box partly filled with
kitchenware which at the last moment the fugitives had
evidently decided to abandon.
The little girls stood in this silent desolation, looking

about tnem with startled eyes. A lean mother-cat came
and rubbed her thin, pendent flanks against their legs purr-
ing and whining. Three kittens skirmished jovfully in the
excelsior, waylaying one another in ambush and springing
out with bits of the yellow fibers clinging to their woollv
soft fur.

" They've gone! " breathed Sylvia. " They've gone away
for good

!

^ a J

Judith nodded, even her bold and unimaginative spirit
somewhat daunted by the ghostly silence of the house
Sylvia tiptoed to the swinging-door and pushed it open
les, there was the pantr>', like the kitchen, in chaotic dis-
order, tissue paper and excelsior thick on the floor and
entangled with it the indescribable jumble of worthless" dis-
connected objects always tumbled together bv a domenic
crisis like a fire or a removal—old gloves, whisk-brooms
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hat-forms, lamps, magazines, tarnished desk-fittings. The
sight was so eloquent of panic haste that Sylvia let the door

swing shut, and ran back into the kitchen.

Judith was pointing silently to a big paper bag on the

shelf. It had been tossed there with some violence evi-

dently, for the paper had burst and the contents had cas-

caded out on the shelf and on the floor—the rich, be-raisined

cookies which Camilla was to have taken to the picnic.

Sylvia felt the tears stinging her eyelids, and pulled Judith

out of the tragic house. They stood for a moment in the

yard, beside a bed of flowering crocuses, brilliant in the

sun. The forsaken house looked down severely at them

from its blank windows. Judith was almost instantly re-

lieved of mental tension by the outdoor air, and stooped

down unconcernedly to tie her shoe. She broke the lacing

and had to sit down, take it out of the shoe, tie it, and

put it back again. The operation took some time, during

which Sylvia stood still, her mind whirling.

For the first time in her steadily forward-going life there

was a sharp, irrevocable break. Something which had been

yesterday was now no more. She would never see Camilla

again, she who recalled Camilla's look of anguish as though

they still stood side by side. Her heart filled with unspeak-

able thankfulness that she had put her arms around Ca-

milla's neck at that supreme last moment. That had not

been Judith's doing. That had come from her own heart.

Unconsciously she had laid the first stone in the wall of self-

respect which might in the future fortify her against her

weaknesses.

She stood looking up blindly at the house, shivering again

at the recollection of its echoing, empty silence. The mo-
ment was one she never forgot. Standing there in that

commonplace backyard, staring up at a house like any one

of forty near her, she felt her heart grow larger. In that

moment, tragedy, mystery, awe, and pity laid their shadowy
fingers on her shining head.



CHAPTER IX

THE END OF CHILDHOOD

• ^,«^^ afternoon a couple of children who came to play
in the Marshall orchard brought news that public opinion
after the fashion of that unstable weathercock, was veering
rapidly, and blowing from a wholly unexpected quarterMy papa says," reported Gretchen Schmidt, who never
could keep anything to herself, even though it might be by
no means to her advantage to proclaim it-" my papa says
that he thinks the way American people treats colored peo-
ples IS just fierce; and he says if he'd ha' known about our
not letting Camilla go to the picnic, he'd ha' taken the
trouble to me ' mit der fiachen Hand schlagen.' That
means he'd have spanked me good and plenty."

Maria Perkins, from the limb where she hung by her
knees, responded, " Yup. my Uncle Eben says he likes
Judy's spunk."

"I guess he wouldn't have, if it'd ha' been his pickles'"
Gretchen made a last stand against the notorious injustice of
nckle adult prejudices.

But the tide had begun to turn. On Monday morning
Sylvia and Judith found themselves far from ostracized
rather the center of much respectful finger-pointing on the
part of children irom the other grades who had never paid
the least attention to them before. And finally when the
Principal, passing majestically from room to room in his
^aily tour of inspection, paused in his awful progress and
spoke to Judith by name, asking her quite familiarly and
condescendingly what cities you would pass through if you
went from Chicago to New Orleans, the current set once
and for all in the other direction. No mention was ever
niade of the disappearance of the Fingals, and the Marshall
children found their old places waiting for them.

103
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It was not long before Judith had all but forgotten the

episode ; but Sylvia, older and infinitely more impression-

able, found it burned irrevocably into her memory. For
many and many a week, she did not fall asleep without

seeing Camilla's ashy face of wretchedness. And it was
years before she could walk past the house where the Fin-

gals had lived, without feeling sick.

Her life was, however, brimming with active interests

which occupied her. mind and body. There was rarely a

day when a troop of children did not swarm over the Mar-
shall house and barn, playing and playing and playing with

that indomitable zest in life which is the birthright of human-

ity before the fevers and chills of adolescence begin. Sylvia

and Judith, moreover, were required to assume more and

more of the responsibility of the housework, while their

mother extracted from the Marshall five acres an ever in-

creasing largesse of succulent food. Sylvia's seances with

old Reinhardt and the piano were becoming serious afifairs

:

for it was now tentatively decided that she was to earn her

living by teaching music. There were many expeditions on

foot with their mother, for Mrs. Marshall had become, little

by little, chief nurse and adviser to all the families of the

neighborhood ; and on her errands of service one of her

daughters was needed to carry supplies and act as assistant.

And finally, as the children grew older, and the family tradi-

tion of bookishness took hold of them, there were shelves

and shelves to be devoured, a strange mixture—Thackeray,

Maeterlinck, Fielding, Hakluyt, Ibsen. Dickens, Ruskin,

Shaw, Austen, Moliere, Defoe, Cervantes, Shakespeare,

—

the children dipped, or tasted or swallowed whole, according

to their temperaments and the books they happened on.

When Sylvia was thirteen, almost fourteen years old,

she " graduated " from the eighth grade of the public schools

and was ready to enter the High School. But after a good
many family councils, in most of which, after the unreticent

Marshall manner, she herself was allowed to be present, it

was decided not to send her to the huge new Central High
School, which had cost La Chance such a big slice of its
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taxes but to prepare her at home for her course at theState University. She had been growing very fast LTlimle thm and white, and had been^outgrol.ng^her Lne hThis at least was the reason given out to inquirers Tnreahty her father's prejudice against High Schoo > e foradolescents was the determining cause. In the course o

HLh s/h'T" "T!: 'r
"^^ ^"^"^^^ *° -^'t a good ^anyHigh Schools, and had acquired a violent prejudiceaSthe stirnng social li.c characteristic of those insthution

Sylvias feehngs about this step aside from the beatentrack were, like many of Sylvia's feelings, decide^ mixedShe was drawn towards the High School by the suctTon ofthe customary A large number of her classmates expectedas a matter of course to pass on in the usua way bmwih an uneasy qualm, half pride and half appreheision

ch'idr'en"%h'''""'"^
''!''' ^^^ ^^^^^"^^ from ordinal;children. She was not altogether sorry to say good-bve^her playmates, with whom she no longer had much ncommon. She would miss the fun of class-life, of cots

^! IZ^-^^' ^,
"'^^'" distinction involved in being edu-

Tpptent TaTed^'' ^^ "^^'* ""' ^"^^^' ^"^ sinceThe wasapparently fated to be queer, she might as well not becommon as well. Finally, because she was stiU a" four-teen very much of a child, the scale was tipped by herthmking what fun it would be to go down-town on errandsm school hours. Charles Lamb, lost in painful wonder ahi own leisure after thirty-six years of incessant office

schlVhird the'r "\"r ^^"^^^^ *^^" - AmerTcanschool-child the exquisite flavor of freedom at an hourformerly dedicated to imprisonment.
As a matter of fact, during the next three years Sylvia'stime was more constantly occupied than when there wis afixed time-hmit to her studies. Her teachers were ahvays

t^c^^u' ""tu'''''^
'' ^'^ "^" y^"^' P-^^^d. she wo e'ipractically without intermission. Her immersion in the

;lt;n'^mnf'^ tr^P^^ °' '^' Pareni'^rcom!
piete engulting. Somebody was nearly always teaching hersomethmg. She studied histoiy and Latin with her faAer;

ill' .;
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mathematics with her mother. She learned to swim, to

play tennis, to ride in the summer-time, and to skate on the

frozen swimming-pool in winter, all without stirring from

home. Old Reinhardt was supposed to come twice a week

to give her a piano-lesson, but actually he dropped in almost

every day to smoke meditatively and keep a watchful ear

on her practising.

Although during those years she was almost literally

rooted to the Marshall soil, watered by Marshall convic-

tions, and fed by Marshall information, the usual miracle

of irresistibly individual growth went silently and uncon-

sciously forward in her. She was growing up to be herself,

and not her mother or her father, little as any one in her

world suspected the presence of this unceasingly recurrent

phenomenon of growth. She was alive to all the impres-

sions reflected so insistently upon her, but she transmuted

them into products which would immensely have surprised

her parents, they being under the usual parental delusion

that they knew every corner of her heart. Her budding

aversions, convictions, ambitions were not in the least the

aversions, convictions, and ambitions so loudly voiced about

her ; and a good deal of her energy was taken up in a more

or less conscious reaction from the family catchwords, with

especial emphasis laid on an objection to the family habit of

taking their convictions with great seriousness.

Her father would have been aghast if he could have felt

the slightest reflection from the heat of her detestation of

his favorite, Emersonian motto, which, now that he had

reached five and forty, he was apt to repeat with the itera-

tion natural to his age, rousing in Sylvia the rebellious

exasperation felt by her age for over-emphatic moralizings.

On the occasion of one of the annual gatherings at the

Marshall house of the Seniors in her father's classes, she

remarked fiercely to Judith, "If Father gets off that old

Emerson, ' What will you have, quoth God. Take it and

pay for it,' again tonight in his speech, I'm goint; to get

right up and scream."

Judith stared. The girls were in the kitchen, large aprons

i
•:'
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over their best dresses, setting out rows of plates for thech.cken salad which was to come after the music. " I don't

I see anythmg to scream about in that !
" said Judith with a

,
wondermg contempt for Sylvia's notions.

)
Im so stck oi it!" cried Sylvia, tearing the lettuce-leaves apart wuh venom. " Father never getf through any

J

sort of a speech that he doesn't work it in-and Thate it^

,

^".y^ow! It makes me feel as though somebody had banged
* " fv M°V" ""^ ]"'" ""^ ^''"^ "^^ "P i" prison."

^

VVell for goodness' sakes!" cried Judith, who at thisper.od of their lives, had remained rather more than he

all r^re"tor'tri' f"'' '"?"^^ *° ''"^^ ^^=* '^ "^^^"S' that's

fi fhTZl^^u'^- ^* "'"^"^ something perfectly hate-ful, the way Father u--, it. It means you've got to oavfor every smg e thir^ .u do or get in^his word. I'ssomebody taggmg you .und with an account-boo' ..nghow b.g a b.11 you're running up. It's the perfects ^way Father and Mother make us do. of alJaysZ^^hin,
^ ,the dishes we dirty. and always picking up the things wedrop. Seems as though I'd die happy, if I could iusfstlo

kno^ tS r'^'n" 'V'^ --"-^ and /JHI th'ere. and
°
will r."^"* f'

^""^ "P ^*^h°"t ^y ^oing it."Well ,f that's all you want, to die happy," said Tudiththe hteral-mmded. "I will do that much for^you."
•'

'

Oh gracious, no i That wouldn't do any good t Youknow I couldn't take any satisfaction letting yido "thaT'

"

Ltr Ihetffl- '""^r ^' ^^J"^
^"^ ^"-^""^ ^^l^le slybefore the baffling quality of her desires. " I don't wantjust somebody to pick it up for me. I want it packed upbvsomebody that I don't care about, that I don't see hat Fdjust as soon have do the tiresome things as not I want

to'mTr:"wot[d?r'""'
"'"•" J"'^*' ^'^ -^"-^ ^^-

Professor and Mrs. Marshall stepped into the kitchen for
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a moment to see that everything was progressing smoothly.
The professor had his viola in his hand and was plucking
softly at the strings, a pleasant, tranquil anticipation of
harmony en his face. He looked affectionately at his
daughters and thought what dear good children they were.
Judith appealed to her parents :

" Sylvia's as crazy as a loon.

She says she wants somebody to do her work for her, and
yet she wants to feel all right about shirking it

!

"

Mrs. Marshall did not follow, and did not care.

"What?" she said indifferently, tasting the chicken-salad
in the big yellow bowl, and, with an expression of serious
consideration, adding a little more salt to it.

But Sylvia's father understood, " What you want to re-

member, daughter," he said, addressing himself to his oldest
child with a fond certainty of her quick apprehension, " is

that fine saying of Emerson, * What will you have, quoth—' "

A raw-boned assistant appeared in the doorway. " Every-
body here, I guess, Perfesser," he said.

When the girls were alone again, Sylvia stole a look at
Judith and broke into noiseless giggles. She laughed till

the tears ran down her cheeks and she had to stop work and
go to the kitchen sink to wash her face and take a drink of
water. " You never do what you say you're going to," said
Judith, as gravely alien to this mood as to the other. " I

thought you said you'd scream."
" I am screaming," said Sylvia, wiping her eyes again.
They were very familiar with the work of preparing the

simple " refreshments " for University gatherings. Their
mother always provide^ exactly the same viands, and long
practice had made them letter-perfect in the moves to be
made. When they had finished portioning off the lettuce-
leaves and i. lad on the plates, they swiftly set each one on
a fresh crepe-paper napkin. Sylvia professed an undying
hatred for paper napkins. " I don't see why," said Judith.
" They're so much less bother thi; i the other kind when
you're only going to use them once, this way." " That's
it," asserted Sylvia; "that's the very stingy, economical
thing about them I hate, their not being a bother! I'd like
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to use big. fine-damask ones, all shiny, that somebody had
ironed twenty minutes, every one, like those we had atEleanor Huberts birthday party. And then I'd scrunchthem up an.I throw them in the laundry if there was the
least speck on them."

;;

I wouldn't like the job of doing them up." said Judith.
Neither would I. I'd hate it! And I wouldn't," con-

tinued Sylvia, roaming at will in her enchanted garden;Id hire somebody to take all the bother o^ buying themand hemming them and doing them up and putting them on
the table. All I'd do, would be to shake them out and laythem across my lap." she went through a dainty-fingered
pantomime, and never think a thing about how they got
there. That s all / want to do with napkins. But I do loveem big and glossy. J could kiss them I

"

Judith was almost alarmed at the wildness of Sylvia's
imaginings. " VVl.y. you talk as though you didn't have
good sense tonight, Sylvie. It's the party. You always g.-t
so excited over parties." Judith considered it a " come-down to get excited over anything.

fl^^''^\
Scotland! I guess I don't get excited over one

of these j/Mrf^w/ parties!" Sylvia repudiated the idea. "MlFa her s favorite students ' are such rough-necks. And itmakes me tired to have all our freaks come out of their
holes when we have company-Miss Lindstrom and Mr.
rtecht and Cousm Parnelia and all."

" The President comes," advanced Judith.
Sylvia was sweeping in her iconoclasm. " What if he

does--old fish-mouth! He's nobody-he's a rough-neck
himself. He used to be a Baptist minister. He's only Presi-
dent because he can talk the hayseeds in the Legislature into
giving the Lniversity big appropriations. And anyhow, he
only comes here because he has to-par. of his job. He
doesn t like the freaks any better than I do. The last time
he was here, I heard Cousin Parnelia trying to persuade
him to have planchette write him a message from Abraham
Lincoln. Isn't she the limit, anyhow !

"

The girls put oflF their aprons and slipped into the big
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low-ceilinged li^'ing-room, singing like a great sea-shell with

thrilling violin-tones. Old Reinhardt was playing the

Kreutzer, with Professor Marshall at the piano. Judith

went quietly to sit near Professor Kennedy, and Sylvia sat

down near a window, leaning her head against the pane as

she listened, her eyes fixed oa the blackness outside. Her
face cleared and brightened, like a cloudy liquor settling to

limpidity in a crystal vase. Her lips parted a little, her eyes

were fixed on a point incalculably distant Her mind
emptied itself of everything but her joy in the glorious

cadences. . . .

If she had been asked what she and Judith had been
talkhig of, she could not have told; but when after the

second movement was finished, old Reinhardt put down his

violin and began to loosen his bow (he never played the

presto finale), it all came back to the girl as she looked

around her at her father's guests. She hated the way the

young men's Adam's apples showed through their too-widely

opened collars, and she loathed the way the thin brown hair

of one of the co-eds was strained back from her temples.

She received the President's condescending, oleaginous

hand-shake with a qualm at his loud oiatorical voice and
plebeian accent, and she headed Cousin Parnelia off from a
second mediumistic attack, hating her badl> adjusted false-

front of hair as intensely as ever Loyola hated a heretic.

And this, although uncontrollably driven by her desire to

please, to please even a roomful of such mediocrities, she

bore to the outward eyes the most gracious aspect of

friendly, smiling courtesy. Professor Marshall looked at

her several times, as she moved with her slim young grace

among his students and friends, and thought how fortunate

he was in his children.

After the chicken-salad and coffee had been successfully

served and eaten, one of the Seniors stepped forward with
an awkward crudeness and presented Professor Marshall
with a silver-mounted blotting-pad. The house was littered

with such testimnnials to tht influence of the Professor

on the young minds under his care, testimonials which
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his children took as absolutely for granted as they did
everything else in the home life. On this occasion Sylvia
was so afflicted because the young rustic appointed
to make the presentation speech, forgot most of what
he had planned to fay, that she felt nothing but the
liveliest impatience with the whole proceeding. But
her father's quick heart was touched, and more than half
of his usual little speech of farewell to his Seniors was an
expression of thanks to them. Before he had finished the
last part, which consisted of eloquent exhortations to the
higher life, none the less sincerely heartfelt for being re-
markably like similar speeches he had made during the last
twenty yeirs, he had quoted his favorite saying from Emer-
son. Judith looked apprehensively at Sylvia ; but she was
not laughing. She evidently was not hearing a word her
father said, being lost in the contemplation ot the perfect
evening costume of the newest assistant in Professor Mar-
shall's department. He was a young man from Massachu-
setts, fresh from Harvard, who had come ^Vest to begin
his teaching that year. His ^- -, certainly the most modern
dress-suit in the University idculty ; and he wore it with
a supercilious disregard for it? perfections which greatly
impressed Sylvia.

After these usual formalities were thus safely past, some
one suggested a game of charades to end the evening.
Ami great laughter and joking from the few professors
present and delighted response from the students who found
it immensely entertaining to be on such familiar terms with
their instructors, two leaders began to " choose sides." The
young assistant from Harvard said in a low tone to his
friend, not noticing Professor Marshall's young daughter
near them

:
" They won't really go on and do this fool,

undignified, backwoods stunt, will they? They don't ex-
pect us to join in!"

" Oh yes. they will," answered his friend, catching up his
tone of sophisticated scorn. He too was from Harvard,
from an earlier class. " You'll be lucky if they don't have
a spelling-down match, later on."
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" Good Lord !
' groaned the first young man.

" Oh, you mustn't think all of the University society is

like this! " protested the second. " And anyhow, we can
slope now, without being noticed."

Sylvia understood the accent and tone of this passage
more than the exact words, but it summed up and brought
home to her in a cruelly clarified form her own groping
impressions. The moment was a terribly painful one for
her. Her heart swelled, the tears came to her eyes, she
clenched her fists. Her fine, lovely, and sensitive face

darkened to a tragic intensity of resolve. She m'ght have
been the young Hannibal, vowing to avenge Carthage.
What she was saying to herself passionately was, " When /

get into the University, I will not be a jay !

"

It was under these conditions that Sylvia passed from
childhood, and emerged into the pains and delights and
responsibilities of self-consciousness.

i
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BOOK II

J FALSE START TO ATHENS

CHAPTER X

SYLVIA'S FIRST GLIMPSE OF MODERN
CIVILIZATION

Although there was not the slightest actual connection
between the two. the trip to Chicago was always in Sylvia's
mind like the beginning of her University course. It is
true that the journey, practically the first in Sylvia's life
was undertaken shorti. before her matriculation as a Fresh-
man, but this fortuitous chronological connection could not
account for Sylvia's sense of a deeper unity between the
two experiences. The days in Chicago, few as they were
were as charged with significance for her as the successive
acts in a drama, and that significance was of the substance
and marrow of the following and longer passage in her
life.

The fact that her father and her mother disagreed about
the advisability of the trip was one of the salient points
in the beginning. \Mien Aunt \'ictoria, breaking a long
silence with one of her infrequent letters, wrote to say that
she was to be in Chicago " on business " during the last
\yeek of September, and would be ver>' glad to have her
sister-in-law bring her two nieces to see her there, Professor
^ilarshall said, with his usual snort: "Business nothing!
She never has any business. She won't come to see them
here, that's all. The idea's preposterous." But Mr*;. Mar-
=:i.-wi. uicitKiiig a iong siience oi iicr own. said vigorousiv

:

" She is your sister, and you and your family are the only
113
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blood-kin she has in the world. I've a notion—I have had
for some time—that she was somehow terribly hurt on that

last visit here. It would be ungenerous not to go half-way

to meet her now."
Sylvia, anxiously hanging on her father's response, was

surprised when he made no protest beyond, " Well, do as

you please. I can keep Lawrence all right. She only speaks

of seeing you and the girls." It did not occur to Sylvia,

astonished at this sudden capitulation, that there might be a

discrepancy between her father's habit of vehement speech

and his real feeling in this instance.

It was enough for her, however, that they were going to

take a long journey on the train overnight, that they were
going to see a great city, that ti;. were going to see Aunt
Victoria, about whom her imagination had always hovered
with a constancy enhanced by the odd silence concerning her
v/hich was the rule in the Marshall house.

She was immensely stirred by the prospect. She made
herself, in the brief interval between the decision and the

beginning of the journey, a new shirt-waist of handkerchief
linen. It took the last cent of her allowance to buy the

material, and she was obliged, by a secret arrangement with
her father, to discount the future, in order to have some
spending-money in the city.

Mrs. Marshall was quite disappointed by the dullness of

Sylvia's perceptions during that momentous first trip, which
she had looked forward to as an occasion for widening the

girls' horizon to new interests. Oddly enough it was Judith,

usually so much less quick than Sylvia, who asked the in-

telligent questions and listened attentively to her mother's

explanations about the working of the ai- brakes, and the

switching systems in railroad yards, and the harvesting of

the crops in the flat, rich country gliding past the windows.
It was quite evident that not a word of this highly instruc-

tive talk reached Sylvia, sitting motionless, absorbing every

detail of her fellow-passengers' aspect, in a sort of trance

of receptivity. She scarcely glanced out of the windows,
except when the train stopped at the station in a large town,

h h
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when she transferred her steady gaze to the people coming
and going from the train. " Just look, Sylvia, at those blast-
furnaces !

" cried her mother as they passed through the
outskirts of an industrial town. " They have to keep them
going, you know, night and day."
"Oh, do they? What for?" asked Judith, craning her

neck to watch the splendid leap of the flames into the dark-
ness.

" Because they can't allow the ore to become " Mrs.
Marshall wondered why, during her conscientious explana-
tion of blast-furnaces, Sylvia kept her eyes dully fixed on
her hands on her lap. Sylvia was, as a matter of fact,
trying imaginary bracelets on her slim, smooth, white wrists.
The woman opposite her wore bracelets.

" Isn't it fine." remarked the civic-mind'^d Mrs. Mar-
shall, "to see all these little prairie towns so splendidiv
lighted ?

"

H >

" I hadn't noticed them," said Sylvia, her gaze turned on
the elegant nonchalance of a handsome, elderly woman
ahead of her. Her mother looked at her askance, and
thought that children are unaccountable.
There were four of the Chicago days, and such important

events marked them that each one had for all time a physi-
ognomy of its own. Years afterwards when their travels
had far outnm that first journey, Sylvia and Judith could
have told exactly what occurred on any given dav of that
sojourn, as " on the third day we were in Chicago."
The event of the first day was, of course, the meetmg with

Aunt Victoria. They went to see her in a wonderful hotel,
entering through a classic court, with a silver-plashing foun-
tain in the middle, and slim Ionic pillars standing up white
and glorious out of masses of palms. This dreamlike spot of
beauty was occupied by an incessantly restless throng of lean,
sallow-faced men in sack-coats, with hats on the backs of
their heads and cigars in the corners of their mouths. The
air was full of tobacco smoke and the click of heel=. nn tho
marble pavement. At one side was a great onyx-and-
marble desk, looking like a soda-water fount? in without the
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silver faucets, and it was the thin-cheeked, elegant young-
old man behind this structure who gave instructions whereby
i\Irs. Marshall and her two daughters found their way to

Aunt Victoria's immense and luxurious room. She was
very glad to see them, shaking hands with her sister-in-law

in the respectful manner which that lady always seemed
to inspire in he.-, and embracing her two tall young nieces

with a fervor which melted Sylvia's heart back to her old
childish adoration.

" What beautiful children you have, Barbara
!

" cried

Mrs. Marshall-Smith, holding Judith off at arm's length
and looking from her to Sylvia; "although I suppose I

ought not to tell them that !
" She looked at Sylvia with an

affectionate laugh, " Will you be spoiled if I tell you you
are very pretty? " she asked.

" I can't think of anything but how pretty you are !
" said

Sylvia, voicing honestly what was in her mind.
This answer caused her aunt to cry out :

" Oh ! Oh

!

And tact too ! She's meant for social success !
" She left

this note to vibrate in Sylvia's ears and turned again to her
sister-in-law with hospitable remarks about the removing
of wraps. As this was being done, she took advantage of
the little bustle to remark from the other side of the room,
" I rather hoped Elliott would come with you." She spoke
lightly, but there was the tremor of feeling in her sweet
voice which Sylvia found she remembered as though it

had been but yesterday she had heard it last.

"You didn't ask him," said Mrs. Marshall, with her
usual directness.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith arched her eyebrows, dropped her
eyelids, and shook her head. " No, I didn't ask him," she
admitted, and then with a little wry twist of her lips, " But
I rather hoped he might feel like coming." She looked down
at her hands.

Mrs. Ma. shall surprised her daughters very much by
going across the room and kissing her husband's sister.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith took the other's strong, hard hand be-
tween her soft fingers. " That's generous in you, Barbara,"
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she said, looking intently into the pitying dark eyes " I'm
human, you know."
"Yes, I know you're human," said Mrs. Marshall look-mg down at her gravely. " So are we all of us. So's Elliott

Don't forget that." With which obscure reference, entirely
unmtelhgible to the two girls, the matter was forever
dropped.

The two ladies thereupon embarked upon the difficult
busmess of laying out to the best advantage the few days
before them so that every hour might be utilized for the
twofold purpose of seeing each other and having the girh
see the sights. Judith went to the window during this con-
versation, and looked down into the crowded street the first
city street she had ever seen. Sylvia sat quietly' and im-
prmted upon her memory every item in the appearance of
the two women before her, not the first time she had com-
pared them. Mrs. Marshall was dressed in a dark-blue
well-preserved, ready-made suit, dating from the year be-
fore. It was m perfect condition and quite near enough the
style of the moment to pass unnoticed. Sylvia saw nothing
to be ashamed of in her mother's unaccented and neutral
costume, but there was no denying that she looked exactly
like any one else. What was most apparent to the dis-
cerning eye was that her garb had been organized in every
detail so as to consume as little thought and effort as
possible Whereas Aunt Victoria-Sylvia's earnest and
thoughtful efforts at home-dressmaking had fitted her if
for nothing else, for a full appreciation of xMrs. Marsh'all-
bmith s costume. She had struggled with cloth enough to
bow her head m respect and awe before the masterly lailor-
ing of the rich, smooth broadcloth dress. She knew from
her own experience that the perfection of those welted
seams could not be accomplished by even the most
intense temporary concentration of aL.ateur forces. Xo
such trifling fire of twigs lighted the way to that pinnacle.
Ihe workman who had achieved that skill had cut
down the whole tree of his life and thrown it into the
flame.
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Like a self-taught fiddler at the concert of a master, Syl-

via's failures had taught her the meaning of success. Al-

though her inexperience kept her from making at all a close

estimate of the literal cost of the toilet, her shrewdness made
her divine the truth, which was that Mrs. Marshall-Smith,

in spite of the plainnesj of her attire, could have clad herself

in cloth-of-gold at a scarcely greater expenditure of the

efforts and lives of others. Sylvia felt that her aunt was
the most entirely enviable person in the world, and would
gladly have changed places with her in a moment.

That was, on the whole, the note of the Chicago trip, all

the dazzling lights and reflections of which focused, for

Sylvia, upon Aunt Victoria's radiant person. At times,

the resultant beam was almost too much for the young eyes

;

as, for example, on the next day when the two made a
momentous shopping expedition to the largest and finest

department store in the city. " I've a curiosity to see," Aunt
Victoria had declared carelessly, " what sort of things are

sold in a big Western shop, and besides I've some purchases

to make for the Lydford house. Things needs freshening

up there. I've thought of wicker and chintz for the living-

room. It would be a change from what I've had. Perhaps
it would amuse the children to go along ?

"

At this, Judith, who had a boy's detestation of shopping,

looked so miserable that Aunt Victoria had laughed out,

her frank, amused laugh, and said, " Well, Sylvia and I

alone, then
!

"

" Judith and I'll go to Lincoln Park to take a walk by the

lake," said Mrs. Marshall. " Our inland young folks have
never seen so much water all at once."

Sylvia had been, of course, in the two substantial and
well-run department stores of La Chance, when she went
wiili her mother to make their carefully considered pur-

chases. They always went directly to the department in

question, where Mrs. Marshall's concise formula ran usually

along such lines as, " I would like to look at misses' coats,

size i6, blue or brown serge, moderate style, price some-
where between ten and fifteen dollars." And then they
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looked at misses' coats, size 16, blue or brown serge, of the
specified price; and picked out one. Sylvia's mother was
under the impression that she allowed her daughters to
select their own clothes because, after all these defining and
limiting preliminaries, she always, with a very genuine in-
diflference, abandoned them to their own choice between the
four or five garments offered.

Even when Sylvia, as she grew older, went by herself to
make a small purchase or two, she was so deeply under the
influence of her mother's example that she felt it unbecom-
ing to loiter, or to examine anything she knew she could
not buy. Besides, nearly all the salespeople, who. for the
most part, had Seen at their posts for many years, knew
her from childhood, and if she stopped to look at a' show-
case of new colhrs, or jabots, they always came pleasantly
to pass the time of day, and ask how her little brother was,
and how she liked studying at home. She was ashamed
to show in their presence anything but a casual, dignified
interest in the goods they handled.

After these feeble atid diluted tipplings, her day with
Aunt Victoria was like a huge draught of raw spirits. That
much-experienced shopper led her a leisurely course up one
dazzling aisle and down another, pausing ruthlessly to look
and to handle and to coniment, even if she had not the least
intention of buying. With an inimitable ease of manner
she examined whatever took her fancy, and ihe languid,
fashionably dressed salesladies, all in aristocratic black^
showed to these whims a smiling deference, which Sylvia
knew could come from nothing but the exquisite tailoring of
Aunt Victc. "a's blue broadcloth. This perception did not in
the least lower her opinion of the value of the deference.
It heightened her opinion of the value of tailoring.
They stood by glass tables piled high with filmy and costly

underwear, such underwear as Sylvia had never dreamed
could exist, and Aunt Victoria looked casually at the cob-
web tissues which the saleswoman held up, herself hankering
in a hungry adoration of the luxury she would never touch
in any other way. Without apology or explanation, other
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immense varieties of the goods displayed. She ached with
covetousness. . . .

When they joined the others at the hotel her mother, after
commenting that she looked rather flushed and tired] hap-
pened to ask, " Oh, by the way, Sylvia, did you happen to

come across anything in serge suits that would be suitable
for school-wear?

"

Sylvia quivered, cried out explosively, "No! " and turned
away, feeling a hot pulse beating through her body. But
Aunt \'ictoria happened to divert attention at that mo-
ment. She had been reading, with a very serious and
somewhat annoyed expression, a long telegram just handed
her, and now in answer to Mrs. Marshall's expression of
concern, said hastily, " Oh, it's Arnold again. . . . It's al-
ways Arnold

!
" She moved to a desk and wrote a brief

telegram which she handed to the waiting man-servant.
Sylvia noticed it was addressed to Mr. A. H. Saunders, a
name which set dimly ringing in her head recollections now
muffled and obscured.

Aunt Victoria went on to Mrs. Marshall :
" Arnold hates

this school so. He always hates his schools."
" Oh, he is at school now ? " asked Mrs. Marshall. " You

haven't a tutor for him ?

"

"Oh yes, Mr. Saunders is still with him—in the sum-
mers and during holidays." Mrs. Marshall-Smith explained
further

:
" To keep him up in his studies. He doesn't learn

anything in his school, you know. They never do. It's

only for the atmosphere—the sports; you know, they play
cricket where he is now—and the desirable class of boys
he meets . . . All the boys have tutors in vacation times to
coach them for the college-entrance examinations."
The face of the college professor's wife continued im-

movably grave during this brief summary of an educational
system. She inquired, " How old is Arnold now ? " learned
that he was seventeen, remembered that, oh yes, he was a
year older than Sylvia, and allowed the subject to drop into
one of the abysmal silences for which she alone had the
courage. Her husband's sister was as little proof against

Jit^--
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It as her husband. As it continued, Mrs. Marshall-Smith
went through the mancEuvers which in a less perfectly bred
person would have been fidgeting. ...
No one paid any attention to Sylvia, who sat confront-

ing herself in a long mirror and despising every garment
she wore.

R
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CHAPTER XI

ARNOLD'S FUTURE IS CaSUALLY Dx£CIDED

The next day was to have been given up to really im-
proving pursuits. The morning in the Art Institute came
off as planned. The girls were marshaled through the sculp-
ture and paintings and various art objects with about the
result which might have been expected. As blankly inex-
perienced of painting and sculpture as any Bushmen, thev
received this sudden enormous dose of those arts with an
instaiit, self-preservatory incapacity to swallow even a
small amount of them. It is true that the very first exhibits
they saw, the lions outside the building, the first paint-
ings they encountered, made an appreciable impression on
them

;
but after this they followed their elders through the

interminable crowded halls of the museum, their legs aching
with the effort to keep their balance on the polished floors,
their eyes increasingly glazed and dull. For a time a few
eccentric faces or dresses among the other sightseers pene-
trated through this merciful insensibility, but by noon the
capacity for even so much observation as this had left them
Ihey set one foot before the other, they directed 'heir eyes
upon the multitudinous objects exhibited, they nodded their
heads to comments made by the others, but if asked sud-
denly what they had just seen in the room last visited
neither of them could have made the faintest guess.
At half-past twelve, their aunt and mother, highly self-

congratulatory over the educational morning, voted thatenough was as good as a feast, and led their stunned and
stupefied charges away to Av. t Victoria's hotel for lunch.

It was while they were co. • ming this exreedin-^iy .^n^e-
tizing meal that Sylvia saw. threading his wav'towards
them between the other tables, a tall, weedy, expensively

123
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dressed young man. with a pale freckled face and I^ht-brown hair. VVhen he saw her eyes on him he waved hishand^ largely knuckled hand, and grinned. Then she sawthat ,t was not a young man, but a tall boy, and that ' ^->

boy was Arnold The quality of the grin reminded her tl Mshe had always liked Arnold.
His arrival though obvious'v unexpected to the last de-

Sral'Yt ir °^.^r"°^"" ^^^" "'•^"^^ have seemednatural. It was as if this were for Aunt Victoria onlv anunexpected incident in a general development qui^e resignedly anticipated. After he had shaken hand wth

ll7c:tlk7\l'T 'T ^"' °^^-^^ h'^ own' luncWveo^ capably, h's stepmother remarked in a tolerant tone

I started an hour or so after I wired you We'd eone

Corn d T^'""
"'^' °"^ °^ ^h^ mas.ers'for a game with

by th:itionTn7r '
'"i"-^'"^^

p""'"^ -^ - -- --.oy me station, and I ran and jumped on."

JudiS'""
you know where it was going?" challenged

the' VJ^^-""'''"
^' ^-^P^^^"^d lightP. He looked at her withhe teasing provocative look of masculine seventeen forfemmine thirteen. " Same old spitfire I see Miss TnHv "

he said, his command of unhackneyed phrases' by noSscommensurate with his desire to be facetious. ^

It was thJZt"^', '"\"'r r '"^'"^ h^^ ^^'^- - ^ii-^--ir was the first eclair she had ever eaten and she was mnr^concerned with it than with the new arriVa?
° '

Nobody made any comment on Arnold's method of be-ginning journeys until Mrs. Marshall asked '• What ^dyou do It for?" She put the question witk an ev demseriousness of inquiry, not at al with the rhetoricri reproach usually conveyed in the formula she used
'"

Arnold looked up from the huge, costlv blnndv h-.f
steak he was eating and, after an'instant 'su^ o^ the

E'er o"wn
^^-'^^ ^im, answered with a seriusn s

afteran?^;n .f''^''
^ -^^-^'ito get .y.,y." He addedalter a m^men lav ng and looking again at the younger
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girl, "I wanted to come out and pull Judy's hair again!"
He spoke with his mouth full, and this made him entirely

a boy and not at all the young man his well-cut clothes

.nade him appear.

Without speaking, Judith pulled her long, smooth braid

around over her shoulder where she could protect the end
of it. Her mouth was also full, bulgingly, of the last of her
eclair. They might have been brother and sister in a com-
mon nursery.

" My ! Aren't you pretty, Sylvia !
" was Arnold's next

remark. " You're a regular peach ; do you know it ? " He
turned to the others :

" Say, let's go to a show this after-

noon," he proposed. " Tling-Tling's in tov^^n. I saw it in

the papers as I came in. The original company's singing.

Did you ever hear them ? " he asked Sylvia. " They beat the
other road companies all hollow."

Sylvia shook her head. She had never heard the name
before, the Broadway brand of comic opera being outside
her experience to a degree which would have been incon-
ceivable to Arnold.

There was some discussion over the matter, but in the end,
apparently because there was nothing else to Jo with Arnold,
they all did go to the " show," Arnold engineering the ex-
pedition with a trained expertness in the matter of ticket-

sellers, cabs, and ushers which was in odd contrast to
his gawky physical immaturity. At all the stages of the
process where it was possible, he smoked cigarettes, pro-
ducing them in rapid succession out of a case studded with
little pearls. His stepmother looked on at this, her beauti-
ful manner of wise tolerance tightening up a little, and after
dinner, as they sat in a glittering corridor of the hotel to
talk, she addressed him suddenly in a quite different tone.
" I don't want you to do that so much, Arnold," she said.
His hand was fumbling for his case "again. " You're too
young to smoke at all," she said definitely. He went on
with his automatic movements, opening the case, taking out
a cigarette and tapping it on the cover. " (Jh, all the fel-

lows do," he said rebelliously, and struck a match.
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her victory hv . f/o.K ? ^°''^°''^ *° over-emphasize

her I steHn bw
^'"/her-weight of gloating, and turned to

poste ousn ss Tf 1^ %^^''"^'^^J ^^"^-'•k about the pre-

sullceTin s lence until TuHH
'°''""" P""'"^' ^-^'^

self-contained reticence ma'. J' T'?'"^ ^.^""^ ^^'^ "^"^^

"Let'<5 „<= ,11
'^^7,^"'^^' "latJe her first advance to him

nodded Pern,iss?on ( om heir elde"rf*: '.r' 'it,^
''

walked away. ' "^ *''^= children

:^:te. o.is'^^^^^^'^
musky odor suSstS'tr^ . f ^'^^^ °" ^^e air like a

of musk anofhl^f f, I
sensitive nose, as does the odor

-thTfnw:rd^ m^:?i:' o^^^^^^^^

But the three adolescents, hanging over the well-designed
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solid mahogany railing, had not noses sensitive to this

peculiar, very common blending of odors. Judith, in fact,

vv^as entirely unconscious even of the mere obvious of the

two. She was as insensitive to all about her as to the too-

abundant pictures of the morning. She might have been
leaning over a picket fence. " I wouldn't give in to Her !

"

she said to Arnold, staring squarely at him.

Arnold looked nettled. " Oh, I don't ! I don't pay any
attention to what she says, except when she's around where
I am, and that's not so often you could notice it much

!

Saunders isn't that kind ! Saunders is a gay old bird, I tell

you! We have some times together when we get
going

!

"

It dawned on Sylvia that he w.^s speaking of the man who,
five years before, had been their young Professor Saunders.
She found that she remembered vividly his keen, handsome
face, softened by music to quiet peace. She wondered what
Arnold meant by saying he was a gay old bird.

Arnold went on, shaking his head sagely :
" But it's

my belief that Saunders is beginning to take to dope . . .

bad business ! Bad business ! He's in love with ^ia-
drina. you know*, and has to drown his sorrows some
way."

Even Judith, for all her Sioux c^esire to avoid seeming
surprised or impressed, could not restrain a rather startled

look at this lordly knowledge of the world. Sylvia, although
she had scarcely taken in the significance of Arnold's words,
dropped her eyes and blushed. Arnold surveyed them with
the indulgent look of a rakish but good-hearted man of the
world patting two pretty children on the head.

Judith upset his pose by bringing the talk abruptly back
to where she had begun it. " But you did give in to her

!

You pretend you didn't because you are -shamed. She just
Ic^lccJ you dov/n. I wouldn't let anybody look me down.
I wouldn't give in to anybody !

"

Under this attack, the man of the world collapsed into an
awkward o/ergrown boy, iil at ease, with red lids to his eyes
and premature yellow stains on two fingers of his left hand.
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He shifted his .cet and said defensively "Aw she's -i

man do
. . He retreated still further, through another

motier'^iu,':^:;:;: I

'• '"' ^^ ^° ^^'^
•'

^^^^ «- - ^« ^--
•' I don-t give in to my mother; I mind her," said Tudith

jeering ()h. ,vhat a crawl! What's the dift"^
"

f^nd I mmd her whether she's there or not » / dn t
"

^\rnolU. to consider her advantage
i

j ^

We ought to be
hush!" she said; " don'rbe"so"'siUy
going back." -^

Arnold took her rebuke without protest. Either something in this passage-at-arms had perversely brough a sud

burst ou' Sv \r, -^^ '^^7 '""''^^^^^ '^' *^° ^^-J'-^' he

Chance" „. t^\
Madnna why couldn't I go on to La

shaUs '" ^ °
''^°°^ '^''"' ^"^ ^'^^ ^ith the Mar-

evidemlv'^hc'th.T
"^'•^^-^^^ °" him. His stepmother

strove L,;7n' '!'"'
T'^^^"

^^i^h sudden insanity andstroxe distractedly to select, from the heaped pile of herreasons or so thinking, some few which '^h be cited

'' Whv wh^.^'^^' ^'^^"r
^° ""'' ^-^her's m'ode of e

th nk 'of suchV t7"^'> '^
V

'

^"""^^^
•' ^^'h^^ ^-'- --de youtnink of such a thing? Fo» wouldn't like it'" She wa^

Sr°a" i:rVe"o'r? 'T'' ^° ^^^ ^'^^^ '^^^'^^^^^^ ^^

-

•'H ffi u f? °'''^^'" ^°'" *he Marshalls to adopt a notablvdifficult " boy, when Judith broke in with a blunt dTvtl

ZlliJi'T' - her aunt's mind. " You'd have to walci.snes It yuu came to our house" she -aiH " nr,^ u i i

potatoes, and weed the cele^ b;d.''
' ^''^ ^"'^
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"I'd like it!" declared Arnold. "We'd have lots of
fun."

"I bet we would!" said Judith, with an unexpected
assent.

.Mrs. Marshall-Smith laughed g-ntly. "You don't know
what you'. J talking about, yoi' oilly boy. Ycu never did
an hour's work in your life !

"

Arnold sat down by Mrs. Marshall. " I wouldn't be in
the way, would I ?

" he said, with a clumsy pleading. He
hesitated obviously over the " Mother " which had risen to
his lips, the name he had had for her during the momentous
visit of five years before, and finally, blushing, could not
bring it out. " I'd like it like anything! / wouldn't be . . .

I'd be different! Sylvie and Judy seem like little sisters to
me." The red on his face deepened. " It's—it's good for a
fellow to have sisterr and a home," he said in a low tone not
audible lO his stepmother's ears.

Mrs. ^larshall put out a large, strong hand and took his
slack, big-knuckled fingers into a tight clasp. Mrs. Mar-
shall-Smith evidrntly thought a light tone best now, as al-
ways, to take. " 1 tell you, Barbara "—she suggested laugh-
ingly, "we'll exchange. You give me Sylvia, and take
Arnold."

Mrs. Marshall ignored this as pure facetiousness, and
said seriously

:
" Why really, \'ictoria, it might not be a

bad thing for Arnold to come to us. I know Elliott would
be glad to have him, and so would I."

For an instant Arnold's life hung in the balance. Mrs.
Marshall-Smith, gleaming gold and ivory in her evening-
dress of amber satin, sat silent, startled by the suddenness
with which the whole astonishing question had come up.
There was in her face more than one hint that the proposi-
tion opened a welcome door of escape to her.
And then Arnold himself, with the tragic haste of youth,

sent one end of the scales down, weighted so heavily that
thp sight of his stepmother's eyes and mouth told him it
could never rise again. In the little, pregnant pause, he
cried out joyfully, "Oh, Mother! Mother!" and flung his
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arms around Mrs. Marshall's neck. It was the only time he
had shown the slightest emotion over anything. It burst
from him with surprising effect.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith was, as she had said, only human
and at this she rose, her delicate face quiet and impassive!
and shook out the shimmering folds of her beautiful dress
She said casually, picking up her fan and evidently prcpar-mg for some sort of adjournment :

" Oh, Arnold, don't be
so absurd. Of course you can't foist yourself off on a
family that s no relation to you, that way. And in any
case, it wouldn't do for you to graduate from a co-educa-
tional State University. Not a person you know would

tu^' ?J^..°^
'*• "^^^ ''"^^ yo"''"^ d"e at Harvard next

lall. With adroit fingers, she plucked the string sure
to vibrate in Arnold's nature. " Do go and order a table for
us m the Rose-Room, there's a good boy. And be sure
to have the waiter give you one where we can see the
dancing.

The matter was settled.



CHAPTER XII

ONE MAN'S MEAT . . .

That night after the Marshalls had gone back to their
somewhat shabby boarding-house, " things " happened to the
two people they had left in the great hotel. Sylvia and
Judith never knew the details, but it was apparent that
something portentous had occurred, from the number of tele-
grams Aunt Victoria had managed to receive and send be-
tween the hour when they left her in the evening, and
eleven o'clock the next morning, when they found' her,
hatted and veiled, with an array of strapped baggage around
her.

"It's Arnold again!" she told them, with a resigned
gesture. She laid down the time-table she had been con-
sulting and drew Mrs. Marshall to the window for a low-
voiced explanation. When she came back, " I'm so sorry,
dears, to cut short even by a single day this charming time
together," she told the girls. " But the news I've been get-
tmg from Arnold's school—there's nothing for me to do
but to stop everything and take him back there to see what
can oe done to patch things up." She spoke with the
patient air of one inured to the sacrifices involved in the
upbringing of children. " We leave on the eleven-forty-
oh, I am so sorry! But it would have been only one day
more. I meant to get you both a dress—I've 'phoned to
have them sent to you."
The rest was only the dreary, bustling futility of the last

moments before train-time—kisses, remarks about writ-
ing more often; a promise from Aunt Victoria to send
isylvia from time to time a box of old dresses and fineries
as material for her niece's dressmaking skill ;-from Arnold,
appearmg at the last minute, a good deal of rather fiat, well-
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meant chaffing, proffered with the most entire unconcern as
to the expressed purpose of their journey; and then the
descent through long, mirrort 1, softly carpeted corridors to
the classic beauty of the Grecian temple where the busy
men, with tired eyes, came and went hurriedly, treadin^
heavily on their heels. Outside was the cab, Arnold ex^
tremely efficient in browbeating the driver as to the stowing
away of bags, more kisses, in the general cloud of which
Arnold pecked shyly at Sylvia's ear and Judith's chin; then
the retreating vehicle with Arnold standing up, a tall,
ungainly figure, waving a much-jointed hand.

After it was out of sight the three watchers looked at
each other in a stale moment of anticlimax

'; Arnold's horrid, isn't he?" said Judith "thoughtfully.

^^
Why, I like him !

" opposed Sylvia.
" Oh, I like him, all right," said Judith.
Then both girls looked at their mother. What next ?

Ihey were not to have gone back to U Chance until the
next night. Would this change of plans alter their schedule >
Mrs. Marshall saw no reason why it should. She proposed
a sightseeing expedition to a hospital. Miss Lindstrom, the
elderly Swedish woman who worked among the destitute
negroes of La Chance, had a sister who was head-nurse in
the biggest and newest hospital in Chicago, and she had
written very cordially that if her sister's friends cared ^o
mspect such an institution, she was at their service. Neither
of the girls having the slightest idea of what a hospital was
like nor of any other of the sights in the city which they
might see instead, no objection was made to this plan

.u . .7
""^'^^ inquiries of a near-by policeman and found

that they could reach it by the elevated. Their encounter
with this metropolitan facility for transportation turned
out to be among the most memorable bits of sightseeing of
their trip Neither of the girls had ever imagined anything
so lurid as the Saturday noon jam. the dense, pa.^ked thrones
waiting on the platforms and bursting out through the
opened doors like beans from a split bag, iheir piaces in-
stantly taken by an even greater crowd, perspiring, fighting
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grimly for foot-room and expecting and receiving no other
kind. Judith was fired contagiously with the spirit about
her, set her teeth, thrust out her elbows, shoved, pushed
grunted, fought, all with a fresh zest in the performance
which gave her an immense advantage over the fatigued
city-dwellers, who assaulted their fellow-citizens with only
a preoccupied desire for an approach to a breathing space
and, that attained, subsided into lurching, strap-hanjjine
quiescence. Judith secured with ease, on all the public
vehicles they utilized that day, a place on the outside edge of
a platform, where she had fresh air in abundance and could
hang oyer the grating to watch with extreme interest the in-
timate bits of tenement-house life which flashed jerkily by
But Sylvia, a shuddering chip on the torrent, always

found herself in the exact middle of the most crowded spot
feeling her body horrifyingly pressed upon by various in-
visible ones behind her and several only too visible ones in
front, breathing down the back of somebody's neck, often a
dirty and sweaty one, with somebody breathing hotly down
the back of her own. Once as a very fat and perspiring
German-American began to fight the crowd in the endeavor
to turn around and leave the car, his slowly revolving bulb-
ous bulk pushed her so smotheringly into the broad back ofa negro ahead of her that she felt faint. As they left the

s?ck. wf^'^
vehemently: "Oh. Mother, this makes me

always Joes r "' '""' *'''" ' ^^'- ^""^ V-^°"-

Her mother laughed. "You little country girl » \ cab

b^ck'to UChtnc;'' "^ "^' '^"°^^ '' "^"^^ '' ^'^^ ''^^^'

" I don't see why we came, then !
" cried Sylvia. "

It'ssimply awful! And this is a horrid part of town! " Shesuddenly observed that they were walking through a very

bX;e t 'h"^''r'.' T''''
^"^'^ ^' ^hf had never VZ

before. As she looked about her, her mother stopped laugh-ng and watched her face with a painful attention. Sylvia

wt!;^. f^A-'f'
^^"^ ^°"^^^' '^^ ^'^^'y ''"'^ shops theswarms of dirty-nosed children, shrill-voiced, with matted
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hair, running and wlioo|)ing in the street, at the slatternly
women yelling unobeyed orders to them out of half-
gHmpsed. cheerless irteriors, smelling of cabbage and dish-
water. It was Sylvia's first sight of the life of city poor,
and upon her face of disgust and revulsion her mother bent
a stern and anxious eye.

"See here. Sylvia!" she said abruptl\ "do you know
what / was thinking about back there i.i the crowd on the
elevated ? I was thinking that lots of girls, no older than
my girl, have to stand that twice a day, going to earn their
livings."

Sylvia chafed under the obviously admonitory tone of this.
" I don't see that that makes it any easier for us if they
do!" she said in a recalcitrant voice. She stepped wide
to avoid a pile of filth on the sidewalk, and clutched at
her skirt. She had a sudden vision of the white-tiled,
velvet-carpeted florist's shop in a corner of Aunt Victoria's
hotel where, behind spotless panes of shining plate-glass,
the great clusters of cut-tluwers dreamed away an enchanted
life—roses, violets, lilies of the valley, orchids. . . .

" Here we are at the hospital," said Mrs. Marshall, a
perplexed line of worry between her brows. But at once
she was swept out of herself, forgot her seriously taken
responsibility of being the mother of a girl like Sylvia. She
was only Barbara Marshall, thrilled by a noble spectacle.
She looked up at the great, clean, many-windowed fagade
above them, towering, even above the huge bulk of the
gas-tanks across the street, and her dark eyes kindled.
"A hospital is one of the most wonderful places in the
world

!

" she cried, in a voice of emotion. " All this—to
help people get well !

"

They passed into a wide, bare hall, where a busy young
woman at a desk nodded on hearing their names, and spoke
mto a telephone. There was an odd smell in the air, not
exactly disagreeable, yet rather uncomfortably pungent.
" Oh, iodoform," remarked the young woman at the desk,
hearing them comment on it. "Do you get ii? We don't
notice it here at all."
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Th^n came Miss Lindstrom's sister, powerfully built,
gaunt, gray, with a professional, impersonal cheerfulness!
The expedition began. " I'll take you to the children's
ward first," said Miss Lindstrom; "that always interests
visitors so much. . .

."

Rows on rows of little white beds and white, bloodless
faces with an awful patience on them, and little white hands
lying in unchildlike quiet on the white spreads; rows on
rows of hollow eyes turned in listless interest on the visitors

;

nurses in white, stepping briskly about, bending over the
beds, lifting a little emaciated form, deftly unrolling a
bandage

;
heat

; a stifling smell of iodoform ; a sharp sudden
cry of pain from a distant corner; somewhere a dully
beating pulse of low, suppressed sobs. . . .

They were out of the children's ward now, walking along
a clean bare corridor. Sylvia swallowed hard. Her eyes
felt burning. Judith held her mother's hand tightly. Miss
Lindstrom was explaining to Mrs. Marshall a new system
of ventilation.

" This is one of the women's wards," said their leader,
opening another swinging door, from which rushed forth a
fresh blast of iodoform. More rows of white beds, each
with its mound of suffering, each with its haggard face
of pain. More nurses, bearing basins of curious shape,
bandages, hot-water bottles, rubber tubes. There was more
restlessness here than in the children's ward, less helpless
prostration before the Juggernaut of disease . . . fretful-
ness, moans, tossing heads, wretched eyes which stared at
the visitors in a hostile indifference.

"Oh, they are just putting the dressing on such an
interesting case!" said Miss Lindstrom's voice coming to
Sylvia from a great distance. She spoke with the glow of
professional enthusiasm, with that certainty, peculiar to
smcere doctors and nurses, that a complicated wound is a
fascinating object.

In spite of herself Sylvia had one glimpse of horribly
lacerated red tissues. ... She gripped her hands together
after this and looked fixedly at a button on her glove, until
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Miss Lindstrom's voice announced :
" It's the Embury stitch

that makes that possible : we've just worked out the applica-
tion of it to skin-graft cases. Two years ago she'd have lost
her leg. Isn't it simply splendid !

"

She said cordially as they moved forward: " Sister Selma
said to treat you as though you were the Queen of Sweden,
and I am! You're seeing things that visitors are never
allowecl to see."

They walked on and on interminably, past innumerable
sick souls, each whirling alone in a self-centered storm of
suffering; and then, somehow, thy were in a laboratory,
where an immensely stout and immensely jovial doctor in
white linen got down from a high stool to shake hands with
them and profess an immense willingness to entertain them.
"... but I haven't got anything much today," he said,
with a disparaging wave of his hand towards his test-tubes.
"Not a single death-warrant. Oh yes, I have too, one
brought in yesterday." He brought them a test-tube, stop-
pered with cotton, and bade them note a tiny bluish patch
on the clear gelatine at the bottom. " That means he's a
dead one, as much as if he faced the electric chair," he
explained. To the nurse he added, " A fellow in the men's
ward, Pavilion G. Very interesting culture . . . first of
that kind I've had since I've been here." As he spoke he
was looking at Sylvia with an open admiration, bold, in-
trusive, flippant.

They were passing along another corridor, hot, silent,
their footsteps falling dully on a long runner of corrugated
rubber, with red borders which drew together in the distance
like the rails streaming away from a train. Behind a closed
door there suddenly rose, and as quickly died away, a
scream of pain. With an efTort Sylvia resisted the impulse
to clap her hands over her ears.

" Here we are, at the minor operating-room," said Miss
Lindstrom, pausing. "It's against the rules, but if you
want to look from across the room—just to say you've
been there

—
" S^^^ hr-^.A tUp ,-?•-.-•'- nnpn -• '.:»*',. ^ -„^^

eating odor of anaesthetics blew out in their faces, like a
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breath from a dragon's cave. Mrs. Marshall and Judith
stepped forward. But Sylvia clutched at her mother's arm
and whispered: " Mother! Mother! I don't think 1*11 go on.
I feel— I feel— I'll go back down to the entrance hall to
wait."

Mrs. Marshall nodded a preoccupied assent, and SyUii
fled away down the endless corridor, looking neither to the
right nor the left, down repeated flights of scrubbed and
sterilized marble stairs, into the entrance hall, and, like a
bolt from a bow, out of it on the other side, out into the
street, into the sunshine, the heat, the clatter, the blessed,
blessed smell of cabbage and dish-water. ...

After a time she went to sit down on the top step of the
hospital entrance to wait. She contemplated with exquisite
enjoyment the vigorous, profane, hair-pulling quarrel be-
tween two dirty little savages across the street. She could
have kissed her hand to the loud-voiced woman who came
scuftlmg to the window to scold them, clutching a dirty
kimono together over a Hogarth-Iike expanse of bosom.
They were well, these people, blood ran in their veins, their
skm was whole, they breathed air, not iodoform! Her
mother had pulled the string too tight, and Sylvia's ears
were full of the ugly twang of its snapping.
When, at last. Judith and Mrs. Marshall came out hand-

m-hand. Sylvia sprang up to say :
" What an awful place •

I hope I'll never have to set foot in one again !
" But quick

as was her impulse to speech, her perceptions were quicker,
and before the pale exaltation of the other two, she fell
silent, irritated, rebellious, thoroughly alien. They walked
along in silence. Then Judith said, stammering a little with
emotion, " M-M-Mother, I want to b-b-b-be a trained
n-n-nurse when I grow up."



CHAPTER XIII

AN INSTRUMENT IN TUNE
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As they drew near to their boarding-house late that after-

noon, very hot, very crumpled, very solemn, and very much
out of tune with one another, they were astonished to see

a little eager-faced boy dash out of the house and ruu

wildly to meet them, shouting as he came.
" Why, Lawrence Marshall! " cried his mother, picking

him up in strong arms ;
" how ever in the world did you

get here !

"

" Father brungded me," cried the child, clasping her

tightly around the neck. " We got so lonesome for Mother
we couldn't wait."

And then Sylvia had stamped on her mind a picture which
was to come back later—her father's face and eyes as he

ran down the steps to meet his wife. For he looked at his

dai 2;hters only afterwards, as they were all walking along

together, much excited, everybody talking at once, and
hanging on everybody's arm. ".

. . Yes, Buddy's right!

We found we missed you so, we decided life wasn't worth it.

You don't know, Barbara, what it's like without you—you
don't know!"
Her father's voice soimded to Sylvia so loud, so gay, so

vital, so inexpressibly welcome. . . . She leaped up at his

face like a young dog, for another kiss. " Oh, I'm awfully

glad you came !
" she cried, wondering a little herself at the

immensity of her relief. She thought that she mus* get

him by himself quickly and tell him her side of that hos-

pital story, before her mother and Judith began on any
virtuous raptures over it.

But there was no consecutive talk about anything after

xhey al) were joyfully gathered in their ugly, commonplace

i3«
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boarding-house bedroom. They loosened collars and belts,
washed their perspiring and dusty faces, and brushed
hair, to the tune of a magpie chatter. Sylvia did not
realize that she and her father were the main sources of
this volubility, she did not re-'lize how she had missed his
exuberance, she only knew that she felt a weight lifted from
her heart. She had been telling him with great enjoyment
cf the comic opera they had seen, as she finished putting
the hairpins into her freshly smoothed hair, and turned, a
pin still in her mouth, in time to be almost abashed by the
expression in his eyes as he suddenly drtw his wife to him.
"Jove! Barbara!" he cried, half laughing, but with a

quiver in his voice, " it's hell to be happily married ! A
separation is—well, never mind about it. I came along
anyhow

!
And now I'm here I'll go to see Vic of course."

" No, you won't," said Judith promptly. " She's gone
back. To get Arnold out of a scrape."

Mrs. Marshall explained further, and incidentally touched
upon her sister-in-law's views of the relation between ex-
pensive boys' schools and private tutors. Her dryly humor-
ous version of this set her husband off in a great mirthful
roar, to which Sylvia, after a moment of blankness, suddenly
jomed a burst of her own clear laughter. At the time she had
seen nothing funny in Aunt Victoria's statement, but she was
now immensely tickled to remember Aunt Victoria's Olym-
pian certainty of herself and her mother's grave mask of
serious consideration of the idea. Long after her father had
stopped laughing, she still went on, breaking out into de-
lighted giggles. Her new understanding of the satire back
of hei mother's quiet eyes, lent to Aunt Victoria's golden
calm the quaint touch of caricature which made it self-
deceived complacency. At the recollection she sent up
rocket after rocket of schoolgirl laughter.
Her mother, absorbed in conicientious anxiety about

bylvia s development, and deeply disappointed by the result
ot the visit to the hospital, ignored this laughter, nor did
bylvia at all guess that she was laughing away half the
spell which Aunt Victoria had cast about her. When they
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went down to their supper of watery cr.eamed potatoes,
and stewed apricots in thick saucers, she was in such good
humor that she ate this unappetizing fare with no protest.

" Now, folks," said Professor Marshall, after supper,
" we have to go home tomorrow early, so we ought to have
one more fling tonight. While I was waiting for you to
come back this afternoon, I looked up what Chicago has to
offer in the way of flings, and this is what I found. Here,
Barbara," he took a tiny envelope out of his upper waist-
coat pocket, " are two tickets for the symphony orchestra.
By the greatest of luck they're giving a specir.l concert for
some charity or other, a beautiful program; a sort of
musical requiem. Sylvia mustn't miss it; you take her.
And here," he spun round to face Judith and Lawrence,
producing another slim, tiny envelope from the other upper
waistcoat pocket, *' since symphony concerts are rather
solid meat for milk teeth, and since they last till way after
bedtime, I have provided another sort of entertainment;
to wit

: three seats for moving pictures of the only real and
authentic Cheyenne Bill's Congress of the World's Fron-
tiersmen. All in favor of going there with me, say ' Aye.'

"

"Aye!" screamed Judith and Lawrence. Everybody
laughed in pleased excitement and everybody seemed sat-
isfied except Mrs. Marshall, who insisted that she should
go to the moving pictures while the Professor took Sylvia
to the concert.

Then followed the most amiable, generous wrangle as to
which of the parents should enjoy the adult form of amuse-
ment. But while the Professor grew more and more half-
hearted in his protestations that he really didn't care where
he went, Mrs. Marshall grew more and more positive that
he must not be allowed to miss the music, finally silencing
his last weak proffer of self-abnegation by saying peremp-
torily: "No. no, Elliott; go on in to your debauch of
emotion. I'll take the children. Don't miss your chance.
You know it means ten times as much to you as to me.
You haven't heard a good orchestra in years."

Sylvia had never been in such a huge hall as the one

^^^^A^
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where they presently sat. high, giddily high in the eyrie of
a top gallery. They looked c^.own into yawning space. The
vast size of the auditorium so dwarfed the people now taking
their innumerable seats, that even after the immense audi-
ence was assembled the great semicircular enclosure
seemed empty and blank. It received those thousands of
souls into its maw, and made no sign ; awaiting some visita-
tion worthy of its bulk.

The orchestra, an army of ants, straggled out on the stage.
Sylvia was astonished at their numbers—sixteen first
violins, she saw by the program! She commented to her
father on the difficulty of keeping them all in tune. He
smiled at her absently, bade her, with an air of suppressed
excitement, wait until she had heard them, and fell to biting
his nails ner ously. She re-read the program and all the
advertisements, hypnotized, like every one else in the audi-
ence, by the sight of printed matter. She noticed that the
first number of this memorial concert was the funeral march
from the Gotterdammerung, which she knew very well
from having heard a good many times a rather thin version
of It for four strings and a piano.
The conductor, a solitary ant, made his toilsome way

across the great front of the stage, evoking a burst of
applause, which resounded hollowly in the inhuman spaces
of the building. He mounted a step, waved his antennae,
there was a great indrawn breath of silence, and then Sylvia,
waitmg with agreeable curiosity to hear how a big orchestra
would really sound, gasped and held her breath. The cup
of that vast building suddenly brimmed with a magical flood
of pure tone, coming from everywhere, from nowhere, from
her own heart as well as from outside her body. The
immense hall rang to the glorious quality of this sound as
a violm-back vibrates to the drawn bow. It rained down on
her It surged up to her, she could not believe that she
really heard it.

She looked quickly at her father. His arms were folded
tightly across his chest. He was looking frowningly at
tne back of the chair in front of him. It was evident that
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Sylvia did not exist for him. She was detached from her
wonder at his pale sternness by the assault on her nerves
made by the first of those barbaric outcries of woe, that sud-
den, brief clamor of grief, the shouts of despair, the beating
upon shields. Her heart stood still— There rose, sing-
ing like an archangel, the mystic call of the Volsung, then
the yearning melody of love ; such glory, such longing for
beauty, for life—and then brusquely, again and again, the
screaming, sobbing recollection of the fact of death. . . .

When it was over, Sylvia's breath was still coming pant-
ingly. "Oh. Father! How—how wonderful—how "

she murmured.
He looked at her, as though he were anrry with her, and

yet scarcely seeming to know her, and spoke in a hard,
bitter tone: " And it is years since I have heard one !

" He
seemed to cry out upon her for the conditions of his life.

She had no key for these words, could not imagine a
meaning for them, and, chilled and repelled, wondered if she
had heard him rightly.

The funeral march from the Eroica began, and her
father's face softened. The swelling volume of tone rose
like a flood-tide. The great hall, the thousands of human
hearts, all beat solemnly in the grave and hopeless pulsa-
tions of the measured chords. The air was thick with sor-
row, with quiet despair. No outcries here, no screams

—

the modern soul advancing somberly with a pale composure
to the grave of its love, aware that during all the centuries
since the dead Siegfried was lifted high on the shoulders of
his warriors not a word of explanation, of consolation has
been found; that the modern, barren self-control means
only what the barbarian yells out in his open abandonment
to sorrow—and yet such beauty, such beauty in that sing-
ing thread of mtXody—" dureh Leiden, Freude!"
Not even the shadow of death had ever fallen across

Sylvia's life, or that of her father, to explain the premoni-
tory emotion which now drew them together like two fright-

ened children. Sylvia felt the inexorable music beating in

her own veins, and when she took her father's hand it
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seemed to her that its strong pulses throbbed to the same
rhythm; beauty, and despair . . . hope . . . life . . . death.
At the end, " Oh, Father—oh, Father !

" she said under
her breath, imploringly, struggling to free herself from
the muffling, enveloping sense of imminent disaster. He
pressed her hand hard and smiled at her. It was his
own old smile, the father-look which had been her heart's
home all her life—but it was infinitely sweeter to her now
than ever before. She had never felt closer to him.
There was a pause during which they did not speak, and
then there burst upon them the splendid tumult of " Death
and Transfiguration," which, like a great wind, swept Sylvia
out of herself. She could not follow the music—she had
never heard of it before. She was beaten down, over-
whelmed, freed, as though the transfiguration were her
own, from the pitiful barriers of consciousness.

" Was the concert good? " asked Mrs. Marshall, yawning
and reaching out of bed to kiss Sylvia slefepily. She
laughed a little at their faces. " Oh, music is a madness!
To spend a cheerful evening listening to death-music, and
then come back looking like Moses before the Burnine
Bush !

"

*

"Say, you ought to have seen tlie stunt they did with
their lassos," cried Judith, waking in the bed on the other
side of the room, and sitting up with her black hair tousled
about her face. " I'm going to try it with the pinto when
we get home."

" I bet you'll do it, too," came from Lawrence the loyal,
always sure of Judith's strength, Judith's skill.

Sylvia looked at her father over their heads and smiled
taintly. It was a good smile, from a full heart.

'Aunt Victoria sent our dresses," said Judith, dropping
back on the pillow. " That big box over there. Mine has
pink ribbons, and yours are blue."

Mrs. M. hall looked at the big box with disfavor, and
tnen at bylvia. now sunk in a chair, her hands clasped be-
hind her head, her eyes dreamy and half closed.
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Across the room the long pasteboard box displayed a
frothy mass of white lace and pale shining ribbons. Sylvia
looked at it absently and made no move to examine it.

She closed her eyes again and beat an inaudible rhythm with
her raised fingers. All through her was ringing the upward-
surging tide of sound at the end of " Death and Transfigura-
tion."

" Oh, go to bed, Sylvia ; don't sit there maundering over
the concert," said her mother, with a good-natured asperity.
But there was relief in her voice.
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CHAPTER XIV

HIGHER EDUCATION

To any one who is familiar with State University life the
color of Sylvia's Freshman year will be vividly conveyed
by the simple statement that she was not invited to join a
fraternity. To any one who does not know State Uni-
versity life, no description can convey anything approaching
an adequate notion of the terribly determinative significance
of that fact.

The statement that she was invited to join no sorority
is not literally true, for in the second semester when L was
apparent that none of the three leading fraternities in-
tended to take her in, there came a late " bid " from one of
the third-rate sororities, of recent date, composed of girls
like Sylvia who had not been included in the membership
of the older, socially distinguished organizations. Cut to
the quick by her exclusion from the others, Sylvia refused
this tardy invitation with remorseless ingratitude. If she
were not to form one of the " swell " set of college, at least
she would not proclaim herself one of the "jays," the
grinds," the queer girls, who wore their hair straight

back from their foreheads, who invariably carried off Phi
Beta Kappa, whose skirts hung badly, whose shoe-heels
turned over as they walked, who stood first in their classes,
whose belts behind made a practice of revealing large white
safety-pins; and whose hats, even disassociated from their
dowdy wearers, and hanging in the cloakroom, were of an
almost British eccentricity.

Nothing of this sort could be alleged against Sylvia's
appearance, which she felt, as she arrayed herself every
morning, to be all that the most swagger frat could ask of a
member. Aunt Victoria's boxes of clothing, her own nimble
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fingers and passionate attention to the subject, combined to

turn her out a copy, not to be distinguished from the origi-

nal, of the daughter of a man with an income five times

that of her father. As she consulted her mirror, it occurred

to her also, but an honest recognition of a conspicuous

fact, that her suitable and harmonious toilets adorned a per-

son as pleasing to the eye as any of her classmates.

During the last year of her life at home she had shot up
very fast, and she was now a tall, slender presence, pre-

served from even the usual touching and delightful awk-
wardness of seventeen by the trained dexterity and strength

with which she handled her body, as muscular, for all its

rounded slimness, as a boy's. Her hair was beautiful, a

bright chestnut brown with a good deal of red, its brilliant

gloss broken into innumerable high-lights by the ripple of

its waviness ; and she had one other positive beauty, the

clearly penciled line of her long, dark eyebrows, which ran

up a trifle at the outer ends with a little quirk, giving an

indescribable air of alertness and vivacity to her expression.

Otherwise she was not at that age, nor did she ever become,

so explicitly handsome as her sister Judith, who had at

every period of her life a head as beautiful as that on a

Greek coin. But when the two were together, although the

perfectly adjusted proportions of Judith's proud, dark face

brought out the irregularities of Sylvia's, disclosed the tilt

of her small nose, made more apparent the disproportionate

width between her eyes, and showed her chin to be of no

mold in particular, yet a modern eye rested with far more
pleasure on the older sister's face. A bright, quivering

mobility like sunshine on water, gave it a charm which was
not dependent on the iiore obvious prettinesses of a fine-

grained, white skin, extremely clear brown eyes, and a

mouth quick to laugh and quiver, with pure, sharply cut out-

line and deeply sunk corners. Even in repose, Sylvia's face

made Judith's seem unresponsive, and when it lighted up in

talk and laughter, it seemed to give out a visible light. In

contrast Judith's beautiful countenance seemed carved out

of some very hard and indestructible stone.
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And yet, in spite of this undeniably satisfactory physical

outfit, and pre-eminent ability in ath'etics, Sylvia was not

invited to join any of the best fraternities. It is not sur-

prising that there was mingled with her bitterness on the

subject a justifiable amount of bewilderment. What did

they want? They recruited, from her very side in classes,

girls without half her looks or cleverness. What was the

matter with her? She would not for her life have given a

sign to her family of her mental suflferings as, during that

first autumn, day after day went by with no sign of welcome
from the social leaders of her new world ; but a mark was
left on her character by her affronted recognition of her

total lack of success in this, her first appearance outside the

sheltering walls of her home; her first trial by the real

standards of the actual world of real people.

The fact, which would have been balm to Sylvia's vanity,

had she ever had the least knowledge of it, was that upon her

appearance in the Freshman class she had been the occasion

of violent discussion and almost of dissension in the councils

of the two " best " fraternities. Her beauty, her charm,
and the rumors of her excellence in tennis had made a flutter

in the first fraternity meetings after the opening of the

autumn term. The younger members of both Sigma Beta
and Alpha Kappa counseled early and enthusiastic " rush-

ing " of the new prize, but the Juniors and Seniors, wise in

their day and generation, brought out a number of damning
facts which would need to be taken into consideration if

Sylvia wore their pin.

There were, in both fraternities, daughters of other

faculty families, who were naturally called upon to furnish

inside information. They had been brought up from child-

hood on the tradition of the Marshalls' hopeless queerness,
and their collective statement of the Marshalls' position ran
somewhat as follows :

" The only professors who have any-
thing to do with them are some of the jay young profs from
the West, with no families; the funny old La Rues—you
know what a hopeless dowd Madame La Rue is—and Pro-
fessor Kennedy, and though he comes from a swell family
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he's an awful freak himself. They live on a farm, like

farmers, at the ends of the earth from anybody that any-

body knows. They are never asked to be patrons of any

swell college functions. None of the faculty ladies with

any social position ever call on Mrs. Marshall—and no

wonder. She doesn't keep any help, and when the doorbell

rings she's as apt to come running in from the chicken

house with rubber boots on, and a basket of eggs—and the

queerest clothes ! Like a costume out of a book ; and they

never have anybody to wait on the table, just jump up and

down themselves—you can imagine what kind of a frat

tea or banquet Sylvia would give in such a home—and of

course if we took her in, we couldn't very well tell her her

family's so impossible we wouldn't want their connection

with the frat known—and the students who go there are a

perfect collection of all the jays and grinds and freaks in

college. It's enough to mark you one to be seen there

—

you meet all the crazy guys you see in classes and never

anywhere else—and of course that wouldn't stop when
Sylvia's frat sisters began going there. And their house

wouldn't do at all to entertain in—it's queer—no rugs

—

dingy old furniture—nothing but books everywhere, even in

their substitute for a parlor—and you're likely to meet not

only college freaks, but worse ones from goodness knows
where. There's a beer-drinking old monster who goes there

every Sunday to play the fiddle that you wouldn't have
speak to you on the street for anything in the world. And
the way they entertain! My, in such a countrified way!
Some of the company go out into the kitchen to help Mrs.

Marshall serve up the refreshments—and everything home-
made—and they play charades, and nobody knows what else

—bean-bag, or spelling-down maybe "

This appalling picture, which in justice to the young
delineators must be conceded to be not in the least over-

drawn, was quite enough to give pause to those impetuous

and immature young Sophomores who had lacked the philo-

sophical breadth of vision to see that Sylvia was not an

isolated phenomenon, but (since her family lived in La
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Chance) an inseparable part of her background. After all,

the sororities made no claim to be anything but social or-
ganizations. Their standing in the college world depended
upon their social background, and of course this could only
be made up of a composite mingling of those of their in-
dividual members.

Fraternities did not wish to number more than sixteen or
eighteen undergraduates. That meant only four or five to
be chosen from each Freshman class, and that number of
" nice " girls was not hard to find, girls who were not only
well dressed, and lively and agreeable in themselves, but
who came from large, well-kept, well-furnished hou.ses on
the right streets of La Chance ; with presentable, card-play-
ing, call-paying, reception-giving mothers, who hired
caterers for their entertainments; and respectably absentee
fathers with sizable pocketbooks and a habit of cash lib-

erality. The social standing of the co-eds in State Uni-
versities was already precarious enough, without running
the risk of acquiring dubious social connections.

If Sylvia had been a boy, it is almost certain that the
deficiencies of her family would have been overlooked in
consideration of her potentialities in the athletic world.
Success in athletics was to the men's fraternities what social
standing was to the girls'. It must be remarked parentheti-
cally that neither class of these organizations had the slight-
est prejudice against high scholastic standing. On the con-
trary it was regarded very kindly by fraternity members, as
a desirable though not indispensable addition to social stand-
ing and physical prowess.

I 'lit Sylvia was not a boy, and her fine, promising game
of tennis, her excellence in the swimming-pool, and her
success on the gymnasium floor and on the flying rings,
served no purpose but to bring to her the admiration of the
duflFers among the girls, whom she despised, and the un-
spoken envy of the fraternity girls, whose overtures at
superficial friendiiness she constanily rebufled with stern,
wounded pride.

The sharpest stab to her pride came from the inevitable
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publicity of her ordeal. For, though her family knew noth-

ing of what that first year out in the vorld meant to her,

she had not the consolation of hoping that her condition was

not perfectly apparent to every one eise in the college world.

At the first of the year, all gatherings of undergraduates not

in fraternities hummed and buzzed with speculations about

who would or would not »ie " taken " by the leading fra-

ternities. For every girl who was at all possible, each day

was a long suspense, beginning in hope and ending in list-

lessness; and for Sylvia in an added shrinking from the

eyes of her mates, which were, she knew, fixed on her with a

relentless curiosity which was torture to one of her tem-

perament. She had been considered almost sure to be early

invited to join Alpha Kappa, the frat to which most of the

faculty daughters belonged, and all during the autumn she

was aware that when she took off her jacket in the cloak-

room, a hundred glances swept her to see if she wore at

last the coveted emblem of the " pledged " girl ; and when
an Alpha Kappa girl chanced to come near her with a

casual remark, she seemed to hear a significant hush among
the other girls, followed by an equally significant buzz of

whispered comment when the fraternity member moved
away again. This atmosphere would have made no impres-

sion on a nature either more sturdily philosophic, or more
unimaginative than Sylvia's (Judith, for instance, was not

in the least affected by the experience), but it came to be

a morbid obsession of this strong, healthy, active-minded

young creature. It tinged with bitterness and blackness

what should have been the crystal-clear cup holding her

youth and intelligence and health. She fancied that every

one despised her. She imagined that people who were in

reality quite unaware of her existence were looking at her

and whispering together a wondering discussion as to why
she was not " in the swim " as such a girl ought to be—all

girls worth their salt were.

Above all she was stung into a sort of speechless rage by

her impotence to do anything to regain the decent minimum
of personal dignity which she felt was stripped from her by

;-L
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this constant play of bald speculation about whether she
would or would not be considered " good enough " to be in-

vited into a sorority. If only something definite would
happen ! If there were onlv an occasion on which she might
in some way proudly proclaim her utter indifference to fra
ternities and their actions! If only the miserable business
were not so endlessly drawn out! She threw herself with
a j>assionate absorption into her studies, her music, and her
gymnasium work, cut off both from the "elect" and from the
multitude, a proudly self-acknowledged maverick. She
never lacked admiring follower., among less brilliant girls

who would have been adorers if she had not held them off
at arm's length, but her vanity, far from being omnivorous,
required more delicate food. She wished to be able to cry
aloud to her world that she thought nothing and cared noth-
ing about fraternities, and by incessant inner absorption in

this conception she did to a considerable extent impose it

upon the collective mind of her contemporaries. She, the
yearningly friendly, sympathetic, sensitive, praise-craving
Sylvia, came to be known, half respected and half disliked,
as proud and clever, and " high-brow," and offish, and con-
ceited, and so " queer " that she cared nothing for the ordi-
nary pleasures of ordinary girls.

This reputation for a high-browed ind-fference to com-
monplace mortals was naturally not a recommendation to
the masculine undergraduates of the University. These
young men, under the influence of reports of what was
done at Cornell and other more eastern co-educational in-

stitutions, were already strongly inclined to ignore the
co-eds - much as possible. The tradition was growing
rapidly ' at the proper thing was to invite the " town-
girls " to the college proms and dances, and to sit beside
them in the grandstand during football games. As yet,

however, this tendency had not go^e so far but that those
co-eds who wee members of a socially recognized fraternity
were automatically saved from the neglect which enveloped
all other but exceptionally flirtatious and undiscriminating
girls. Each girls' fraternity, like the masculine organiza-
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tions, gave one big hop in the course of the season and

several smaller dances, as well as lawn-parties and teas

and stage-coach parties to the football games. The young

men naturally wished to be invited to these functions, the

increasing elaborateness of which kept pace with the in-

creasing sophistication of life in La Chance and the increas-

ing cost of which made the parents of the girls groan. Con-

sequently each masculine fraternity took care that it did not

incur the enmity of the organized and socially powerful

sororities. But Sylvia was not protected by this aegis. She

was not invited during her Freshman year to the dances

given by either the sororities or the fraternities; and the

large scattering crowd of masculine undergraduates were

irightened away from the handsome girl by her supposed

haughty intellectual tastes.

Here again her isolation was partly the result of her . . n

wish. The raw-boned, badly dressed farmers' lads, with

red hands and rough hair, she quite as snobbishly ignored

as she was ignored in her turn by the well-set-up, fashion-

ably dressed young swells of the University, with their

white hands, with their thin, gaudy socks tautly pulled over

their ankle-bones, and their shining hair glistening like

lacquer or their skulls (that being the desideratum in youth-

ful masculine society of the place and time) . Sylvia snubbed

the masculine jays of college partly because it was a breath

of life to her bartered vanity to be able to snub some one,

and partly because they seemed to her, in comparison with

the smart set, seen from afar, quite and utterly undesirable.

She would rather have no masculine attentions at all than

such poor provender for her feminine desire to conquer.

Thus she trod the leafy walks of the beautiful campus

alone, ignoring and ignored, keenly alive under her shell of

indifference to the brilliant young men and their chosen few

feminine companions.
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CHAPTER XV

MRS. DRAPER BLOWS THE COALS

The most brilliant of these couples were Jermain Fiske.
Jr, and Eleanor Hubert. The first was the son of the well-
known and distinguished Colonel Jermain Fiske, one of the
trustees of the University, ex-Senator from the State He
belonged to the old, free-handed, speech-making type of
American statesmen, and, with his florid good look^ his
gtc»at stature, his loud, resonant, challenging voice, and his
picturesque reputation for highly successful double-dealine
he was one of the most talked-of men in the State, despite
his advanced years. His enemies, who were not few, said
that the shrewdest action of his surpassingly shrewd life
had been his voluntary retirement from the Senate and
from political activities at the first low murmur heralding the
muck-raking cyclone which was to devastate public life asmen of his type understood it. But every inhabitant of the
btate including his enemies, took an odd pride in his
fiercely debonair defiance to old age, in his grandiloquent,
too fluent public addresses, and in the manner in which
despite his dubious private reputation, he held open to him'
by sheer will-power, sanctimonious doors which were closed
to other less robust bad examples to youth.

This typical specimen of an American class now passing
away, had sent his son to the State University instead of toan expensive Eastern college because of his carefully
avowed attitude of bluflF acceptance of a place among the
plain people of the region. The presence of Jermain! Jr.,in the classrooms of the State University had been capital
tor many a swelling phrase on his father's part—" What's

!n° i"?"^^ ^^^ *^^ ^"'""^' b°y^ °f ^^ State is good
enough for my boy." etc.. etc.
As far as the young man in question was concerned, he
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certainly showed no signs whatever of feeling himself sacri-

ficed for his father's advantage, and apparently considered

that a leisurely sojourn for seven years (he took both the

B.A. and the three-year Law course) in a city the size of

La Chance was by no means a hardship for a young man

in the best of health, provided with ample funds, and never

questioned as to the disposition of his time. He had had

at first a reputation for dissipation which, together with his

prowess on the football field, had made him as much talked

of on the campus as his father in the State ; but during his

later years, those spent in the Law School, he had, as the

college phrase ran, " taken it out in being swagger," had

discarded his former shady associates, had two rooms in

the finest frat house on the campus, and was the only

student of the University to drive two horses tandem to a

high, red-wheeled dog-cart. His fine physique and reputa-

tion for quick assertion of his rights saved him from the

occasional taunt of dandyism which would have been flung

at any other student indulging in so unusual a freak of

fashion.

During Sylvia's Freshman year there usually sat beside

him, on the lofty seat of this equipage, a sweet-faced, gentle-

browed young lady, the lovely flower blooming out of the

little girl who had so innocentV- asked her mother some ten

years ago what was a drunken reinhardt. The oldest

daughter of the professor of European History was almost

precisely Sylvia's age, but now, when Sylvia was laboring

over her books in the verj' beginning of her college life,

Eleanor Hubert was a finished product, a graduate of an

exclusive, expensive girls' boarding-school in New York,

and a that-year's debutante in La Chance society. Her

name was constantly in the items of the society columns, she

wore the most profusely varied costumes, and she drove

about the campus swaying like a lily beside the wealthiest

undergraduate. Sylvia's mind was naturally too alert and

vigorous, and now too thoroughly awakened to intellectual

interests, not to seize with interest on the subjects she

studied that year ; but enjoy as much as ahe tried to do, and

^r7,^p|^BW,-u.
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did, this tonic mental discipline, there were many moments
when the sight of Eleanor Hubert made her wonder if after
all higher mathematics and history were of any real value
During this wretched year of stifled unhappiness, she not

only studied with extreme concentration, but. with a healthy
mstmct, spent a great deal of time in the gymnasium It
was a delight to her to be able to swim in the winter-time
she organized the first water-polo team among the co-eds!
and she began to learn fencing from the Commandant of the
University Battalion. He had been a crack with the foils
at West Point, and never ceased trying to arouse an interest
in what seemed to him the only rational form of exercise;
but fencmg at that time had no intercollegiate vogue, and
of all the young men and women at the State University,
bylvia alone took up his standing offer of free instruction
to any one who cared to give the time to learn; and even
bylvia took up fencing primarily because it promised to
give her one more occupation, left her less time for loneli-
ness. As It turned out, however, these lessons proved far
more to her than a temporary anodyne: they brought her
a positive pleasure. She delighted the dumpy little captain
with her aptness, and he took the greatest pains in his in-
struction. Before the end of her Freshman year she twice
succeeded m getting through his guard a.id landing a thrust
on his well-rounded figure; and though to keep down her
conceit he told her that he must be losing, along with his
slenderness, some of his youthful agility, he confessed to his
wife that teaching Miss Marshall was the best fun he had
had in years The girl was as quick as a cat, and had a
natural-bom fencer s wrist.

wi!^"^""^^ lu^ '"T^""
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with her father, who remembered enough of his early train-
ing m Pans to be more than a match for her, and in theautumn of her Sophomore year, at the annual Gymnasium
exhibition she gave with the Commandant a public bout
with the foils in which she notably distinguished herself,
ihe astomshcd and long-continued applause for this new
leature of the exhibition was a draught of nectar to her

I
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embittered young heart, but she acknowledged it with not

the smallest sign of pleasure, showing an impassive face as

she stood by the portly captain, slim and tall and young

and haughty, joining him in a sweeping, ceremonious salute

with her foil to the enthusiastic audience, and turning on her

heel with a brusqueness as military as his own, to march

firmly with high-held head beside him back to the ranks of

blue-bloomered girls who stood watching her.

The younger girls in Alpha Kappa and Sigma Beta were

seizing this opportunity to renew an old quarrel with their

elders in the fraternities and were acrimoniously hoping that

the older ones were quite satisfied with their loss of a bril-

liant member. These accusations met with no ready answer

from the somewhat crestfallen elders, whose only defense

was the entire unexpectedness of the way in which Sylvia

was distinguishing herself. Who ever heard before of a

girl doing anything remarkable in athletics? And anyhow,

now in her Sophomore year it was too late to do anything.

A girl so notoriously proud would certainly not consider a

tardy invitation, and it would not do to run the risk of

being refused. It is not too much to say that to have

overheard a conversation like this would have changed the

course of Sylvia's development, but of such colloquies she

could know nothing, attributing to the fraternities, with all

an outsider's resentful overestimation of their importance,

an arrogant solidarity of opinion and firmness of purpose

which they were very far from possessing.

Professor and Mrs. Marshall and Lawrence and Judith,

up in the front row of chairs set for the audience about the

running tracl-, followed this exploit of Sylvia's with naively

open pride and sympathy, applauding even more heartily

than did their neighbors. Lawrence, as usual, began to

compose a poem, the first line of which ran,

" Splendid, she wields her gleaming sword
"

The most immediate result of this first public success of

Sylvia's was the call paid to Mrs. Marshall on the day
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following by Mrs. Draper, the wife of the professor of
Greek. Although there had never been any formal social
intercourse between the two ladies, they had for a good
many years met each other casually on the campus, and
Mrs. Draper, with the extremely graceful manner of assur-
ance which was her especial accomplishment, made it seem
quite natural that she should call to congratulate Sylvia's
mother on the girl's skill and beauty as shown in her prowess
on the evening before. Mrs. Marshall prided herself on
her undeceived view of life, but she was as ready to hear
praise of her spirited and talented daughter as any other
mother, and quite melted to Mrs. Draper, although her
observations from afar of the other woman's career in La
Chance had never before inclined her to tolerance. So that
when Mrs. Draper rose to go and asked casually if Sylvia
couldn't run in at five that afternoon to have a cup of tea
at her house with a very few of her favorites among the
young people, Mrs. Marshall, rather inflexible by nature
and quite unused to the subtleties of social intercourse,
found herself unable to retreat quickly enough from her re-
flected tone of cordiality to refuse the invitation for her
daughter.

When Sylvia came back to lunch she was vastly flut-
tered and pleased by the invitation, and as she ate, her
mind leaped from one possible sartorial combination to
another. Whatever she wore must be exactly right to be
worthy of such a hostess: for Mrs. Draper was a con-
spicuous figure in faculty society. She had acquired,
through years of extremely intelligent manceuvering, a repu-
tation for choice exclusiveness which was accepted even in
the most venerable of the old families of La Chance, those
whose founders had built their log huts there as long as fifty
years before. In faculty circles she occupied a unique posi-
tion, envied and feared and admired and distrusted and
copiously gossiped about by the faculty ladies, who accepted
with eagerness any invitations to entertainments in her
small, aesthetic, and perfectly appointed house. She was
envied even by women with much more than her income —
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for of course Professor Draper had an independent in-

come; it was hardly possible to be anybody unless one be-

longed to that minority of the faculty families with re-

sources beyond the salary granted by the State.

P'aculty ladies were, however, not favored with a great

number of invitations to Mrs. Draper's select and amusing

teas and dinners, as that lady had a great fancy for s ir-

rounding herself with youth, meaning, for the most part,

naturally enough, masculine youth. With an unerring and

practised eye she picked out from each class the few young
men who were to her purpose, and proclaiming with the

most express lack of reticence the forty-three years which

she by no means looked, she took these chosen few under

a wing frankly maternal, giving them, in the course of an

intimate acquaintance with her and the dim and twilight

ways of her house and life, an enlightening experience of

a civilization which she herself said, with a humorous ap-

preciation of her own value, quite made over the young, un-

licked cubs. This statement of her influence on most of

the young men drawn into her circle was perhaps not much
exaggerated.

From time to time she also admitted into this charmed
circle a young girl or two, though almost never one of the

University girls, of whom she made the jolliest possible fun.

Her favorites were the daughters of good La Chance
families who at seventeen had " finished " at Miss Home's
Select School for Young Ladies, and who came out in

society not later than eighteen. She seemed able, as long

as she cared to do it, to exercise as irresistible a fascina-

tion over these youthful members of her own sex as over the

older masculine undergraduates of the University. They
copied their friend's hats and neckwear and shoes and her

mannerisms of speech, were miserable if she neglected them
for a day, furiously jealous of each other, and raised to the

seventh heaven by attention from her. Just at present the

only girl admitted frequently to Mrs. Draper's intimacy was
Eleanor Hubert.

On the day following the Gymnasium exhibition, when

Wm^^MWmmmm^
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Sylvia, promptly at five, entered the picturesque vine-
covered Draper house, she found it occupied by none of
the usual habitues of the place. The white-capped, black-
garbed maid who opened the door to tlie girl held aside
for her a pair of heavy brown-velvet rortieres which veiled
the entrance to the drawing-room. The utter silence of this
servitor seemed portentous and inhuman to the young guest,
unused to the polite convention that servants cast no
shadow and do not exist save when serving their superiors.
She found herself in a room as unlike any she had ever

seen as though she had stepped into «new planet. The
light here was as yellow as gold, and came from a great
many candles which, in sconces and candelabra, stood about
the room, their oblong yellow flame as steady in the breath-
less quiet of the air as though they burned in a vault under-
ground. There was not a book in the room, except one in
a yellow cover lying beside a box of candy on the mantel-
piece, but every ledge, table, projection, or shelf was cov-
ered with small, queerly fashioned, dully gleaming objects
of ivory, or silver, or brass, or carved wood, or porcelain.
The mistress of the room now came in. She as in a

loose garment of smoke-brown chiffon, held in place occa-
sionally about her luxuriously rounded figure by a heavy
cord of brown silk. She advanced to Sylvia with both hands
outstretched, and took the girl's slim, rather hard young
fingers in the softest of melting palms. "Aren't you a
dear, to be so exactly on time !

" she exclaimed.
Sylvia was a little surprised. She had thought it axio-

matic that people kept their appointments promptly. " Oh,
I m always on time," she answered simply.

^^

Mrs. Draper laughed and pulled her down on the sofa.
You clear-eyed young Diana, you won't allow me even

an jnstant's illusion that you were eager to come to see me '
"

"Oh yes, I was!" said Sylvia hastily, fearing that she
might have said something rude.

Mrs. Draper laughed again .-jnd gave the hand she still
held a squeeze. " You're adorable, that's what you are

!

"

bhe exploded this pointblank charge in Sylvia's face with
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nonchalant ease, and went on with another. " Jerry Fiske
is quite right about you. I suppose you know that you're
here today so that Jerry can meet you."
As there was obviously not the faintest possibility of

Sylvia's having heard this save through her present in-

formant, she could only look what she felt, very much at

a loss, and rather bldnk, with a heightened color. Mrs.
Draper eyed her with an intentness at variance with the
lightness of her tone, as she continued :

*'
I do think Jerry'd

have burned up in one flare, like a torch, if he couldn't

have seen you at once ! After you'd fenced and disappeared
again into that stupid crowd of graceless girls, he kept
track of you every minute with his opera-glasses, and kept
saying :

' She's a goddess ! Good Lord ! how she carries

herself
!

' It was rather hard on poor Eleanor right there

beside him, but I don't blame him. Eleanor's a sweet thing,

but she'd be sugar and water compared to champagne if

she stood up by you."

For a good many months Sylvia had been craving praise

with a starved appetite, and although she found this down-
pour of it rather drenching, she could not sufficiently col-

lect herself to make the conventional decent pretense that it

was unwelcome. She flushed deeply and looked at her
hostess with dazzled eyes. Mrs. Draper affected to see in

her silence a blankness as to the subject of the talk, and
interrupted the flow of personalities to cry out, with a pre-

tense of horror, " You don't mean to say you don't know
v;no Jerry Fiske is!

"

Sylvia, as unused as her mother to conversational traps,

fell into this one with an eager promptness. " Oh yes, in-

deed ; I know him by sight very well," she said and stopped,

flushing again at a significant laugh from Mrs. Draper. " I

mean," she went on with dignity, " that Mr. Fiske has al-

ways been so prominent in college—football and all, you
know—and his father being one of our State Senators so

long—I suppose everybody on the campus knows him by
sight," Mrs. Draper patted the girl's shoulder propitiat-

ingly. "Yes, yes, of course," she assented. She added,
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" He's ever so good-looking, don't you think—like a great
Viking with his yellow hair and bright blue eyes ?

"

" I never noticed his eyes," said Sylvia stiffly, suspicious
of ridicule in the air.

" Well, you'll have a chance to this afternoon," answered
her hostess, " for he's the only other person who's to be
admitted to the house. I had a great time excusing myself
to Eleanor—she was coming to take me out driving—but of
course it wouldn't do—for her own sake—the poor darling—to have her here today !

"

Sylvia thought she could not have rightly understood the
significance of this speech, and looked uncomfortable. Mrs.
Draper said

:
" Oh, you needn't mind cutting Eleanor out-

she's only a dear baby who can't feel anything very deeply.
It's Mamma Hubert who's so mad about catching Jerry.
Since she's heard he's to have the Fiske estate at Mercertoii
as soon as he graduates from Law School, she's like a wild
creature! If Eleanor weren't the most unconscious little
bait that ever hung on a hook Jerry'd have turned away in
disgust long ago. He may not be so very acute, but Mamma
Hubert and her manceuvers are not millstones for seeine
thn ;gh I

"

*

X he doorbell rang, one long and one short tap. " That's
Terry's ring," said Mrs. Draper composedly, as though she
had been speaking of her husband. In an instant the heavy
portieres were flung back by a vigorous arm, and a very
tall, broad-shouldered, clean-shaven young man, in a well-
tailored brown suit, stepped in. He accosted his hostess
with easy assurance, but went through his introduction to
Sylvia in a rather awkward silence.

" Now we'll have tea," said Mrs. Draper at once, pressing
a button. In a moment a maid brought in a tray shining
with silver and porcelain, set it down on the table in front
of Mrs. Draper, and then wheeled in a little circular table
with shelvrs, a glorified edition in gleaming mahogany of
the homely, white-painted wheeled-tray of Sylvia's home.
On the shelves was a large assortment of delicate, small
cakes and paper-thin sandwiches. While she poured
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out the amber-colored tea into the translucent cups,

Mrs. Draper kept up with the new-comer a lively mono-
logue of personalities, in which Sylvia, for very ignorance

of the people involved, could take no part. She sat silent,

watching with concentration the two people before her, the

singularly handsome man, certainly the handsomest man she

had ever seen, and the far from handsome but singJilarly

alluring woman who faced him, making such a display of

her two good points, her rich figure and her fine dark eyes,

that for an instant the rest of her person seemed non-

existent.

"How do you like your tea, dear?" The mistress of

the house brought her stranded guest back into the current

of talk with this well-worn hook.
" Oh, it doesn't make any difference," said Sylvia, who,

as it happened, did not like the taste of tea.

" You really ought to have it nectar ; with whipped am-
brosia on top." Mrs. Draper troweled this statement on
with a dashing smear, saving Sylvia from being forced to

answer, by adding lightly to the man, " Is ambrosia any-
thing that will whip, do you suppose?"

" Never heard of it before," he answered, breaking his

silence with a carefree absence of shame at his confession

of ignorance. " Sounds like one of those labels on a soda-

water fountain that nobody ever samples."

Mrs. Draper made a humorously exaggerated gesture of

despair and turned to Sylvia. " Well, it's just as well, my
dear, that you should know at the very beginning what a
perfect monster of illiteracy he is ! You needn't expect any-
thing from him but his stupid good-looks, and money and
fascination. Otherwise he's a Cave-Man for ignorance.

You muse take him in hand !
" She turned back to the man.

' Sylvia, you know, is as clever as she is beautiful. She had
the highest rank but three in her class last year."

Sylvia was overcome with astonishment by this knowl-
edge of a fact which had seemed to make no impression on
the world of the year before. " Why, how could you know
that !

" she cried.
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Mrs. Draper laughed. " Just hear her !
" she appealed to

the young man. Her method of promoting the acquaintance
of the two young people seemed to consist in talking to each
of the other. " Just hear her ! She converses as she fences—one bright flash, and you're skewered against the wall
no parryings possible !

" She faced Sylvia again : " Why,
my dear, in answer to your rapier-like question, I must
simply confess that this morning, being much struck with
Jerry's being struck with you, I went over to tht registrar's
office and looked you up. I know that you passed supremely
\yell in mathematics and French (what a quaint ci..nbina-
tion!), very well indeed in history and chemistry, and
moderately in botany. What's the matter with botany? I
have always found Professor Cross a very obliging little
man."

" He doesn't make me see any sense to botany," explained
Sylvia, taking the questio seriously. "

I don't seem to get
hold of any real reason lor studying it at all. What dif-
ference does it make if a bush is a hawthorn or not?—
and anyhow, I know it's a hawthorn without studvine
botany." ^ **

The young man spoke for himself now, with a keen relish
for Sylvia's words. He faced her for the first time. " Now
you're shouting, iMiss Marshall !

" he said. " That's the
most sensible thing I ever heard said. That's just what I
always felt about the whole B.A. course, anyhow ! What's
the difi? Who cares whether Charlemagne lived in six
hundred or sixteen hundred? It all happened before we
were born. W'hat's it all to us?

"

Sylvia looked square at him, a little startled at his di-
rectly addressing her, not hearing a word of what he saidm the vividness of her first-hand impression of his per-
sonality, his brilliant blue eyes, his full, very red lips, his
boldly handsome face and arriage, his air of confidence.
In spite of his verbal agreement with her opinion, his look
crossed hers dashingly, like a challenge, a novclt>- in the
amicable harmony which had been the tradition of her life.
She felt that tradition to be not without its monotony, and
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her young biood wanned. She gazed back at him silently,

wonderingly, frankly.

With her radiantly sensuous youth in the first splendor of

its opening, with this frank, direct look, she had a moment

of brilliance to make the eyes of age shade themselves as

against a dazzling brightness. The eyes of the man op-

posite her were not those of age. They rested on her,

aroused, kindling to heat. His head went up like a stag's.

She felt ? momentary hot throb of excitement, as though

her body were one great fiddle-string, twanging under a

vigorously plucking thumb. It was thrilling, it was startling,

it was not altogether pleasant. The comers of her sensitive

mouth twitched uncertainly.

Mrs. Draper, observing from under her down-drooped

lids this silent passage between the two, murmured amusedly

to herself, " Ah, now you're shouting, my children !

"
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CHAPTER XVI

PLAYING WITH MATCHES

There was much that was acrid about the sweetness of
triumph which the next months brought Sylvia. The sud-
den change in her life had not come until there was an
accumulation of bitterness in her heart the venting of which
was the strongest emotion of that period of strong emotions.
As she drove about the campus, perched on the high scat
of the red-wheeled dog-cart, her lovely face looked down
with none of Eleanor Hubert's gentleness into the -nvying
eyes of the other girls. A high color burned in her cheeks
and her bright eyes were not soft. She looked continually
excited.

"'

At home she was hard to live with, quick to take offense
at the least breath of the adverse criticism which she felt
unspoken and forbearing but thick in the air about her She
neglected her music, she neglected her studies ; she spent
long hours of feverish toil over Aunt Victoria's chiffons and
silks. There was need for many toilets now, for the in-
cessantly recurring social events to which she went with
young Fiske. chaperoned by Mrs. Draper, who had for her
old rival and enemy, Mrs. Hubert, the most mocking of
friendly smiles, as she entered a ballroom, the acknowledged
sponsor of the brilliant young sensation of the college
season.

At these dances Sylvia had the grim satisfaction, not in-
frequently the experience of intelligent young ladies of
being surrounded by crowds of admiring young men

'

forwhom she had no admiration, the barren sterility of whose
conversation filled her with astonishment, even in her fever
of exultation. She knew the delights of frequently "

split-
ting" her dances so that there might be enough to go
around. She was plunged headlong into the torrent cf

165
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excitement which is t e life of a social favorite at a large

State University, that breathless whirl of one engagement
after another for every evening and for most of the days,

which is one of the oddest developments of the academic
life as planned and provided for by the pioneer fathers of

thof c gr' * Western commonwealths ; and she savored every
moment of it, for during every moment she drank deep at

the bitter fountain of personal vindication. She went to

all the affairs which had ignored her the year before, to all

the dances given by the " swell men's fraternities," to the
Sophomore hop, to the " Football Dance," at the end of the
season, to the big reception given to the Freshman class by
the Seniors. And in addition to these evening affairs, she
appeared beside Jerry Fiske at every football game, at the
first Glee Club Concert, at the outdoor play given by the
Literary Societies, and very frequently at the weekly recep-
tions to the students tendered by the ladies of the faculty.

These affairs were always spoken of by the faculty as
an attempt to create a homogeneous social atmosphere on
the campus; but this attempt had ended, as such efforts

usually do, in adding to the bewildering plethora of social

life of those students who already had too much, and in

being an added sting to the solitude and ostracism of those
who had none. Naturally enough, the ladies of the faculty
who took most interest in these afternoon functions were
the ones who cared most for society life, and there was
only too obvious a contrast between their manner of kindly,
vague, condescending interest shown to one of the " rough-
neck " students, and the easy familiarity shown to one of
those socially "possible." The "rough-necks" seldom
sought out more than once the prettily decorated tables
spread every Friday afternoon in the Faculty Room, off the
reading-room of the Library. .Sylvia especially had, on the
only occasion when she had ventured into this charming
scene, suffered too intensely from the difference of treat-
ment accorded her and that given Eleanor Hubert to feel

anything but angry resentment. After that experience, she
had passed along the halls with the other outsiders, books
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in hand, her head held proudly high, and never turned even
to glance in at the gleaming tables, the lighted candles, and
the little groups of easily self-confident fraternity men and
girls laughing and talking over their teacup?, and revenging
vicariously the rest of the ignored student-body by the calm
young insolence with which they in their turn ignored their
presumptive hostesses, the faculty ladies.

Mrs. Draper changed all this for Sylvia with a wave of
her wand. She took the greatest pains to introduce her
protegee into this phase of the social life of the University
On these occasions, as beautiful and as over-dressed as any
girl in the room, with Jermain Fiske in obvious attendance •

with the exclusive Mrs. Draper setting in a rich frame of
commentary any remark she happened to make (Sylvia was
acquiring a reputation for great wit) ; with Eleanor Hubert
eclipsed, sitting m a corner, quite deserted save for a funny
countrified freak assistant in chemistry

; with all the "
swell-

est frat men " in college rushing to get her tea and sand-
wiches; with Mrs. Hubert plunged obviously into acute un-
happiness, Sylvia knew as ugly moments of mean satisfac-
tion as often fall to the lot even of very pretty yount
women r j j ^

At home she knew no moments of satisfaction of any
variety, although there was no disapprobation expressed by
any one, except in one or two characteristically econdite
comments by Professor Kennedy, who was taking a rather
uneasy triumph in the proof of an old theory of his as to
Sylvia's character. One nfternoon, at a football game he
came up to he. on the grandstand, shook hands with Jer-
main Fiske, whom he had flunked innumerable times in
algebra, and remarked in his most acid voice that he wished
to congratulate the young man on being the iierfect specimen
of the dolichocephalic blond whose arrival in Sylvia's life
he had predicted years before. Sylvia, belligerently aware
of the attitude of her home world, and ready to resent
criticism, took the liveliest oflFense at this obscure comment
which she perfectly understood. She flushed indignantly and
glared in silence with the eyes of an angr>- young goddess.
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Young Fiske, who found the remark, or any other made by
a college prof, quite as unintelligible as it was unimportant,

laughed with careless impudence in the old man's face ; and
Mrs. E>raper, for all her keenness, could makr nothing of it.

It sounded, however, so quite like a dictum which she her-

self would have liked to make, that she cross-questioned

Sylvia afterwards as to its meaning; but Sylvia lied fluently,

asserting that it was just some of Professor Kennedy's

mathematical gibberish which had no meaning.

In the growing acquaintance of Sylvia and Jermain. Mrs.

Draper acted assiduously as chaperon, a refinement of

sophisticated society which was, as a rule, but vaguely ob-

served in the chaotic flux of State University social life, and
she so managed affairs that they were seldom together

alone. For obvious reasons Sylvia preferred to see the

young man elsewhere than in her own home, where indeed

he made almost no appearance, beyond standing at the door

of at- evening, very handsome and distinguished in his

evening dress, waiting for Sylvia to put on her wraps and
go out with him to the carriage where Mrs. Draper sat ex-

pectant, furred and velvet-wrapped. This discreet man-
ager made no objection to Sylvia's driving about the campus
in the daytime alone with Jermain, but to his proposal to

drive the girl out to the country-club for dinner one evening

she added blandly the imperious proviso that she be of the

party; and she discouraged with firmness any projects for

solitary walks together through the woods near the campus,

although this was a recognized form of co-educational

amusement at that institution of learning.

For all her air of free-and-easy equality with the ycung
man, sh( had at times a certain blighting glance which,

turned on him suddenly, always brought him to an agree-

ment with her opinion, an agreement which might obviously

ring but verbal on his tongue, but which was nevertheless

the acknowledged basis of action. As for Sylvia, she

acquiesced, with an eagerness which she did not tr\- to

understand, in any arrangement which precluded tete-a-tCtc^

with Jerry,
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clasp of greeting, but with a surge of his blood retained

it. pressing it so fiercely that his ring cut into her finger

causing a tiny drop of bright red to show on the youthful

smoothness of her skin. At this living ruby they both stared

fixedly for an instant; then Mrs. Draper came hastily into

the room, saying chidingly,
*• Come, ,come children

!

and

looking with displeasure at the man's darkly flushed face.

Sylvia was paler than usual for the rest of the afternoon,

and could not swallow a mouthful of the appetizing food

which as a rule she devoured with the frank satisfaction of

a hungry child. She sat, rather white, not talking much,

avoiding Jerry's eyes for no reason that she could analyze

and, in the pauses of the conversation, could hear the blood

singing loudly in her ears.

Yet although she felt the oddest relief, as after one more

escape at the end of each of these afternoons with her new

acquaintances, afternoons in which the three seemed per-

petually gliding down a steep incline an«l as perpetually

being arrested on the brink of some unexplained plunge,

she found that their atmosphere had spoiled entirely her

relish for the atmosphere of her home. The home supper-

table seemed to her singularly Hat and (hslastcful with its

commonplace fare-hot chocolate and creamed potatoes and

apple sauce, and its brisk, impersonal talk of socialism, and

politics, and small home events, and music. As it hap-

pened the quartet had the lack of intuition to play a great

deal of Haydn that autumn, and to Sylvia the cheerful,

obvious tap-tap-tap of the hearty old master seemed to

typify the bald, unsubtle obtuseness of the home attitude

towards life. She herself took to playing the less difticult

of the Chopin nocturnes with a languorous over-accentuation

of their softness which she was careful to keep from the

ears of old Reinhardt. But one evening he came m, un-

heard, listened to her performance of the B-flat minor

nocturne with a frown, and pulled her away from the

piano before she had finished. " Not true music, not true

love, not true anydings!" he said, speaking however with

an unexpected gentleness, and patting her on the shoulder
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with a dirty old hand. " Listen !
" He clapped his fiddle

under his chin and played the air of the andante from the

Kreutzcr Sonata with so singing and heavenly a tone that

Sylvia, as helpless an instrument in his skilful hands as

the violin itself, felt the nervous tears stinging her eyelids.

This did not prevent her making a long detour the next
day to avoid meeting the uncomely old musician on the

street and being obliged to recognize him publicly. She
lived in perpetual dread of being thus forced, when in the

company of Mrs. Draper or Jermain, to acknowledge her

connection with him, or with Cousin Pamelia, or with any
of the eccentrics who frequented her parents' home, and
whom it was physically impossible to imagine drinking tea

at Mrs. Draper's table.

It was beside this same table that she met, one day in

early December, Jermain Fiske's distinguished father. He
explained that he was in La Chance for a day on his way
from Washington to Mercerton, where the Fiske family
was collecting for its annual Christmas house-party, and
had dropped in on Mrs. Draper quite unexpectedly. He
was, he added, delighted that it happened to be a day
when he could meet the lovely Miss Marshall of whom
(with a heavy accent of jocose significance) he had heard
so much. Sylvia was a little confused by the pointed atten-

tions of this gallant old warrior, oddly in contrast with the
manner of other elderly men she knew; but she thought
him very handsome, with his sweeping white mustache, his

bright blue eyes, so like his son's, and she was much im-
pressed with his frock-coat, fitting snugly around his well-
knit, erect figure, and with the silk hat which she noticed
on the table in the hall as she went in. Frock-coats and
silk hats were objects seldom encountered in I^ Chance,
except in illustrations to magazine-stories, or in photographs
of life in New York or Washington. But of course, she
reflected, Colonel Fiske lived most of his life in Washington,
about the cosmopolitan delights of which he talked most
eloquently to the two ladies.

As wp.s inevitable, Sylvia also met Eleanor Hubert more
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or less at Mrs. Draper's. Sylvia had been rendered acutely

self-conscious in that direction by Mrs. Draper's very open

comments on her role in the life of the other girl, and at

first had been so smitten by embarrassment as positively to

be awkward, a rare event in her life : but she was soon set at

ease by the other girl's gentle friendliness, so simple and sin-

cere that even Sylvia's suspicious vanity could not feel it to 'je

condescension. Eleanor's sweet eyes shone so kindly on her

successful rival, and she showed so frank and unenvious an

admiration of Sylvia's wit and learning, displayed perhaps

a trifle ostentatiously by that young lady in the ensuing con-

versation with Mrs. Draper, that Sylvia had a fresh, healing

impulse of shame for her own recently acquired attitude of

triumphing hostility towards the world.

At the same time she felt a surprised contempt for the

other girl's ignorance and almost illiteracy. Whatever else

Eleanor had learned in the exclusive and expensive girls'

school in New York, she had not learned to hold her own

in a conversation on the most ordinary topics; and as for

Mrs. Draper's highly spiced comments on life and folk, her

young friend made not the slightest attempt to cope with

them or even to understand them. The alluring mistress

of the house might talk of sex-antagoni<m and the hateful-

ness of the puritanical elements of .\merican life as much

as she pleased. It all passed over the head of the lovely,

fair girl, sipping her tea and raising her candid eyes to meet

with a trustful smile, perhaps a little blank, the glance of

whomever chanced to be looking at her. It was significant

that she had the same smile for each of the three very dis-

similar persons who sat about the tea-table. Of all the circle

into which Sylvia's changed life had plunged her, Eleanor,

the type of the conventional society bud, was, oddly enough,

the only one she cared to talk about in her own extremely

unconventional home. But even on this topic she felt

herself bruised and jarred by the severity, the unpictur-

esque austerity of the home standards. As she was trying to

give her mother some idea of Eleanor's character, she quoted

one day a remark of Mrs. Draper's, to the effect that
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" Eleanor no more knows the meaning of her beauty than
a rose the meaning of its perfume." Mrs. Marshall kept
a forbidding silence for a moment and then said :

"
I don't

take much stock in that sort of unconsciousness. Eleanor
isn't a rose, she isn't even a child. She's a woman. The
sooner girls learn that distinction, the better oflF they'll be.
and the fewer chances they'll run of being horribly mis-
understood."

Sylvia felt very angry with her mother for this un-
sympathetic treatment of a pretty phrase, and thought with
resentment that it was not her fault if she were becoming
more and more ali'-iated from her family.

This was a feeling adroitly fostered by Mrs. Draper, who,
in her endless talks with Sylvia and Jermain about them-
selves, had hit upon an expression and a turn of phrase
which was to have more influence on Sylvia's development
than its brevity seemed to warrant. She had, one day.
called Sylvia a little Athenian, growing up, by the oddest
of mistakes, in Sparta. Sylvia, who was in the Pater-read-
ing stage of development, caught at her friend's phrase as
at the longed-for key to her situation. It explained every-
thing. It made everj-thing appear in the light she wished
for. Above all it enabled her to clarify her attitude towards
her home. Now she understood. One did not scorn Sparta.
One respected it. it was a noble influence in life; but for
an Athenian, for whom amenity and beauty and suavity
were as essential as food. Sparta was death. As was natural
to her age and temperament, she sucked a vast amount of
pleasure out of this pitying analysis of her subtle, compli-
cated needs and the bare crudity of her surroundings. She
now read Pater more assiduously than ever, always carr>'-
ing a volume about with her text-books, and feeding on
this delicate fare in such unlikely and dissimilar places as
on the trolley-cars, in the kitchen, in the intervals of prepar-
ing a meal, or in Mrs. Draper's living-room, waiting for
the problematical entrance of that erratic luminar)-.
There was none of Mrs. Draper's habits of life which

made more of an impression on Sylvia's imagination than

1*1
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her custom of disregarding engagements and appointments,

of coming and going, appearing and disappearing quite as

she pleased. To the daughter of a scrupulously exact

family, which regarded tardiness as a fault, and breaking an

appointment as a crime, this high-handed flexibility in deal-

ing w!th time and bonds and promises had an exciting

quality of freedom.

On a good many occasions these periods of waiting

chanced to be shared by Eleanor Hubert, for whom, after

the first two or three encounters, Sylvia came to have a

rather condescending sympathy, singularly in contrast to the

uneasy envy with which she had regarded her only a few

months before. However, as regards dress, Eleanor was

still a phenomenon of the greatest interest, and Sylvia never

saw her without getting an idea or two. although it was

plain to any one who knew Eleanor that this mastery of

the technique of modern American costume was no achieve-

ment of her own, that she was merely the lovely and plas-

tic material molded, perhaps to slightly over-complicated

effects, by her mother's hands.

From that absent but pervasive personality Sylvia took

one suggestion after another. For instance, a very brief

association with Eleanor caused her to relegate to the scrap-

heap of the " common " the ready-made white ruching for

neck and sleeves which she had always liefore taken for

granted. Eleanor's slim neck and smooth wrists were al-

ways set off by a few folds of the finest white chiffon, laid

with dexterous carelessness, and always so ex(|uisitely fresh

that they were obviously renewed by a skilful hand after

only a few hours' wearing. The first time she saw Eleanor,

S> Ivia noticed this detail with ai)preciation, and immediately

struggled to reproduce it in her own costume. Like other

feats of the lesser arts this perfect trifle turned out to de-

pend upon the use of the lightest and most adroit touch.

None of the chiffon winch came in Aunt Victoria's boxes

would do. It must be fresh from the shop-counter, ruinous

as this was to Sylvia's ver\' modest allowance for dress.

Even then she spoiled many a yard of the filmy, unmanage-
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able stuff bcforp she could catch the spirit of those ap-
parently careless folds, so loosely disposed and yet never
displaced. It was a phenomenon over which a philosopher
might vveil have pondered, this spectacle of Sylvia's keen
brain and well-developerl will-power equally concerned with
the problems of chemistry and philosophy and historj', and
with the problem of chiffon foUls. She herself was aware
01 no incongruity, indeed of no difference, between the two
sorts of efforts.

Many other matters of Eleanor's attire proved as fruitful
of suggestion as this, although Aunt Victoria's well-remem-
bered dictum about the ' kitchen-maids pin-cushion " was
a guiding finger-hoard which warned Sylvia against the
multiplication of detail, even desirable detail.

Mrs. Hubert had evidently studied deeply the sources of
distinction in modern dress, and had grasped with philo-
sophic thoroughness the underlying principle of the art.
which is to show effects obviously costly, but the cost of
which is due less to mere brute cash than to prodigally ex-
pended effort. Eleanor never wore a costume which did
not show the copious exercise by some alert-minded human
being, presumably with an immortal soul, of the priceless
qualities of invention, creative thought, trained attention,
and prodigious industry. Mrs. Hubert's unchallengeable
slogan was that dress should be an expression of individ-
uality, and by dint of utilizing all the details of the attire
of herself and of her two daui^hters, down to the last ruffle
and buttonhole, she found this medium quite sufficient to
express the whole of her own individuality, the conspicuous
force of which was readily conceded by any observer of the
lady's life.

.'\s for Eleanor's own individuality, any one in search of
that very unobtrusive quality would have found it more in
the expression of her eyes and in the childlike lines of
her lips than in her toilets. It is possible that Mrs. Hubert
might have regarded it as an unkind visitation of Provi-
dence that the results of litr lifetime of effort in an im-
portant art should have been of such slight interest to her
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daughter, and should have served, during the autumn under

consideration, chiefly as hints and suggestions for her

daughter's successful rival.

That she was Eleanor's successful rival, Sylvia had Mrs.

Draper's more than outspoken word. That lady openly

gloried in the impending defeat of Mrs. Hubert's machina-

tions to secure the Fiske money and position for Eleanor;

although siic admitted that a man like Jerry had his two

opposing sides, and that he was quite capable of being

attracted by two such contrasting types as Sylvia and

Eleanor. She informed Sylvia indeed that the present wife

of Colonel Fiske—his third, by the way—had evidently been

in her youth a girl of Eleanor's temperament. It was more
than apparent, however, that in the case of the son, Sylvia's
*' type " was in the ascendent ; but it must be set down to

Sylvia's credit that the circumstance of successful competi-

tion gave her no satisfaction. She often heartily wished

Eleanor out of it. She could never meet the candid sweet-

ness of the other's eyes without a qualm of discomfort, and

she suffered acutely under Eleanor's gentle amiability.

Once or twice when Mrs. Draper was too outrageously

late at an appointment for tea, the two girls gave her up, and

leaving the house, walked side by side back across the

campus, Sylvia quite aware of the wondering surmise which

followed their appearance together. On these occasions,

Eleanor talked with more freedom than in Mrs. Draper's

presence, always in the quietest, simplest way, of small

events and quite uninteresting minor matters in her life, or

the life of the various household pets, of which she seemed

extremely fond. Sylvia could not understand why, when
she bade her good-bye at the driveway leading into the

Hubert house, she should feel anything but a rather con-

temptuous amusement for the other's insignificance, but

the odd fact was that her heart swelled with inexplicable

warmth. Once she yielded to this foolish impulse, and felt

a quivering sense of pleasure at the sudden startled re-

sponsiveness with which Eleanor returned a kiss, clinging

to her as though she were an older, stronger sister.
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One dark late afternoon in early December, Sylvia waited
alone in the candle-lighted shrine, neither Eleanor nor her
hostess appearing. After five o'clock she started home alone
along the heavily shaded paths of the campus, as dim as
caves in the interval before the big, winking sputtering arc-
lights were flashed on. She walked swiftly and lightly
as was her well-trained habit, and before she knew it, was
close upon a couple sainitcrinj,' in very close proximity.
With the surety of long practice Sylvia instantly diagnosed
them as a college couple indulging in what was known
euphemistically as "campus work," and prepared to pass
them with the slight eflfect of scorn for philanderings which
she always managed to throw into her high-held 4iead and
squarely swinging shoulders. But as she came up closer,
walking noiselessly in the dusk, she recognized an eccentric!
flame-colored plume just visible in the dim light, hanging
down from the girl's hat—and stopped short, filled with a
rush of very complicated feelings. The only flame-colored
plume in La Chance was owned and worn by Eleanor
Hubert, and if she were out sauntering amorously in the
twilight, with whom could she be but Jerry Fiske,—and
that meant— Sylvia's pangs of conscience about supplant-
mg Eleanor were swept away by a flood of anger as at a
defeat. She could not make out the girl's companion, be-
yond the fact that he was tall and wore a long, loose over-
coat. Jerry was tall and wore a long, loose overcoat. Sylvia
walked on, slowly now, thoroughly aroused, quite unaware
of the inconsistency of her mental attitude. She felt a ris-
ing tide of heat. She had, she told herself, half a notion
to step forward and announce her presence to the couple,
whose pace as the Hubert house was approached became
slower and slower.

But then, as they stood for a moment at the entrance of
the Hubert driveway, the arc-lights blazed up all over the
campus at once and she saw two things: one was that
Eieanor was walking very close to her companion, with her
arm through his, and her little gloved fingers covered by
his hand, and next that he was not Jerr>' Fiske at all. but

I!
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the queer, countrified '" freak " assistant in chemistry with

whom Eleanor, since Jerry's defection, had more or less

masked her abandonment.

At the same moment the two started guiltily apart, and
Sylvia halted, thinking they had discovered her. But it was
Mrs. Hubert whom they had seen, advancing from the other

direction, and making no pretense that she was not in

search of an absent daughter. She bore down upon the

couple, murmured a very brief greeting to the man, accom-
panied by a faint inclination of her well-hatted head, drew
Eleanor's imresisting hand inside her arm, and walked her
briskly into the house.

m
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CHAPTER XVII

MRS. MARSHALL STICKS TO HER PRINCIPLES

During the autumn and early winter it not only hap-
pened unfortunately that the quartet played altogether too
much Haydn, but that Sylvia's father, contrary to his
usual custom, was away from home a great deal. The
State University had arrived at that stage of its career when,
if Its rapidly increasing needs and demands for State money
were to be recognized by the Legislature, it must knit itself
more closely to the rest of the State system of education,
have a more mtimate affiliation with the widely scattered
public high schools, and weld into some sort of homegeneity
their extremely various standards of scholarship. This was
a delicate undertaking, calling for much tact and an accurate
knowledge of conditions in the State, especially in the rural
districts. Professor Marshall's twenty years of popularity
with the more serious element of the State University
students (that popularity which meant so little to Sylvia
and which she so ignored) had given him a large acquaint-
ance among the class which it was necessary to reach He
knew the men who at the University had been the digs,
and jays, and grinds, and who v^ere now the prosperous
farmers, the bankers, the school-trustees, the leading men
in their communities; and his geniality, vivacity, and knack
for informal public speaking made him eminently fitted to
represent the University in the somewhat thankless task of
coaxing and coercing backward communities to expend the
necessary money and effort to bring their schools up to the
State University standard.

If all this had happened a few years sooner, he undoubt-
edly would have taken Sylvia with him on many of these
journeys into remote corners of the State, but Sylvia had
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her class-work to attend to, and the Professor shared to

the fullest extent the academic prejudice against parents

who broke in upon the course of their children's regular

instruction by lawless and casual junketings. Instead, it

was Judith who frequently accompanied him, Judith who
was now undergoing that home-preparation for the Uni-

versity through which Sylvia had passed, and who, since

her father was her principal instructor, could carry on her

studies wherever he happened to be; as well as have the

stimulating experience of coming in contact with a wide

variety of people and conditions. It is possible that Pro-

fessor Marshall's sociable nature not only shrank from the

solitude which his wife would have endured with cheerful-

ness, but that he also wished to take advantage of this

opportunity to come in closer touch with his second daugh-

ter, for whose self-contained and occasionally insensitive

nature he had never felt the instinctive understanding he

had for Sylvia's moods. It is certain that the result was a

better feeling between the two than had existed before.

During the long hours of jolting over branch railroads back

to remote settlements, or waiting at cheerless junctions for

delayed trains, or gaily eating impossible meals at extraor-

dinary country hotels, the ruddy, vigorous father, now grow-

ing both gray and stout, and the tall, slender, darkly hand-

some girl of fifteen, were cultivating more things than

history and mathematics and English literature. The most

genuine feeling of comradeship sprang up between the two
dissimilar natures, a feeling so strong and so warm that

Sylvia, in ad' ition to her other emotional complications, felt

occasionally a faint pricking of jealousy at seeing her pri-

macy with her father usurped.

A further factor in her temporary feeling of alienation

from him was the mere physical fact that she saw bin much
less irequently and that he had nothing like his usual inti-

mate knowledge of her comings and goings. And finally,

Lawrence, now a too rapidly growing and delicate lad of

eleven, had a series of bronchial colds which kept his

mother much occupied with his care. As far as her family

^w^:
'jwa^'FiJ"
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was concerned, Sylvia was thus left more alone than ever
before, and although she had been trained to too delicate
and high a personal pride to attempt the least concealment
of her domgs, it was not without relief that she felt that
her parents had but a very superficial knowledge of the ex-
tent and depth to which she was becoming involved in her
new relations. She herself shut her eyes as much as possible
to the rate at which she was progressing towards a destina-
tion rapidly becoming more and more imperiously visible •

and consciously intoxicated herself with the excitements
and fatigues of her curiously double life of intellectual
etfort in classes and her not very skilful handling of the
shinmg and very sharp-edged tools of flirtation.
But this ambiguous situation was suddenly clarified by

the unexpected call upon Mrs. Marshall, one day about the
middle of December, of no less a person than Mrs. Jermain
Fiske. Sr.. wife of the Colonel, and Jerry's stepmother,
bylvia happened to be in her room when the shining car
drove up the country road before the Marshall house
stopped at the gate in the osage-orange hedge, and dis-
charged the tall, stooping, handsomely dressed lady in rich
furs, who came with a halting step up the long path to the
front door. Although Sylvia had never seen Mrs. Fiske,
Mrs. Draper's gift for satiric word-painting had made her
familiar with some items of her appearance, and it was
with a rapidly beating heart that she surmised the identity
of the distinguished caller. But although her quick intel-
ligence perceived the probable significance of the appear-
ance, and although she felt a distinct shock at the seriousness
of having Jerry's stepmother call upon her, she was diverted
from these capital considerations of such vital importance
to her life by the trivial consideration which had. so fre-
quently during the progress of this affair, absorbed her mind
to the exclusion of everything else—the necessity for keep-
ing up appearances. If the Marshall tradition had made
it easier for her to achieve this not ver>' elevated goal, she
might have perceived more clearly where her rapid feet
were taking her. Just now, for example, there was nothing

9
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in her consciousness but the embittered knowledge that there

was no maid to open the door when Mrs. Fiske should rmg.

She was a keen-witted modem young woman of eighteen,

with a well-trained mind stored with innumerable facts of

science, but it must be admitted that at this moment she

reverted with passionate completeness to quite another type.

She would have given—she would have given a year of her

life—one of her lingers—all her knowledge of history—

anything ! if the Marshalls had possessed what she felt any

decently prosperous grocer's family ought to possess—

a

well-appointed maid in the hall to open the door, take

Mrs. Fiske's card, show her into the living-room, and go

decently and in order to summon the mistress of the house.

Instead she saw with envenomed foresight what would hap-

pen. At the unusual sound of the bell, her mother, who

was playing dominoes with Lawrence in one of his con-

valescences, would open the door with her apron still on,

and her spectacles probably pushed up, rustic fashion, on

top of her head. And then their illustrious visitor, used

as of course she was to ceremony in social matters, would

not know whether this was the maid, or her hostess ;
and

Mrs. Marshall would frankly show her surprise at seeing

a richly dressed stranger on the doorstep, and would per-

haps think she had made a mistake in the house ; and Mrs.

Fiske would not know whether to hand over the cards she

held ready in her whitely gloved fingers—in the interval

between the clanging shut of the gate and the tinkle of the

doorbell Sylvia endured a sick reaction against life, as an

altogether hateful and horrid aflfair.

As a matter of fact, nothing of all this took place. When

the bell rang, her mother called out a tranquil request to her

to go and open the door, and so it was Sylvia herself who

confronted the unexpected visitor,—Sylvia a little flurried

and breathless, but ushering the guest into the house with

her usual graceful charm of manner.

She had none of this as a moment later she went rather

slowly upstairs to summon her mother. It occurred to her

that Mrs. Marshall might very reasonably be at a loss as
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to the reason of this call. Indeed, she herself felt a sinking
alarm at the definiteness of the demonstration. What could
Mrs. Fiske have to say to Mrs. Marshall that would not
lead to some agitating crystallization of the dangerous solu-
tion which during the past months Mrs. Marshall's daughter
had been so industriously stirring up? Mrs. Marshall
showed the most open surprise at the announcement, " Mrs.
Colonel Fiske to see me? What in the woild " she be-
gan, but alter a glance at Sylvia's down-hung head and
twisting fingers, she stopped short, looking very grave, and
rose to go, with no more comments.
They went down the stairs in silence, tall mother and

tall daughter, both sobered, both frightened at what might
be in the other's mind, and at what might be before them,
and entered the low-ceilinged living-room together. A pale
woman, apparently as apprehensive as they, rose in a haste
that had almost some element of apology in it, and offered
her hand to Mrs. Marshall. " Fm Mrs. Fiske," she said
hurriedly, in a low voice, " Jerry's stepmother, you know.
I hope you won't mind my coming to see you. What a
perfectly lovely home you have! I was wishing I could
just stay and stay in this room." She spoke rapidly with
the slightly incoherent haste of shy people overcoming their
weakness, and glanced alternately, with faded blue eyes, at
Sylvia and at her mother. In the end she remained stand-
ing, looking earnestly into Mrs. Marshall's face. That lady
now made a step forward and again put out her hand with
an impulsive gesture at which Sylvia wondered. She herself
had felt no attraction towards the thin, sickly woman who
had so little grace or security of manner. It was constantly
surprising Sylvia to discover how often people high in social

rank seemed to possess no qualifications for their position.
She always felt that she could have filled their places with
vastly more aplomb.

" I'm very glad to see you," said Mrs. Marshall in a
friendly tone. " Do sit down again. Sylvia, go and make
us some tea, won't you ? Mrs. Fiske must be cold after
driving out here from town."
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When Sylvia came back ten minutes later, she found the

guest saying, " My youngest is only nine months old, and

he is having such a time with his teeth."

" Oh !
" thought Sylvia scornfully, pouring out the tea.

" She's that kind of a woman is she? ' With the astonish-

ingly quick shifting of viewpomt of the young, she no longer

felt the least anxiety that her home, or even that she her-

self should make a good impression on this evidently quite

negligible person. Her anguish about the ceremony of

opening the door seemed years behind her. She examined

with care all the minutiae of the handsome, unindiyid-

ualized costume of black velvet v;orn by their visitor,

but turned an absent ear to her talk, which brought out

various facts relating to a numerous family of young chil-

dren. "I have six living," said Mrs. Fiske, not meeting

Mrs. Marshall's eyes as she spoke, and stirring her tea

slowly, " I lost four at birth."

Sylvia was indeed slightly interested to learn through

another turn of the conversation that the caller, who looked

to her unsympathetic eyes any age at all, had been married

at eighteen, and that that was only thirteen years ago.

Sylvia thought she certainly looked older than thirty-one,

advanced though that age was.

The call passed with no noteworthy incidents beyond a

growing wonder in Sylvia's mind that the brilliant and

dashing old Colonel, after his -her matrimonial experi-

ences, should have picked out so dull and colorless a wife.

She was not even pretty, not at all pretty, in spite of her

delicate, regular features and tall figure. Her hair was dry

and thin, her eyes lusteriess, her complexion thick, with

brown patches on it, and her conversation was of a domes-

ticity unparalleled in Sylvia's experience. She seemed

oddly drawn to Mrs. Marshall, although that lady was now

looking rather graver than was her wont, and talked to her

of the overflowing Fiske nursery with a loquacity which was

evidently not her usual habit. Indeed, she said naively, as

she went away, that she had been much relieved to find Mrs.

Marshall so approachable. "One always thinks of Uni-
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versity families as so terribly learned, you know," she said,
imputing to her hostess, with a child's tactlessness, an
absence of Icariiing like her own. " 1 really dreaded to
come— I go out so little, you know—but Jerry and the
Colonel thought I ought, you know—and now I've really
enjoyed it—and if Miss Marshall will come, Jerry and the
Colonel will be quite satisfied. And so, of course, will I."
With which rather jerky valedictory she finally got herself
out of the house.

Sylvia looked at her mother inquiringly. " If I go
where ?

" she asked. Something must have taken place
while she was out of the room getting the tea.

•' She called to invite you formally to a Christmas house-
party at the Fiskes' place in Mercerton," said Mrs. Mar-
shall, noting smilelessly Sylvia's quick delight at the news.
"Oh, what have I got to wear!" cried the girl. Mrs.
Marshall said merely, " We'll see, we'll see," and without
discussing the matter further, went back to finish the inter-
rupted game with Lawrence.
But the next evening, when Professor Marshall returned

from his latest trip, the subject was taken up in a talk
between Sylvia and her parents which was more agitating
to them all than any other incident in their common life,

although it was conducted with a great eflFort for self-
control on all sides. Judith and Lawrence had gone up-
stairs to do their lessons, and Professor Marshall at once
broached the subject by saying with considerable hesita-
tion, •' Sylvia—well—how about this house-party at the
Fiskes'?"

Sylvia was on the defense in a moment. " Well, how
about it?" she repeated.

" I hope you don't feel like going."
" But I do, very much !

" returned Sylvia, tingling at the
first clear striking of the note of disapproval she had felt

for so many weeks like an undertone in her life. As her
father said nothing more, biting his nails and looking at
her uncertainly, she added in the accent which fitted the
words, " Why shouldn't I ?

"
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He took a turn about the room and glanced at his wife,

who was hemming a napkin very rapidly, her hands trem-

bling a little. She looked up at him warningly, and he

waited an instant before speaking. Finally he brought out

with the guarded tone of one forcing himself to moderation

of speech, " Well, the Colonel is an abominable old black-

guard in' public life, and his private reputation is no

better."
.

Sylvia flushed. "
I don't sec what that has to do with

his son. It's not fair to judge a young man by his father—

or by anything but what he is himself—you yourself are

always saying that, if the trouble is that the father is poor

or ignorant or something else tiresome."

Professor Marshall said cautiously, " From what I hear,

I gather that the son in this case is a good deal like his

father."
" No, he im't! " cried Sylvia quickly. " He may have

been wild when he first came up to the University, but he's

all right now !
" She spoke as with authoritative and inti-

mate knowledge of all the details of Fiske, Jr.'s. life. " And

anyhow, I don't see what difference it makes, what the

Colonel's reputation is. Fm just going up there with a

lot of other young people to have a good time. Eleanor

Hubert's invited, and three or four other society girls. I

don't see why we need to be such a lot more particular than

other people. We never are when it's a question of people

being dirty, or horrid, other ways! How about Cousin

Parnelia and Mr. Reinhardt? I guess the Fiskcs would

laugh at the idea of people who have as many cjueer folks

around as we do, thinking they aren't good enough."

Professor Marshall sat down across the table from his

daughter and looked at her. His face was rather ruddier

than usual and he swallowed hard. " Why. Sylvia, the point

is this. It's evident, from what your mother tells me of

Mrs. Fiske's visit, that going to this house party means

more in your case than with the other girls. Mrs. Fisk*.

came all the way to La Chance to invite you, and from

what she said about you and her stepson, it was evident
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that she and the Colonel " He stopf)e(l, opening his
hands nervously.

" I don't know how they think they know anything about
it." returned Sylvia with dignity, though she felt an inward
qualm at this news. ' Jerry's htcn ever so nice to me and
given me a splendid time, hut tliat's all there is to it. Lots
of fellows do that for lots of girls, and nolx)dy makes such a
fuss about it."

Mrs. Marshall laid down her work and went to the heart
of the matter. " Sylvia, you don't like Mr. Fiske? "

" Yes, I do! " said Sylvia defiantly, qualifying this state-
ment an instant later by, "Quite well, anyhow. Why
shouldn't I ?

"

J y

Her mother assumed this rhetorical question to be a
genuine one and answered it accordingly. " Why, he doesn't
seem at all like the type of young man who would be liked
by a girl with your tastes and training. I shouldn't think
you'd find him interesting or "

Sylvia broke out :
" Oh, you don't know how sick I get

of being so everlastingly high-brow! What's the use of
It ? People don't think any more of you ! They think less

!

You don't have any better time—nor so good ! And why
should you and Father always be so down on anvbody that's
rich, or dresses decently? Jerrys all right— it his -lothes
do fit !

"

"Do you really know him at all?" asked b>

pointedly.

"Of course I do—I know he's very handM«n^
awfully good-natured, and he's given me the o-
time I've had at the University. You just don't k-

ghastly last year was to me ! I'm awfully grateful
and that's all there is to it !

"

Before this second disclaimer, her parents were
again, Sylvia looking down at her lap. picking at her tin

Her expression was that of a naughty child—that >.

a considerable admixture of unhappincss in her wi!f= ';;r

By this time Professor Marshall's expression was clear,
one of downright anger, controlled by violent eflfort. M r*

ather
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Marshall was the first one to speak. She went over to

Sylvia and laid her hand on her shoulder. " Well, Sylvia

dear, I'm sorry about " She stopped and began again,

" You know, dear, that we always believed in letting our

children, as far as possible, make their own decisions, and

we won't go back on that now. But I want you to under-

stand that that puts a bigger responsibility on you than on

most gi.is to make the right decisions. We trust you—your

good sense and right feeling—to keep you from being

carried away by unworthy motives into a false position.

And, what's just as important, we trust to your being clear-

headed enough to see what your motives really are."

" I don't see," began Sylvia, half crying, " why some-

thing horrid should come up just because I want a good

time—other girls don't have to be all the time so solemn,

and thmking about things !

"

" There'd be more happy women if they did." remarked

Mrs. Marshall, adding: "I don't believe we'd better talk

any more about this now. You know how we feel, and

you must take that into consideration. You think it

over."

She spoke apparently with her usual calmness, but as she

finished she put her arms about the girl's neck and kissed

the flushed cheeks. Caresses from Mrs. Marshall were

unusual, and, even through her tense effort to resist, Sylvia

was touched. " "^'ou're just worrying about nothing at

all. Mother," she said, trying to sf-cak lightly, but escaped

from a possible rejoinder by hurriedly gathering up her

te.\t-books and following Judith and Lawrence upstairs.

Her father and mother confronted each other. " Well!"

said Professor Marshall hotly, " of all the weak, incon-

clusive, modern parents—is this what we've co.ne to?"

Mrs. Marshall took up her sewing and said in the tone

which always quelled her husband, " Yes, this is what we've

come to."

His heat abated at once, though he went on combatively,
" Oh, I know what you mean, reasonable authority and not

tyranny and all that—yes, I believe in it—of course—but
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this goes beyond " he enlcd. " Is there or is there not
such a thing as parental authci'-ity ?

"

Mrs. Marshall answered with apparent irrelevance, " You
remember what Cavour said ?

"

"Good Heaven! No, I don't remember!" cried Pro-
fes?or Marshall, with an impatience which might have been
Sylvia's.

" He said. ' Any idiot can rule by martial law.'
"

" Yes, of course, that theory is all right, but
"

" If a theory is all right, it ought to be acted upon."
Professor Marshall cried out in exasperation, " But see

here. Barbara—here is a concrete fact—our daughter—our
precious Sylvia—is making a horrible mistake—and because
of a theory we mustn't reach out a hand to pull her back."

" We can't pull her back by force," said his wife. " She's
eighteen years old, and she has the habit of independent
thought. We can't go back on that nov»."

" We don't seem to be pulling her back by force or in
any other way ! We seem to be just weakly sitting back and
letting her do exactly as she pleases."

" If during all these years we've had her under our in-
fluence we haven't given her standards that " began the
mother.

" You heard how utterly she repudiated our influence and
our standards and

"

"Oh, what she jay.r— it's what she's made of that'll

count—that's the only thing that'll count when a crisis

comes "

Professor Marshall interrupted hastily :

" When a crisis !

What do you call this but a crisis—she's like a child about
to put her hand into the rire."

" I trust in the training she's had to give her firm enough
nerves to pull it out again when she feels the heat," said
her mother steadily.

Professor Marshall sprang up, with clenched hands, tall,

powerful, helpless. " It's outrageous, Barbara, for a!! your
talk

! We're responsible ! We ought to shut her up under
lock and key "

m
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" So many girls have been deterred from a mistake by

being shut up under lock and key! " commented Mrs. Mar-
shall, with an ironical accent.

" But, good Heavens ! Think of her going to that old

scoundrel's—how can I look people in the fare, when they

all know my opinion of him—how I've opposed his being a

Trustee and "

" Ah- !
" remarked his wife significantly, " that's

the trouble, is it ?
"

Professor Marshall flushed, and for a moment made no

rejoinder. Then, shifting his ground, he said bitterly :
" I

think you're forgetting that I've had a disillusionizing ex-

perience in thi ort of thing which you were spared. You
forget that Sylvia is closely related to my sister."

" I don't forget that—but I don't forget either that Sylvia

has had a verv different sort of early life from poor Vic-

toria's. She hc.s breathed pure air always—I trust her to

recognize its opposite."

He made an impatient gesture of exasperation. '" But

she'll be in it—it'll be too late
"

" It's never too late." She spoke quickly, but her un-

wavering opposition began to have in it a note of tension.

" She'll be caught—she'll have to go on because it'll be

too hard to get out
"

" The same vigor that makes her resist us now will give

her strength then—she's not Eleanor Hubert."

Her husband burst out upon her in a frightened, angry

rush of reproach :
" Barbara—how can you! You make me

turn cold ! This isn't a matter of talk—of theories—we're

confronted with
"

She faced him do>7n with unflinching, unhappy eyes.

" Oh, of course if we are to believe in liberty only so long

as everything goes smoothly '' She tried to add some-

thing to this, but her voice broke and she was silent. Her
husband looked at her, startled at her pallor and her

trembling lips, immensely moved by the rare discomposure

of that counieiiance. She said in a whisper, her voice

shaking, " Our little Sylvia—my first baby
"
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He flun^, limself clown in the chair beside her and took
her hand. It's damnable !

" he said.

His wife answered slowly, with long pauses. " No—it's

all right—it's part of the whole thing—of life. When you
bring children into the world—when you live at all—-"ou
must accept the whole. It's not fair to rebel—to rebel at the
pain—when "

" Good God, it's not our pain I'm shrinking from !

"

he broke out.

" No—oh no—that would be easy
"

With an impulse of yearning, and protection, and need, he
leaned to put his arms around her. his graying beard against
her pale cheek. They sat silent for a long time.

In the room above them, Sylvia bent over a problem in
trigonometry, and rapidly planned a new evening-dress.
After a time she got up and opened her box of treasures
from Aunt Victoria. The yellow chiffon would do—Jerry
had said he liked yellow—she could imagine how Mrs.
Hubert would expend herself on Eleanor's toilets for this
great occasion—if she could only hit on a design which
wouldn't look as though it came 'out of a woman's maga-
zine—something really sophisticated—she could cover her
old white slippers with that bit of gold-tissue off Aunt
Victoria's hat—she shook out the chiffon and laid it over
the bed, looking intently at its gleaming, shimmering folds
and thinking, " How horrid of Father and Mother to go
and try to spoil everything so!" She went back to the
problem in trigonometry and covered a page with figures,
at which she gazed unseeingly. She was by no means happy.'
She went as far as the door, meaning to go down and kiss
her parents good-night, but turned back. They were not a
family for surface demonstrations. If she could not yield
her point— She began to undress rapidly, turned out the
light, opened the windows, and sprang into bed. " If they
only wouldn't take things so awfully solemnly!" she said
to herself petulantly.

M
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SYLVIA SKATES MERRILY ON THIN ICE

The design for the yellow chiffon dropped almost lit-

erally at Sylvia's feet the next day, on the frontispiece of

a theatrical magazine left hy another passenger in the street-

car in which she chanced to be riding. Sylvia pounced on

it with instant recognition of its value. It was " different
"

and yet not " queer," it was artistic and yet fashionable,

and with its flowing lines it would not be hard to construct.

It was the creation of a Parisian boulevard actress, known
widely for her costumes, for the extraordinary manner in

which she dressed her hair, and for the rapidity of her

succeeding emotional entanglements. Her name meant

nothing to Sylvia. She tore out the page, folded it, and put

it for safe-keeping between the pages of her text-book on

Logic.

That afternoon she began work on it, running the long

seams up on the machine with whirring rapidity, acutely

aware of her mother's silent, uncommenting passage back

and forth through the sewing-room. With an impulse of

secrecy which she did not analyze, she did the tr>'ing-on

in her own room, craning and turning about before her

own small mirror. She knew that her mother would think

the dress was cut too low, although, as she told herself,

looking with complacency at the smooth, white, exquisitely

fine-grained skin thus disclosed, it wasn't nearly as low cut

as the dresses Eleanor Hubert wore to any little dance.

She had long felt it to be countrified in the extreme to

wear the mild compromises towards evening-dress which

she and most of the State University girls adopted, as

compared with the frankly diiclosin^ govvns of the " town

girls
'' whose clothes came from Chicago and New York.

19:.
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She knew from several outspoken comments that Jerry
admired Eleanor's shoulders, and as she looked at her
own, she was not sorry that he was to compare them to
those of the other girl.

After this brief disposal of the question, she gave it no
more thought, working with desperate speed to complete
all her preparations. She had but a week for these aweek filled with incessant hurry, since she was naturally
unwil ing to ask help of her mother. Judith was off again
with her father.

^

This absence greatly facilitated the moment of Sylvia's
departure, which she had dreaded. But, as it happened,
there was only her mother to whom to say the rather
difficult good-bye, her mother who could be counted on
never to make a scene.

About the middle of the morning of the twenty-third
of December, she came down the stairs, her hand-bag in
her hand, well-hatted, well-gloved, freshly veiled, having
achieved her usual purpose of looking to the casual eye like
the daughter of a wealthy man. She had put all of her
autumn allowance for dress into a set of furs, those being
something which no ingenuity could evolve at home The
rest of her outfit, even to the odd little scarlet velvet hat
with Its successful and modish touch of the ugly was the
achievement of her own hands. Under its absurd and
fashionable brim, her fresh face shone out, excessively
pretty and very young.
Mrs. Marshall kissed her good-bye gently, not smiling at

Sylvias attempt to lighten the moment's seriousness by
saymg playfully, " Now, Mother, don't you be such an old
worrier!" But she said nothing "uncomfortable," for
which Sylvia was very grateful.
She had no sooner embarked upon the big Interurban

trolley-car which was to take her to Mercerton than her
attention was wholly diverted from uneasy reflections by
the unexpected appearance of two of the house-partv
guests. Eleanor Hubert, every detail of her complicated
costume exquisitely finished as a xMeissonier painting, sat

1^
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looking out of the window rather soberly, and so intently

that she saw neiJier Sylvia's entrance, nor, close upon her

heels, that of a Horid-faced, rather heavily built young

man w'Mj a large, closely shaven jaw, who exclaimed joy-

fully at ;.eeing Miss Marshall, and appropriated with ready

assurance the other half of her seat.

" Now, this is surely dandy ! You're going to the house-

party too, of course
!

" he cried, unbuttoning and throwing

back his bright tan overcoat. " Here's where I cut Jerry

out all right, all right ! Wait a minute ! How much time

have we?" He appealed to the conductor as though a

matter of life and death depended on the answer. " Four

minutes?—here goes " He sprang to his feet, dashed

out of the car and disappeared, leaving his coat beside

Sylvia. It was evidently quite new, of the finest material,

with various cunningly stitched seams and straps disposed

upon its surface in a very knowing way. Sylvia noted out

of the comer of her eye that the address of the maker,

woven into the neckband, was on Fifth Avenue, New York.

The four minutes passed—and the conductor appi lached

Sylvia. " Your friend's coming back, ain't he? " he asked,

with the tolerant, good-natured respect natural lor the

vagaries of expensively dressed young men who wore

overcoats made on Fifth Avenue. Sylvia, who had met

the young man but once before, when Jerry had introduced

him as an old friend, was a little startled at having a casual

acquaintance so publicly affixed to her; but after an in-

stant's hesitation, in which she was reflecting that she

positively did not even remember her " friend's " name, she

answered, " Oh yes, yes, I suppose so—here he is now."

The young man bounded up on the back platform panting,

holding his hat on with one hand, a large box of candy in

the other. Sylvia glanced at the name on the cover. " You
didn't go all '^he way to Dutton's!" she cried.

He nodded, breathless, evidently proud of his feat, and

when he caught his breath enough to speak, explained.
" Yepp,—it's the only place in this bum town where you

can get AUigretti's, and they're the only kind that 're fit to
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eat." He tore open the box as he spoke, demolishing with
ruthless and practised hands the various layers of fine
paper and gold cord which wrapped it about, and presented
the rich layer of black chocolates to Sylvia. " Get a move
on and take one," he urged cordially; "I pretend I buyem for the girls, but I'm crazy about 'em myself" He
bit into one with an air of prodigious gusto, took off his
hat wiped his forehead, and looked at Sylvia with a relish
as frank as his enjoyment of the bonbon. " That's a cork-
ing hat you got on," he commented. " Most girls would
look like the old Harry with that dangling thing in their
eyes, but you can carry it off all right."

Sylvia's face assumed a provocadve expression. " Did
you ever make that remark to any other girl, I wonder? "

she said reflectively.

He laughed aloud, eying her with appreciation, and clap-
ping another large black chocolate into his mouth. " You're
the prompt article, aren't you? " he said. He hitched him-
self over and leaned towards her. " Something tells me I'mgom to have a good time at this house-party, what ? "

Sylvia stiffened. She did not like his sitting so close to
her she detected now on his breath a faint odor of alcohol
and she was afraid that Eleanor Hubert would think her
lacking m dignity. She regretted having succumbed to the
temptation to answer him in his own tone ; but, under her
bravado, she was really somewhat apprehensive about this
expedition, and she welcomed a diversion. Besides, the
voluble young man showed not the slightest sign of noting

,7u^"^T* ^° ""^^"^ '''""• ^"^ 'h^ ^o""^ q">te unavailing
ail her efforts to change the current of the talk, the loud
free-and-easy, personally admiring note of which had the
ettect on her nerves of a draught of raw spirits. She did
not enjoy the taste while it was being administered, but the
effect was certainly stimulating, not to say exciting, and
absorbed her attention so entirely that uncomfortable self-
questionings were impossible. She was also relieved to note
that although the young man flung himself about in the
public conveyance with the same unceremonious self-
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assurance that he would have shown in a lady's drawing-

room, Eleanor Hubert, at the other end of the car, was

apparently unaware of his presence. Perhaps she too had

some grounds for uncomfortable thought, for through-

out the hour's journey she continued to stare unseeingly

out of the window, or to look down fixedly and rather sadly

at her gloved hands.

Even through the confusion of her own ideas and plans,

and the need for constant verbal self-defense against the

encroaching familiarity of her companion, the notion flitted

across Sylvia's mind that probably Eleanor was thinking of

the young assistant in chemistry. How queer and topsy-

turvy everything was, she reflected, as she bandied lively

words with the lively young man at her side, continuing to

eat his candies, although their rich, cloying taste had al-

ready palled on her palate—here was Mrs. Hubert throw-

ing Eleanor at Jerry's head, when what Eleanor wanted

was that queer, rough-neck freak of an assistant prof ; and

here were Jerry's parents making such overtures to Sylvia,

when what she wanted—she didn't know what she did

want. Yes, she did, she wanted a good time, which was

somehow paradoxically hard to attain. Something always

kept spoiling it,—half the time something intangible inside

her own mind. She gave the candy-box a petulant push.

" Oh, take it away !
" she said impatiently ;

" I've eaten so

many now, it makes me sick to look at them !

"

The donor showed no resentment at this ingratitude,

holding the box on his knees, continuing to help himself

to its contents with unabated zest, and to keep the conver-

sation up to concert pitch :

" the only girl I ever saw

who'd stop eating Alligretti's while there was one left

—

another proof that there's only one of you—I said right oflf,

that any co-ed that Jerry Fiske would take to must be a

unique specimen " He did not further specify the

period to which he referred by his " right oflf," but the

phrase gave Sylvia a tingling, uncomfortable sense of having

been for some time the subject of speculation in circles of

which she knew nothing.
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They were near Mercerton now, and as she gathered her
wraps together she found that she was bracing herself as
for an ordeal of some sort. The big car stopped, a little
way out of town, in front of a long driveway bordered
with maple-trees

; she and the young man descended from
one end-platform and Eleanor Hubert from the other, into
the midst of loud and facetious greetings from the young
people who had come down to meet them. Jerry was there
very stalwart, his white sweater stretched over his broad
chest. All the party carried skates, which flashed like
silver m the keen winter sun. They explained with many
exclamations that they had been out on the ice, which was,
so the three new-comers were assured many times, " per-
fectly grand, perfectly dandy, simply elegant !

"

A big, many-seated sled came jingling down the driveway
now, driven by no less a personage than Colonel Fiske him-
self, wrapped in a fur-lined coat, his big mustache white
agamst the red of his strongly marked old face. With
many screams and shouts the young people got themselves
into this vehicle, the Colonel calling out in a masterful
roar above the din, "Miss Marshall's to come up here
with me !

"

He held in his pawing, excited horses with one hand
and helped Sylvia with the other. In the seat behind them
sat Jerry and Eleanor Hubert and the young man of the
trolley trip. Sylvia strained her ears to catch Jerry's intro-
duction of him to Eleanor, so that she might know his
name. It was too absurd not even to know his name!
But the high-pitched giggles and deeper shouts of mirth
from the rest of the party drowned out the words. As a
matter of fact, although he played for an instant a rather
important role in Sylvia's drama, she was destined never to
know his name.
The Colonel looked back over the sleighload. shouted

out " All aboard !

" loosened the reins, and snapped his
whip over the horses' heads. They leaped forward with
so violent a spring that the front runners of the long sled
were for an instant lifted into the air. Immediately all the

I "55;!
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joyful shrieking and screaming which had gone on before,

became as essential silence compared to the delighted up-

roar which now rose from the sleigh. The jerk had thrown

most of the young people over backward into each other's

arms and laps, where, in a writhing, promiscuous mass, they

roared and squealed out their joy in the joke, and made
ineffectual and not very determined efforts to extricate

themselves. Sylvia had seen the jerk coming and saved

herself by a clutch forward at the dashboard. Glancing

back, she saw that Jerry and Eleanor Hubert still sat up-

right; although the gay young man beside them had let

himself go backward into the waving arms and legs, and,

in a frenzy of high spirits, was shouting and kicking and

squirming with the others. It was a joke after his own
heart.

Colonel Fiske, so far from slackening his pace to help

his young guests out of their predicament, laughed loudly

and cracked his whip over the horses' ears. They went up

the long, curving driveway like a whirlwind, and drew up

under the porte-cochere of a very large brick-and-stone

house with another abrupt jerk which upset those in the

sleigh who had succeeded in regaining their seats. Pande-

monium broke out again, in the midst of which Sylvia saw

that Mrs. Fiske had come to the doorway and stood in it

with a timid smile. The Colonel did not look at her, Jerry

nodded carelessly to her as he passed in, and of all the

disheveled, flushed, and laughing young people who
crowded past her into the house, only Sylvia and Eleanor

recognized her existence. The others went past her with-

out a glance, exclaimed at the lateness of the hour, cried

out that they must go and " fix up " for lunch, and ran

upstairs, filling the house with their voices. Sylvia heard

one girl crj' to another, " Oh, I've had such a good time!

I've hollered till I'm hoarse !

"

After luncheon, a meal at which more costly food was

served than Sylvia had ever before seen, Jerry suggested

between puffs of the cigarette he was lighting that they have

a game of billiards. Most of the young people trooped off
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after him into the billiard-room, but Syhia, after a mo-
ment's hesitation, liti^ered near the hi- wood-fire in the
hall, unwillinj,' to admit that she ha.i never seen a bil-
liard tabic. She made a pretext of staying to talk to
Mrs. Fiske, who sat stooijing her tall figure forward in a
chair too small for her. Sylvia looked at this ungraceful
attitude with strong disapproval. What she thought was
that such inattention to looks was perfectly inexcusable.
What he said was, in a very gracious voice : " What a
beautiful home you have, Mrs. Fiske! How wonderfully
happy you must be in it."

The other woman started a little at being addressed, and
looked around vaguely at the conventional luxury of the
room, with its highly polished floors, its huge rich rugs its
antlers on the wall, and its deeply upholstered leather
chairs. When Sylvia signified her intention of continuing
the talk by taking a seat beside the fire. Mrs. Fiske roused
herself to the responsibility of entertaining the young guest
After some futile attemi)ts at conversation in the abstract
she discharged this responsibility through the familiar ex-
pedient of the family photograph album. With this be-
tween them, the two women were able to go through the
required form of avoiding silences. Sylvia was fearfully
bored by the succession of unknown faces, and utterly un-
able to distinguish, in her hostess' somewhat disconnected
talk, between the different sets of the Colonel's children.
"This one is Stanley, Jermain's brother, who died when
he was a baby,"' the dull voice droned on; 'and this is
Alattie in her wedding dress."

" Oh, I didn't know Jerry had a married sister," mur-
mured Sylvia indifferently, glad of any comment to make.

I'

She's only his half-sister, a great deal older."
" But you haven't a daughter old enough to be married ^ "

queried Sylvia, astonished.
" Oh—no—no. Mattie is the daughter of the Colonel's

first wife."

"Oh," said Sylvia awkwardly, remembering now that
Mrs. Draper had spoken of the Colonel's several mar-
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riages. She added to explain her question, " I'd forgotten

that Jerry's mother was the Colonel's second wife and not

his first."

" She was his third," breathed Mrs. Fiske, looking down
at the pages of the album.

Sylvia repressed a " Good gracious !
" of startled re-

pugnance to the topic, and said, to turn the conversation,
" Oh, who is that beautiful little girl with the fur cap? "

"That is my picture," said Mrs. Fiske, "when I was
eighteen. I was married soon after. I've changed very

much since my marriage." Decidedly it was not Sylvia's

lucky day for finding topics of talk. She was wondering
how the billiard game was progressing, and was sorry she

had not risked going with the others. She was recalled

by Mrs. Fiske's saying with a soft earnestness, " I want you
to know, Miss Marshall, how I appreciate your kindness to

me!"
Sylvia looked at her in astonishment, half fearing that

she was being made fun of.

The other went on :
" It was very nice of you—your

staying here to talk with me instead of going oflf with the

young people—the others don't often " She played
nervously with a gleaming pendant on a platinum chain
which hung over her flat chest, and went on :

" I—you
have always seemed to me the very nicest of Jerry's friends—^and I shall never forget your mother's kindness. I

hope—I hope so much I sh^ll see more of her. The
Colonel thinks so too—we've liked so much having him
like you." The incoherence of this did not prevent Sylvia's

having a chillingly accurate grasp on its meaning. " It is

the Colonel's hope," she went on painfully, " to have Jerry
marry as soon as he graduates from the Law School. The
Colonel thinks that nothing is so good for a young man as
an early marriage—though of course Jerry isn't so ver}-,

very young any more. He—the—Colonel is a great be-

liever in marriage " Her voice died away into mur-
murs. Her long, thin throat contracted in a visible swallow'.

At this point only Sylvia's perception of the other's an-
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guished embarrassment prevented her from literally runnmg away. As it was, they sat silent, fingering over thepages of tht album atul gazing unseeingly at the various
set countenances which looked out at them with the un-
natural g are of the photographed. Sylvia was canvassing
desperately one possibility of escape after another when
the door opened, and the lively young man of the trolley-
car stepped m. He tiptoed to the fireplace with exaggerated
Mution, lookmg theatrically over his shoulder for a pursuer
Sylvia positively welcomed bis appearance and turned tohim with a cordiality quite unlike the cool dignity with
which she had planned to treat him. He sat down on the
rug before the fire, very close to her feet, and looked up at
her, grinning. " Here's where I get another one on Jernr-
what? he said, ignoring Mrs. Fiske. "Old Jerry thinks
he s playing such a wonderful game in there he can't tear
himself aw- but there'll be something doing, I guess
when he dot ome and finds where / am !

" He had par-
taken freely o. the excellent white wine -1 at luncheon
(the first Sylvia had ever seen), and though. ly master
of his speech, was evidently even more upliti... than was
his usual hilarious wont. S, !via looked down at him, and
across at the weak-faced woman opposite her, and had a
moment of wishing heartily she had never come. She
stood up impatiently, a movement which the young man
took to mean a threat of withdrawal. " Aw, doti't go !

" he
pleaded, sprawling across the rug towards her. As she
turned away, he snatched laughingly at her skirts, crying
out, ** Tag ! You're caught ! You're It !

"

At this moment Jerry Fiske appeared in the doorway.
He looked darkly at his friend's cheerful face and said
shortly

:
" Here, Stub—quit it ! Get up out of that !

" He
added to Sylvia, holding out his hand :

" Come on, go skat-
ing with me. The ice is great."

"Are the others going?" asked Sylvia.
" Oh yes, I suppose so," said Jerr}-. a trifle impatiently.
The young man on the floor scrambled up. " Here's one

that's going, whoever else don't," he announced.
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" Get yourself a girl, then," commanded Jerry, " and tell

the rest to come along. There's to be eats at four o'clock."

The ice was even as fine as it had been so redundantly

represented to Sylvia. ( )ut of doors, leaning her supple,

exquisitely poised body to the wind as she veered like a

bird on her flying skates, Sylvia's spirits rebounded with

an instant reaction into enjoyment. She adored skating,

And she had in it, as in all active exercise, the half-wild

pleasure of one whose childhood is but a short time be-

l.ind her. Furthermore, her costume prepared for this

tvent (Mrs. Draper had told her of the little lake on the

Fiske estate) was one of her successes. It had been a

pale cream broadcloth of the finest texture, one o* Aunt

Victoria's reception gowns, which had evidently ueen

spoiled by having coffee spilled down the front bicadth.

Sylvia had had the bold notion of dyeing it scarlet and

making it over with bands of black plush (the best bits

from an outworn coat of her mother's). On her gleaming

red-brown hair she had perched a little red cap with a

small black wing on either side (one of Lawrence's pet

chickens furnished this), and she carried the muff which

belonged with her best set of furs. Thus equipped, she

looked like some impish, slender young Brunhilde, with her

two upspringing wings. The young men gazed at her with

the most unconcealed delight. As she skated very well,

better than any of the other girls, she felt, sweeping about

the pond in long, swift curves, that she was repaid for her

ignor?*" e of billiards.

Jerry and the young man he called Stub were openly in

competition for her attention, hif'hly jocose on Stub's part

and not at all so on Jerry's, whose brow did not clear at

the constant crackling of the other's witticisms. On the

shore burned a big fire, tended by a man-servant in livery,

who was occupied i;i setting out on a long table a variety of

sandwiches and cups of steaming bouillon. Sylvia had never

encountered before a real man-servant in livery. She

looked at him with the curiosity she might have shown at
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seeing a mcdixval knight in full armor. Jerry brought her
a cup of the Irauillon. which was deliciously hot and strong.

['Experienced as she was in the prudent provisioning of the
Marshall kitchen she was staggered to think how many
chickens had gone into filling with that clear liquor the big
silver tureen whiih steamed over the glittering alcohol

lamp. The table was set, for that casual outdoor picnic

lunch, as she could hardly have imagined a royal board.
" What beautiful things you people have !

" she ex-
claimed to Jerry, looking at a pile of s'nall silver forks
with delicately carved ivory handles. " The rugs in the
house are superb."

Jerry waved them aside as phenomena of no importance.
" All of 'em tributes from Dad's loving constituents," he
said, repeating what was evidently an old joke in the family.
" You'd better believe Dad doesn't vote to get the tariflf

raised on anything unless he sees to it that the manu-
facturers know who they have to thank. It works some-
thing fine ! Talk alwjut the presents a doctor gets from his

grateful patienti! Nothing to it!"

This picturesque statement of practical politics meant so
little to Syl'ia's mind that she dismissed it unheard, admir-
ing, in spice of her effort to take things tor granted, the
fabulous fineness of the little fringed napkin set under the
bouillon cup. Jerry followed the direction of her eyes.
" Yep—tariff on linen," he commented pregnantly.
The yourg man called Stub now sped up to them, skating

very fast, and swept Sylvia off. " Here's where we show
'em how to do it !

" he cried cheerfully, skating backward
with crazy rapidity, and pulling Sylvia after him. There
was a clang of swift steel on ice, and Jerry bore down
upon them, the muscles of his iaw showing prominently.
Without a word he thrust h, friend aside, caught at Sylvia's

hands, and bore her in a swooping flight to the other end of
the pond, now deserted by the other skaters.

As they sped along he 'oent over Sylvia fiercely and said

in a low, angry tone, " You don't like that bounder, do
you? You don't!"
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Sylvia was astonished at the heat of his suspicion. She
had known that Jerry was not notably acute, but it had
seemed to her that her dislike for his friend must be more
than apparent to any one. They had reached the edge of

the ice now, and Sylvia's hands were still in Jerry's, al-

though they were not skating, but stood facing each other.

A bush of osier, frozen into the ice, lifted its red twigs

near them. Sylvia looked down at it, hesitating how to

express her utter denial of any liking for the hilarious

young man. Jerry misunderstood her pause and cried out

:

" Good God ! Sylvia ! Don't say you do."

Sylvia's heart gave a frighten-id leap. " Oh no—^no—not

a bit !
" she said hastily, lookin^, longingly across the pond

at the group around the fire. Jerry caught his breath

with a gasp and gripped her hands hard. " It makes me
crazy to see you look at another fellow," he said. He
forced her eyes to meet his. " Sylvia—you know—you
know what I mean."

Yes, Sylvia knew what he meant. Her very white face

showed that. The young man went on, pressing, masterful,

confident, towering over her :
" It's idiotic to speak of it

now, out here—with all these people around—but it just

got me to see you with that.—I wasn't sure how I felt about
you till I saw how I felt wiien you seemed so friendly with
him, when you got off the car together. Then I knew.
It made me crazy—I wanted you !

"

Sylvia had not been able once to look away from him
since he began to speak. Her mouth was a little open in

her white face, her eyes fixed with a painful intensity on
his. He moistened hi? lips with his tongue. " Sylvia

—

^fs

all right—isn''^ it?"

With no change of expression in her strained face, Sylvia

nodded. As suddenly and apparently as automatically she

took a backward step.

The young r^an made a great stride towards her—there

was a sound of quick strokes on the ice and—" BOO !

"

shouled the hilarious young man, bursting between them
at railroad speed. He executed a marvelous pirouette and
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returned instantly, calling out, " Less spooning in the cor-
ners if you please—or if it's got to be, let me in !

" He
was followed closely by a string of young men and girls,

playing snap-the-whip. They "snapped" just as they
reached Jerry. The end girl flew oflF and bumped, scream-
ing with joy, into Jerry's arms. He looked furiously over
her head towards Sylvia, but she had been enveloped in a
ring and was being conveyed away to the accompaniment
of the usual squeals and shouts. The Colonel had come
down to take them all back, she was informed, and was
waiting for them with the sleigh.

*S
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AS A BIRD OUT OF A SNARE

Sylvia dressed for dinner literally like one in a dream.

Outwardly she was so calm that she thought she was so

inwardly. It was nothing like rj exciting as people said,

to get engaged, she thought a„ she brushed out her hair

and put it up in a big, gleaming knot. Here she had been

engaged for a whole hour and a half, and was getting

calmer every minute, instead of the reverse. She astonished

herself by the lucidity of her brain, although it only worked
by snatches—there being lacunae when she could not have

told what she was doing. And yet, as she had approached

the house, sitting again beside the Colonel, she had looked

with a new thrill of interest at its imposing battlemented

fagade. The great hall had seemed familiar to her already

as she stepped across it on her v.ay to the stairs, her feet

had pressed the rugs with assurance, she had been able to

be quite nonchalant about refusing the services of the maid
who offered to help her dress.

It was true that from time to time she suddenly flushed

or paled ; it was true that her mind seemed incapable

of the slightest consecutive thought ; it was true that

she seemed to be in a dream, peopled by crazily incon-

sequent images—she had again and again a vision, star-

tlingly vivid, of the red-twigged osier beside which she had
stood ; it was true that she had a slight feeling of vertigo

when she tried to think ahead of the next moment—but still

she was going ahead with her unpacking and dressing so

steadily that she marveled. She decided again from the

depth of her experience that getting engaged was nothing

like so upsetting an event as people made out. She thrust

the last pin into her hair and tipped her head preeningly

206
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before the big triplicate mirror—the first time she had ever
encountered this luxury outside of a ready-made clothes

shop. The yellow chiffon came out from the trunk in per-

fect condition, looking like a big, silk-petaled flower as she
slipped it on over her bare shoulders, and emerged above,

triumphant and yet half afraid to look at herself in the

mirror lest she should see that her home-made toilet had
not " the right look." One glance satisfied even her jealous

eagerness. It had exactly the right look—that is, it looked
precisely like the picture from which she had copied it.

She gazed with naive satisfaction at the faithfulness with
which her reflected appearance resembled that of the

Parisian demi-mondaine whose photograph she had seen,

and settled on her slim, delicately modeled shoulders the

straps of shirred and beaded chiffon which apparently per-

formed the office of keeping her dress from sliding to the

floor. In reality, Uwder its fluid, gauzy draperies, it was
constructed on a firm, well-fitting, well-fastened foundation
of opatie cloth which quite adequately clothed the young
body, but its appearance was of a transparent cloud, only
kept from floating entirely away by those gleaming straps

on the shoulders, an effect carefully calculated in the origi-

nal model, and inimitably caught by Sylvia's innocent
fingers.

She turned herself about, artlessly surprised to see that

her neck and shoulders looked quite like those of the women
in the fashion-plates and the magazine illustrations. She
looked at the clock. It was early yet. She reflected that

she never could take the time other girls did in dressing.

She wondered what they did. What could one do, after

one's bath was taken, one's hair done, and one's gown
donned—oh, of course, powder! She applied it liberally,

and then wiped away c ery grain, that being what she had
seen older girls do in the Gymnasium dressing-room. Then
with a last survey of her face, unaltered by the ceremonial
with the powder-puff, she stepped to the door.

But there, with her hand on the knob, she was halted by
an inexplicable hesitation about opening the door and show-
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ing herself. She looked down at her bare shoulders and
bosom, and faintly blushed. It was really very, very low,

far lower than any dress she had ever worn ! And the fact

that Eleanor Hubert, that all the " swell " girls wore theirs

low, did not for the moment suffice her—it was some-
how different—their showing their shoulders and her show-
ing her own. She could not turn the knob and stood,

irresolute, frowning vaguely, though not very deeply dis-

quieted. Finally she compromised by taking up a pretty

spangled scarf Aunt Victoria had sent her, wrapping it

about her like a shawl, in which quaint garb she went out

in more confidence, and walked down the hall to the stair-

way. Half-way down she met Colonel Fiske just coming
up to dress. See. j one of his young guests arrayed for

the evening he mrde her his compliments, the first words
rather absent and perfunctory. But when he was aware
which guest she was, he warmed into a pressing and per-

sonal note, as his practised eyes took in the beauty, tonight

startlingly enhanced by excitement, of the girl's dark,

shii 'ng eyes, flushed cheeks, and white neck and arms.

He ended by lifting her hand, in his florid way, and press-

ing it to his white mustache for a very fervent kiss. Sylvia

blushed prettily, meeting his hot old eyes with a dewy
unconsciousness, and smiling frankly up into the deeply

lined carnal face with the simple-hearted pleasure she

would have felt at the kind word of any elderly man. The
Colonel seemed quite old to her—much older than her

father—like Professor Kennedy.
" Jerry's in the library, waiting," his father announced

with a sly laugh. " I wondered at the young rascal's being

dressed so far ahead of tinic." He turned reluctantly and
went on up the stairs, leaving Sylvia to go forward to her

first meeting alone with the man she had promised to

marry. As she descended the long flight of stairs, her scarf,

loosened by her movement, slipped unobserved in her ex-

citement and hung lightly about her shoulders.

The doo*" to the library was shut. She opened it with a

rapidly beating heart and stood on the threshold, shyly hesi-
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tating to advance further, looking with agitation at the stal-

wart, handsome, well-groomed figure which stood in an

attitude of impatient expectation by the window. Except

for the light which came in from the electric bulb on the

porch outside, the big room was in twilight. In the bril-

liantly lighted door-opening, she stood revealed as by a

searchlight.

At the sound of the opening door, and his name spoken

in a quavering voice, the young man turned, paused an

instant as if blinded by the vision, and sprang forward.

The door behind Sylvia swung shut, and her eyes, widening

in the dusk, saw only the headlong, overwhelming rush upon

her of her lover. She was enfolded strongly in muscular

arms, she was pressed closer and yet closer to a powerful

body, whose heat burned through the thin broadcloth, she

was breathless, stunned, choked. As the man bent forward

over her, clasping her to him, her flexible spine bent and

her head drooped backward, her face with its flush all

gone, gleaming white in the dusk. At this he rained kisses

on it, on her eyes, hair, cheeks, mouth, the burning soft-

ness of his full lips seeming to leave a smear on her skin

where they pressed it. Still holding her with one arm,

pressed to him as though the two young bodies were gripped

together by a vice, he loosened the other arm and thrust

it at the back of her dress, through the flimsy gauze of her

scarf, down next her body. His stiff cuff caught on the

edge of her dress, and his sleeve slid up—it was his bare

arm against her naked flesh. He gave a savage, smothered,

gasping exclamation, pressed his fingers deeply into her

side, still kissing her passionately, her neck, her shoulders,

burying his hot face in her bosom.

It was the girl's body which acted, since at the first in-

stant of the whirlwind which had broken over her. her

mind had been shocked into a swooning paralysis. Only

her strong, sound body, hardened by work, fr tilied by out-

door exercise, was ready in its every fiber for this moment.

Her body bent suddenly like a spring ol fine steel, its

strength momentarily more than a match for his, and thrust
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the man from her with staggering violence. Her reaction
from him was as physical a sensation as though she had
bitten into a tempting fruit and found it not sweet—not
even bitter—but nasty. She sickened at the sight of him.
As he caught his balance, laughing a little but not at all

good-naturedly, and started back towards her with a
dangerous dark face of excited anger and desire, his head-
long rush was checked an instant by the fierce eyes which
flamed at him from her crimson face. Even her ntck and
shoulders were now scarlet. She held him oflf for the
space of a breath, giving one deep exclamation, "Oh!"
short, sharply exhaled, almost like a blow in his face.

But his blood was up as well as hers, and after his

momentary pause, he rushed forward again, his hand-
some, blond face black with passion.

Sylvia stooped, gathered up her skirts, turned, burst
open the door, and fled out of the room, running in her high-
heeled satin slippers as she did on the track in the Gym-
nasium, with long, deer-like bounds. In a flash she had
crossed the wide hall—which was as it happened empty,
although she would not have slackened her pace for all the
assembled company—and was darting arrow-like up the
stairs, her torn scarf flying behind her like a banner. Her
flight had been so unexpected and so swift that young
Fiske did not attempt to follow her; but she reached her
room, flung the door shut, and locked it with as much
precipitancy as though he were on her heels, instead of
standing quite still, open-mouthed, where she had left him.
The sharp crack of her slamming door, loud in the quiet

house, broke the spell which held him. His mouth shut,
and his clenched hands loosened from their fierce tension.
He took an aimless step and drew a long breath. A mo-
ment later, quite automatically, he fumbled for his cigarette-
case, and finding it, took out a cigarette and lighted it with
fingers that were not steady. The familiar action and the
first pufif of smoke aflfected him like emerging from a tur-
moil of darkness into the quiet and order of a well-lighted
room. " Well, may I be damned !

" he said to himself with
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the beginning of a return of his usual assurance
—

" the

damn little spitfire !

"

He walked about the room, puffing vigorously, feeling

with relief his blood resume its usual rate of circulation.

His head seemed to clear of a thick vapor. The star-

tling recollection of the anger in his fiancee's eyes was fad-

ing rapidly from his mind. Now he only saw her, blushing,

recoiling, fleeing—he laughed out a little, this time not

angrily, but with relish. " Ain't she the firebrand
!

" he

said aloud. He found his desire for her a hundredfold

enhanced and stood still, his eyes very lustrous, feeling

again in imagination the warm softness of her oosom under

his lips. " Gee !
" he exclaimed, turning restlessly in his

pacing walk.

He was aware that some one in the room moved. " Jer-

main," said his stepmother's faint voice. He looked at her

smiling. " Hello, Momma," he said good-naturedly, " when

did yon gum-shoe in ?
"

" Oh, just now," she told him, giving him an assurance

which he doubted, and which he would not have valued

had he known it to be true. He was perfectly indifferent

as to the chance that this negligible person might have been

a spectator to the scene between the son of the house and a

guest. If she said anything about it, he meant to give the

all-sufficing explanation that he and Miss Marshall had

just become engaged. This would of course, it seemed

self-evident to him, make it all right.

But Mrs. Fiske did not make any remark calling forth

that information. She only said, in he? usual Ustless man-

ner, " Your sleeve is shoved up."

He glanced down in surprise, realizing how excited he

must be not to have noticed that before, and remained for

a moment suent, looking at the splendidly muscular white

arm, and the large well-n" '.nicured hand. He was feeling

in every nerve the reminiscence of the yielding firmness of

Sylvia's fle.sh, bare against his own. The color c.ime up

flamingly into his face again. He moistened his lips with

his tongue. "Jesus Christ!" he exclaimed, conlemptu-
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ously careless of his listener, " I'm wild in love with
that girl!" He pulled his sleeve down with a quick,
vigorous gesture, deftly shot the cuff out beyond the
black broadcloth, and, the picture of handsome, well-
groomed youth in easy circumstances, turned again to his
father's wife. " What you in here for, anyhow?" he asked
still with his light absence of concern about anything she
did or did not do.

She hesitated, looking about the room. " I thought Miss
(Marshall would be here. She promised to come down early
to write the names on the place-cards. I thought I heard
her voice."

" You did," he told her. " She came down early all

right—but she went back again." He laughed, tossed his
cigarette-end in the fireplace, and vouchsafing no more ex-
planation, strolled into the billiard-room, and began to
knock the balls about, whistling a recent dance tune with
great precision and vivacity. He was anticipating with
quickened blood the next meeting with Sylvia. As he
thrust at the gleaming balls, his mouth smiled and his eyes
burned.

Mrs. Fiske went upstairs and knocked at Sylvia's door.
-There was a rush of quick footsteps and the girl asked from
the other side in a muffled voice, " Who is it ? " Mrs. Fiske
gave her name, and added, in answer to another question,
that she was alone. The door opened enough for her to
enter, and closed quickly after her. She looked about the
disordered room, saw the open trunk, the filmy cascade of
yellow chififon half on and half off the bed, the torn and
crumpled spangled scarf, and Sylvia herself, her hastily
donned kimono clutched about her with tense hands.
The mistress of the house made no comment on this

scene, looking at Sylvia with dull, faded eyes in which
there was no life, not even the flicker of an inquiry. But
Sylvia began in a nervous voice to attempt an explanation

:

"Oh. Mrs. Fiske—T—you'll have to excuse me— I must go
home at once—I—I was just packing. I thought—if I
hurried I could make the eight-o'clock trolley back to
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La Chance, and you could send my trunk after me." Her

every faculty was so concentrated on the single idea of

flight—flight back to the safety of home, that she did not

think of the necessity of making an excuse, giving a reason

for her action. It seemed that it must he self-evident to

the universe that she could not stay another hour in that

house.

Mrs. Fiske nodded. " Yes, I'll send your trunk after

you." she said. She drew a long breath, almost audible,

and looked down at the fire on the hearth. Sylvia came

up close to her, looking into her lusterless eyes with deep

entreaty. " And, Mrs. Fiske, would you mind not telling

an^ one I'm going, until I'm gone

—

nobody at all! It's

because—I—you could say I didn't feel well enough to

come down to dinner. I—if you—and say I don't want any

dinner up here either!"
" Won't you be afraid to go down through the grounds

to the trolley alone, at night?" asked Mrs. Fiske, without

looking at her.

" Everj'body will be at dinner, won't they? " asked Sylvia.

Mrs. Fiske nodded, her eyes on the floor.

Upon which, " Oh no, I won't be afraid !
" cried Sylvia.

Her hostess turned to the door. " Well, I won't tell them

if you don't want me to," she said. She went out, without

another word, closing the door behind her. Sylvia locked

it, and went on with her wild pi^cking. When she came to

the yellow chififon she rolled it up tightly and jammed it

into a corner of her trunk; but the instant afterward she

snatched it out and thrust it fiercely into the fire. The light

fabric caught at once, the flames leaped up, filling the room

with a roaring heat and flare, which almost as quickly died

down to blackened silence.

Sylvia faced that instant of red glare with a grimly set

jaw and a deeply flushed face. It did not look at all like

her own face.

At a quarter of eight the room was. cleared, the trunk

strapped and locked, and Sylvia stood dressed for the

street, gloved, veiled, and furred. Under her veil her face

i
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showed still very flushed. She took up her small handbag
and her umbrella and opened the door with caution. A
faint clatter of dishes and a hum of laughing talk came up
to her ears. Dinner was evidently in full swing. She
stepped out and went noiselessly down the stairs. On
the bottom step, close to the dining-room door, her um-
brella-tip caught in the balustrade and fell with a loud clat-

ter on the bare polished floor of the hall. Sylvia shrank
into herself and waited an instant with suspended breath
for the pause in the chatter and laughter which it seemed
must follow. The moment was forever connected in her
mind with the smell of delicate food, and fading flowers,
and human beings well-washed and perfumed, which
floated out to her from the dining-room. She looked about
her at the luxuriously furnished great hall, and hated every
inch of it.

If the noise was heard, it evidently passed for something
dropped by a servant, for Colonel Fiske, who was telling

a humorous story, went on, his recital punctuated by
bass and treble anticipatory laughter from his auditors

:

" and when he calle her upon the 'phone the next day
to ask her about it, she said she didn't know he'd been there
at all I

" A roar of appreciation greeted this recondite
climax, under cover of which Sylvia opened the front
door and shut it behind her.

The pure coldness of the winter night struck sharply and
gratefully on her senses after the warmth and indoor odors
of the house. She sprang forward along the porch and
down the steps, distending her nostrils and filling her lungs
again and again. These long deep breaths seemed to her
like the renewal of life.

As her foot grated on the gravel of the driveway she
heard a stealthy sound back of her. at which her heart
leaped up and stood still. The front door of the house had
opened very quietly and shut again. She looked over her
shoii'dcr fearfully, preparing to race down the road, but
seeing only Mrs. Fiske's tall, stooping figure, stopped and
turned expectantly. The older woman came down the steps
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towards the fugitive, apparently unaware of the biting

winter wind on her bared shoulders. Quite at a loss, and
suspiciously on her guard, Sylvia waited for her, searching

the blurred pale face with impatient inquiry.
" I—I thought I'd walk with you a little ways," said the

other, looking down at her guest.

"Oh no! Don't!" plea<led Sylvia in desi)air lest some
one notice her hostess' absence. " You'll take a dreadful

cold! With no wraps on

—

do go back! I'm not a bit

afraid !

"

The other looked at her with a smoldcrinfr flush rising

through the ashes of her gray face. " It wasn't that—

I

didn't suppose you'd be afraid—I—I just thought I'd like

to go a ways with you," she repeated, bringing out the

words confusedly and with obvious difficulty. " / won't

make you late," she added, as if guessing the girl's thoughts.

She put a thin hand on Sylvia's arm and drew her rapidly

along the driveway. For a moment they walked in silence.

Then, " How soon will you reach home? " she asked.
" Oh, about a quarter to ten—tlie Interurban gets into

La Chance at nine-fifteen, and it's about half an hour
across town on the Washington Street trolley."

" In less than two hours! " cried Mrs. Fiske wildly. " In

less than two hours !

"

Seeing no cause for wonder in her statement, and not

welcoming at all this unsought escort, Sylvia made no
answer. There was another silence, and then, looking in

the starlight at her companion, the girl saw with consterna-

tion that the quiet tears were running down her cheeks.

She stopped short, "Oh . . . oh!' she cried. She caught

up the other's hand in a bewildered surprise. She had not

the faintest idea what could cause her hostess' emotion.

She was horribly afraid she would lose the trolley. Her
face painted vividly her agitation and her impatience.

Mrs. Fiske drew back her hand and wiped her eyes with

her palm. " Well, I must be going back," she said. She
looked dimly at the girl's face, and suddenly threw her
arms about Sylvia's neck, clinging to her. She murmured
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incoherent words, the only ones which Sylvia could maw
out being, " I can't—I can't—I can't!"
What it was she could not do, remained an impenetrable

mystery to Sylvia, for at that moment she turned away
quickly, and went back up the driveway, her face in her
hands. Sylvia hesitated, penetrated, in spite of her absorp-
tion h her own affairs, by a vague pity, but hearing in the
disu e the clang of the trolley-car's bell, she herself
turned and ran desperately down the driveway. She
reached the public road just in time to stop the heavy
car, and to swing herself lightly on, to all appearances
merely a ra*her unusually well-set-up, fashionably dressed
young lady, presenting to the heterogeneous indifference of
the other passengers in the car even a more ostentatiously
abstracted air than is the accepted attitude for young
ladies traveling alone. One or two of her fellov/ voyagers
wondered at the deep flush on her face, but forgot it the
next moment. It was a stain which was not entirely to
fade from Sylvia's face and body for many days to come.
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CHAPTER XX

"BLOW, WIND; SWF.LL. BILLOW; AND SWIM.
BARK!"

She reached home, as she had thought, hefore ten o'clock,

her unexpected arrival occasioning the usual flurry of ex-

clamation and question not to be suppressed even by the

most self-contained family with a fixed desire to let its

members alone, and a firm tradition of not interfering in

their private affairs. Judith had come home before her

father and now looked up from her game of checkers with

wondering eyes. Sylvia explained that she was not sick,

and that nothing had happened to break up or disturb the

house-party. " I just felt like coming home, that's all !

"

she said irritably, touched on the raw by the friendly lov-

ing eyes and voices about her. She was glad at least that

her father was not at home. That was one less to look at

her.

" Well, get along to bed with you !
" said her mother,

in answer to her impatient explanation. " And, you chil-

dren—keep still ! Don't bother her !

"

Sylvia crept upstairs into the whiteness of her own
slant-ceilinged room, and without lig^iting a lamp sat down
on the bed. Her knees shook under her. She made no
move to take off her furs or hat. She felt no emotion, only

a leaden fatigue and lameness as though she had been

beaten. Her mother, coming in five minutes later with a

lighted lamp and a cup of hot chocolate, made no comment
at finding her still sitting, fully dressed in the dark. She
set the lamp down, and with swift deftness slipped out

hatpins, unhook^ ' furs, unbuttoned and unlaced and loos-

ened, until Syh ' woke from her lethargy and quickly com-
pleted the process, slipping on her nightgown and getting

into bed. Not a word had been exchanged. Mrs. Marshall

ai7
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brought the cup of hot chocolate and Sylvia drank it as
though she were a little girl again. Her mother kissed
her good-night, drew the blankets a little mcr- v.iu^Iy over
her, opened two windows wide, took away ihe Knmp, an J
shut the door.

Sylvia, warmed and fed by the chocolate. }a> siretched
at full length in die bed, breathing in the fresh air wliich
rushed across her face from the windows, feeling herselfm a white beatitude of safety and peace. Especially did
she feel grateful to her mother. " Isn't Mother great! " she
said to herself. Everything that had passed seemed like a
confusmg dream to h^r, so dreadful, so terrifying that she
was amazed to feel herself, in spite of it, overcome with
drowsmess. Nov/ the r61es were reversed. It was her
. --ain that was active, racing and shuddering from one
frightening mental picture to another, while her bod>
young, sound, healthful, fell deeper and deeper into torpor,'
dragging the quivering mind down to healing depths of
oblivion. The cold, pure air blew so strongly in her face
that she closed her eyes. When she opened them again the
sun was shining.

She started up nervously, still under tiie influence of a
vivid dream—strange. . . . Then as she blinked and rubbed
her eyes she saw her mother standing by the bed, with a
pale, composed face.

"It's nine o'clock, Sylvia," she said, "and Mr. Fiske is
downstairs, asking to see you. He tells me that you and
he are engaged to be married."

Sylvia was instantly wide awake. " Oh no ! Oh no '
"

she said passionately. " No, we're not ! I won't be ' I
won't see him! " She looked about her wildly, and added,

1 II write him that—just wait a minute." She sprang out
of bed, caught up a pad of paper, and wrote hastily • "

It
was all a mistake-I don't care for you at all—not a bit!
I ^ope I shall never have to speak to you again." " There,"
: said, thrusting it into her mother's hands. She stood
X a moment, shivering in her thin nightgown in the icy
o.au, and then jumped back into bed again.

A
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Her mother came back in a few moments, closed the

windows, and opened the register. There was not in her

silence or in a line of her quiet presence the faintest hint

of curi'^sity about Sylvia's actions. She had always main-

tained in theory, and now at this crisis with characteristic

firmness of purpose acted upon her theory, that absolutely

unforced confidence was the only kind worth having, and

that moreover, unless some help was necessary, it might

be as well for the younger generation early to acquire the

strengthening capacity to keep its own intimate experiences

to the privacy of its own soul, and learn to digest them

and feed upon them without the dubiously peptonizing aid

of blundering adult counsel. Sylvia watched her mother

with wondering gratitude. She wasn't going to ask ! She

was going to let Sylvia shut that ghastly recollection into

the dark once for all. She wasn't going by a look or a

gesture to force her helplessly responsive child to give, by

words, weight and substance to a black, shapeless horror

from which Sylvia with a vivid impulse of sanity averted

her eyes.

She got out of bed and put her arms around her moth-

er's neck. "Say, Mother, >ou are great!" she said in

an unsteady voice. Mrs. [Marshall patted her on the

back.
" You'd better go and take your bath, and have your

breakfast," she said calmly. " Judith and Lawrence have

gone skating."

When Sylvia, tingling with the tonic shock of cold :er

and rough toweling, and rosy in her old blue sailor-suu,

came downstairs, she found her mother frying pancakes

for her in the kitchen blue with smoke from the hot fat.

She was touched, almost shocked by this strange lapse from
the tradition of self-help of the house, and said with rough

self-accusation :

"' My goodness ! The idea of your waiting

on me!" She snatched away the handle of the frying-pan

and turned the cakes deftly. Then, on a sudden impulse,

she spoke to her mother, standing by the sink. " I came
back because I found I didn't like Jerry Fiske as much as
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I thought I did. I found I didn't like him at all," she said,
her eyes on the frying-pan.

At this announcement her mother's face showed pale,
and for an instant tremulous through the smoke. She
did not speak until Sylvia lifted the cakes from the pan and
piled them on a plate. At this signal of departure into the
dining-room she commented, "Well, I won't pretend that
I'm not very glad."

Sylvia flushed a little and looked towards her silently.
She had a partial, momentary vision of what the past two
months must have been to her mother. The tears stood in
her eyes. " Say, ^Mother dear." she said in a quavering
voice that tried to be light, " why don't you eat some of
these cakes to keep me company? It's 'most ten. You
must have had breakfast three hours ago. It'd be fun ! I
can't begin to eat all these."

Well, I don't care if I do," answered Mrs. Marshall.
Sylvia laughed at the turn of her phrase and went into
the dining-room. Mrs. Marshall followed in a moment
with a cup of hot chocolate and buttered toast. Sylvia
pulled her down and kissed her. " You'd prescribe hot
chocolate for anything from getting religion to a broken
leg!" she baid, laughing. Her voice shook and her laugh
ended in a half-sob.

No—oh no
!

" returned her mother quaintly. " Some-
times hot milk is better. Here, where is my share of those
cakes.'" She helped herself, went around the table, and
sat down.

^

" Cousin Parnelia was here this morning." she
went on. " Poor old idiot, she was certain that planchette
would tell who it was that stole our chickens. I told
her to go ahead—but planchette wouldn't write. Cousin
Parnelia laid it to the blighting atmosphere of skepticism
of this house."

Sylvia laughed again. Alone in the quiet house with her
mother, refreshed by sleep, aroused by her bath, safe, shel-
tered, secure, she tried desperately not to think of the
events of the day before. But in spite of herself they came
back to her in jagged flashes—above all, the handsome blond
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face darkened by passion. She shivered repeatedly, l.er

voice was quite beyond her control, and once or twice her

hands trembled so that she laid down her knife and fork.

She was silent and talkative by turns—a phenomenon of

which JNIrs. Marshall took no outward notice, although when

th? meal was finished she sent her daughter out into the

piercing December air with the command to walk six miles

before coming in. Sylvia recoiled at the prospect of soli-

tude. '* Oh, I'd rather go and skate with Judy and Larry !

"

sh" cried.

" Well, if you skate hard enough," her mother conceded.

The day after her return Sylvia had a long letter from

Jermain Fiske, a ktter half apologetic, half aggrieved, pas-

sionate' incredulous of the seriousness of the break be-

tween them, and wholly unreconciled to it. The upshot of

his missive was that he was sorry if he had done anything

to offend her, but might he be everlastingly confounded

if he thought she had the slightest ground for complaint!

Everything had been going on so swimmingly—his father

had taken the greatest notion to her—had said (the very

evening she'd cut and run that queer way) that if he mar-

ried that rippingly pretty ^Marshall girl he could have the

house and estate at AL-rcerton and enough to run it on, and

could practise as much or as little law as he pleased and

go at once into politics—and now she had gone and acted

so—what in the world was the matter with her—weren't

they engaged to be married—couldn't an engaged man kiss

his girl—had he ever been anything but too polite for words

to her before she had promised to marry him—and what

about that promise anyhow? His father had picked out

the prettiest little mare in the stables to give her when the

engagement should be anw^^unced—the Colonel was as mucii

a*" a loss as he to make her out—if the trouble was that

shj didn't want to live in Mercerton, he was sure the

Colonel would fix it up for them to go direct to Washing-

ton, where with his father's connection she could imagine

what an opening they'd have ! And above all he was crazy
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t^lt tT^' .'"'"r r'-'
""'^ "^"^'" ha^ any idea what

1 vva. to be in love before-he hadn't slept a wink the nightshe d gone away-just tossed on his bed and thought of herand longed to have her in his arms again "
Sylvia sud-denly tore the letter in two and cast it into the fire, breath-

Ihfnk'Jfyoi
!•''""" ^'^ "^°^^' "'^

'"^'^^^ "^^ -^ ^-

She could not endure the idea of " talking over" the ex-penence with any one, and struggled to keep it out of hermind out her resolution to keep silence was broken byMrs. Draper who was informed, presumably by Jermain
himself, of the circumstances, and encountering Sylvia inthe street waited for no invitation to confidence by fhe girlbu pounced upon her with laughing reproach and insidi-'

assuran'r^"
'?''. '^^.^'''' ^'^^'''' ^'^''' "^^ ^'•^^efulassurance of her fr.end, heard that she was a silly littleunawakened schoolgirl who was throwing away a bril-

liantly happy and successful life for the queerest and fun-niest of ignorant notions. "What did you suppose youbaby? You wouldn't have him marry you unless he wasm love with you, would you? Why do you suppose a manmints to marry a woman? Did you suppose that men in

woop'^7 '

sweethearts around wrapped in cotton-

rTch fnim '", ^ "^r^"
"°'''' ^'^^ °"-ht to welcome life-

rich, full-blooded hfe-not take this chilly, suspicious atti-tude toward it! Why. Sylvia, I thought you were a b^
splendid, vita

, fearless modern girl-and here you are acf-'ing like a ittle, thin-blooded New England old maid. Howcan you blame Jerry? He was engaged to you. What doyou think marriage isf Oh. Sylvia, just think wrat you?

charm r
^" ^Vashington with your beauty "and

This dexterously aimed attack penetrated Sylvia's armorat a dozen joints. She winced visibly, and hung her headconsidering profoundly. She found that she had noSo oppose to the other's arguments. Mrs. Draper walkeduesKle her m a silence i dexterous as her exhortation hehand affectionately thrust through Sylvia's arm Finally
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Sylvia's ponderings continuing so long that they were ap-

proaching the Marshall house, in sight of which she had no

mind to appear, she gave Sylvia's arm a little pat, and

stood still. She said cheerfully, in a tone which seemed to

minimize the whole affair into the smallest of passing in-

cidents :

" Now, yo* queer darling, don't stand so in your

own light ! A word would bring J**rry back to you now

—

but I won't say it will always. I don't suppose you've ever

considered, in your young selfishness, how cruelly you have

hurt his feelings! He was awfully sore when I saw him.

And Eleanor Hubert is right on the spot with Mamma
Hubert in the background to push."

Sylvia broke her silence to say in a low tone, blushing

scarlet, "He was

—

horrid!"

Mrs. Draper dropped her light tone and said earnestly:

" Dear little ignorant Sylvia—you don't recognize life when
you see it. That's the way men are—all men—and there's

no use thinking it horrid unless you're going into a con-

vent. It's not so bad either,—once you get the hang

of managing it—it's a hold on them. It's a force, like any

otii^r force of nature that you can either rebel against, or

turn to your account and make serviceable, if you'll only

accept it and not try to quarrel with water for running

downhill. As long as she herself isn't carried away by it,

it's a weapon in the hand of a clever woman. Only the

stupid women get hurt by it—the silly ones who can't

keep their heads. And after all, my dear, it is a force of

nature—and you're too intelligent not to know that there's

no use fighting against that. It's just idiotic and puritanic

to revolt from it—and doesn't do any good besides !
" She

looked keenly into Sylvia's downcast, troubled face, and

judged it a propitious moment for leaving her. " Good-hye.

darling," she said, with a final pat on the shoulder.

Sylvia walked slowly into the house, her heart like lead.

Her food had no savor to her. She did not know what

she was eating, nor what her mother, the only one at home
for lunch, was saying to her. As a matter of fact Mrs.

Marshall said very little, even less than was her custom.

It'
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Her face had the look of terrible, patient endurance it hadworn during the time when Lawrence had had pneumonia
and his hfe had hung in the balance for two days • but she
went quietly about her usual household tasks.

After the meal was over, Sylvia continued to sit alone

f ,t r^^.
^' ^^^""^ P^'^'y '^°'^" ^^ ^he tuulecloth. her mind

ful of Mrs. Draper's illuminating comments on life, which
had gone through her entire system like a de.Kteronsly ad-
ministered drug. And yet that ingenious lady would have
been surprised to know how entirely her attack had failedm the one point which seemed to her important, the possi-
bility of a reconciliation between Sylvia and Jermain. The
girl was deeply under the impression made by the philos-
ophy of the older woman; she did not for the moment
dream of denying its truth ; but she stood granite in a per-
fectly illogical denial of its implications in her own case
bhe did not consciously revolt against the suggestion that
she renew her relations to Jerry Fiske, because with a
united action of all her faculties she refused utterly to
consider it for an instant. She would no more have been
persuaded to see Jerry again, by a consideration of the
material advantages to be gained, than she could have been
persuaded to throw herself down from the housetop. Thatmuch was settled, not by any coherent effort of her brain
but by a co-ordination of every instinct in her, by the action
of her whole being, by what her life had made her.

But that certainty brought her small comfort in the
blackness of the hour. What hideous world was this in
which she had walked unawares until now ! Mrs Draper's

An"i^'
''"?ht acceptance of it affected her to moral nausea.

All the well-chosen words of her sophisticated friend were
imbedded in the tissue of her brain like grains of sand in
an eyeball. She could not see for very pain. And yet her
inward vision was lurid with the beginning of understand-
ing of the meaning of those words, lighted up as they were
by her experience of the day before, now swollen m her
distraught mind to the proportions of a nightmare- "It's a
weapon in the hand of a clever woman—it's not so bad

ir
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once

men-

you get the hang of managing it—it's a hold on

Sylvia turned whiter and whiter at the glimpse

she had had of what was meant by Mrs. Draper's lightly

evasive "
it " ; a comprehension of which all her " ad-

vanced " rerding and study had left her mind as blankly

ignorant as a little child's. Now it was vain to try to shut

her thoughts away from Jermain. She lived over and over

the scene with him. she endured with desperate passivity

the recollection of his burning lips on her bosom, his

fingers pressing into her side. Why not, if every man was

like that as soon as he dared? Why not, if that was all

that men wanted of women ? Why not, if that was the sole

ghastly reality which underlay the pretty-smooth surface of

Hfe?

And beyond this bleak prospect, which filled her with

dreary horror, there rose glimpsed vistas which sent the

shamed blood up to her face in a flood—if every man was

like that, why, so were the men she had known and loved

and trusted ; old Reinhardt, who seemed so simple, what

had been his thoughts when he used years ago to take her

on his knee—what were his thoughts now when he bent

over her to correct her mistakes on the piano?

The expression of Colonel Fiske's eyes, as he had com-

plimented her, brought her to her feet with a shudder—but

Colonel Fiske was an old, old man—as old as Professor

Kennedy

—

Why, perhaps Professor Kennedy—perhaps—she flung

out her arms—perhaps her father

—

She ran to the piano as to a refuge, meaning to drown

out these maddening speculations, which were by this time

tinctured with insanity; but the first chords she struck

jarred on her ear like a discordant scream. She turned

away and stood looking at the floor with a darkening face,

one hand at her temple.

Her mother, darning stockings by the window, suddenly

laid down her work and said :
" Sylvia, how would you

like to walk with me over to the Martins' to see if

1^
1i
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they have any eggs? Our hens have absolutely gone back
on us.

Sylvia did not ,velcome this idea at all, feeling as over-
whelming an aversion to companionship as to solitude but
she could think of no excuse, and in an ungracious silence
put on her wraps and joined her mother, ready on the
porch, the basket in her mittened hand.

Mrs. Marshall's pace was always swift, and on that crisp
cold, sunny day. with the wind sweeping free over the "reat
open spaces of the plain about them, she walked even more
rapidly than usual. Not a word was spoken. Sylvia, quite
as tall as her mother now. and as vigorous, stepped be-
side her, not noticing their pace, nor the tingling of the
swift blood m her feet and hands. Her fresh young face
was set in desolate bitterness.

The Martins' house was about six miles from the Mar-
shall. It was reached, the eggs procured, and the return
begun, btill not a word had been exchanged between the
two women. Mrs. Marshall would have been easily capable
under the most ordinary circumstances, of this long self-
contained silence, but it had worked upon Sylvia like a
sojourn in me dim recesses of a church. She felt moved
stirred, shaken. But it was not until the brief winter sun
was beginning to set red across the open ren.-hes of field
and meadow that her poisoned heart overflowed. "Oh
Mother

!
" she exclaimed in an unhappy tone, and said

no more. She knew no words to phrase what was in her
mind.

" Yes, dear," said her mother gently. She looked at her
daughter anxiously, expectantly, with a passion of yearn-
ing m her eyes, but she said no more than those ^wo words

There was a silence. Sylvia was struggling for expres-
sion They continued to walk swiftly through the cold
ruddy, sunset air. the hard-irozen road ringing beneath
their rapid advance. Sylvia claspe-i her hands together
hard in her mufT. She felt thai something in her heart
was dying, was suffocating for lack of air, and yet that it
would die If she brought it to light. She could find no
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words at all to ask for help, agonizing in a shy reticence

impossible for an adult to conceive. Finally, beginning at

random, very hurriedly, looking aw^ay, she brought out,

faltering, " Mother, is it true that all men are—that when

a girl marries she must expect to—aren't there any men
who " She stopped, burying her burning face in her

muflF.

Her words, her tone, the quaver of desperate sincerity in

her accent, brought her mother up short. She stopped

abruptly and faced the girl. " Sylvia, look at me !
" she

said in a commanding voice which rang loud in the frosty

silences about them. Sylvia started and looked into her

mother's face. It was moved so darkly and so deeply

from its usual serene composure that she would have re-

coiled in fear, had she not been seized upon and held

motionless by the other's compelling eyes.

" Sylvia," said her mother, in a strong, clear voice,

acutely contrasted to Sylvia's muffled tones, " Sylvia, it's a

lie that men are nothing but sensual ! There's nothing in

marriage that a good girl honestly in love with a good

man need fear."

" But—but " began Sylvia, startled out of her shy-

ness.

Her mother cut her short. " Anything that's felt by

decent men in love is felt just as truly, though maybe not

always so strongly, by women in love. And if a woman
doesn't feel that answer in her heart to what he feels—why,

he's no mate for her. Anything's better for her than going

on. And, Sylvia, you mustn't get the wrong idea. Sensual

feeling isn't bad in itself. It's in the world because we

have bodies as well as minds—it's like the root of a plant.

But it oughtn't to be a very big part of the plant. And it

must be the root of the woman's feeling as well as the

man's, or everything's all wrong."
" But how can you tell! " burst out Sylvia.

"You can tell by the way you feel, if you don't lie to

yourself, or let things like money or social position count.

If an honest girl shrinks from a man instinctively, there's
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something not nght-sensuahty is too big a part of whatthe man feels for her-and look here, Sylvia, that's notalways the man's fault. Women don't realise as they
ought how base it is to try to attract men by their bodies

''

She made her position clear with relentless precision. " whenhey wear very low-necked dr ,C8. for instance " At
this chance thrust, a wave of scarlet burst up suddenly over
Sylvias face, but she could not withdraw her eyes from
her mother s searching, honest gaze, which, even more thanher words, spoke to the girl's soul. The strong, grave
voice went on unhesitatingly. For once in her life Mrs.Marshal was speaking out. She was like one who wel-comes the opportunity to make a confession of faith.

feH nTh .""^ 'f^Z '•/" ^^'^''''" ^^'*^''""t ^^"^^ sensual
feeling between the husband and wife, but there's nothingm the world more awful than married life when it's theonly common ground."
Sylvia gazed with wide eyes at the older woman's faceardent compelling, insi^ire.l, feeling too deeply, to realize

it wholly, the vital and momentous character of the momentbhe seemed to see nothing, to be aware of nothing but her

Tr^Z" T'" '^T/^
''"^'^= ^'"^ '^'^ ^^hole scene wasprinted on her mind for all her life-the hard, brown road

h'an n' .T' fl
^""^^' ^''' '•^''-^^-'^' ^-'< -f '^^-- Mar-

Shall, a fieKl of brown stubble, a distant grove of beech-
trees, and beyond and around them the immense sweeping
circle of the hor.zon. The very breath of the pure, scenti sfwinter air was to come back to her nostrils in'afte^ years.

buJZ 7' T'^''
'''""* °"- " '' '^ °"^ of the 'esponsi-

bdities of men and women to help each other to mee on a

h'th^ '?.' '"^, "°^ °" " '^"^ °"^- A"d on the vhole-^
health s the rule of the world-on the whole that's the

tTe'v tl 'Tv
""'"'^^ ^^ '^^^^"^^^ -^^ wives 1m erect a

I /ay if' tty'Ln'f."
^^^- '^™'^ ''' ^^"^"'^ '^ ^^^^^^

Like a strong and beneficent magician, she built up againand Illuminated Sylvia's black and shattered world '' Yourfather .s just as pure a man as I am a woman, and I
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would be ashamed to look any child of mine in the face if

he were not. You know no men who are not decent

—

except two—and those you did not meet in your parents'

home."
For the first time she moved frcm her commanding atti-

tude of prophetic dignity. She came closer to Sylvia, but

although she looked at her with a sudden sweetness which
affected Sylvia like a caress, she but made one more im-

personal statement: "Sylvia dear, don't let anything make
you believe that there are not as many decent men in the

world as women, and they're just as decent. Life isn't

worth living unless you know that—and it's true." Ap-
parently she had said all she had to say, for she now
kissed Sylvia gently and began again to walk forward.

The sun had completely set. and the pilcd-up clouds on

the horizon flamed and blazed. Sylvia stood still, looking

at them fixedly. The great shining glory seemed rcllected

from her heart, and cast its light upon a regenerated world

—a world which she seemed to see for the first time.

Strange, in that moment of intensely personal life, how
her memory was suddenly fiooded with impersonal im-

pressions of childhood, little regarded at the time and
long since forgotten, but now recurring to her with the

authentic and uncontrovertible brilliance which only first-

hand experiences in life can bring with them—all those

families of her public-school mates, the plain, ugly homes
in and out of which she had come and gone, with eyes

apparently oblivious of all but childish interests, but really

recording life-facts which now in her hour of need stretched

under her feet like a solid pathway across an oozing marsh.

All those men and women whom she had seen in a thousand

unpremeditated acts, those tired-faced, kind-eyed, unlettered

fathers and mothers were not breathing poisoned air. were
not harboring in their simple lives a ghastly devouring wild-

beast. She recalled with a great indrawn breath all the

farmcr-nciglibors, parents working together for the chil-

dren, the people she knew so well from long observation

of their lives, whose mediocre, struggling existence had

li I
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filled her with scornful pity, but whom now she recalled
with a great gratitude for the explicitness of the revelations
made by their untutored plainness. For all she could ever
know the Drapers and the ; iskes and the others of tlieir
world might he anything, uuder the discreet reticence of
Uieir sophistication

; but they did not make up all the world
bhe knew, from having breathed it herself, the wind of
health which blew about those other lives, bare and open
to the view, as less artless lives were not. There was some
other answer to the ric' He, beside Mrs. Draper's.

Sjlvia was only eighteen years old and had the childish
immaturity of her age, but her life had been so ordered that
she was not, even at eighteen, entirely in the helpless posi-
tion of a child who must depend on the word of others,
bhe had accumulated, unknown to herself, quite apart from
polished pebbles of book-information, a small treasury of
living seeds of real knowledge of life, taken in at first-hand,
knowledge of which no one could deprive her. The realiza-
tion of this was a steadying ballast which righted the wildly
rolhng keel under her feet. She held up her head bravely
against the first onslaught of the storm. She set her hand
to the rudder

!

Perceiving that her mother had passed on ahead of her
she sprang forward in a run. She ran like a schoolboy like
a deer, hke a man from whose limbs heavy shackles have
been struck off. She felt so suddenly lightened of a great
heaviness that she could have clapped her hands over her
head and bounded into the air. She was, after all, but
eighteen years old, and three years bt-fore had been a chiid

Mr. \f""k 7^\^'^
"'''''''' ''''^ ^ '"^h, radiating life:Mrs. Marshall looked at the glowing face and her own

eyes, dry till then, filled with the tears so rare in her seTf
controlled life. She put out her hand, took Sylvia's, andhey sped along through the quick-gathering dusk, hand-
in-nand like sisters.

Judith and Lawrence had reached hnrrif hefore ^i^e-"
and the low brown house gleamed a cheerful welcome 'tothem from shining wmdows. For the first time in her life

l\
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Sylvia did not take for granted her home, with all that it

meant. I'or an instant it looked stran^'cly sweet to her.

She had a passing glimpse, soon afterwards lost in other
impressions, of how in after years she would look back on
the roof which had sheltered and guarded her youth.

She lay awake that nij,'ht a long time, staring up into the

cold blackness, her mind very active and restless in the

intense stillness about her. She tliou{,'li' confusedly but
intensely of many things- -the nKjiiths bebuid her. of Jerry,

of Mrs. Draper, of her yellow dress, of her mother—of
herself. In the lucidity of those silent hours of wakeful-
ness she ex|)erienced for a time the piercing, regenerating

thrust of self-knowledge. b"or a moment the full-beating

pulses of her youth slackened, and between their throbs

there penetrated to l;cr per])lexed young heart the rarest

of human emotions, a sincere humility. If she had not
burned the yellow dress at Mercerton, she would have
arisen and burned it that night. . . .

During the rest of the Christmas vacation she avoided
being alone. She and Judith and Lawrence skated a great

deal, and Sylvia learnerl at last to cut the grapevine pat-

tern on the ice. She also mastered the first movement of
the Sonata Pathetique, so that old Reinhardt was almost
satisfied.

The day after the University opened for the winter term
the Huberts announced the engagement of their daughter
Eleanor to Jermain Fiske, Jr., the brilliant son of that dis-

tinguished warrior and statesman, Colonel Jermain Fiske.

Sylvia read this announcement in the Society Column of the

La Chance Morning Herald, with an enigmatic expression
on her face, and betaking herself to the skating-pond, cut

grapevines with greater assiduity than ever, and with a
degree of taciturnity surprising in a person usually so

talkative. That she had taken the first stp*-! away from the

devouring egotism of childhood was provi ly the fact that
at least part of the time, this vigorous young creature,

swooping about the icy pond like a swallow, was thinking
pityingly of Eleanor Hubert's sweet face.
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CHAPTER XXI

SOME YEARS DURING WHICH NOTHING
HAPPENS

Judith had said to the family, taking no especial pains
that her sister should not hear her, " Well, tolks, now that
Sylvia's got through with that horrid Fiske fellow, I do
hope we'll all have some peace

!

" a remark which proved
to be a prophecy. They all, including Sylvia herself, knew
the tranquillity of an extended period of peace.

It began abruptly, like opening a door into a new room.
Sylvia had dreaded the beginning of the winter term and
the inevitable sight of Jerry, the enforced crossings of
«ieir paths. But Jerry never returned to his classes at all.
The common talk was to the effect that the Colonel had
worked his pull " to have Jerry admitted to the bar with-

out further preliminaries. After some weeks of relief it
occurred to Sylvia that perhaps Jerry had dreaded meet-
ing her as much as she had seeing him. For whatever rea-
son, the campus saw young Fiske no more, except on the
day m May when he passed swiftly across it on his way to
the Hubert house where Eleanor, very small and white-
faced, waited for him under a crown of orange blossoms.

Sylvia did not go to the wedding, although an invitation
had come, addressed economically and compendiously to
' Professor and Mrs. Marshall and family." It was a
glorious spring day and in her Greek history course they
had just reached the battle of Salamis, at the magnificent
recital of which Sylvia's sympathetic imagination leaped up
rejoicing, as all sympathetic imaginations have for all these
many centuries. She was thrilling to a remembered bit
of The Persians " as she passed by the Hubert house late
that afternoon. She was chanting to herself, "The right

23a
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wing, well marshaled, led on foremost in good order, and
we heard a mighty shout

—
' Sons of the Greeks ! On

!

Free your country
! '

" She did not notice that she trod
swiftly across a trail of soiled rice in the Hubert drive-

way.

She was like a person recovered from a fever who finds

mere health a condition of joy. She went back to her music,

to her neglected books, with a singing heart. And in ac-

cordance with the curious ways of Providence, noted in the

proverb relating the different fates of him who hath and
him who hath not, there was at once added to her pleasure
in the old elements of her life the very elements she had
longed for unavailingly. Seeing her friendly and shining

of face, friendliness went out to her. She had made many
new acquaintances during her brief glittering flight and had
innumerable more points of contact with the University life

than before. She was invited to a quite sufficient number of
hops and proms, had quite the normal number of masculine
" callers," and was naively astonished and disillusioned to

find that those factors in life were by no means as entirely

desirable and amusing as her anguished yearning had fan-
cied them. She joined one of the literary societies and took
a leading part in their annual outdoor play. At the begin-
ning of her Junior year, Judith entered as a Freshman and
thereafter became a close companion. Sylvia devoured cer-

tain of her studies, history, and English, and Greek, with
insatiable zest and cast aside certain others like political

economy and physics, which bored her, mastering just

enough of their elements to pass an examination and
promptly forgetting them thereafter. She grew rapidly in

intellectual agility and keenness, not at all in philosophical

grasp, and emotionally remained az d > -nant as a potato in

a cellar.

She continually looked forward with a bright, vague in-

terest to "growing up," to the mastery of life which
adolescents so trustfully associate with the arrival of adult
years. She spent three more years in college, taking a Mas-
ter's degree after her B.A., and during those three years,

S
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through the many-colored, shifting, kaleidoscopic, disor-
ganized life of an immensely populous institution of learn-
ing, she fled with rapid feet, searching restlessly everywhere
for that entity, as yet non-existent, her own soul.
She had, in short, a thoroughly usual experience of mod-

ern American education, emerging at the end with a vast
amount of information, with very little notion of what it

was all about, with Phi Beta Kappa and a great wonder
what she was to do with herself.

Up to that moment almost every step of her life had
been ordered and systematized, that she might the more
quickly and surely arrive at the goal of her diploma. Rush-
mg forward with the accumulated impetus ot years of
traming in swiftly speeding eflfort, she flashed by the goal
. . . and stopped short, finding herself in company with a
majority of her feminine classmates in a blind alley.
"Now what?" they asked each other with sinking hearts.
Judith looked over their heads with steady eyes which saw
but one straight and narrow path in life, and passed on by
them into the hospital where she began her nurse's training.
Sylvia began to teach music to a few children, to take on
some of Reinhardt's work as he grew older. She prac-
tised assiduously, advanced greatly in skill in music, read
much, thought acutely, rebelliously and not deeply, helped
Lawrence with his studies ... and watched the clock.
For there was no denying that the clock stood still. She

was not going forward to any settled goal now, she was
not going forward at all. She was as far from suspecting
any ordered pattern in the facts of life as when she had
been in college, surrounded by the conspiracy of silence
about a pattern in facts which university professors so con-
scientiously keep up before their students. She was slowly
revolving in an eddy. Sometimes she looked at the deep,
glowing content of her father and mother with a fierce re-
sentment. "How can they!" she cried to herself. At
other times she tried to chide herself for not being as con-
tented herself, "... but it's their life they're living," she
said moodily, " and I haven't any to live. I can't live on
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their happine<5= any more than the beefsteaks somebody
else has eat^n can keep me from starving to death."

The tradition of her Hfe was that work and plenty of it

would keep off all uneasiness, that it was a foolishness, not

to say a downright crime, to feel uneasiness. So she prac-

tised many hours a day, and took a post-graduate course in

early Latin. But the clock stood still.

One of the assistants in her father's department pro-

posed to her. She refused him automatically, with a won-
dering astonishment at his trembling hands and white lips.

Decidedly the wheels of the clock would never begin to

revolve.

And then it struck an hour, loudly. Aunt Victoria wrote

inviting Sylvia to spend a few weeks with her during the

summer at Lydford.

Sylvia read this letter aloud to her mother on the vine-

covered porch where she had sat so many years before, and
repeated " star-light, star-bright " until she had remembered
Aunt Victoria. Mrs. .Marshall watched her daughter's face

as she read, and through the tones of the clear eager voice

she heard the clock striking. It sounded to her remarkably

like a tolling bell, but she gave no sign beyond a slight

paling. She told herself instantly that the slowly ticking

clock had counted her out several years of grace beyond
what a mother may expect. When Sylvia finished and
looked up, the dulled look of resignation swept from her

face by the light of adventurous change, her mother
achieved the final feat of nodding her head in prompt,

cheerful assent.

But when Sylvia went away, light-hearted, fleeting

forward to new scenes, there was in her mother's farewell

kiss a solemnity which she could not hide. " Oh, Mother
dear

!

" protested Sylvia, preferring as always to skim over

the depths which her mother so dauntlessly plumbed. " Oh,
Mother darling ! How can you be so—when it's only for a
few weeks!"
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BOOK III

IN CAPUA AT LAST

CHAPTER XXII

A GRATEFUL CARTHAGINIAN

Arnold Smith put another lump of sugar on his saucer,

poured out a very Uberal allowance of rum into his tea,

and reached for a sandwich, balancing the cup and saucer

with a deftness out of keeping with his long, ungraceful

loose-jointedness. He remarked in an indifferent tone to

Sylvia, back of the exquisitely appointed tea-tray :
" I don't

say anything because I haven't the least idea what you are

talking about. Who was Capua, anyhow ?
"

Sylvia broke into a peal of laughter which rang like a

silver chime through the vine-ohaded, airy spaces of the

pergola. Old Mr. Sommerville. nosing about in his usual

five-o'clock quest, heard her and came across the stretch of

sunny lawn to investigate. " Oh. here's tea! " he remarked

on seeing Arnold, lounging, white-flanneled, over his cup.

He spoke earnestly, as was his custom when eating was m
question, and Sylvia served him earnestly and carefully,

with an instant harmonious response to his mood, puttmg

in exactly the right amount of rum and sugar to suit his

taste, and turning the slim-legged " curate's assistant " so

that his favorite sandwiches were i earest him.

" You spoil the old gentlemen, Sylvia," commented Ar-

nold, evidently caring very- little whether she did or not.

" She spoils everybody," returned Mr. Sommerville, tast-

ing his tea cnmplacently ;
" ' c'est son metier.' She has an

uncanny instinct for suiting everybody's taste."

Sylvia smiled brightly at him, exactly the brilliant smile

237
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which suited her brilliant, frank face and clear, wide-open
eyes. Under her smile she was saying to herself, " If that's

so, I wonder—not that I care at all—but I really wonder
why you don't like me."

Sylvia was encountering for the first time this summer
a society guided by tradition and formula, but she was not

without excellent preparation for almost any contact with
her fellow-beings, a preparation which in some ways served
her better than that more conscious preparation of young
ladies bred up from childhood to sit behind tea-tables and
say the right things to tea-drinkers. Association with the

crude, outspoken youth at the State University had been an
education in human nature, especially masculine nature, for

her acute mind. Her unvarnished association with the

other sex in classroom and campus had taught her, by means
of certain rough knocks which more sheltered boarding-
school girls never get, an accuracy of estimate as to the

actual feeling of men towards the women they profess to

admire unreservedly which (had he been able to conceive
of it) old Mr. Sommerville would have thought nothing
less than cynical.

But he did not conceive of it, and now sat, mellowed by
the rightness of his tea, white-haired, smooth-shaven, pink-
gilled, white-waistcoated, the picture of old age at its best,

as he smiled gallantly at the extremely pretty girl behind the

table. Unlike Sylvia he knew exactly why he did not like

her and he wasted no time in thinking about it. " What
were you laughing about, so delightfully, as I came in, eh ?

"

he asked, after the irretrievable first moment of joy in

gratified appetite had gone.

Sylvia had not the slightest backwardness about explain-
ing. In fact she always took the greatest pains to be ex-
plicit with old Mr. Sommerville about the pit from which
she had been digged. " Why, this visit to Aunt Victoria
is like stepping into another world for me. Everything is

so different from my home-life. I was just thinking, as I

sat there behind all this glorious clutter," she waved a slim
hand over the silver and porcelain of the tea-table, " what

4
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a change it was from setting the table one's self and wash-

ing up the dishes afterwards. That's what we always do

at home. I hated it and I said to Arnold, ' I've reached

Capua at last
!

' and he said," she stopped to laugh again,

heartily, full-throated, the not-to-be-imitated laugh of gen-

uine amusement, " he said, ' Who is Capua, anyhow ?
'

"

Mr. Sommerville laughed, but grudgingly, with an im-

patient shake of his white head and an uneasy look in his

eyes. For several reasons he did not like to hear Sylvia

laugh at Arnold. He distrusted a young lady with too keen

a sense of humor, especially when it was directed towards

the cultural deficiencies of a perfectly eligible young man.

To an old inhabitant of the world, with Mr. Sommerville's

views as to the ambitions of a moneyless young person,

enjoying a single, brief fling in the world of young men

with fortunes, it seemed certain that Sylvia's lack of tactful

reticence about Arnold's ignorance cou'd only be based on

a feeling that Arnold's fortune was not big enough. She

was simply, he thought with dismay, reserving her tact and

reticence for a not-impossible bigger. His apprehensions

about the fate of a bigger of his acquaintance if its owner

ever fell into the hands of this altogether too well-informed

young person rose to a degree which almost induced him to

cry out. " Really, you rapacious young creatu-c, Arnold's is

all any girl need ask, ample, well-invested, solid. . .
." But

instead he said, " Humph ! Rather a derogatory remark

about your surroundings, eh ?
"

Arnold did not understand, did not even hear, leaning

back, long, relaxed, apathetic, in his great wicker-chair and

rolling a cigarette with a detached air, as though his hands

were not a part of him. Out Sylvia heard, and under-

stood, even to the hostility in the old gentleman's well-

bred voice. " Being in Capua usually referring to the fact

that the Carthaginians went to pieces that winter?" she

asked. " Oh yes, of course I know that. Good gracious !
I

was brought up on the idea of the dangers of being in

Capua. Perhaps that's why I always thought it would be

such fun to get there." She spoke rebelliously.
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" They got everlastingly beaten by the Romans," ad-
vanced Mr. Sommerville.

" Yes, but they had had one grand good time before

!

The Romans cc 'ildn't take that away from them ! I think

the Carthaginians got the best of it !
" Provocative, light-

hearted malice was in her sparkling face. She was think-

ing to herself with the reckless bravado of youth, " Well,
since he insists, I'll give him some ground for distrusting

my character
!

"

Arnold suddenly emitted a great puflf of smoke and a
great shout of " Help ! help ! Molly to the rescue !

" and
when a little white-clad creature flitting past the door
turned and brought into that quiet spot of leafy shadow
the dazzling quickness of her smile, her eyes, her golden
hair, he said to her nonchalantly :

" Just in time to head
them off. Sylvia and your grandfather were being so high-

brow I was beginning to feel faint."

Molly laughed fiashingly. " Did Grandfather keep his

end up ? I bet he couldn't !

"

Arnold professed an entire ignorance of the relative

status. " Oh, I fell oflF so far back I don't know who got in

first. Who was this man Capua, anyhow? I'm a graduate

of Harvard University and I never heard of him."
" I'm a graduate of Miss Braddon's Mountain School for

Girls," said Molly, " and / think it's a river."

Mr. Sommerville groaned out, exaggerating a real qualm,
" What my mother would have said to such ignorance,

prefaced by ' I bet
!

' from the lips of a young lady !

"

" Your mother," said Molly, " would be my great-grand-

mother !
" She disposed of him conclusively by this state-

ment and went on :
" And I'm not a young lady. Nobody

is nowadays."
" What are you, if a mere grandfather may venture to

inquire?" asked Mr. Sommerville deferentially.

" I'm a femme watt-man," said Molly, biting a large

piece from a sandwich.

Arnold explained to the others :
" That's Parisian for a

lady motor-driver ; some name !

"
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" Well, you won't be that, or anything else alive, if you go

on driving your car at the rate I saw it going past the house

this morning," said her grandfather. He spoke with an

assumption of grandfatherly severity, but his eyes rested on

her with a grandfather's adoration.
" Oh, I'd die if 1 went under thirty-five," observed Miss

Sommerville negligently.

"Why, Mr. Sommerville," Arnold backed up his gen-

eration. " You can't call thirty-five per hour dangerous,

not for a girl who can drive like Molly."
" Oh, I'm as safe as if I were in a church," continued

Molly. " I keep my mind on it. If I ever climb a telegraph-

pole you can be sure it'll be because I wanted to. I never

take my eye ofif the road, never once."
" How you must enjoy the landscape," commented hev

grandfather.
" Heavens ! I don't drive a car to look at the landscape 1

"

cried Molly, highly amused at the idea, apparently quite

new to her.
" Will you gratify the curiosity of the older generation

once more, and tell me what you do drive a car for?" in-

quired old Mr. Sommerville, looking fondly at the girl's

lovely face, like a pink-flushed pearl.

" Why, I drive to see how fast I can go, of course," ex-

plained Molly. " The fun of it is to watch the road eaten

up."

"It is fascinating," Sylvia gave the other girl an un-

expected reinforcement. " I've driven with Molly, and I've

been actually hypnotized seeing the road vanish under the

wheels."

"Oh, children, children! When you reach my age,"

groaned Arnold, "and have eaten up as many thousand

miles as I, you'll stay at home."
" I've driven for three years now," asserted Molly, " and

every time I buy a new car I get the craze all over again.

This one I have now is a peach of an eight. I never want

to drive a six again,—never! I can bring it up from a

creep to—to fast enough to scare Grandfather into a fit,

I
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without changing gears at all—just on the throttle
"

She broke off to ask, as at a sudden recollection, " What
was it about Capua, anyhow ? " She went to sit beside

Sylvia, and put her arm around her shoulder in a caressing

gesture, evidently familiar to her.

" It wasn't about Capua at all," explained Sylvia indul-

gently, patting the lovely cheek, as though the other girl had
been a child. " It was your grandfather finding out what
a bad character I am, and how I wallow in luxury, now I

have the chance."
" Luxury ? " inquired Molly, looking about her rather

blankly.

Sylvia laughed, this time with a little veiled, pensive note
of melancholy, lost on the others but which she herself

found very touching. " There, you see you're so used to it,

you don't even know what I'm talking about !

"

" Never mind, Molly," Arnold reassured her. " Neither
do I ! Don't try to follow ; let it float by, the way I do !

"

Miss Sommerville did not smile. She thrust out her red

lips in a wistful pout, and looking down into the sugar-bowl
intently, she remarked, her voice as pensive as Sylvia's

own: " I wish I did! I wish I understood! I wish I were
as clever as Sylvia

!

"

As if in answer to this remark, another searcher after

tea announced himself from the door—a tall, distinguished,

"&ly. graceful man, who took a very fine Panama hat from
a very fine head of brown hair, slightly graying, and said

in a rich, cultivated voice :
" Am I too late for tea ? I don't

mind at all if it's strong."
" Oh !

" said Molly Sommerville, flushing and drawing
away from Sylvia; "Lord!" muttered Arnold under his

breath ; and " Not at all. I'll make some fresh. I haven't

had mine yet," said Sylvia, busying herself with the alcohol

flame.

" How're you, Morrison?" said Mr. Sommerville with

no enthusiasm, holding out a well-kept old hand for the

other to shake.

Arnold stood up, reached under his chair, and pulled out
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a tennis racquet. " Excuse me, Morrison, won't you, if I

run along?" he said. " It's not because you've come. I

want a set of tennis before dinner if I can find somebody

to play with me. Here, Molly, you've got your tennis shoes

on already. Come along."

The little beauty shook her head violently. " No . . .

goodness no! It's too hot. And anyhow, I don't ever

want to play again, since I've seen Sylvia's game." She

turned to the other girl, breathing quickly. " Vou go, Sylvia

dear, /'ll make Mr. Morrison's tea for him."

Sylvia hesitated a barely perceptible instant, until she saw

old Mr. Sommerville's eyes fixed speculatively on her.

Then she stood up with an instant, cheerful alacrity.

" That's awfully good of you, Molly darling ! You won't

mind, will you, Mr. Morrison!" She nodded brightly to

the old gentleman, to the girl who had slipped into her

place, to the other man, and was ofif.

The man she had left looked after her, as she trod with

her long, light step beside the young man, and murmured,
" Et vera incessu patitit dea."

IMolly moved a plate on the table with some vehemence.

"
I suppose Sylvia would understand that language."

" She would, my dear Molly, and what's more, she would

scorn me for using such a hackneyed quotation." To Mr.

Sommerville he added, laughing, " Isn't it the quaintest

combination—such radiant girlhood and her absurd book-

learning !

"

Mr. Sommerville gave his assent to the quaintness by

silence, as he rose and prepared to retreat.

" Good-bye, Grandfather," said Molly with enthusiasm.

As they walked along, Arnold was saying to Sylvia with

a listless appreciation :
" You certainly know the last word

of the game, don't you, Sylvia? I bet Morrison hasn't had

a jolt like that for years."

"What are you talking about?'' asked Sylvia, perhaps

slightly overdoing her ignorance of his meaning.
" Why, it's a new thing for him, let me tell you, to have
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a girl jump up as soon as he comes in and delightedly leave

him to another girl. And then to thank the other girl for

being willing to take him off your hands,—that's more than

knowing the rules,— tl ai's art!" He laughed faintly at

the recollection. " It's a new one for Morrison to meet a

girl who doesn't kowtow. He's a very great personage in

his line, and he can't help knowing it. Tne very last word
on Lord-knows-what-all in the art business is what one

Felix Morrison says about it. He's an eight-cylinder

fascinator too, into the bargain. Mostly he makes me sore,

but when I think about him straight, I wonder how he

manages to keep on being as decent as he is—he's really

a good enough sort !—with all the high-powered petti-

coats in New York burning incense. It's enough 10 turn

the head of a hydrant. That's the hold Madrina has on
him. She doesn't bum any incense. She wants all the

incense there is being burned, for herself; and it keeps old

Felix down in his place—keeps him hanging around too.

You stick to the same method if you want to make a go

of it."

" I thought he wrote. I thought he did aesthetic criticisms

and essays," said Sylvia, laughing aloud at Arnold's quaint

advice.
" Oh, he does. I guess he's chief medicine-man in his

tribe all right. It's not only women who kowtow ; when old

man Merriman wants to know for sure whether to pay a

million for a cracked Chinese vase, he ahvays calls in Feli.x

Morrison. Chief adviser to the predatory rich, that's one

of his jobs ! So you see," he came back to his first point,
" it must be some jolt for the sacred F. M. to have a young
lady, just a young lady, refuse to bow at the shrine. You
couldn't have done a smarter trick, by heck! I've been

watching you all those weeks, just too tickled for words.

And I've been watching Morrison. It's been as good as a

play ! He can't stick it out much longer, unless I miss

my guess, and I've known him ever since I was a kid. He's

just waiting for a good chance to turn on the faucet and
hand you a full cup of his irresistible fascination." He
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added carelessly, bouncing a ball up and down on the tense

catgut of his racquet :
" What all you girls see in that old

wolf-hound, to lose your heads over ! It gets me !

"

" Why in the world ' wolf-hound '? " asked Sylvia.

" Oh, just ^s to his looks. He has that sort oi tired,

dignified, deep-cycd look a big dog has. I bet his eyes

would be phosphorescent at night too. They are that kind

;

don't you know, when you strike a ma'.h in the evt-ninj^.

how a dog's eyes glow? It's what makes 't "i look so

soft and deep in the daytime. But as to his innards—no.

Lord no! Whatever else Morrison is he's not a bit like

any dog that ever lived— first cousin t > a fish, I should

say."

Sylvia laughed. " Why not make it grizzly bear, to take

in the rest of the animal kingdom?"
" No," persisted Arnold. " Now I've thought of it, I

mean fish, a great big. wise old fellow, who lives in a deep

pool and won't rise to any ordinary tly." He made a

brain-jolting change of meta])hor and went on :
" The plain

truth, and it's not so low-down as it seems, is that a bij^

fat check-book is admission to the grandstand with Feli.x.

It has to be that way! He hasn't got much of his ov.'n,

and his tastes are some
"

" Molly must be sitting in the front row, then," com-

mented Sylvia indifferently, as though tired of the sub-

ject. They were now at the tennis-court. " Run over to

the summer-house and get my racquet, will you? It's on

the bench."
" Yes, Molly's got ^ lenty of money," Arnold admitted

as he came back, his accent implying some other lack which

he forgot to mention, a'osorbed as he at once became in

coping with his adversary's strong, swift serve.

The change in him, as he began seriously to play, was

startling, miraculous. His slack loose-jointedness stiffened

into quick, flexible accuracy, his lounging, flaccid air dis-

appeared in a glow of concentrated vigorous effort. The

bored good-nature in his eyes vanished, burned out by a

stern, purposeful intensity. He was literally and visibly
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another person. Sylvia played her best, which was excel-

lent, far better than that of any other girl in the summer
colony. She had been well trained by her father and her

gymnasium instructor, and played with an economy of

effort delightful to see; but she was soon driven by her

opponent's tiger-like quickness into putting out at once her

every resource. There, in the slowly fading light of the

long mountain afternoon, the two young Anglo-Saxons

poured out their souls in a game with the immemorial in-

stinct of their race, fierce, griui, intent, every capacity of

body and will-power brought into play, everything else in

the world forgotten. . . .

For some time they were on almost equal terms, and

then Sylvia became aware that her adversary was gettmg

the upper hand of her. She had, ho" ever, no idea what

the effort was costing him, until after blazing fire of im-

possibly rapid volleys under which she went down to de-

feat, she stopped, called out, " Game and set !
" and added

in a generous tribute, "Say, you can play!" Then she

saw that his face was almost purple, his eyes bloodshot, and

his breath came in short, gasping pants. " Good gracious,

what's the matter !
" she cried, running towards him in

alarm. She was ceeply flushed herself, but her eyes were

as clear as clear water, and she ran with her usual fawn-

like swiftness. Arnold dropped on the bench, waving her a

speechless reassurance. With his first breath he said,

" Gee ! but you can hit it up. for a girl !

"

"What's the matter with you?" Sylvia asked again,

sitting down beside him.
" Nothing ! Nothing !

" he panted. " My wind ! It's con-

foundedly short." He added a moment later, " It's tobacco

—this is the sort of time the cigarettes get back at you,

you know !
" The twilight dropped slowly about them like

a thin, clear veil. He thrust out his feet, shapely in their

well-made white shoes, surveyed them with dissatisfaction,

and added with moody indifference :
" And cocktails too.

They play the dickens with a fellow's wind."

Sylvia said nothing for a moment, looking at him by no
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means admiringly. Her life in the State University had
brought her into such incessant contact with young men
that the mere fact of sitting beside one in the twilight

left her unmoved to a degree which Mr. Sommerville's

mother would have found impossible to imagine. When
she spoke, it was with an impatient scorn of his weakness,

which might have been felt by a fellow-athlete :
" What

in the world makes you do it, then ?
"

" Why not ? " he said challengingly.
" You've just said why not—it spoils your tennis.

It must spoil your polo. Was that what spoiled your
baseball in college? You'd be twice the man if you
wouldn't."

"Oh, what's the use?" he said, an immense weariness

in his voice.

" What's the use of anything, if you are going to use

that argument?" said Sylvia, putting him down con-

clusively.

He spoke with a sudden heartfelt simplicity, " Damn 'f I

know, Sylvia." For the first time in all the afternoon, his

voice lost its tonelessness, and rang out with the resonance
of sincerity.

She showed an unflattering surprise. " Why, I didn't

know you ever thought about such things."

He looked at her askance, dimly amused. " High opinion

you have of me !

"

She looked annoyed at herself and said with a genuine
good-will in her voice, " Why, Arnold, you know I've al-

ways liked you."
" You like me, but you don't think much of me," he

diagnosed her, " and you show your good sense." He
looked up at the picturesque white house, spreading its

well-proportioned bulk on the top of the terraced hillside

before them. " I hope Madrina is looking out of a window
and sees us here, our heads together in the twilight. You've
guessed. I suppose, that she had you come on here for my
benefit. She thinks she's tried everything else,—now
it's her idea to get me safely married. She'd have one
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surprise, wouldn't she, if she could hear what we're

saying
!

"

" Well, it would be a good thing for you," remarked
Sylvia, as entirely without self-consciousness as though

they were discussing the tennis game.

He was tickled by her coolness. " Well, Madrina sure

made a mistake when she figured on you
!
" he commented

ironically. And then, not having been subjected to the

cool, hardy conditions which caused Sylvia's present clear-

headedness, he felt his blood stirred to feel her there, so

close, so alive, so young, so beautiful in the twilight. He
leaned towards her and spoke in a husky voice, " See here,

Sylvia, why don't you try it !

"

" Oh, nonsense
!

" said the girl, not raising her voice at

all, not stirring. " You don't care a bit for me."
" Yes, I do ! I've always liked you !

" he said, not per-

ceiving till after the words were out of his mouth that he

had repeated her own phrase.

She laughed to hear it, and he drew back, his faint stir-

ring of warmth dashed, extinguished. " The fact is,

Sylvia," he said, " you're too nice a girl to fall in love

with."
" What a horrid thing to say !

" she exclaimed.

"About you?" he defended himself. "I mean it as a
compliment."

" About falling in love," she said.

" Oh !
" he said blankly, evidently not at all following her

meaning.

"What time is it?" she now inquired, and on hearing

the hour, " Oh, we'll be late to dress for dinner," she said

in concern, rising and ascending the marble steps to the

terrace next above them.

He came after her, long, loose-jointed, ungraceful. He
was laughing. " Do you realize that I've proposed marriage

to you and you've turned me down?" he said.

"No such a thing!" she said, as lightly as he.
" It's the nearest / ever came to it

!

" he averred.

She continued to flit up the terraces before him, her

•
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voice rippling with amusement dropping down on him
through the dusk. " Well, you'll have to come nearer than
that, if you ever want to make a go of it

!

" she called over
her shoulder. Upon which note this very modern con-
versation ended.
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CHAPTER XXIII

MORE TALK BETWEEN YOUNG MODERNS

When they met at dinner, they laughed outright at the

sight of one another, a merry and shadowless laugh. For
an instant they looked like light-hearted children. The
change of Arnold's long sallow face was indeed so notice-

able that Mrs. Marshall-Smith glanced sharply at him, and
then looked again with great satisfaction. She leaned to

Sylvia and laid her charming white hand aflFectionately

over the girl's slim, strong, tanned fingers. " It's just a joy
to have you here, my dear. You're brightening us stupid,

bored people like fresh west wind !
" She went on address-

ing herself to the usual guest of the evening: " Isn't it al-

ways the most beautiful sight, Felix, how the mere presence
of radiant youth can transform the whole atmosphere of
life!"

" I hadn't noticed that my radiant youth had trans-

formed much," commented Arnold dryly; "and Sylvia's

only a year younger than I."

He was, as usual, disregarded by the course of the con-

versation. " Yes, sunshine in a shady place . .
." quoted

Morrison, in his fine mellow tenor, looking at Sylvia. It

was a wonderful voice, used with discretion, with a fine

instinct for moderation which would have kepi the haunt-
ing beauty of its intonations from seeming objectionable

or florid to any but American ears. In spite of the

invariable good taste with which it was used, American
men, accustomed to the toneless speech of the race, and
jealously suspicious of anything approaching art in every-

day life, distrusted Morrison at the first sound of his voice.

Men who were his friends (and they were many) were in

the habit of rather apologizing for those rich and harmo-

350
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nious accents. The first time she had heard it, Sylvia had

thought of the G string of old Reinhardt's violin.

" I never in my life sav^r anything that looked less like a

shady place," observed Sylvia, indicating with an admiring

gesture the table before them, gleaming and flashing its

glass and silver and close-textured, glossy damask up into

the light.

" It's morally that we're so shady
!

" said Arnold, admir-

ing his own wit so much that he could not refrain from

adding, " Not so bad, what?" The usual conversation at

his stepmother's table was, as he would have said, so pes-

tilentially high-brow that he seldom troubled himself to

follow it enough to join in. Arnold was in the habit of

dubbing " high-brow " anything bearing on aesthetics ; and

Mrs. Marshall-Smith's conversational range hardly extend-

ing at all outside of aesthetics of one kind or another, com-

munication between these two house-mates of years' stand-

ing was for the most part reduced to a primitive simplicity

for which a sign-language would have sufficed. Arnold's

phrase for the situation was, " I let Madrina alone, and she

don't bother me." But now, seeing that neither the faqade

of Rouen, nor the influence of Chardin on Whistler, had

been mentioned, his unusual loquacity continued. " Well, if

one west wind (I don't mean that as a slam on Sylvia for

coming from west of the Mississippi) has done us so much

good, why not have another ? " he inquired. " Why couldn't

Judith come on and make us a visit too? It would be fim

to have a scrap with her again." He explaimed to Mor-

rison :
" She's Sylvia's younger sister, and we a'ways quar-

reled so, as kids, that after we'd been togetler half an

hour the referee had to shoulder in between and tell us.

' Nix on biting in clinches.' She was great, all right, Judith

was ! How is she now ? " he asked Sylvia. " I've been

meaning ever so many times to ask you about her, and

something else has seemed to come up. I can't imagine

Judy grown up. She hasn't pinned up that great long

braid, has she, that used to be so handy to pull ?

"

Sylvia took the last of her soup, put the spoon on the
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plate, and launched into a description of Judith, one of

her favorite topics. *' Oh, Judith's just Hne! You ought

to see her ! She's worth ten of me : she has such lots of

character ! And handsome ! You never saw anything like

Judith's looks. Yes, she's put her hair up! She's twenty

years old now, what do you suppose she does with her hair?

She wears it in a great smooth braid all around her head.

And she has such hair, Aunt Victoria !
" she turned from

Arnold to another woman, as from some one who would
know nothing of the fine shades of the subject. " No short

hairs at all, you know, like everybody else, that tvill hang
down and look untidy !

" She pulled with an explanatory

petulance at the soft curls which framed her own face in

an aureole of light. " Hers is all long and smooth, and the

color like a fresh chestnut, just out of the burr; and her

nose is like a Greek statue—she is a Greek statue !

"

She had been carried by her affectionate enthusiasm out

of her usual self-possession, her quick divination of

how she was affecting everybody, and now, suddenly find-

ing Morrison's eyes on her with an expression she did not

recognize, she was brought up short. What had she said

to make him look at her so oddly ?

He answered her unspoken question at once, his voice

making his every casual word of gold :
" I am thinking

that I am being present at a spectacle which cynics say is

impossible, the spectacle of a woman delighting—and with

the most obvious sincerity—in the beauty of another."
" Oh !

" said Sylvia, relieved to know that the odd look

concealed no criticism, " I didn't know that anybody nowa-
days made such silly Victorian generalizations about

woman's cattiness,—anybody under old Mr. Sommerville's

age, that is. And anyhow, Judith's my sister."

" Cases of sisters, jealous of each other's good looks,

have not been entirely unknown to history," said Morrison,
smiling and beginning to eat his fish with a delicate relish.

" Well, if Judy's so all-fired good-looking, let's have her

come on, Madrina," said Arnold. " With her and Sylvia

together, we'd crush Lydford into a pulp." He attacked
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his plate with a straggling fork, eating negligently, as he

did everything else.

" She has a standing invitation, of course," said Mrs.

Marshall-Smith. " Indeed. I wrote the other day, asking

her if she could come here instead of to La Chance for

her vacation. It's far nearer for her."

"Oh, Judith couldn't waste time to go visiting," said

Sylvia. " I've told you she is worth ten of me. She's on

the home-stretch of her trained-nurse's course now. She

has only two weeks' vacation."

"She's going to be a trained nurse?" asked Arnold in

surprise, washing down a large mouthful of fish with a

large mouthful of wine. " What the dickens does she do

that for?"
" Why, she's crazy about it,—ever since she was a little

girl, fifteen years old and first saw the inside of a hospital.

That's just Judith,—so splendid and purposeful, and

single-minded. I wish to goodness / knew what I want

to do with myself half so clearly as she always has."

If she had, deep under her consciousness, a purpose to

win more applause from Morrison, by more disinterested

admiration of Judith's good points, she was quite rewarded

by the quickness with which he championed her against her

own depreciation. " I've always noticed," he said medita-

tively, slowly taking a sip from his wine-glass, " that no-

body can be single-minded who isn't narrow-minded; and

I think it likely that people who aren't so cocksure what

they want to do with themselves, hesitate because they have

a great deal more to do with. A nature rich in fine and

complex possibilities takes more time to dispose of itself,

but when it does, the world's beauty is the gainer." He
pointed the reference frankly by a smile at Sylvia, who

flushed with pleasure and looked down at her plate. She

was surprised at the delight which his leisurely, whim-

sically philosophical little speech gave her. She forgot

to make any answer, absorbed as she was in poring over

it and making out new meanings in it. How he had

understood at less than a word the secret uncertainty of
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herself which so troubled her; and with what astonishing

sureness he had known what to say to reassure her, to make
her see clear! And then, her quick mind leaped to an-

other significance. . . . All during these past weeks when
she had been falling more and more under the fascination

of his personality, when she had been piqued at his dis-

regard of her, when she had thought he found her " young,"
and had bracketed her carelessly with Arnold, !ie had been

in reality watching her, he had found her interesting enough
to observe her, to study her, to have a theory about her

character; and having done all that, to admire her as she

admired him. Never in her life had she been the recipient

of flattery so precisely to her taste. Her glow of pleasure

was so warm that she suddenly distrusted her own judg-

ment, she looked up at him quickly to see if she had not

mistaken his meaning, had not absurdly exaggerated the

degree to which he . . . she found his eyes on hers, deep-

set, shadowy eyes which did not, as she looked up, either

smile or look away. Under cover of a rather wrangling dis-

cussion between Arnold and his stepmother as to having
some champagne served, the older man continued to look

steadily into Sylvia's eyes, with the effect of saying to her,

gravely, kindly, intimately :
" Yes, I am here. You did

not know how closely you have drawn me to you, but here

1 am." Across the table, across the lights, the service, the

idle talk of the other two. she felt him quietly, ever so

gently but quite irresistibly, open an inner door of her

nature . . . and she welcomed him in.

^w

I

After dinner, when Mrs. IMarshall-Smith lifted her eye-

brows at Sylvia and rose to go, Arnold made no bones of

his horror at the prospect of a tete-a-tete with the dis-

tinguished critic. "Oh. I'm going in with you girls!" he

said, jumping up with his usual sprawling uncertainty of

action. He reserved for athletic sports all his capacity for

physical accuracy. " Morrison and I bore each other more
than's legal!"

" I may bore you, my dear Arnold," said the other, ris-
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ing, " but you never bored me in your life, and I've known

you from childhood."

To which entirely benevolent speech, Arnold returned

nothing but the uneasy shrug and resentful look of one

baffled by a hostile demonstration too subtle for his powers

of self-defense. He picked up th» chair he had thrown

over, and waited sulkily till the others were in the high-

ceilinged living-room before he joined them. Then when

Morrison, in answer to a request from his hostess and old

friend, sat down to the piano and began to play a piece

of modern, plaintive, very wandering and chromatic music,

the younger man drew Sylvia out on the wide, moon-lighted

veranda.
" Morrison is the very devil for making you want to

punch his head, and yet not giving you a decent excuse.

I declare, Sylvia, I don't know but that what I like best

of all about you is the way you steer clear of him. He's

opening up on you too. Maybe you didn't happen to

notice ... at the dinner-table? It wasn't much, but I

spotted it for a beginning. I know old Felix, a few."

Sylvia felt uneasy at the recurrence of this topic, and cast

about for something to turn the conversation. " Oh, Ar-

nold," she began, rather at random, " whatever became of

Professor Saunders? I've thought about him several times

since I've been here, but I've forgotten to ask you or

Tantine. He was my little-girl admiration, you know."

Arnold smoked for a moment before answering. Then,
" Well, I wouldn't ask Madrina about him, if I were you.

He's not one of her successes. He wouldn't stay put."

Sylvia scented something uncomfortable, and regretted

having introduced the subject.

Arnold added thoughtfully, looking hard at the ash of

his cigarette, " I guess Madrina was pretty bad medicine

for Saunders, all right."

Sylvia shivered a little and drew back, but she instantly

put the matter out of her mind with a trained and definite

action of her will. It was probably " horrid "
; nothing

could be done about it now; what else could they talk

h
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about that would be '^'.iccrful? This was a thought-sequence

very familiar to Sylvia, through which she passed with

rapid ease.

Arnold made a fresh start by offering her his cigarette-

box. " Have one," he invited her, sociably.

She shook her head.
" Oh, all the girls do," he urged her.

Sylvia laughed. " I may be a fresh breeze from beyond

the Mississippi, but I'm not so fresh as to think it's wicked

for a girl to smoke. In fact I like to, myself, but I can't

stand the dirty taste in my mouth the "ext morning.

Smoking's not worth it."

" Well . .
." commented Arnold. Apparently he found

something very surprising in this speech. His surprise

spread visibly from the particular to the genera), like the

rings widening from a thrown pebble, and he finally broke

out :
" You certainly do beat the band. Sylvia. You get

me! You're a sample off a piece of goods that I never saw
before

!

"

" What now?" asked Sylvia, amused.
" Why, for instance,—that reason for your not smoking.

That's not a girl's reason. That's a man's ... a man
who's tried it

!

"

" No, it isn't
!

" she said, the flicker of amusement still

on her lips.
*' A man wouldn't have sense enough to know

that smoking isn't worth waking up with your mouth full

of rancid fur."

"Oh gosh!" cried Arnold, tickled by the metaphor:
" rancid fur !

"

" The point about me, why I seem so queer to you," ex-

plained Sylvia, brightening, " is that I'm a State University

girl. I'm used to you. I've seen hundreds of you! The
fact that you wear trousers and have to shave and wear
your hair cut short, and smell of tobacco, doesn't thrill me
for a cent. I know that I could run circles around you if it

came to a problem in calculus, not that I want to brag."

Arnold did not seem as much amused as she thought

he would be. He smoked in a long, meditative silence,
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and when he spoke again it was with an unusual seri-

ousness. " It's not what yoii feel or don't feel about

me . . . it's what / feel and don't feel about you, that gets

me," he explained, not very lucidly. " 1 mean liking you

so, without ... I never felt so about a girl. I like it.

... I don't make it out. . .
." He looked at her with

sincerely puzzled eyes.

She answered him as seriously. " I think," she said,

speaking a little slowly, " I think the two go together, don't

they?"
"How do you mean?" he asked.
" Why—it's hard to say " she hesitated, but evidently

nut at all in embarrassment, looking at him with serious

eyes, limpid and unafraid. " I've been with boys and men
a lot, of course, in my classes and in the laboratories and

everywhere, and I've found out that in most cases if the

men and the girls really, really in their own hearts don't

want to ht rt each other, don't want to get something out

of the other, but just want to be friends—why, they can be!

Psychologists and all the big-wigs say they can't be, I

know— but, believe me!—I've tried it—and it's awfully

nice, and it's a shame that everybody shouldn't know that

lots of the time you can do it—in spite of the folks who
write the books ! Maybe it wasn't so when the books were

written, maybe it's only going to be so, later, if we all are

as square as we can be now. But as a plain matter of fact,

in one girl's experience, it's so, now! Of course," she

modified by a sweeping qualification the audacity of her

naively phrased, rashly innocent guess at a new possibility

for humanity, " of course if the man's a decent man."

Amol had not taken his gaze for an instant from her

gravely thoughtful eyes. He was quite pale. He looked

astonishingly moved, startled, arrested. When she stopped,

he said, almost at once, in a very queer voice as though

it were forct 1 out of him, " I'm not a decent man."

And then, quite as though he could endure no longer her

clear, steady gaze, he covered his eyes with his hand. An
instant later he had sprung up and walked rapidly away
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out to the low marble parapet which topped the terrace.

His gesture, his action had been so eloquent of surprised,

intolerable pain, that Sylvia ran after him, all one quick

impulse to console. " Yes, you are, Arnold ; yes, you are !

"

she said in a low, energetic tone. " you are!
"

He made a quavering attempt to be whimsical. " I'd like

to know what you know about it
!

" he said.

"I know! I know!" she simply repeated.

He faced her in an exasperated shame. " Why, a girl

like you can no more know what's done hy a man like

me . .
." his lips twitched in a moral nausea.

" Oh . . . what you've done . .
." said Sylvia ..." it's

what you are !

"

" What I am," repeated Arnold bitterly. " If I were worth

my salt I'd hang myself before morning! " The heart-sick

excitement of a man on the crest of some moral crisis looked

out luridly from his eyes.

Sylvia rose desperately to meet that crisis. " Look here,

Arnold. I'm going to tell you something I've never spoken

of to anybody . . . not even Mother . . . and I'm going

to do it, so you'll believe me when I say you're worth liv-

ing. When I was eighteen years old I was a horrid, selfish,

self-willed child. I suppose everybody's so at eighteen I

was just crazy for money and fine dresses and things like

that, that we'd never had at home ; and a man with a lot

of money fell in love with me. It was my fault. I made

him, though I didn't know then what I was doing, or at

least I wouldn't let myself think what I was doing. And
I got engaged to him. I got engaged at half-past four in

the afternoon, and at seven o'clock that evening I was

running away from him, and I've never seen him since."

Her voice went on steadily, but a quick hot wave of scarlet

flamed up over her face. " He was not a decent man," she

said briefly, and went on :
" It frightened me almost to

death before I got my bearings: I was just a little girl and

I hadn't understood anything—and I don't understcnd

much now. But I did learn one thing from all that—

I

learned to know when a man isn't decent. I can't tell you
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how I know—it's all over him—it's all over me— it's his

eyes, the way he stands, the expression of his mouth—

I

don't only see it— I feel it— I feel it the way a thermom-
eter feels it when you put a match under the bulb ... I

know!" She brought her extravagant, her preposterous, her

ignorant, her incredibly convincing claims to an abrupt end.
" And you ' feel ' that I . .

." began Arnold, and could

not go on.
" I'd like you for my brother," she said gently.

He tried to laugh at her, but the honest tears were in

his eyes. " You don't know what you're talking about,

you silly dear," he said unsteadily, " but I'm awfully glad

you came to Lydford."

With her instinct for avoiding breaks, rough p'actts, Syl-

via quickly glided into a transition from this speech back

into less personal talk. " Another queer thing about that

experience I've never understood:—it cured me of being

so crazy about clothej. You wouldn't think it would have

anything to do with that, would you ? And I don't see how
it did. Oh, I don't mean I don't dearly love pretty dresses

now. I do. And I spend altogether too much time think-

ing about them—but it's not the same. Somehow the

poison is out. I used to be like a drunkard who can't get

a drink, when I saw girls have things I didn't. I suppose,"

she speculated philosophically, " I suppose any great jolt

that shakes you up a lot, shakes things into diflfetent pro-

portions."
" Say, that fellow must have been just about the limit!

"

Arnold's rather torpid imagination suddenly opened to the

story he had heard.
" No, no

!

" said Sylvia. " As I look back on it, I make
a lot more sense out of it" (she might have been, by her

accent, fifty instead of twenty- three), "and I can see that

he wasn't nearly as bad as I thought him. When I said he

wasn't decent, I meant that he belonged in the Stone Age,

and I'm twentieth-century. We didn't fit. together. I sup-

pose that's what we all mean when we say somebody isn't

decent . . . that he's stayed behind in the procession. I
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don't mean that man was a degenerate or anything like that

... if he could have found a Stone Age woman he'd

have . . . they'd have made a good Stone Age marriage of

it. But he didn't, the girl he . .
."

" Do you know, Sylvia," Arnold broke in wonderingly,
" I never before in all my life had anybody speak to rne of

anything that really mattered. And I never spoke this way
myself. I've wanted to, lots of times; but I didn't know
people ever did. And to think of its being a girl who does

it for me, a girl who . .
." His astonishment was immense.

" Look here, Arnold," said Sylvia, with a good-natured

peremptoriness. " Let a girl be something besides a girl,

can't you !

"

But her attempt to change the tone to a light one failed.

Apparently, now that Arnold had broken his long silence, he

could not stop himself. He turned towards her with a

passionate gesture of bewilderment and cried :
" Do you

remember, before dinner, you asked me as a joke what was

the use of anything, and I said I didn't know? Well, I

don't! I've been getting sicker and sicker over everj'thing.

What the devil am I here for, anyhow !

"

As he spoke, a girl's figure stepped from the house to the

veranda, from the veranda to the turf of the terrace, and

walked towards them. She was tall, and strongly, beauti-

fully built ; around her small head was bound a smooth braid

of dark hair. She walked with a long, free step and held

her head high. As she came towards them, the moonlight

full on her dark, proud, perfect face, she might have been

t^e youthful Diana.

But it was no antique spirit which looked out of those

frank, fearless eyes, and it was a very modern and col-

loquially American greeting which she now gave to the

astonished young people. " Well, Sylvia, don't you know
your own sister? " and " Hello there, Arnold."

" Why, Judith Marshall!" cried Sylvia, falling upon her

breathlessly. " However in the world did you get here!"

Arnold said nothing. He had fallen back a step and now
looked at the new-comer with a fixed, dazzled gaze.

I,



CHAPTER XXIV

ANOTHER BRAND OF MODERN TALK

"Where's Judith?" said Arnold for sole greeting, as

he saw Morrison at the piano and Sylvia sitting near it,

cool and clear in a lacy white dress. Morrison lifted long

fingers from the keys and said gravely, " She came through

a moment ago, saying, ' IVhere's Arnold?' and went out

through that door." His fingers dropped and Chopin's

voice once more rose plaintively.

The sound of Arnold's precipitate rush across the room

and out of the door was followed by a tinkle of laughter

from Sylvia. Morrison looked around at her over his

shoulder, with a flashing smile of mutual understanding,

but he finished the prelude before he spoke. Then, without

turning around, as he pulled out another sheet from the

music heaped on the piano, he remarked: "If that French

philosopher was right when he said no disease is as con-

tagious as love-making, we may expect soon to find the

very chairs and tables in this house clasped in each other's

arms. Old as I am, I feel it g ing to my head, like a bed

of full-blooming valerian."

Sylvia made no ar.swer. She felt herself flushing, and

could not trust her voice to be casual. He continued for a

moment to thumb over the music aimlessly, as though wait-

ing for her to speak.

The beautiful room, darkened against the midsummer
heat, shimmered dimly in a transparent half-light, the vivid

life of its bright chintz, its occasional brass, its clean, daring

spots of crimson and purple flowers, subdued into a fabu-

lous, half-seen richness. There was not a sound. The

splendid heat of the early August afternoon flamed, and

paused, and held its breath.

261
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Into this silence, like a bird murmuring a drowsy note

over a still pool, there floated the beginni:.g of Am Meer.

Sylvia sat, passive to her finger-tips, a vase filled to the

brim with melody. She stared with unseeing eyes at the

back of the man at the piano. She was not thinking of him,

she was not aware that she was conscious of him at all ; but

hours afterward wherever she looked, she saw for an in-

stant again in miniature the slender, vigorous, swaying

figure ; the thick brown hair, streaked with white and curling

slightly at the ends; the brooding head. . . .

When the last note was still, th^ man stood up and

moved away from the piano. He dropped into an arm-

chair near Sylvia, and leaning his fine, ugly head back

against the brilliant chintz, he looked at her meditatively.

His great bodily suavity gave his every action a curious

significance and grace. Sylvia, still under the spell of his

singing, did not stir, returning his look out of wide, dream-

ing eyes.

When he spoke, his voice blended with the silence almost

as harmoniously as the music. ..." Do you know what

I wish you would do. Miss Sylvia Marshall? I wish you

would tell me something about yourself. Now that I'm no

longer forbidden to look at you, or think about you. .

" Forbidden?" asked Sylvia, very mu:h astonished.

" There
! " he said, wilfully mistaking her meaning, and

smiling faintly, " I am such an old gentleman that I'm per-

fectly negligible to a young lady. She doesn't even notice

or not whether T look at her, and think about her."

A few years before this Sylvia would have burst out

impetuously, "Oh yes, I have! I've wondered awfully

what made you so indiflferent," but now she kept this re-

flection to herself and merely said. " What in the world did

you fancy was ' forbidding ' you ?
"

"Honor!" said Morrison, with a note of mock soiem-

nity. "Honor! Victoria was so evidently snatching at

you as a last hope for Arnold. She gave me to under-

stand that everybody else but Arnold was to be strictly

non-existent. But now that Arnold has found a character
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beautifully and archaically simple to match his own primi-

tive needs, I don't see why I shouldn't enjoy a little civilized

talk with you. In any case, it was absurd to think of you
for Arnold. It merely shows how driven poor Victoria

was!"
Sylvia tried to speak lightly, although she was pene-

trated with pleasure at this explanation of his holding aloof.
" Oh, / like Arnold very much. I always have. There's

something . . . something sort of touching about Arnold,

don't you think? Though I must say that I've heard
enough about the difference between training quail dogs

and partridge dogs to last me the rest of my life. But
that's rather touching too, his not knowing what to do with

himself but fiddle around with his guns and tennis-racquets.

They're all he has to keep him from being l)ored to death,

and they don't go nearly far enough. Some day he will just

drop dead from ennui, poor Arnold ! Wouldn't he have
enjoyed being a civil engineer, and laying out railroads in

wild country ! He'd have been a good one too ! The same
amount of energy he puts into his polo playing would make
him fight his way through darkest Thibet." She medii^ted

over this hypothesis for a moment and then added with a
nod of her head, " Oh yes, I like Arnold ever so much . . .

one kind of ' liking.'
"

" Of course you like him," assented tiic older man, who
had been watching her as she talked, and whose manner
now. as he took up the word himself, resembled that of an
ex(juisitely adroit angler, casting out the lightest, the most
feathery, the most perfectly controlled of dry-flies. " You're
too intelligent not to like everybody who's not base—and
Arnold's not base. And he ' likes ' you. If yon had cared

to waste one of your red-brown tresses on him. you could

I'.ave drawn him by a single hair. lUit tiien, cvcryliody
' likes ' you."

" Cjld Mr. Sommerville doesn't!" said Sylvia, on an im-

pulse.

Morrison looked at her admiringly, and put the tips of his

fingers together with exquisite precision. " So you add
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second sight to your other accomplishments ! How in the

world could a girl of your age have the experience and
intuition to feel that ? Old Sommerville passes for a great

admirer of yours. You won't, I hope, go so uncannily

far in your omniscience as to pretend to know why he

doesn't like you?
"

" No, I won't," said Sylvia, "because I haven't the very

faintest idea. Have you ?
"

" I know exactly why. It's connected with one of the old

gentleman's eccentricities. He's afraid of you on account

of his precious nephew."
" I didn't know he had a nephew." Sylvia was im-

mensely astonished.
" Well, he has, and he bows down and worships him, as

he does his granddaughter. You see how he adores Molly.

It's nice of the old fellow, the cult he has for his descend-

ants, but occasionally inconvenient for innocent bystanders.

He thinks everybody wants to make off with his young folks.

You and I are fellow-suspects. Haven't you felt him wish

he could strike me dead, when Molly makes tea for me, or

turns over music as 1 play? ' He laughed a little, a gentle,

kind, indulgent laugh. "Molly!" he said, as if his point

were more than elucidated by the mere mention of her

name.

Sylvia intimated with a laugh that her point was clearer

yet in that she had no name to mention. " But I never saw
his nephew. I never even heard of him until this minute."

" Xo. and ver>' probably never will see him. He's very

t^eldom here. And if you did see him, you wouldn't like

him—he's an eccentric of the worst brand," said Morrison

tranquilly. " l'>nt monomanias need no foundation in

fact " He l)roke off abruptly to say: "Is this all an-

other proof of your diabolical cleverness? I started in to

hear something about yourself, and here I find myself talk-

ing about everything else in the world."
" I'm not clever," said Sylvia, hoping to be contradicted.
" Well, you're a great ileal too nice to be consciously

so," admitted Morrison. " See here," he went on, " it's
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evident that you're more than a match for me at this game.
Suppose we strike a bargain. You introduce yourself to
me and I'll do the same by you. Isn't it quite the most
fantastic of all the bizarreries of human intercourse that
an ' introduction ' to a fellow-being consists in being in-

formed of his name,—quite the most unimportant, for-
tuitous thing about him ?

"

Sylvia considered. " What do you want to know ? " she
asked finally.

" Well. I'd like to know everything," said the man gaily.
" My curiosity has been aroused to an almost unappeasable
pitch. But of course I'll take any information you feel like

doling out. In the first place, how. coming from such
a . .

." He checked himself and changed the form of his

question
:

" I overheard you speaking to Victoria's maid,
and I've been lying awake nights ever since, wondering
how it happened that you speak French with so pure an
accent."

"Oh, that's simple! Professor and Madame La Rue
are old friends of the family and I've spent a lot of time
with them. And then, of course. French is another mother-
language for Father. He and Aunt Victoria were brought
up in Paris, you know."

Morrison sighed. " Isn't it strange how all the miracles
evaporate into mere chemical reactions when you once in-

vestigate! All the white-clad, ghostly spirits turn out to

be clothes on the line. I suppose there's some equally
natural explanation about your way on the piano—the
clear, limpid phrasing of that llach the other day, and then
the color of the Bizet afterwards. It's astonishing to hear
anybody of your crude youth playing Bach at all—and then
to hear it played right—and afterwards to hear a modern
given his right note. ..."

Sylvia was perfectly aware that she was being flattered,

and she was immensely enjoying it. She became more
animated, and the peculiar sparkle of her face more spirited.
" Oh, that's old Reinhardt, my music teacher. He would
take all the skin off my knuckles if I played a Bach gigue
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the least bit like that Arlesienne Minuet. He doesn't ap-

prove of Bizet very much, anyhow. He's a tremendous

classicist."
" Isn't it," inquired Morrison, phrasing his question care-

fully,
" isn't it, with no disrespect to La Chance intended,

isn't it rather unusually good fortune for a smallish West-

ern city to own a real musician ?

"

" Well, La Chance bears up bravely under its good for-

tune." said Sylvia dryly. "Old Mr. Reinhardt isn't exactly

a prime favorite there. He's a terribly beery old man, and

he wipes his nose on his sleeve. Our house was the only

respectable one in town that he could go into. But then,

our house isn't so very respectable. It has its advantages,

not being so very respectable, though it 'most killed me as

a young girl to feel us so. But I certainly have a choice

gallery of queer folks in my acquaintance, and I have the

queerest hodge-podge of scraps of things learned from

them. I know a little Swedish from Miss Lindstrom.

She's a Swedish old maid who does uplift work among

the negroes—isn't that a weird combination? You just

ought to hear what she makes of negro dialect ! And I know

all the socialist arguments from hearing a socialist editor

get them oflf every Sunday afternoon. And I even know

how to manage planchette and write mediumistically—save

the mark!—from Cousin Parnelia, a crazy old cousin of

Mother's who hangs round the house more or less."

"
1 begin to gather." surmised Morrison, " that you must

have a remarkable father and mother. What are they

like?"
" Well," said Sylvia thoughtfully, " Mother's the bravest

thing you ever saw. She's not afraid of anything! I don't

mean cows, or the house-afire, or mice, or such foolish-

ness. I mean life and death, and sickness and poverty anil

fear. ..."

Morrison nodded his head understandmgly, a fine light

of appreciation in his eyes, " Not to be afraid of fear—

that's splendid."

Sylvia went on to particularize. " When any of us are
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sick—it's my little brother Lawrence who is mostly—

Judith and I are always well—Father just goes all to

pieces, he gets so frightened. But Mother stiffens her back

and makes everything in the house go on just as usual, very

quiet, very calm. She holds everything together tight. She

says it's sneaking and cowardly if you're going to accept

life at all, not to accept all of it—the sour with the sweet—

and not whimper."
" Very fine.—very fine ! Possibly a very small bit . . .

grim?" commented Morrison, with a rising inflection.

" Oh, perhaps, a little
!

" agreed Sylvia, as if it did not

matter; " but I can't give you any idea t»f Mother. She's

—

she's just great! And yet I couldn't live like K<, without

wanting to smash everything up. She's somebody that

Seneca would have liked."

" And your father?" queried Morrison.

"Oh. he's great too—dear Father—but so different!

He and Mother between them have just about all the varie-

ties of human nature that are worth while! Father's red-

headed (though it's mostly gray now), and quick, and blus-

tering, and awfully clever, and just adored by his students,

and talks every minute, and apparently does all the deciding,

and yet . . . he couldn't draw the breath of life without

Mother ; and when it comes right down to doing anything,

what he always does is what he knows will come up to her

standard."

Morrison raised delightedly amused hands to heaven.

" The Recording Angel domiciled in the house !
" he cried.

" It had never occurred to me before how appallingly dis-

cerning; the eye of the modem offspring must be. Go on,

go on!
"

Elate<l by the sensation of appearing clever, Sylvia con-

tinued with a fresh flow of eloquence. " And there never

was such a highly moral bringing-up as we children have

had. It's no fault of my family's if I've turned out a grasp-

ing materialist! I was brought up "—she flamed out sud-

denly as at some long-hoarded grievance
—

" I was brought

up in a moral hot-house, and I haven't yet recovered from
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the shock of being transplanted into real earth in the real

world."

Morrison paid instant tribute to her aroused and serious

feeling by a grave look of attention. " Won't you explain ?
"

he asked. " I'm so dull I don't follow you. But I haven't

been so interested in years."
" Why, I mean," said Sylvia, trying hard to reduce to

articulateness a complicated conception, " I mean that

Father and Mother just deliberately represented values to

me as different from what they really are. with real folk.s!

And now I find that I'm real folks! I can't help it. Yon
are as you are, you know. They kept representing to me
always that the best pleasures are the ones that are the most
important to folks—music, I mean, and Milton's poetry,

and a fine novel—and, in Mother's case, a fine sunset, or

a perfect rose, or things growing in the garden."

No old associate of Morrison's would have recognized

the man's face, shocked as it was by surprise and interest

out of his usual habit of conscious, acute, self-possessed ob-

servation. The angler had inadvertently stepped off a ledge

into deep water, and a very swift current was tugging at

him. He leaned forward, his eyes as eager with curiosity

as a boy's. " Do I understand you to say that you repudiate
tliose ' best pleasures ' ?

"

" Of course you don't understand anything of the sort,"

Slid Sylvia very earnestly. *" They've soaked me so in

music that I'm a regular bond-slave to it. And a perfect

rose is associated with so many lovely recollections of

Mother's wonderful silent joy in it, that I could weep for

pleasure. What I'm talking about—what I'm trying to tell

you, is the shock it was to me. when I got out of that

artificially unworldly almos{)htTe of home— for there's no
use talking, it is artificial !—to find that those pleasures

aren't the ones that are considered important and essential.

How did I find things in the real world? Why. I find that

people don't give a thought to those ' best pleasures ' until

they have a lot of other things first. Everything I\\ been
trained to value and treasure was negligible, not worth both-

i., X
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cring about. But money—position—not having to work

—

elegance

—

those are intal—prime! Real people can't enjoy

hearing a concert if they know they've got to wash up a

lot of dishes afterwards. Hiring a girl to do that work

is the first thing to do ! There isn't another woman in the

world, except my mother, who'd take any pleasure in a

perfect rose if she thought her sleeves were so old-fashioned

that people would stare at her. Folks talk about liking to

look at a fine sunset, but what they give their blood and

bones for, is a fine house on the best street in town !

"

"Well, but you're not 'people' in that vulgar sense!"

protested Morrison. He spoke now without the slightest

arriere-pensee of flattering her, and Sylvia in her sudden

burst for self-expression was unconscious of him, save as

an opponent in an argument.
" You just say that, in that superior way," she flashed at

him, " because you don't have to bother your head about

such matters, because you don't have to associate with

people who are fighting for those essentials. For they are

what everybody except Father and Mother—-etrrybody

feels to be the essentials—a pretty house, handsome clothes,

servants to do the unpleasant things, social life—oh, plenty

of money sums it all up, ' vulgar ' as it sounds. And I

don't believe you are different. I don't believe anybody you

know is really a bit different! Let Aunt Victoria, let old

Mr. Sommerville, lose their money, and you'd see how un-

important Debussy and Masaccio would be to them, com-

pared to having to black their own shoes !

"

' Well, upon my word !
" exclaimed Morrison. " Are

you at eighteen presuming to a greater knowledge of life

than 1 at forty ?
"

" I'm not eighteen, I'm twenty-three," said Sylvia. " The

difference is enormous. And if I don't know more about

plain unvarnished human nature than you, I miss my guess

!

y'ou haven't gone through five years at a State University,

rubbing shoulders with folks who haven't etiough sophisti-

cation to pretend to be different from what they are. You
haven't taught music for three years in the middle-class
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families of a small Western city !
" She broke off to laugh

an apologetic depreciation of her own heat. " You'd think

I was addressing a meeting." she said in her usual tone.

'*
I got rather carried away because this is the first time I

ever really spoke out alxjut it. There are so few who could

understand. If I ever tried to explain it to Father and

Mother, I'd be sure to find them so deep in a discussion of

the relation between Socrates and Christ that they couldn't

pay any attention ! Professor Kennedy could understand

—

hut he's such a fanatic on the other side."

Morrison looked a quick suspicion. " Who is Professor

Kennedy?" he inquired; and was frankly relieved when

Sylvia explained: " He's the head of the Mathematics De-

partment, about seventy years ol<l, and the crossest, can-

tankerousest old misanthrope you ever saw. And thinks

himself immensely clever for being so! He just loathes

people—the way they really are—and he dotes on Mother

and Judith because they're not like anybody else. And he

hates me because they couldn't all hypnotize me into looking

through their eyes. He thinks it low of me to realize that

if you're going to live at all. you've got to live with people,

and you can't just calmly brush their values on one side.

He said once that any sane person in this world was like

a civilized man with plenty of gold coin, cast away on a

desert island with a tribe of savages who only valued beads

and calico, and buttons and junk. And 1 said (I knew

perfectly well he was hitting at me) that if he was really

cast away and couldn't get to another island, I thought the

civilized man would be an idiot to starve to death, when he

could buy food of the savages by selling them junk. And

I thought he just wasted his breath by swearing at the

savages for not knowing about the value of gold. There I

was hitting at him! He's spoiled his digestion, hating the

way people are made. And Professor Kennedy said some-

thing nasty and neat (he's awfully clever) about that being

rather a low occupation for a civilized being—taking ad-

vantage of the idiocies of savages—he meant me, of course

—^nd he's right, it is a mean business ; I hate it. And that's
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why I've always wanted to get on another island—not an
uninhabited island, like the one Father and Mother have

—

but one where—well, this is one!" she waved her hand
about the lovely room, " this is just one ! Where every-

thing's beautiful—costly too—but not just costly; where all

the horrid, necessary consequences of things are taken care

of without one's bothering—where flowers are taken out
of the vases when they wilt and fresh ones put in; and
dishes get themselves washe<l invisibly, inaudibly—and litter

just vanishes without our lifting a hand. Of course the

people who live so always, can rejoice with a clear mind in

sunsets and bright talk. That's what I meant the other day
—the day Judith came—when I said I'fl arrived in Capua
at last; when old Mr. Sommerville thought me so material-

istic and cynical. If he did that, on just that phrase—what
must you think, after all this confession intime dun enfant
du sihlef " She stopped with a graceful pretense of dread-
ing his judgment, although she knew that she had been
talking well, and read nothing but admiration in his very
expressive face.

* But all this means, you extraordinary young person,

that you're not in the least an enfant du siccle! " he cried.
" It means that you're dropi^ed down in this groaning, heavy-
spirited twentieth century, troubled about many things, from
the exact year that was the golden climax of the Renais-
sance : that you're a perfect specimen of the high-hearted,

glorious . .
." he qualitied on a second thought, " unless

your astonishing capacity to analyze it all, comes from the

nineteenth century ;
"

" No, that comes from I'ather." explained Sylvia, laugh-
ing. '• Isn't it funny, using the tool l-'ather taught me to

handle, against his ideas! He's just great on analysis. .\s

soon as we were old enough to think at all. he was always
practising us on analysis—esj^ecially of what made us want
things, or not like them. It's one of his sayings—he's al-

ways getting it off to his I'niversity classes—that if you
have once really called an emotion or an ami)ition by its

right name, you have it by the tail, so to speak—that if
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you know, for instance, that it's your vanity ^ ,d not your
love that's wounded by something, you'll stop caring. But
I never noticed that it really worked if you cared hard
enough. Diagnosing a disease doesn't help you any, if you
keep right on being sick with it."

" My dear ! My dear !
" cried the man, leaning towards

her again, and looking—dazzled—into the beauty and in-

telligence of her eyes, " the idea that you are afflicted with
any disease could only occur to the morbid mind of the
bluest-nosed Puritan who ever cut down a May-pole!
You're wonderfully, you're terrifylngly, you are superbly
sound and vigorous !

"

Breaking in upon this speech, there came the quick, smooth
purr of an automobile with all i*s parts functioning per-
fectly, a streak of dark gray past the shutters, the sigh of
an engine stopped suddenly— Molly Sommerville sprang
from behind the steering wheel and ran into the house.
She was exquisitely flushed and eager when she came in,

but when she Saw the two alone in the great, cool, dusky
room, filled to its remotest corners with the ineffable aroma
of long, intimate, and interrupted talk, she was brought
up short. She faltered for an instant and then continued
to advance, her eyes on Sylvia. " It's so hot," she said, at
random, " and I thought I'd run over for tea

"

" Oh, of course," said Sylvia, jumping up in haste, "
it's

late! I'd forgotten it was time for tea! Blame me!
Since I've been here, Aunt Victoria has left it to me

—

where shall I say to have it set ?
"

" The pergola's lovely," suggested Molly. She took her
close motor-hat from the pure gold of her hair with a rather
listless air.

" All right—the pergola !
" agreed Sylvia, perhaps a little

too anxiously. In spite of herself, she gave, and she knew
she was giving, the effect of needing somehow to make
something up to Molly. . . .
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NOTHING IN THE LEAST MODERN

Sylvia was sitting in the garden, an unread book on her
knees, dreaming among red and yellow and orange gladioli.

She looked with a fixed, bright, beatific stare at the flame-
colored flowers and did not see them. She saw only Felix
Morrison, she heard only his voice, she was brimming with
the sense of him. In a few moments she would go into the
house and find him in the darkened living-room, as he had
been every afternoon for the last fortnight, ostensibly come
in to lounge away the afternoon over a book, really wait-
ing for her to join him. And when she came in, he would
look up at her, that wonderful penetrating deep look of
his . . . and she would welcome him with her eyes.
And then they would talk ! Judith and Arnold would

be playing tennis, oblivious of the heat, and Aunt Victoria
would be annihilating the tedious center of the day by sleep.
Nobody would interrupt them for hours. How they would
talk! How they had talked! As she thought of it the
golden fortnight hummed and sang about Sylvia's ears like
a Liszt Liebes-Traum.
They had talked of everything in the world, and it all

meant but one thing, that they had discovered each other,
a discovery visibly as wonderful for Morrison as for the
girl. They had discovered each other, and they had been
intelligent e.iough to know at once what it meant. They
knew! And in a moment she would go into the house to
him. She half closed her eyes as before a too-great bril-

liance. . . .

Arnold appeared at the other end of the long row of
gladioli. He was obviously looking for some one. Sylvia
called to him, with the friendly tone she always had for
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him :
" Here I am ! I don't know where Judith is. Will

I do?"
From a distance Arnold nodded, and continued to ad-

vance, the irregularity of his wavering gait more pronounced
than usual. As soon as she could see the expression of his

face, Sylvia's heart began to beat fast, with a divination

of something momentous. He sat down beside her, took
off his hat, and laid it on the bench. " Do you remember,"
he asked in a strange, high voice, " that you said you would
like me for your brother?"

She nodded.
" Well, I'm going to be," he said, and covering his face

with his hands, burst into sobs.

Sylvia was so touched by his emotion, so sympathetically

moved by his news, that even through her happy ejacula-

tions the tears rained down her own cheeks. She tried to

wipe them away and discovered, absurdly enough, that she
had lost her handkerchief. " Aren't we idiots !

" she cried

in a voice of joyful quavers. " I never understood before
why everybody cries at a wedding. See here, Arnold. I've

lost my handkerchief. Loan me yours." She pulled his

handkerchief out of his pocket, she wiped her eyes, she put
a sisterly kiss on his thin, sallow cheek, she cried :

" You
dears! Isn't it too good to be true! Arnold! So soon!
Inside two weeks ! How ever could you have the courage ?

Judith ! My Judith ! Why, she never looked at a man
before. How did you dare?"

His overmastering fit of emotion was passed now. His
look was of white, incredulous exaltation. " We saw each
other and ran into each other's arms," he said ;

" I didn't

have to ' dare.' It was like breathing."
" Oh, how perfect !

" she cried, " how simply, simply
perfect

!

" and now there was for an instant a note of wist-

ful envy in her voice. " It's all perfect ! She never so

much as looked at a man before, and you said the other
night you'd never been in love before."

Arnold looked at her wildly. " / said that !
" he cried.

" Why, yes, don't you remember, after that funny, joking

^m-v-
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talk with me, you said that was the nearest you'd ever come
to proposing to any girl ?

"

" God Almighty !
" cried the man, and did not apologize

for the blasphemy. He looked at her fixedly, as though un-

guessed-at horizons of innocence wideied inimitably be-

fore his horrified eyes. And then, following some line of

association which escaped Sylvia, " I'm not fit to look at

Judith !
" he cried. The idea seemed to burst upon him

like a thunder-clap.

Sylvia patted him on the shoulder reassuringly. " That's
the proper thing for a lover to think !

" she said with cheer-
ful, commonplace inanity. She did not notice that he
shrank from her hand, because she now sprang up, crying,
" But Where's Judy ? Where is Judy ?

"

He nodded towards the house. "She sent me out to

get you. She's in her room—she wants to tell you
—but when I saw you, I couldn't keep it to myself." His
exaltation swept back like a wave, from the crest of which
he murmured palely, " Judith ! Judith !

" and Sylvia laughed
at him, with the tears of sympathy in her eyes, and leaving
him there on the bench staring before him at the living

fire of the flame-colored flowers, she ran with all her speed
into the house.

Morrison, lounging in a chair with a book, looked up,
startled at her whirlwind entrance. " What's up?" he in-

quired.

At the sound of his voice, she checked herself and
pirouetted with a thistle-down lightness to face him. Her
face, always like a clear, transparent vase lighted from
within, now gave out, deeply moved as she was, an almost
visible brightness. " Judith !

" she cried, her voice ringing
like a silver trumpet, " Judith and Arnold !

" She was
poised like a butterfly, and as she spoke she burst into flight

again, and was gone.

She had not been near him, but the man had the distinct

impression that she had thrown herself on his neck and
kissed him violently, in a transport of delight. In the
silent room, still fragrant, still echoing with her passage.
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he closed his book, and later his eyes, and sat with the ex-

pression of a connoisseur savoring an exquisite, a perfect

impression. . . .

Tea that afternoon was that strangest of phenomena, a
formal ceremony of civilized life performed in the abashing

and disconcerting presence of naked emotion. Arnold and
Judith sat on opposite sides of the pergola, Judith shining

and radiant as the dawn, her usually firmly set lips soft and
tremulous ; Arnold rather pale, impatient, oblivious to what
was going on around him, his spirit prostrated before the

miracle ; and when their starry eyes met, there flowed from
them and towards them from every one in the pergola, a
thousand unseen waves of excitement.

The mistress of the house herself poured tea in honor of

the great occasion, and she was very humorous and amusing
about the mistakes caused by her sympathetic agitation.
" There ! I've put three lumps in yours, Mr. Sommerville.

How could I ! But I really don't know what I'm doing.

This business of having love-at-first-sight in one's very

family ! Give your cup to Molly; I'll make you a
fresh one. Oh, Arnold! How could you look at Judith
just then! You made me fill this cup so full I can't pass

it!"

Mr. Sommerville, very gallant and full of compliments
and whimsical allusions, did his best to help their hostess

strike the decent note of easy pleasantry ; but they were
both battling with something too strong for them. Un-
seconded as they were by any of the others, they gave a
little the effect of people bowing and smirking to each other

at the foot of a volcano in full eruption. Morrison, pick-

ing up the finest and sharpest of his conversational tools,

ventured the hazardous enterprise of expressing this idea to

them. Mrs. Marshall-Smi'., trying one topic after another,

expressed an impatience with the slow progress of a Henry
James novel she was reading, and Mr. Sommerville, remark-
ing with a laugh, *' Oh, you cannot hurry Henry,*' looked

to see his mild witticism rewarded by a smile from the
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critic. But Morrison shook his head, " No, my dear old
friend. // faut httrler avec les /onZ-j—especially if you are
so wrought up by their hurlements that you can't hear
yourself think. I'm just giving myself up to the rareness
the richness of the impression."
The new fiancee herself talked rather more than usual

though this meant by no means loquacity, and presented
more the appearance of compc ,ure than any one else there •

although this was amusingly broken by a sudden shortness
of breath whenever she met Arnold's eyes. She said in
answer to a question that she would be going on to her
hospital the day after tomorrow-her two weeks' vacation
over-oh yes. she would finish her course at the hospital;
she had omy a few more months. And in answer to another
question, Arnold replied, obviously impatient at having to
speak to any one but Judith, that of course he didn't mind
If she went on and got her nurse's diploma—didn't she
want to ? Anything she wanted.
No-decidedly the thing was too big to make a successful

tete of. Morrison was silent and appreciatively observant
his eyes sometimes on Sylvia, sometimes on Judith • Mr'
bomnierville continuing doggedly to make talk, descended
to unheard-of trivialities in reporting the iniquities of his
chauffeur; Molly stirred an untasted cup, did not raise her
eyes at all, and spoke only once or twice, addressing to
Sylvia a disconnected question or two, in the answers towhich she had obviously no interest. Judith and Arnold
had never been very malleable social material, and in their
present formidable condition they were as little assistance

iTons

'"^""facture of geniality as a couple of African

The professional fete-makers were consequently enor-
mously relieved when it was over and their unavailing ef-
forts could be decently discontinued. Professing different
reasons for escape, they moved in disjointed groups across
the smooth perfection of the lawn towards the hou<=e where
Molly s car stood, gleaming in the sun. Sylvia found her-
self, as she expected, manoeuvered to a place beside Morrison.
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He arrangctl it with his unobtrusive deftness in getting

what he wanted out of a group of his fellow-beings, and
she admired his skill, and leaned on it confidently. They
hatl had no opportunity that day for the long talk which had
been a part of every afternoon for the last week; and she
now looked with a buoyant certainty to have him arrange
an hour together before dinner. Her anticipation of it on
that burning day of reHected heat sent thrills of eager dis-

quietude over her. It was not only for Judith and Arnold
that the last week had been one of meeting eyes, long twi-

light evenings of breathless, quick-ripening intimacy. . . .

As they slackened their pace to drop behind Mr. Som-
mervillc. who walked hand-in-hand with his granddaughter
in front of them, Morrison said, looking at her with burn-
ing eyes, "... an instrument so finely strung that it

vibrates at the mere sound of another wakened to melody

—

•

what mortal man lives who would not dream of its re-

sponse if he could set his own hand to the bow? "

The afternoon had been saturated with emotional excite-

ment and the moment had come for its inevitable crytal-

lization into fateful words. The man spoke as though he
were not wholly conscious of what he was saying. He
stepped beside her like one in a dream. He could not take
his eyes from her, from her flushed, grave, receptive face,

from her downcast, listening eyes, her slow, trance-like step

as she waited for him to go on. He went on: "T be-

comes, my dear, I assure you—the idea of that possibility

becomes absolutely an obsession—even to a man usually

quite his own master
"

They were almost at a standstill now, and the two in

front of them had reached the house. Sylvia had a mo-
ment of what seemed to her the purest happiness she had
ever known. . . .

From across the lawn they saw a violent gesture

—

Molly had thrown her grandfather's clinging hand from
her, and flashed back upon the two, lingering there in the

sunlight. She cast herself on Sylvia, panting and trying

to laugh. Her little white teeth showed in what was almost
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a grimace. " Why in the world are you two poking along
so?" she cried, passing her arm through Sylvia's. Her
beautiful sunny head came no more than to Sylvia's shoul-
der. Without waitinfi for an answer she went on hurriedly,
speaking in the tones of suppressed excitement which
thrilled in every one's voice that day :

" Come on. Sylvia-
let's work it off together! Let me take you somewhere—
let's go to Rutland and back."

" That's thirty miles away !
" said Sylvia, " and it's past

five now."
" I'll have you there and back long before seven." as-

serted Molly. " Come on . . . come on . .
." She pulled

impatiently, petulantly at the other girl's arm.

_

" I'm not invited, I suppose," said Morrison, lighting a
cigarette with care.

Molly looked at him a little wildly. " No, Felix, you're
not invited

!
" she said, and laughed unsteadily.

She had hurried them along to the car, and now they
stood by the swift gray machine, Molly's own. the one she
claimed to love more than anything else in the world. She
sprang in and motioned Sylvia to the scat beside her.
"Hats?" suggested Morrison, looking at their bare,

shining heads. He was evidently fighting for time, ma-
noeuvering for an opening. His success was that of a man
gesticulating against a gale. Molly's baldly unscrupulous
determmation beat down the beginnings of his carefully
composed opposition before he could frame one of his
well-balanced sentences. " No—no—it takes too long to
go and get hats!" she cried peremptorily. "If you can't
have what you want when you want it, it's no use havine
it at all !

" ^

"I'm not sure," remarked Morrison, "that Miss Mar-
shall wants this at all."

"Yes, she does; yes, she does!" Molly contradicted
him heatedly. Sylvia, hanging undecided at the step, felt
herself pulled into the car; the door banged, the engine
started with a smooth sound of powerfulmachinery, the
car leaped forward. Sylvia cast one backward glance at
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Morrison, an annoyed, ilistinguished. futile presence, stand-

ing motionless, and almost instantly disappearing in the

distance in which first he. and then the house and tall

poplars over it, shrank to nothingness.

Their speed was dizzying. The blazing summer air blew

hot and vital in their faces; their hair tugged at the pins

and flew back in fluttering strands ; their thin garments

clung to their limbs, molded as closely by the compressing

wind as by water. Molly ditl not turn her eyes from the

road ahead, leaping up to meet them, and vanishing under

the car. She tried to make a little casual talk :
" Don't you

love to let it out, give it all the gas there is ? " " There's

nothing like a quick spin for driving the nightmares out of

your mind, is there?" But as Sylvia made no answer to

these overtures (the plain fact was that Sylvia had no

breath for speech,—for anything but a horrified fascinated

glare at the road), she said suddenly, somberly, " If I were

you. I certainly should despise me !
" She took the car

around a sharp curve on two wheels.

Sylvia clutched at the side and asked wonderingly,

"Why in the world?" in a tone so permeated with sin-

cerity that even Molly felt it.

" Don't you knozc? " she cried. " Do you mean to say

you don't know? "

" Know what? " asked Sylvia. Hypnotized by the driv-

er's intent and unwavering gaze on the road, she kept her

own eyes as fiercely concentrated, her attention leaping

from one quickly seen, instantly disappearing detail to

another,—a pile of gravel here,—a half-buried rock th*?re.

—They both raised their voices to be heard above the

sound of the engine and the rush of the car. " Know
what ? " repeated Sylvia loudly.

" Why do you suppose I made myself ridiculous by pull-

ing you away from Felix that idiotic, humiliating way !

"

Molly threw this mquiry out, straight before her, angrily.

The wind caught at her words and hurled them behind.

In a flash Sylvia understood something to which she had

been resolutely closing her perceptions. She felt sick and
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scared. She clutched the side, watched a hill rise up steeo
before them and Hatter, out under the forward leap of the
car. She thought hard. Something of her little-girl over-
mastering horror of things, rough, outspoken, disagreeable
swept over her. She violently wished that she could escape
from the conversation before her. She would have paid
almost any price to escape.

But Molly's nerves were not so sensitive. She evidcntlv
had no desire to escape or to let Sylvia. The grim little
figure at the steering-wheel controlled with her small hands
the fate of the tvvo. She broke out now. impatient at
Sylvia s silence

:
Any fool could see that it was because

I couldn t bear to see you with Felix another minute, and
because I hadn't any other way to get you apart. Every-
body else there knew why. I knew they knew. But Icouldn t help It. I couldn't bear it another instant!"
She broke the glass of decent reticence with a great clat-

tering blow. It shivered into fragments. There was noth-
ing now between them but the real issue in all its uncomely
bareness This real issue, the maenad at the wheel now
held up before them in a single brutal statement-" Are you
in love with Feli.x? I am."

^
There was something eerie, terrifying, in her casting these

words out. straight before her. Sylvia looked in awe atthe pale, pinched profile, almost unrecognizable in its stern
miserv' Because if you're not," Molly went on. her
v;aite lower lip twitching. " I wish you'd keep out. It wasal right before you came with your horrible cleverness
It was all right. It was all right."
Through the iteration of this statement, through thetumult of her own thoughts, through the mad rush of thewind past her ears, Sylvia heard as clearly as though she

sat again m the great, dim, quiet room, a melodious voice
saying gently, indulgently, laughingly, "Molly!" Secure
in her own safe place of favor she felt a great wave of
generous pity for the helpless self-deception of her sister-
woman. Fired by this and by the sudden perception of an
opening for an act of spectacular magnanimity-would it
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be any the less magnan' 5 because it would cost her
nothing in the end?—she ..^ched /or the mantle of the
benu role and cast it about her shoulders. " Why, Molly
dear

!

" she cried, and her quick sympathies had never been
more genuinely aroused, " Molly dear, of course I'll keep
out. if you want me to. I'll leave the coast clear to you
as long as you please."

She was almost thrown from the seat by the jarring grind
of the car brought to a sudd n standstill. Molly caught her
hands, looked into her face, the first time their eyes had
met. "Do you mean it . . . Sylvia?"

Sylvia nodded, much agitated, touched by the other's
pam, half ashamed of her own apparent generosity which
was to mean no loss to her, no gain to Molly. In the sudden
becalmed stillness of the hot afternoon their bright, blown
hair fell about their faces in shining clouds.
"I didn't understand before," said Sylvia; and she was

speaking the truth.

And you'll let him alone ? You won't talk to him—play
his accompaniments—oh, those long talks of yours !

"

" We've been talking, you silly dear, of the Renaissance
compared to the Twentieth Century, and of the passing of
the leisure class, and all the beauty they always create,"
said Sylvia. Again she spoke the literal truth. But the
true truth, burning on Molly's tongue, shriveled this to
ashes. "You've been making him admire you, be inter-
ested in you, see how little / amount to • " she cried. " But
if you don't care about him yourself—if you'll—/wo weeks,
Sylvia—just keep out for two weeks . .

." As if it were
part of the leaping forward of her imagination, she sud-
denly started the car again, and with a whirling, reck-
less wrench at the steering-wheel she had turned the
car about and was racing back over the road they had
come.

" Where are you going?" cried Sylvia to her, above the
noise of their progress.

" Back
!
" she answered, laughing out. " Wiiai's the use of

going on now?" She opened the throttle to its widest

1
.5
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and pressing her lips together tightly, gave herself up to
the intoxication of speed.

Once she said earnestly :
" You're fine. Sylvia ! I never

knew a girl could be like you !
" And once more she threw

out casually: " Do you know what I was going to do if I

found out you and Felix— if yon hadn't . . .? I was going
to jump the car over the turn there on Prospect Hill."
Remembering the terrible young face of pain and wrath

which she had watched on the way out, Sylvia believed her;
or at least believed that she believed her. In reality, her
immortal youth was incapable of believing in the fact of
death in any form. But the words put a stamp of tragic
sincerity on their wild expedition, and on her companion's
suflFering. She thought of the two weeks which lay before
Molly, and turned away her eyes in sympathy. . . .

Ten days after this, an announcement was made of the
engagement of Mary Montgomery Sommerville, sole heiress
of the great Montgomery fortune, to Felix Morrison, the
well-known critic cf aesthetics.

m
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CHAPTER XXVI

MOLLY IN HER ELEMENT

Sylvia faced her aunt's dictum with heartsick shrinking
from its rigor; but she recognized it as an unexaggerated
statement of the facts. " You can't go home now, Sylvia—
everybody would say you couldn't stand seeing Molly's
snatch at Felix successful. You really must stay on to
let people see that you are another kind of girl from
Molly, capable of impersonal interest in a man of Felix's
brains."

Sylvia thought of making the obviously suitable remark
that she cared nothing about what people thought, but such
a claim was so preposterously untrue to her character that
she could not bring the words past her lips. As a matter
of fact, she did care what people thought. She always had

!

She always would! She remained silent, looking fixedly
out of the great, plate-glass window, across the glorious
sweep of blue mountain-slope and green valley com-
manded by Mrs. Marshall-Smith's bedroom. She did not
resemble the romantic conception of a girl crossed in love.
She looked very quiet, no paler than usual, quite self-pos-
sessed. The only change a keen eye could have noted was
that now there was about her an atmosphere of slightly rigid
dignity, which had not been there before. She seemed less
girlish.

No eyes could have been more keenly analytical than
those of Mrs. Marshall-Smith. She saw perfectly the new
attnbute, and realized perfectly what a resolute stiflfening
of the will it signified. She had never admired and loved
bylvia more, and being a person adept in -^plf-exprpscion
she saturated her next speech with her admiration and
affection.

' Of course, you know, my dear, that I'm not
2S4
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one of the herd. I know itirely that your feeHng for

Felix was just what mine is—immense admiration for his

taste and accomplishments. As a matter of fact it was
apparent to every one that, even in spite of all Molly's
money, if you'd really cared to , . .

"

Sylvia winced, actually and physically, at this speech,
which brought back to her with a sharp flick the egregious-
ness of her absurd self-deception. What a simpleton she
had been—what a little naive, provincial simpleton ! In spite

of her high opinion of her own cleverness and knowledge of
people, how stupidly steeped she had been in the childish,

idiotic American tradition of entire disinterestedness in the

relations of men and women. It was another instance of
how betrayed she constantly was, in any manceuver in the

actual world, by the fatuous idealism which had so colored
her youth—she vented her emotion in despising that ideal-

ism and thinking of hard names to call it.

"... though of course you showed your intel-

ligence by not really caring to," went on Mrs. Marshall-
Smith ;

" it would have meant a crippled life for both of
you. Felix hasn't a cent more than he needs for himself.

If he was going to marry at all, he was forced to marry
carefully. Indeed, it has occurred to me that he may have
thrown himself into this, because he was in danger of losing

his head over you. and knew how fatal it would be. For
you, you lovely thing of great possibilities, you need a rich

soil for your roots, too, if you're to bloom out as you
ought to."

Sylvia, receiving this into a sore and raw consciousness,
said to herself with an embittered instinct for cynicism that

she had never heard more euphonious periphrases for sell-

ing yourself for money. For that was what it came down
to, she had told herself fiercely a great many times during
the night. Felix had sold himself for money as outright
as ever a woman of the streets had done.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith, continuing steadily to talk (on the
theory that talking prevents too great concentration of
thought), and making the round of all the possible things
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to say, chanced at this moment upon a qualification to this
theory of Morrison's conduct which for an instant caught
Sylvia's attention, " and then there's always the possi-
bility that even if you had cared to—Molly might have been
too much for you, for both of you. She always has had
just what she wanted—and people who have, get the habit.
I don't know if you've noticed it, in the little you've seen
of her, but it's very apparent to me, knowing her from
childhood up as I have, that there's a slight coarseness
of gram in Molly, when it's a question of getting what
she wants. I don't mean she's exactly horrid. Molly's a
dear m her way, and I'm very fond of her, of course. If
she can get what she wants zvithout walking over anybody's
prost-ate body, she'll go round. But there's a directness,
a brilliant lack of fine shades in Molly's grab.
It makes one remember that her Montgomery grandfather
had firmness of purpose enough to raise himself from an
ordmary Illinois farmer to arbiter of the wheat pit. Such
impossible old aunts—such cousins—occasionally crop up
still from the Montgomery connection. But all with the
same crude force. It's almost impossible for a temperament
like Felix's to contend with a nature like that."

Sylvia was struck by the reflection, but on turning it over
she saw in it only another reason for anger at Morrison.
" You make your old friend out as a very weak character ''

she said.
'

Mrs. Marshall-Smith's tolerant, clear view of the infirmi-
ties of humanity was grieved by this fling of youthful sever-
ity. " Oh, my dear ! my dear ! A young, beautiful, enor-
mendously rich, tremendously enamored girl? That's a
combination

!
I don't think we need consider Felix exactly

weak for not having resisted !

"

Sylvia thought she knew reasons for his not yielding, but
she did not care to discuss them, and said nothing.

" But whether," continued Mr<^ Marshall-Smith, attempt-
ing delicately to convey the only reflection supposed to be
of comfort to a girl in Sylvia's situation, " whether or not
Molly will find after marriage that even a very masterful
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and ruthless temperament may fail entirely to possess and
hold the things it has grabbed and carried off . .

."

Sylvia repudiated the tacit conception that this would be

a balm to her. " Oh, I'm sure I hope they'll manage! " she

said earnestly.

"Of course! Of course!" agreed Mrs. Marshall-Smith.

"Who doesn't hope so?" She paused, her loquacity run

desperately thin. There was the sound of a car, driving

up to the front door. Sylvia rose in apprehension. Her
aunt motioned a reassurance. " I told Tojiko to tell every

one that we are not in—to anybody."

Helene came to the door on silent, felt-shod feet, a black-

and-white picture of well-trained servility. " Pardon,

Madame, Tojiko says that Mile. Sommerville wishes to

see Mile. Sylvie."

Mrs. Marshall-Smith looked with considerable apprehen-

sion at her niece. " You must get it over with some time,

Sylvia. It'll be easier here than with a lot of people staring

at you both, and making nasty speculations." Neither she

nor Sylvia noticed that for an instant, in her haste, she

had quite dropped her careful pretension that S>lvia could,

of course, if she had really cared to. . . .

Sylvia set her jaw, an action curiously visible under the

smooth, subtle modeling of her young cheeks. She said to

Helene in a quiet voice: "Mais bien siir! Tell her we're

not yet dressed, but if she will give herself the trouble to

come up. . .
."

Helene nodded and retreated. Sylvia looked rather pale.

" You don't know what a joy your perfect French is to

me, dear," said Mrs. Marshall-Smith, still rapidly turning

every peg in sight in an endeavor to loosen tension ; but no

noticeable relaxation took place in Sylvia. It did not seem

to her at just that moment of great importance that she

could speak good French.

With desperate haste she was saying to herself. " At
least Molly doesn't know about anything. I told her I

didn't care. She believed me. I must go on pretending

that I don't. But can I ! But can I !

"
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Light rapid steps came flying up the stairs and down theonghall. -Sylva! Sylvia!" Molly was evidently hesi-tating between doors. ^ '

r.V!T7^^'''
'y^y-'''»st door-Aunt Victoria's room»"

rtrst m:^;;:''-
'"' ''' ' " ' ^--'-tricken actor makTg ahrst public appearance, enormously surprised relieved andheartened to find her usual voice still with h'er As MoMycame fly.ng mto the room, she ran to meet her. They feU

.nder'tt T' V' ''"'''' '"^^^^^"^ ejaculationfanunder the extremely appreciative eye of Mrs MarshallSmith, kissed each other repeatedly
Marshall-

to"tf?J' k'"''
'^' '^' ^'."•' " ''''"^ ^^°"y' sJ'^king out amplyto he breeze a victor's easy generosity. " Isn't she thedarhngest girl i„ the world! She und/rstands sol WhenI saw hew perfectly szvect she was the day Arnold and

tttrrrV^'r -^-^--t, I said'to miel 1
The nn ^u

'^' ^/•^^P^'•^°" I «Poke to about mine "
The approach of the inexorable necessity for her firstwords roused Sylvia to an inspiration which struck out .nalmost visible spark of admiration from her aun '"you

B"' '.""'' '="1 about it here! " cried Molly restlesslyI came to carry Sylvia ofl. I can't sit still at home I

unless I m behmd the steering-wheel. Come along. Sylvia
"'

Mrs. Marshall-Smith thereupon showed hersflf Callher ame„,t>. and grace, more of a match of Mo Vs fot^eand energy than either Sylvia or Morrison had been on a
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certain rather memorable occasion ten days before. She
opposed the simple irresistible obstacle of a flat command.
" Sylvia's not going out in a car dressed in a lace-trimmed

negligee, with a boudoir cap on, whether you get what you
want the minute you want it or not, Molly Sommerville,"

she said with the authoritative accent which had always

quelled Arnold in his boyhood (as long as he was within

earshot). The method was effective now. Molly laughed.

Sylvia even made shift to laugh ; and Helene was sum-
moned to put on the trim shirt-waist, the short cloth skirt

and close hat which Mrs. Marshall-Smith selected with care

and the history of which she detailed at length, so copiously

that there was no opportunity to speak of anything less

innocuous. Her unusual interest in the matter even caused

her to accompany the girls to the head of the stairs, still

talking, and she called down to them finally as they went
out of the front door, ".

. . it's the only way with

Briggs—he's simply incorrigible about delays—and yet no-

body does skirts as he does! You just have to tell him
you an// not take it, if he doesn't get it done on time !

"

Sylvia cast an understanding, grateful upward look at

her aunt and stepped into the car. So far it had gone better

than she feared. But a tete-a-tete with Molly, overflowing

with the confidences of the newly betrothed—she was not

sure that she could get through with that with credit.

Molly, however, seemed as little inclined to overflow as

Sylvia to have her. She talked of everything in the world
except of Felix Morrison; and it was not long before
Sylvia's acuteness discovered that she was not thinking of

what she was saying. There passed through her mind a

wild, wretched notion that Molly might after all know

—

that Felix might have been base enough to talk about her
to Molly, that Molly might be trying to " spare her." But
this idea was instantly rejected : Molly was not subtle

enough to conceive of such a course, and too headlong not

to make a hundred blunders in carrying it out ; and besides,

it would not explain her manner. She was abstracted ob-

viously for the simple reason that she had something on
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by her rattling, senseless flow of ctater by her BH ?nr, unnecessary adjustments of the"^ mecht'nisr olthe

sr4„"at,S"n^iLt'o^re *ir'^ r' r? ""-^

.hen- ears back and lookln' 'bout as cheerful'^: Sy

:.ihr^rh;S-rtTof~5^ip

an instant's hesitation, ground the car to n T '

^ft^p^.;o?^r-~fitilf

was torn to th^' "^"'^ ' " -'
'"''' '''"~'^'' shirt-sleevewas torn to the shoulder. " Go and git help. They needall the men they can git ! " & f- 1 ucy neea

.u^iJ'?^^^^ ^'""^ *^^ running-board and ran back «nthe h:ll through the bushes. The^ saw him lurch from one
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side to the other; he was still exhausted from his dash

down the mountain to the road; they heard the bushes

crash, saw them close behind him. He was gone.

Sylvia's eyes were still on the spot where he had disap-

peared when she was thrown violently back against the

seat in a great leap forward of the car. She caught at the

side, at her hat, and saw Molly's face. It was transfigured.

The brooding restlessness was gone as acrid smoke goes

when the clear flame leaps up.
" What are you doing? " shouted Sylvia.

" To get help," answered Molly, opening the throttle an-

other notch. The first staggering plunge over, the car

settled down to a terrific speed, purring softly its puissant

vibrant song of illimitable strength. " Hear her sing! Hear

her sing !
" cried Molly. In three minutes from the time

the man had left them, they tore into the nearest village,

two miles from the woods. It seemed that in those three

minutes Molly had not only run the car like a demon, but

had formed a plan. Slackening speed only long enough to

waltz with the car on a street-corner while she shouted an

inquiry to a passer-by, she followed the wave of his hand

and flashed down a side-street to a big brick building which

proclaimed itself in a great sign, " Peabody Brush-back

Factory."

The car stopped. Molly sprang out and ran as though

the car were a rifle and she the bullet emerging from it.

She ran into a large, ugly, comfortable office, where several

white-faced girls were lifting their thin little fingers from
typewriter keys to stare at the young woman who burst

through and in at a door marked " Manager."
" There's a fire on the mountain—a great fire in Hewitt's

n)ine woods,'' she cried in a clear, peremptory voice that

sounded like a young captain leading a charge. " I can

take nine men on my car. Will you come with me and

tell which men to go?"
A dignified, elderly man, with smooth, gray hair and a

black alpaca office coat, sat perfectly motionless behind his

desk and stared at her in a petrified silence. Molly stamped
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her foot. " There's not an instant to lose," she said • " thevneed every man they can get."

^
ddeZ^tV)^

fire-warden of this township?" said theelderly man foolishly, trying to assemble his wits

her fu V "%"l^'^^^'y V°rP^' him from his chair by

^^

Then they stood together on the steps of the office

thlmLr '"and'nf 'T'^ °^" ^'^^^^ -">^ ^^''^^^

room^^"
^ " ^'* '^''^ "^^'^ ^'°'" the packing-

manSr'LSir" '• V ' ^'"^ ^^^^^^^^ ^° ^^^ ^^em
!

" com-

who ha?a1^; TheTe'lfbe'lre to't'
'"^'°'^ *" *°^^"

garage."
*° ^e one or two at the

th!^!^ll^^'^^'^u'
*^' •P'"°^'^ *^'^'"& Pl^^e before her eyes

i?We Tff"'i K
"f^^^-^'^ed captain of men who emergedhke a thunderbolt from their Molly-Molly, the pretriUtlebeauty of the summer colony

»

^ ^ ^ "*^

oufo? Jf.V'l''"'''^
'^' '^^^''y ^'"^ Englander beside herou of his first momentary apathy of stupefaction. He nowput^his own competent hand to the helm and took com

" Yes," he said, and with the word it was evident that

men f.™ .he pac.inglr." go^^tresf-firf Stodo.vn the raachmery. Get all the able-bodkd men ready ingangs of seven. Perkins, you 'phone Tim 0'K«(e o brine

.wVartfrUe'.™"- ^"^ ^^' ^-'^ ™^ To™. rndThf
" Tools ? " said Molly.

rufh%n1hfc:r'''T!:'
°"' '°.^'^ "^" ^'^^^'"^ ^'th arusn on the car. There are hoes and shovels inside thepower-house door. Better take some axes too

"

vila"Jrs'l"^'""'?/''°'"
'^' ^''"^ ^hey had "entered thevillage (Sylvia nad her watch in her hand) they were flv n^back, the car packed with men in overalls and clustered
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thick with others on the running-board. Dack of them the

whistle of the factory shrieked a strident announcement of

disaster. Women and children ran to the doors to stare

up and down, to cry out, to look and with dismayed faces

to see the great clond of gray smoke pouring up from the

side of the mountain. There was no soul in that village

wlio did not know what a forest-fire meant.
Then in a flash the car had left the village and was

rushing along the dusty highroad, the huge, ominous pillar

of smoke growing nearer. The men stared up at it with
sober faces. " Pretty hot fire !

" said one uneasily.

They reached the place where the man had yelled to

them—ten minutes exactly since they had left it. Molly
turned the car into the steep sandy side-road which led up
the mountain. The men shouted out in remonstrance,
" Hey, lady ! You can't git a car up there. We'll have to

walk the rest of the way. They don't never take cars

there."

" This one is going up," sang out Molly gallantly, almost
gaily, opening the throttle to its fullest and going into

second speed.

The sound of the laboring engine jarred loudly through
all the still, hot woods; the car shook and trembled unuer
the strain on it. Molly dropped into low. A cloud of evil-

smelling blue gasoline smoke rose up from the exhaust
behind, but the car continued to advance. Risinj^ steadily,

coughing and choking, up the cruelly steep grades, bump-
ing heavily down over the great water-bars, smoking, rat-

tHng, quivering—the car continued to advance. A trickle

of perspiration ran down Molly's cheeks. The floor was
hot under their feet, the smell of hot oil pungent in their

nostrils.

They were eight minutes from the main road now, and
near the fire. Over the trail hung a cloud of smoke, and,
as they turned a corner and came through this, they saw
that they had arrived. Sylvia drew back and crooked her
arm over her eyes. She had never seen a forest fire before.
She came from the plain-countrj', where trees are almost
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glorious, awful sight which w^L f .
'°°'?^ ^^^'" ^^ the

mares for monthslo come
'° '"'"''' '^^^ "'^^^ "'^ht-

th/n.^Sd\::; ris^nSTr:^^;, °^f -^ ^--^^
ous way into the heart of the forest ^Ti/"?°"''j"'P^"^-
dred feet short, but the blare S h.:;. T ^, '*°PP"^ ^ '^""-

Hke a blow. Through the Inc^ ^ '"""''' °" ^h^''' ^^^^s

glimpses of fierce cleai Same
"""""'' °^ ''"°'^^' ^^'•"fying

ing like a torch a ereat^reT^ 'r''"""'
^^^"^ ^^""^P bum-

at the stake. ukl^ZlZlZ^^^^^ ''"^ ^ "^^^^^^

fire.
. . . Along the front ^fh- \'r''^'<i Pi"ar of

toiled, with rffspairinrfurv fot',
''^'''P°°' ^^ ^^^'

As they raised their blackened H
""' P.^^"^"' •"^"•

the car there, actu^ there f'^^TK^'^l
^"'" ^"^ ^^^v

its load of m^n thev Jve ?'h u'^'^
*^''^' ^^^^^^ ^ith

though they d'd not for •
^""P'^hroated shout of relief.

of th'eir pIL and£ Th^Tne
'^°' ^'^ '^^"^'^ ^'^'"^

implements in their hands, and^Ts^iraLTtLl^Htti^

up^^sa^ntl^^^^^^^^^^
Through the choking fumes of thi^^ ^ 'T ' ""°''"-

"Molly! Molly! yLW.«/ / '' qk ^ J'f
'^"''^ ^^ ^^e'".

always hear ringing in he? ear/ that th if '^t*
'^^ ^°"'^

of relief.
^ ^^'^^ **^^* thnlhng, hoarse shout

Molly shouted in answer " t u
happy!- A„das.LpunLi,rL^ '"'"'"• ''"' ^°

'/ took ray car^pi". serealrMnM ,"''" ="'' P''^''=-

-in. wHee, ..I. ,^^^ -"», .o„^^

The driver of ,he other car, a young „a„ with .he face
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of a fighting Celt, flushed at the challenge and, motioning

the men back into the car, started up the sandy hill. Molly

laughed aloud. " I nevei was so happy in my life !
" she

said again.

Both girls had forgotten the existence of Felix Morrison.

They passed cars now, many of them, streaming south

at breakneck speed, full to overflowing with unsmiling

men in working clothes, bristlmg with long-handled imple-

ments. But as they fled down the street to the factory they

saw, waiting still, some twenty or more men in overalls

drawn up, ready, armed, resolute. . . .

" How strong men are !
" said Molly, gazing in ecstasy

at this array of factory hands. " I love them !
" She added

under her breath, " But / take them there !

"

While the men were swarming into the car, the gray-

haired manager came out to report, as though to an officer

equal in command, " I'v ^ephoned to Ward and Howe's
marble-works in Chitfort he said. " They've sent down
fifty men from there. About seventy-five have gon' '-^m

this village. I suppose all the farmers in that distrn..

there by this time."

"Will they ever stop it!" asked SJvia despairingly,

seeing wherever she looked nothing but that ravening, fiery

leap of the flames, feeling that terrible hot breath on her
cheek.

The question and accent brought the man for the first

time to a realization of the girls' youth and sex. He shifted

to paternal reassurance. " Oh yes, oh yes," he said, look-

ing up the valley appraisingly at the great volume of the

smoke, " with a hundred and fifty men there, almost at

once, they'll have it under control before long. Everything
with a forest fire depends on getting help there quickly.

Ten men there almost at once do more than fifty men an
hour later. That's why your friend's promptness was so

important. I guess it might have been pretty bad if they'd
had to wait for help til! one of them could have run to

the village. A fire, a bad fire like that, gets so in an hour
that you can't stop it—can't stop it till it gets out where
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you can plow a furrow around it. And that's a terrible
place for a fire up there. Lots of slash left."

Molly called over her shoulder to the men climbing on
the car. " All ready there ? " and was oflF, a Valkyr with
her load of heroes.

Once more the car toiled and agonized up the execrable
sandy steepness of the side-road ; but in the twenty minutes
since they bad been there the tide had turned. Sylvia
was amazed at the total shifting of values. Instead of four
soKtary workers, struggling wildly against overwhelming
odds, a long line of men, working with a disciplined, orderly
haste, stretched away into the woods. Imperious and sav-
age, the smoke and swift flames towered above them, leap-
ing up into the very sky, darkening the sun. Bent over
their rakes, their eyes on the ground, mere black specks
against the raging glory of the fire, the line of men, with
an incessant monotonous haste, drew away the dry leaves
with their rakes, while others who followed them tore at
the earth with picks and hoes. It was impossible to believe
that such ant-labors could avail, but already, near the road,
the fire had burnt itself out. baffled by its microscopic as-
sailants. As far as the girls couhl see into the charred
underbrush, a narrow, clean line of freshly upturned earth
marked where the fiercest of all the elements had been
vanquished by the humblest of all the tools of men. Be-
wildered, Sylvia's eyes shifted from the toiling men to the
distance, across the blackened desolation near them, to
where the fire still tossed its wicked crest of flames defiantly
into the forest. She heard, but she did not believe the
words of the met- in the car, who cried out expertly as
they ran forward, " Oh. the worst's over. They're shutting
down on it." How could the worst be over, when there was
still tha whirling horror of flame and smoke beyond them?

Just after the men had gone, exultant, relieved, the
girls turned their heads to the other side of the road,
and there, very silent, very secret and venomous, leaped
and glittered a little ring of flames. An hour before, it

would have looked a pretty, harmless sight to the two who
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now sat, stricken by horror into a momentary fro::en still-

ness. The flames licked at the dry leaves and playfully

spranjf up into a clump of tall dry grass. The fire was
running swiftly towards a bunch of dead alders standing

at the edge of the forest. Before it had spread an inch

further, the girls were upon it, screaming for help, scream-

ing as people in civilization seldom scream, with all their

lungs. With uplifted skirts they stamped and trod out,

under swift and fearless feet, the sinister, silent, yellow

tongues. They snatched branches of green eaves and beat

fiercely at the enemy. It had been so small a spot compared
to the great desolation across the road, they stamped out

the flames so easily, that the girls expected with every

breath to see the last of it. To see it escape them, to see

it suddenly flare up where it had been dead, to see it

appear behind them while they were still fighting i,. in

front, was like being in a nightmare when effort is im-

possible. The ring widened with appalling, with unbe-
lievable rapidity. Sylvia could not think it possible that

anything outside a dream could have such devouring swift-

ness. She trod and snatched and stamped and screamed,

and wondered if she were indeed awake. . . .

Yet in an instant their screams had been heard, three or

four smoke-blackenea fire-fighters from beyond the road
ran forward with rakes, and in a twinkling the danger was
past. Its disappearance was as incredible as its presence.

"Ain't that just like a fire in the woods?" said one of

the men, an elderly farmer. He drew a long, tremulous
breath. " It's so tarnation (/u/V A*.' It's either all over before
you can ketch your breath, or it's got beyond you for good.''

It evidently did not occur to him to thank the girls for
their part. They had only done what every one did in an
emergency, the best they could. He looked back at the

burned tract on the other side of .he road and said:
" They've got the best of that all right, too. I jest heard
'em shoutin' that the men from Chitford had worked round
from the upper end. So they've got a ring round it. Nothin'
to do now but watch that it don't jump. My! Twas a
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close call. I've been to a lot of fires in my day, but I
d'know as I ever see a closeter call !

"

" It can't be over! " cried Sylvia, looking at the lurid
light across the road. "Why, it isn't an hour since
we "

"Land! No, it ain't over!" he explained, scornful
of her inexperience. "They'll have to have a gang
of men here watchin' it all night—and maybe all to-
morrow—'less we have some rain. But it won't go no
further than the fire-line, and as soon as there're men
enough to draw that all around, it's got to stop !

" He
went on to his companion, irritably, pressing his hand to
his side

:

" There ain't no use talkin', I got to quit fire-

fightin'. My heart 'most gi'n out on me in the hottest
of that. And yit I'm only sixty!

"

^^

" It ain't no job for old folks," said the other bitterly.
" If it had ha' gone a hundred feet further that way, 'twould
ha' been in where Ed Hewitt's been lumberin', and if it had
got into them dry tops and brush—well, I guess 'twould
ha' gone from here to Chitford village before it stopped.
And 'twouldn't ha' stopped there, neither !

"

The old man said reflectively :
" 'Twas the first load of

men did the business. 'Twas nip and tuck down to the
last foot if we could stop it on that side. I tell you, ten
minutes of that kind o' work takes about ten years off'n a
man's life. We'd just about gi'n up when we saw 'em
coming. I bet I won't be no gladder to see the pearly gates
than I was to see them men with hoes."
Molly turned a glowing, quivering face of pride on Sylvia,

and then looked past her shoulder with a startled expres-
sion into the eyes of one of the fire-fighters, a tall, lean,
stooping man, blackenod and briar-torn like the r-st.
" W'hy, Cousin Austin !

" she cried with vehement surprise,
"what in the world " In spite of his grime, she gave
him a hearty, astonished, affectionate kiss.

" I was just wonderirg," said the man, smiling indul-
gently down on her, " how soon you'd recognize me, you
little scatter-brain."
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" I thought you were going to stick in Colorado all sum-

mer," said Molly.
" Well, I heard they were short of help at Austin

Farm and I came on to help get in the hay," said the man.

Both he and Molly seemed to consider this a humorous

speech. Then, remembering Sylvia, Molly went through

a casual introduction. " This is my cousin—Austin Page

—

my favorite cousin! He's really awfully nice, though so

plain to look at." Sne went on, still astonished, " But

how'd you get here?"
" Why, how does anybody in Vermont get to a forest

fire?" he answered. "We were out in the hayfield, saw

the smoke, left the horses, grabbed what tools we could

find, and beat it through the woods. That's the technique

of the game up here."
" I didn't know your farm ran anywhere near here,"

said Molly.
" It isn't so terribly near. We came across lots tolerable

fast. But there's a little field, back up on the edge of the

woods that isn't so far. andfather used to raise potatoes

there. I've got it into hay now," he explained.

As they talked, the fire b-jyond them gave definite signs

of yielding. It had evidently been stopped on the far side

and now advanced nowhere, showed no longer a malign

^'°lIow crest, but only rolling sullenly heavenward a dimin-

...hing cloud of smoke. The fire-fighters began to straggle

back across the burned tract towards the road, their eyeballs

gleaming white in their dark faces.

" Oh, they mustn't walk ! I'll take them back—the
darlings !

" said Molly, starting for her car. She was quite

her usual brisk, free-and-easy self now. "Cracky! I hope

I've got gas enough. I've certainly been going some!"
" Why don't you leave me here ? " suggested Sylvia. " I'll

walk home. That'll leave room for one more."
" Oh, you can't do that I

" protested Molly faintly, though

she was evidently at once struck with the plan. " Plow'd

you find your way home?" She turned to her cousin.

" See here, Austin, why don't yon take Sylvia home? You
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ought to go anyhow and see Grandfather. He'll be awfully
hurt to think you're here and haven't been to see him."
She threw instantly into this just conceived idea the force
which always carried through her plans. " Do go ! I feel
so grateful to these men I don't want one of them to walk
a step!"

Sylvia had thought of a solitary walk, longing intensely
for isolation, and she did not at all welcome the suggestion
of adapting herself to a stranger. The stranger, on his
part, looked a very unchivalrous hesitation ; but this proved
to be only a doubt of Sylvia's capacity as a ^ 'alker.

" If you don't mind climbing a bit, I ci take you over
the gap between Hemlock and Windward Mountain and
make a bee-line for Lydford. It's not an hour from here,
that way, but it's ten miles around by the road—and hot
and dusty too."

"Can she climb!" ejaculated Molly scornfully, impatient
to be oflf with her men. " She went up to Prospect Rockm forty minutes."

She high-handedly assumed that everything was settled
as she wished it, and running towards the car, called with
an easy geniality to the group of men, starting down the
road on foot, " Here, wait a minute, folks, I'll take you
back !

"

She mounted the car, started the engine, waved her hand
to the two behind her, and was ofif.

The lean, stooping man looked dubiously at Sylvia.
' You're sure you don't mind a little climb?" he said

" Oh no, I like it," she said listlessly. The moment for
her was of stale, wearied return to real life, to the actual
wond which she was continually finding uglier than she
hoped. The recollection of Felix Morrison came back to
her m a bitter tide.

"All ready?" asked her companion, mopping his fore-
head with a very dirty handkerchief.

"All ready," she said and turned, with a hanging head,
to follow him.

li-l;



CHAPTER XXVII

BETWEEN WINDWARD AND HEMLOCK
MOUNTAINS

For a time as they plodded up the steep wood-road, over-

grown with ferns and rank grass, with dense green walls of

beech and oak saplings on either side, what few desultory

remarks they exchanged related to Molly, she being literally

the only topic of common knowledge between them. Sylvia,

automatically responding to her deep-lying impulse to give

pleasure, to be pleasing, made an effort to overcome her

somber lassitude and spoke of Molly's miraculous com-
petence in dealing with the fire. Her companion said that

of course Molly ha "n't made all that up out of her head on
the spur of the moment. " After spending every summer
of her life in Lydford, it would be surprising if so ener-

getic a child as Molly hadn't assimilated the Vermont
formula for fighting fire. " They always put for the nearest

factory and get all hands out," he explained, adding medi-
tatively, as he chewed on a twig :

" All the same, the inci-

dent shows what I've always maintained about Molly : that

she is, like 'most everybody, lamentably miscast. Molly's
spirit oughtn't to have taken up its abiding place in that

highly ornamental blond shell, condemned after a fashion-

able girl's education to pendulum swings between Paris and
New York and Lydford. It doesn't fit for a cent. It

ought to have for habitation a big, gaunt, powerful man's
body and for occupation the runring of a big factory."
He seemed to be philosophizing more to himself than to

Sylvia, and beyond a surprised look into his extremely
grimy face, she made no comment. She had taken for
granted from the talk between him and Molly that he was
one of the " forceful, impossible Montgomery cousins," and

j.-ii
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had cast her own first remarks in a tone calculated to fit in
with the supposititious dialect of such a person. But his

voice, his intonations, and his whimsical idea about Molly
fitted in with the conception of an " impossible " as little

as with the actual visible facts of his ragged shirt-sleeves
and faded, earth-stained overalls. They toiled upwards in

silence for some moments, the man still chewing on his

birch-twig. He noticed her sidelong half-satirical glance at
it. " Don't you want one ? " he asked, and gravely cut a
long, slim rod from one of the saplings in the green wall
shutting them into the road. As he gave it to her he ex-
plained, " It's the kind they make birch beer of. You nip
off the bark with your teeth. You'll like it."

Still more at sea as to w' -* sort of person he might be,
and now fearing perhaps to wound him if he should turn
out to be a very unsophisticated one, Sylvia obediently set
her teeth to the lustrous, dark bark and tore off a bit, which
gave out in her mouth a mild, pleasant aromatic tang,
woodsy and penetrating, unlike any other taste she knew.
" Good, isn't it ? " said her companion simply.

She noddeo, slowly awakening to a tepid curiosity about
the individual who strode beside her, lanky and powerful in
his blue jeans. What an odd circumstance, her trudging
off through the woods thus with a guide of whom she knew
nothing except that 1- was Molly Sommerville's cousin
and worked a Vermont farm—and had certainly the dirtiest
face she had ever seen, with the exception of the coal-black-
ened stokers in the power-house of the University. He
spoke again, as though in answer to what might naturally be
in her mind: "At the top of the road it crosses a brook,
and I think a wash would be possible I've a bit of soap
in my pocket that'll help—though it takes quite a lot of
scrubbing to get off fire fighting grime." He looked point-
edly down at her as he talked.

Sylvia was so astonished that she dropped back through
years of carefully acquired self-consciousness into a moment
of the stark simplicity of childhood. " Why—is my face
dirty ? " she cried oui.
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The man beside her apparently found the contrast be-

tween her looks and the heartfelt sincerity of her question

too much for him. He burst into helpless laughter, though
he was adroit enough to thrust forward as a pretext, " The
picture of my own grime that I get from your accent is

tremendous !
" But it was evidently not at his own joke

that he was laughing.

For an instant Sylvia hung poised very near to extreme
annoyance. Never since she had been grown up, had she

appeared at such an absurd disadvantage. But at once the

mental picture of herself, making inaudible carping strictures

on her companion's sootiness and, all unconscious, lifting to

observe it a critical countenance as swrrt as his own

—

the incongruity smote her deliciously, irresistibly! Sore
heart or not, black depression notwithstanding, she needs
must laugh, and having laughed, laugh again, laugh louder
and longer, and fina'ly, like a child, laugh for the sake of

laughing, till out through this unexpected channel she dis-

charged much of the stagnant bitterness around her heart.

Her companion laughed with her. The still, sultry sum-
mer woods echoed with the sound. " How human, how
lusciously human! " he exclaimed. " Neither of us thought
that he might be the blackened one !

"

" Oh, mine can't be as bad as yours
!

" gasped out Sylvia,

but when she rubbed a testing handkerchief on her cheek,

she went off in fresh peals at the sight of the resultant
black smears.

" Don't, for Heaven's sake, waste that handkerchief,"
cautioned her companion. " It's the only towel between us.

Mine's impossible !
" He showed her the murky rag which

was his own; and as they spoke, they reached the top of
the road, heard the sound of water, and stood beside the
brook.

He stepped across it. in one stride of his long legs, rolled

up his shirt-sleeves, took a book out of his pocket, laid it

aa a stone, and '-nelt down. "
I ciiuosc liii^ fur 7;ty w;; ,h-

basin," he said, indicating a limpid pool paved with clean
gray pebbles.
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Sylvia answered in the same note of play, "This'll be
mine." It lay at the foot of a tiny waterfall, plashing
with a tinkling note into transparent shallows. She cast
an idle glance on the book he had laid down and read its
title, " A History of the Institution of Property," and re-
flected that she had been right in thinking it had a familiar-
looking cover. She had dusted books with that sort of cover
all her life.

Molly's cousin produced from his overalls a small piece
of yellow kitchen-soap, which he broke into scrupulously
exact halves and presented with a grave flourish to Sylvia
' Now, go to it," he exhorted her; "I bet I get a better
wash than you."

Sylvia took ofif her hat, rolled up her sleeves, and began
on vigorous ablutions. She had laughed, yes, and heartily
but m her complicated many-roomed heart a lively pique
rubbed shoulders with her mirth, and her merriment was
tinctured with a liberal amount of the traditional feminine
horrified disgust at having been uncomely, at having uncon-
sciously been subjected to an indignity. She was determined
that no slightest stain should remain on her smooth fine-
textured skin. She felt, as a pretty woman always' feels,
that her personality was indissolubly connected with her
looks, and it was a symbolic act which she performed as
she fiercely scrubbed her face with the yellow soap till its
acrid pungency blotted out for her the woodland aroma of
moist earth and green leaves. She dashed the cold water
up on her cheeks till the spattering drops gleamed like
crystals on the crisp waviness of her ruddy brown hair.
She washed her hands and arms in the icy mountain water
till they were red with the cold, hot though the day was.
She was chilled and raw with the crude astringency of the
soap, but she felt cleansed to the marrow of her bones, as
though there had been some mystic quality in this lustrationm runnu.g water, performed under the open sky The
racy, black-birch tang still lingering on her tongue was a
flavor quite m harmony with this severely washed feeling.
It was a taste notably clean.
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She looked across the brook at her companion, now sitting

back on his heels, and saw that there had emerged from

his grime a thin, tanned, high-nosed face, topped by drab-

colored hair of no great abundance and lighted by a pair

of extraordinarily clear, gray eyes. She perceived no more
in the face at that moment, because the man, as he looked up

at htr, became nothing but a dazzled mirror from which

was reflected back to her the most flattering image of her

own appearance. Almost actually she saw herself as she

appeared to him, a wood-nymph, kneeling by the flowing

water, vital, exquisite, strong, radiant in a cool flush, her

uncovered hair gleaming in a thousand loosened waves.

Like most comely women of intelligence Sylvia was in-

timately familiar with every phase of her own looks, and
she knew down to the last blood-corpuscle that she had
never looked better. Rut almost at once came the stab

that Felix Morrison was not the man who was looking

at her, and the heartsick recollection that he would never

again be there to see her. Her moment of honest joy in

being lovely passed. She stood up with a clouded face,

soberly pulled down her sleeves, and picked up her hat.
" Oh, why don't you leave it off? " said the man across

the brook. " You'd be so much more comfortable !
" She

knew that he meant her hair was too pretty to cover, and
did not care what he meant. " All right, I'll carry it," she

assented indUerently.

He did not stir, gazing up at her frankly admiring.

Sylvia made out, from the impression he evidently now had
of her, that her face had really been very, very dirty ; and
at the recollection of that absurd ascent of the mountain
by those two black-faced, twig-chewing individuals, a re-

turn of irrepressible laughter quivered on her lips. Re-
fore his eyes, as svviftly, as unaccountably, as utterly as an
April day shifts its moods, she had c'-.anged from radiant,

rosy wood-goddess to saddened mortal and thence on into

tricksy, laughing elf. He burst out on her, " Who arc you,

anyhow ?

"

She remembered with a start. " Why, that's so, Molly
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- Well, yes, to be sure." rejoined Sylvia ;
"

I heard some-body on y the other day say that an introduction was Theqtiaimest of grotesques, since people's names are the

Mfrrison?''"^
^ ^'^'' ""''^ P''''''°"- " °^' ^^^ •^"^^

She was startled at this abrupt emergence of the namewhich secretly filled her mind and was aware with eTs!pera ion taat she was blushing. Her companion appearednot to notice this. He was attempting the difficult feat ofwiping h.s face on the upper part of his sleeve, and said inthe intervals of effort
:
" WeH. you know my name. Molly

didn't forget that." ^

fh'f''^^
'^''^'"

^^^'''t
confessed. "I was so excited byhe fire I never noticed at all. I've been racking my brains

to remember, all the way up here."
For some reason the man seemed quite struck with this

statement and eyed her with keenness as he said • " Oh—
huHV ^^'"^^"^"1^'^ Austin Page." At the candid
blankness of her face he showed a boyish flash of white

hlarVof'mr?
'^' '"" " °° ^°" "^^" *° ^^^ ^^'^ "-"

"^'f'oidd I?" said Sylvia, with a graceful pretense of
alarm. Do you write, or something? Lay it to my igno-
rance. It's immense." J' s '"

He shook his head. He smiled down on her She
noticed now that his eyes were very kind as well as clear
and keen. " No, I don't write, or anything. There's no
reason why you should ever have heard of me. I only
thought-I thought possibly xMolly or Uncle George might
have happened to mention me."

" I'm only on from the West for a visit," explained
bylvia. I never was in Lydford before. I don't know
the people there."
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" Well then, to avoid Morrison's strictures on introduc-

tions I'll add to my name the information that I am
thirty-two years old ; a graduate of Columbia University

;

that I have some property in Colorado which gives me a

great deal of trouble ; and a farm with a wood lot in Ver-

mont which is the joy of my heart. I cannot endure

politics ; I play the tlute, like my eggs boiled three minute?,

and admire George Meredith."

His manceuvers with his sleeve were so preposterous

that Sylvia now cried to him :
" Oh, don't twist around that

way. You'll give yourself a crick in the neck. Here's my
handkerchief. We were going to share that, anyhow."

" And you," he went on gravely, wiping his face with

the bit of cambric, " are Sylvia Marshall, presumably

Miss; you can laugh at a joke on yourself; are not afraid

to wash your face with kitchen soap; and apparently are

the only girl in the twentieth century who has not a

« mirror and a powder-puff concealed about her person."

"y m All approbation was sweet to Sylvia. She basked in

this. " Oh, I'm a Hottentot, a savage from the West, as

I told you," she said complacently.
" You've been in Lydford long enough to hear Morrison

hold forth on the idiocies of social convention, the while he

neatly manipulates them to his own advantage."

Sylvia had dreaded having to speak of Morrison, but

she was now greatly encouraged by the entire success of

her casual tone, as she explained, " Oh, he's an old friend

of my aunt's, and he's been at the house a good deal." She
ventured to try herself further, and inquired with a bright

look o!" interest, " What do you think of his engagement
to your cousin Molly ?

"

He was petrified with astonishment. " il/o//y engaged

to Morrison!" he cried. "We can't be talking about the

same people. I mean Felix Morrison the critic."

She felt vindicated by his stupefaction and liked him for

it. "Why, yes, hadn't you heard?" she asked, with an
assumption of herself seeing nothing surprising in the news.

" No, I hadn't, and I can't believe it now !

" he said,
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blinking his eyes. " I never heard such an insane com-
bination of names in my life." He went on, " What under
the sun does Molly want of Morrison !

"

Sylvia was vexed with him for this unexpected view.
He was not so discerning as she had thought. She turned
away and picked up her hat. " We ought to be going on."
she said, and as they walked she answered, " You don't
seem to have a very high opinion of Mr. Morrison

"

He protested with energy. " ( )h yes, I have. Ouite the
contrary, I think him one of the most remarkrble men
I know, and one of the finest. I admire him immensely
1 d trust his taste sooner than I would my own."
To this handsome tribute Sylvia returned, smiling, " The

inference is that you don't think much of Molly "

"I hiozv Molly!" he said simply. "I've known her
and loved her ever since she was a hot-tempered, imperious
httle girl—which is all she is now. Engaged and
engaged to Morrison! It's a plain case of schoolgirl in-
fatuation!" He was lost in wonder, uneasy wonder it

f^^'!!^\^°''
^^^^^ ^ P^"°^ °^ '""Sing he brought out:

1 hey 11 cut each other's throats inside six months. Or
Molly 11 cut her own. What ui. ,er the sun was her
grandfather thinking of?"

Sylvia said gravely, "Girls' grandfathers have such an
intiuence in their marriages."
He smiled a rueful recognition of the justice of her

thrust and then fell into silence.

The road did not climb up r,o\\; but led along the side
of the mountain. Through the dense woods the sky-line
first guessed at, then clearly seen between the thick-'
standing tree-trunks, sank lower and lower "We are
approaching," said Page, motioning in front of them
the jumping-ofi place." They passed from the tempered

green light of the wood and emerged upon a great windy
plateau, carpeted thickly with deep green moss, flanked
right and left with two mountain peaks and roofed over
with an expanse of brilliant summer sky. Before them the
plateau stretched a mile or more, wind-swept, sun-drenched
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with an indescribable bold look of great altitude ; but close

to them at one side ran a parapet-like line of tumbled rock

and beyond this a sheer descent. The eye leaped down
abrupt slopes of forest to the valley they had left, now a
thousand feet below them, jewel-like with mystic blues

and greens, tremulous with heat. On the noble height

where they stood, the wind blew cool from the sea of mist-

blue peaks beyond the valley.

Sylvia was greatly moved. "Oh, what a wonderful
spot !

" she said under her breath. " I never dreamed that

anything could be " She burst out suddenly, scarcely

knowing what she said, " Oh, I wish my mother could be
here

!

" She had not thought of her mother for days, and
now hardly knew that she had spoken her name. Standing
there, poised above the dark richness of the valley, her
heart responding to those vast airy spaces by an upward-
soaring sweep, the quick tears of ecstasy were in her eyes.

She had entirely forgotten herself and her companion. He
did not speak. His eyes were on her face.

She moved to the parapet of rock and leaned against it.

The action brought her to herself and she flashed around
on Page a grateful smile. " It's a very beautiful spot you've
brought me to," she said.

He came up beside her now. " It's a favorite of mine,"
he said quietly. " If I come straight through the woods it's

not more than a mile from uiy farm. I come up here for

the sunsets sometimes—or for dawn."
Sylvia found the idea almost too much for her. " Oh!

"

she cried—" dawn here !

"

" Yes." said the man, smiling faintly. " It's all of that!
"

In her life of plains and prairies Sylvia had never been
upon a great height, had never looked down and away upon
such reaches of far valley, such glorious masses of sunlit

rnountain; and beyond them, giving wings to the imagina-
tion, were mountains, more mountains, distant, incalculably

distant, with unseen hollow valleys between ; and finally,

mountains again, half cloud, melting indistinguishably into

the vaporous haze of the sky. Above her, sheer and vast.
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lay Hemlock Mountain, all its huge bulk a sleeping, pas-

sionless calm. Beyond was the solemnity of Windward
Mountain's concave shell, full to the brim with brooding

blue shadows, a well of mystery in that day of wind-blown
sunshine. Beneath her, above ht^r, before her, seemingly

the element in which she was poised, was space, illimitable

space. She h- " never been conscious of such vastness, she

was abashed l._, it, she was exalted by it, she knew a mo-
ment of acute shame for the pettiness of her personal

grievances. I-'or a time her spirit was disembarrassed of

the sorry burden of egotism, and she drank deep from the

cup of healing whicf^ Nature holds up in such instants of

beatitude. Her eyes were shining pools of peace. . . .

They went on in a profound silence across the plateau,

the deep, soft moss bearing them up with a tough elasticity,

the sun hot and lusty on their heads, the sweet, strong

summer wind swift and loud in their ears, the only sound
in all that enchanted upland spot. Often Sylvia lified her

face to the sky, so close above her, to the clouds moving
with a soundless rhythm across the sky ; once or twice she

turned her ti^ad suddenly from one side to the other, to

take in all the beauty at one glance, and smiled on it all,

a vague, sunny, tender smile. But she did not speak.

As she trod on the thick moss upspringing under her

long, light step, her advance seemed as buoyant as though

she stepped from cloud to cloud. . . .

When" they reached the other side, and were about to

begin the descent into Lydford valley, she lingered still.

She looke'I down into the valley before her, across to the

mountains, and, smiling, with half-shut eyes of supreme
satisfaction, she said under her breath: "It's E^eethoven

—

just the blessedness of Beethoven ! The valley is a legato

passage, quiet and flowing ; those far, ui)-pricking lulls,

staccato ; and the mountains here, the solemn chords."

Her companion did not answer. She looked up at him,

inquiringly, thliikiiig Inal lie liad not iiCarJ hcr, uiid fuun;'

him evidently too deeply moved to speak. She was startled,

almost frightened, almost shocked by the profundity of

I'M
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his gaze upon her. Her heart stood still and gave a great

leap. Chiefly she was aware of an immense astonishment

and incredulity. An hour before he had never seen her,

had never heard of her—and during that hour she had been

barely aware of him, absorbed in herself, indifTerent. How
could he in that hour have . . .

He looked away and said steadily, "—and the river is

the melody that binds it all together."

Sylvia drew a great breath of relief. She had been the

victim of some extraordinary hallucination: "—with the

little brooks for variations on the theme," she added hastily.

He held aside an encroaching briar, stretching its thorny

arm across the path. " Here's the beginning of the trail

down to Lydford," he said. " We will be there in twenty

minutes. It's almost a straight drop down."
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CHAPTER XXVIII

SYLVIA ASKS HERSELF "WHY NOT?"

If Sylvia wondered, as she dropped down the heights to

the valley, what her reception might be at her aunt's cere-

monious household when she entered escorted by a strange
hatless man in blue overalls, her fancy fell immeasurably
short of the actual ensuing sensation. Mrs. MarshaU-
Smith, her stepson, Felix jNIorrison, and old I\Ir. Sommer-
ville were aH sitting together on the wide north veranda,
evidently waiting to be called to luncheon when, at half-

past one, the two pedestrians emerged through a si'e

wicket in the thick green hedge of spruce, and advanced
up the path, with the free, swinging step of people who
have walked far and well. The eflfect on the veranda was:

unimaginable. Sheer, open-mouthed stupefaction blurred
for an instant the composed, carefully arranged masks of
those four exponents of decorum. They gaped and stared,

unable to credit their eves.

And then, according to their natures, they acted. Mrs.
Marshall-Smith rose quickly, smiled brilliantly, and stepped
forward with welcoming outstretched hands. " Why, Sylvia

dear, how delightful ! W^hat an unexpected pleasure, Mr
Page !

"

Old Mr. Sommerville fairly bounded past Sylvia, caught
the man's arm, and said in an anxious, affectionate, startled

voice, " Why, Austin ! Austin ! Austin !

"

Morrison rose, but stood quietly by his chair, hi? face

entirely expressionless, palpably and correctly " at atten-

tion." He had not seen Sylvia since the announcement
of his eng^ lent the day before. He gave her now a

graceful, si .t, friendly salute from a distance as she

stood Ly he: aur 'le called out to her companion a richly

313
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cordial greeting of " Well, Page. This is luck indeed !

"

but he indicated by his immobility that as a stranger he

would not presume to go further until the first interchange

between blood-kin was over.

As f-«r Arnold, ne neither stirred from his chair, nor

opened his mouth to speak. A slow smile widened on his

lips : it expanded. He grinned delightedly down at his

cigarette, and up at the ceiling, and finally broke into an

open laugh of exquisite enjoyment of the scene before him.

Four people were talking at once; Mr. Sommerville, a

dismayed old hand still clutching at the new-comer, was

protesting with extreme vigor, and being entirely drowned

out by the others. " Of course he can't stay—as he is! I'll

go home with him at once! His room at my house is

always ready for him !—fresh clothes !—No. no—impossible

to stay! " Mrs. Marshall-Smith was holding firm with her

loveliest manner of warm friendliness concentrated on

Page. " Oh, no ceremony. Mr. Page, not between old

friends. Luncheon is just ready—who cares how you

look?" She did not physically dispute with Mr. Sommer-

ville the possession of the new-comer, but she gave entirely

that effect.

Sylvia, unable to meet Morrison's eyes, absorbed in the

difficulty of the moment for her, unillumlned by the byplay

between her aunt and old Mr. Sommerville, strove for an

appearance of vivacious loquacity, and cast into the con-

versation entirely disregarded bits of description of the

fire. " Oh, Tantine, such an excitement !—we took nine

men with hoes up such a steep !" And finally Page,

resisting old Mr. Sommerville's pull on his arm, was say-

ing: " If luncheon is ready, and Pm invited, no more needs

to be said. Pve been haying and fire-fighting since seven

this morning. A wolf is nothing compared with me." He
looked across the heads of the three nearest him and

called to Arnold :
" Smith, you'll lend me some flannels,

won't you? We must be much of the same build."

Mrs. Marshall-Smith turned, taking no pain? to. hide her

satisfaction. She positively gloated over the crestfallen
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Mr. Sommerville. " Sylvia, run quick and have Helene
smooth your hair. And call to Tojiko to put on an extra
place for luncheon. Arnold, take Mr. Page up to your
room, won't you, so that he

"

Sylvia, running up the stairs, heard her late companion
protesting: "Oh, just for a change of clothes, only a
minute—you needn't expect me to do any washing. I'm
clean. I'm washed within an inch of my life—yellow
soap—kitchen soap !

"

" And our little scented toilet futilities," Morrison's
cameo of small-talk carried to the upper hall. " What could
they add to such a Spartan lustration ?

"

" Hurry, Helene," said Sylvia. " It is late, and Mr. Page
is dying of hunger."

In spite of the exhortation to haste, Helene stopped
short, uplifted brush in hand. "Mr. Page, the million-
aire !

" she exclaimed.

Sylvia blinked at her in the glass, amazed conjectures
racing through her mind. But she had sufficient self-

possession to say, carelessly as though his identity was
nothing to her :

" I don't know. It is the first time I have
seen him. He certainly is not handsome."

Helene thrust in the hairpins with impassioned haste
and deftness, and excitedly snatched a lace jacket from a
drawer. To the maid's despair Sylvia refused this adorn-
ment, refused the smallest touch of rouge, refused an orna-
ment in her hair. Helene wrung her hands. " But see.

Mademoiselle is not wise! For what good is it to be so
savage! He is more rich than all! They say he owns
all the State of Colorado !

"

Sylvia, already in full retreat towards the dining-room,
caught this last geographic extravagance of Gallic fancy
and laughed, and with this mirth still in her face made
her re-entry on the veranda. She had not been away three
minutes from the group there, and she was to the eye as
merely flushed and gay when she came back as when she
went away; but a revolution had taken place. Closely
shut in her hand, she held, held fast, the key Helene had
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thrust there. Behind her smile, her clear, bright look of

valiant youth, a great many considerations were being

revolved with extreme rapidity by an extremely swift and
active brain.

Swift and active as was the brain, it fairly staggered

under the task of instantly rearranging the world according

to the new pattern : for the first certainty to leap into sight

was that the pattern was utterly changed by the events of the

morning. She had left the house, betrayed, defenseless save

for a barren 'ignity, and she had re-entered it in triumph,

or at least with a valid appearance of triumph, an appear-

ance which had already tided her over the aching difficulty

of the first meeting with Morrison and might carry her

. . . she had no time now to ihink how far.

Page and Arnol 1 were still invisible when she emerged
again on the veranda, and Mrs. Marshall-Smith pounced
on her with the frankest curiosity. " Sylvia, do tell us

—

how in the world
"

Sylvia was in the midst of a description of the race to

the fire, as vivid as she could make it, when Arnold saun-

tered back and after him, in a moment. Page, astonishingly

transformed by clothes. His height meant distinction now.
Sylvia noted again his long, strong hands, his aquiline,

tanned face and clear eyes, his thoughtful, observant eyes.

There was a whimsical quirk of his rather thin but
gentle lips which reminded her of the big bust of Emerson
in her father's study. She liked all this ; but her suspicious-

ness, alert for afifront, since the experience with Morrison,
took offense at his great ease of manner. It had seemed
quite natural and unaffected to her, in fact she had not
at all noticed it before ; but now that she knew of his great
wealth, she instantly conceived a resentful idea that possibly

It mieht come from the self-assurance of a man who knows
nimself muc'i courted. She held her head high, gave to

him as to Arnold a nod of careless recognition, and con-
tinued talking: "Such a road—so steep—sand lialf-way

to the hubs, such water-bars !
" She turned to Morrison

with her first overt recognition of the new status between
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them. " You ought to have seen your fiancee ! She was
wonderful! I was proud of her!"

Morrison nodded a thoughtful assent. " Yes. Molly's
energy is irresistible," he commented, casting his remark
in the form of a generalization the significance of which
did not pass unnoticed by Sylvia's sharp ears. They were
the first words he had spoken to her since his engagement.

" Luncheon is ready," said Mrs. Marshall-Smith. " Do
come in." Every one by this time being genuinely hungry,
and for various reasons extremely curious about the hap-
penings back of Sylvia's appearance, the meal was dedicated
frankly to eating, varied only by Sylvia's running account
of the fire. " And then Molly wanted to take the fire-

fighters home, and I oflfered to walk to have more room
for them, and Mr. Page brought me up the other side of
Hemlock and over the pass between Hemlock and Wind-
ward and down past Deer Cliflf, home," she wound up,
compressing into tantalizing brevity what was patently for
her listeners by far the most important part of the expedi-
tion.

" Well, whatever route he took, ii is astonishing that he
knew the way to Lydford at all," commented Mrs. Mar-
shall-Smith. " I don't believe you've been here before for
years !

" she said to Page.
" It's my confounded shyness," he explained, turning

to Sylvia with a twinkle. " The grand, sophisticated ways
of Lydford are too much for the nerves of a plain-living

rustic like me. When I farm in Vermont the spirit of the
place takes hold of me. I'm quite apt to eat my pie with
my knife, and Lydford wouldn't like that."

Sylvia was aware, through the laughter which followed
this joking remark, that there was an indefinable stir

around the table. His turning to her had been pronounced.
She took a sore pleasure in Morrison's eclipse. For the
first time he was not the undisputed center of that circle.

He accepted it gravely, a little preoccupied, a little absent,
a wonderfully fine and dignifit figure. Under her
misanthropic exultation, Sylvia felt again and again the
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stab of her immense admiration for him, her deep affinity

for his way of conducting life. Whatever place he might

take in the circle around the luncheon table, she found him

inevitably at the center of all her own thoughts. However

it might seem to those evidently greatly struck with her

extraort'"nary good luck, her * iumph was in reality only

the mosi pitiful of pretenses. But such as it was, and it

gleamed richly enough on the eyes of the onlookers, she

shook it out with a flourish and gave no sign of heartsick

qualms. She gave a brilliantly undivided attention to the

bit of local history Page was telling her, of a regiment of

Green Mountain Boys who had gone down to the Battle of

Bennington over the pass between Windward and Hem-
lock Mountain, and she was able to stir Page to enthusiasm

by an appreciative comparison of their march with the

splendid and affecting incident before Marathon, when the

thousand hoplit-'s from the little town of Platnea crossed

the Cithseron range and went down to the plain to join

the Athenians in their desperate stand.
" How do you happen to come East just now, any-

how?" inqui> ^d old Mr. Sommerville, resolutely shoulder-

ing his way into the conversation.
" My yellow streak !

" affirmed his nephew. "Colorado

got too much for me. And besides, I was overcome by in

atavistic longing to do chores." He turned to Sylvia

again, the gesture as unconscious and simple as a boy's.

" My great-grandfather was a native of these parts, and

about once in so often I revert to type."
" All my mother's people came from this region too,"

Sylvia said. She added meditatively. " And I think I

must have reverted to type—up there on the mountain, this

morning."'

He looked at her silently, with softening eyes.

" You'll be going back soon, I suppose, as usual !
" said

old Mr. Sommerville with determination.

"To Colorado?" inquired Page. "No. I think—I've a

notion I'll stay on this summer for some time. There is

an experiment I want to try with alfalfa in Vermont."
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Are you a clair-

You took it out

Over his wineglass Arnold caught Sylvia's eye, and
winked.

" Still reading as much as ever, I suppose." Mr. Som-
merville was not to be put down. " When I last saw you,
it was some fool socialistic poppycock about the iniquity

of private exploitation of natural resources. How'-^ they
ever have been exploited any other way I'd like to know!
What's socialism? Organized robbery! Nothing else!
' Down with success ! Down with initiative ! Down with
brains

!

' Stuff !

"

" It's not socialism this time : it's Professor Merritt's
theories on property," said Sylvia to the old gentleman,
blandly ignoring his ignoring of her.

Page stared at her in astonishment,

voyant ? " he cried.

" No, no," she explained, laughing.

of your pocket up there by the brook."
" But you saw only the title. Merritt's name isn't on

the cover."
" Oh, it's a pretty well-known book," said Sylvia easily.

" And my father's a professor of Economics. When I was
little I used to have books like that to build houses with,
instead of blocks. And I've had to keep them in order and
dusted ever since. I'm not saying that I know much about
their insides."

" Just look there I " broke in Arnold. " Did I ever see
a young lady pass up such a perfectly good chance to
bluff!"

As usual nobody paid the least attention to his remark.
The conversation shifted to a radical play which had been
on the boards in Paris, the winter before.

After Ivncheon, they adjourned into the living-room. As
the company straggled across the wide, dimly shining,
deeply shaded hall, Sylvia felt her arm seized and held,
and turning her head, looked into the laughing face of
Arnold. " What kind of flowers does Judy like the best?"
he inquired, the question evidently the merest pretext to

detain her, for as the others moved out of earshot he said
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in a delighted whisper, his eyes gleaming in the dusk with
amused malice :" Go it, Sylvia ! Hit 'em out! It's worth
enduring oceans of Greek history to see old Sommerville
squirm. Molly gone—Morrison as poor as a church
mouse ; and now Page going fast before his very eyes

"

She shook off his hand with genuine annoyance. "
I

don't know what you're talking about, Arnold. You're
horrid! Judith doesn't like cut flowers at all,—any kind.

She likes them alive, on plants."
" She would! " Arnold was rapt in his habitual certainty

that every peculiarity of Judith's was another reason for
prostrate adoration. ''

I'll send her a window-box for
every window in the hospital." His admiration overflowed
to Judith's sister. He patted her on the shoulder. " You're
all right too, Sylvia. You're batting about three-sixty, right

now. I've always told the girls when they said Page was
ofiish that if they could only get in under his guard once

—

and somehow you've done it. I bet on you " He be-
gan to laugh at her stern face of reproof. " Oh, yes, yes,
I agree! You don't know what I'm talking about! It's

just alfalfa in Vermont! Only my low vulgarity to think
anything else !

" He moved away down the hall. " Beat
it! I slope!"

" Where are you going?" she asked.
" Away ! Away !

" he answered. " Anywhere that's
away. The air is rank with Oscar Wilde and the Renais-
sance. I feel them coming." Still laughing, he bounded
upstairs, three steps at a time.

Sylvia stepped forward, crossed the threshold of the
living-room, and paused by the piano, penetrated by bitter-

sweet associations. If Morrison felt them also, he gave no
sign. He had chosen a chair by a distant window and
was devoting himself to Molly's grandfather, who accepted
this delicate and entirely suitable attention with a rather
glum face. Mrs. Marshall-Smith and Page still stood in
the center of the room, and turned as Sylvia came in.
" Do give us some music, Sylvia," said her aunt, sinking
into a chair while Page came forward to sit near the piano.

I
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Sylvia's fingers rested on the keys for a moment, her

face very grave, almost somb r, and then, as though taking

a sudden determination, she jegan to play a L iszt Liebes-

Traum. It was the last music Morrison had played to her
before the beginning of the change. Into its fevered

cadences she poured the quivering, astonished hurt of her
young heart.

No one stirred during the music nor for the moment
afterward, in which she turned about to face the room. She
looked squarely at Morrison, who was rolling a cigarette

with meticulous care, and as she looked, he raised his eyes

and gave her across the room one deep, flashing glance of

profound significance. That was all. That was enough.
That was everything. Sylvia turned back to the piano
shivering, hot and cold with secret joy. His look said,

" Yes, of course, a thousand times of course, you are the

one in my heart." What the facts said for him was, " But
I am going to marry Molly because she has money."

Sylvia was horrified that she did not despise him, that

she did not resent his entering her heart again with the

intimacy of that look. Her heart ran out to welcome him
back; but from the sense of furtiveness she shrank back
with her lifetime habit and experience of probity, with the

instinctive distaste for stealth engendered only by long nnd
unbroken acquaintance with candor. With a mental action

as definite as the physical one of freeing her feet from a
quicksand she turned away from the alluring, dim possi-

bility opened to her by that look. No, no ! No stains, no
smears, no shufflings ! She was conscious of no moral im-
pulse, in the usual sense of the word. Her imagination
took in no possibility of actual wrong. But when, with a
fastidious impulse of good taste, she turned her back on
something ugly, she turned her back unwittingly on some-
thing worse than ugly.

But it was not easy! Oh, not at all easy! She quailed
with 3 sense of her own weakness, so unexpected, so fright-

ening. Would she resist it the next time? How pierced
with helpless ecstasy she had been by that interchange of
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glances! What was there, in that world, by which she
could steady herself?

" How astonishingly well you play," said Page, rousing
himself from the dreamy silence of appreciation.

" I ought to," she said with conscious bitterness. "
I

earn my living by teaching music."

She was aware from across the room of an electric
message from Aunt Victoria protesting against her per-
versity; and she reflected with a morose amusement that
however delicately phrased Aunt Victoria's protests might
be, its substance was the same as that of Helene, crying
out on her for not adding the soupqon of rouge. She took
a sudden resolution. Well, why not? Everything con-
spired to push her in that direction. The few factors which
did not were mere imbecile idealism, or downright hy-
pocrisy. She drew a long breath. She smiled at Page, a
smile of reference to something in common between them.
" Shan't I play you some Beethoven ? " she asked, " some-
thing with a legato passage and great solemn chords, and
a silver melody binding the whole together?"
"Oh yes, do!" he said softly. And in a moment she

was putting all of her intelligence, her training, and her
capacity to charm into the tones of the E-flat Minuet.

; -.1
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CHAPTER XXIX

A HYPOTHETICAL LIVELIHOOD

The millionaire proprietor had asked them all over to
the Austin Farm, and as they drew near the end of the
very expensive and delicately served meal which Page had
spoken of as a " picnic-lunch," various plans for the dis-

position of the afternoon were suggested. These sugges-
tions were prefaced by the frank statement of the owner
of the place that whatever else the others did, it was his
own intention to take Miss Marshall through a part of
his pine plantations and explain his recent forestry opera-
tions to her. The assumption that Miss Marshall would
of course be interested in his pine plantations and lumber-
ing operations struck nobody but Miss Marshall as queer.
With the most hearty and simple unconsciousness, they
unanimously felt that of course Miss Marshall would be
interested in the pine plantations and the lumbering opera-
tions of any man who was worth nobody knew how many
millions in coal, and who was so obviously interested in her.

Sylvia had been for some weeks observing the life about
her with very much disillusioned eyes and she now labeled
the feeling on the part of her friends with great accuracy,
saying to herself cynically. " If it were prize guinea-pigs or
collecting beer-steins, they would all be just as sure that I

would jump up and say. ' Oh yes, do show me, Mr.
Page !

'
" I-'ollowing this moody reflection she immediately

jumped up and said enthusiastically, " Oh yes, do show
me, Mr. Page!" The brilliance in her eyes during these
weeks came partly from a relieved sense of escape from
a humiliating position, and partly from an amusement at

the quality of human nature which was as dubiously enjoy-
able as the grim amusement of biting on a sore tooth.

322
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She now took her place by the side of their host, and
thought, looking at his outdoor aspect, that her guc's„ at

what to wear had been better than Aunt Victoria's or
Molly's. I'or the (luestion of what to wear had been a
burning one. Pressure had been put on he • to don just a

lacy, garden-party toilette of lawn and net as now auto-

matically barred both Aunt Victoria and Molly from the

proposed expedition to the woods. Nobody had had the

least idea what was to be the color of the entertainment
offered them, for the great significance of the affair was
that it was the first time that Page had ever invited any
one to the spot for which he evidently felt such an un-
accountable affection. Aunt \ ictoria had explained to

Sylvia, " It's always at the big Page estate in Lenox that

he entertains, or rather that he gets his mother to do
the absolutely indispensable entertaining for him." Mor-
rison said laughingly :

" Isn't it the very quintessence of
quaintness to visit him there! To watch his detached,
whimsical air of not being in the least a part of all the

magnificence which bears his name. He insists, you
know, that he doesn't begin to know his way around
that huge house !

" " It was his father who built the
Lenox place," commented Mrs. IMarshall-Smith. " It

suited >iis taste to perfection. Austin seems to have a
sort of Marie-Antoinette reaction towards a somewhat
painfully achieved simplicity. He's not the man to take any
sort of pose. If he were, it would be impossible not to sus-
pect him of a little pose in his fondness for going back to

his farmer great-grandfather's setting." Guided by this

conversation, and by shrewd observations of her own,
Sylvia had insisted, even to the point of strenuousness,
upon wearing to this first housewarming a cloth skirt and
coat, tempering the severity of this costume with a suffi-

ciently feminine and beruffled blouse of silk. As their car
had swung up before the plain, square, big-chimneyed old

house, and Page had come to meet them, dressed in khaki-
colored forester's garb, with puttees, Aunt Victoria had
been generous enough to admit by an eye-flash to Sylvia
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that the girl knew her business very well. There was not,

of course, Sylvia rcrtected, the slifjhtest pretense of obscur-

ity between them as to what, under the circumstances, her

business was.

All this lay back of the fact that, as Sylvia, her face

bright with spontaneous interest in pine jilantations and

lumbering operations, stepped to the side of the man in

puttees, her costume e.xactly suitevl his own.

From the midst of a daring and e.xtremcly becoming

arrangement of black and white srlped chiffon and emerald-

green velvet. Molly's beautiful face smiled on them ap-

provingly. F"or various reasons, the spectacle afforded her

as much pleasure as it did extreme tliscomfort to h.er

grandfather, and with her usual masterful grasp on a situa-

tion she began to arrange matters so that the investigation

of pine plantations and lumber operations should be con-

ducted en tcte-a-tcte. "Mrs. Marshall-Smith, you're going

to stay here, of course, to look at Austin's lovely view

!

Think of his having hidden that view away from us ail till

now ! I want to go through the house later on, and without

Austin, so I can linger and pry if I like! I want to look

at every single thing. It's lovely—the completest Yankee

setting! It looks as though we all ought to have on clean

gingham aprons and wear steel-rimmed spectacles. No,

Austin, don't frown! I don't mean that for a knock. I

love it, honestly I do! I always thought I'd like to wear

clean gingham aprons myself. The only things that are

out of keeping are those shelves and shelves and shelves of

solemn books with such terrible titles !

"

" That's a fact. Page," said Morris )n, laughing. " Molly's

hit the nail squarely. Your modern, economic spasms over

the organization of industrialism are out of place in that

delightful, eighteenth century, plain old interior. They

threw their fits over theology !

"

The owner of the house nodded. " Yes, you know your

period! A grc?l-great-grandfather of mine, :\ ministerial

person, had left a lot of books on the nature of the Trinity

and Free Will and such. They had to be moved up to the
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attic to make room for mine. What books will be on those

shelves a hundred years from now, I nonder?"
" Treatises on psychic analysis, on how to transfer

thought without words, unless I read the signs of the times
wrong," Morrison hazarded a guess.

Molly was bored by this i.nlk and anxious to get the walk-
ers oflf. " You'd better be starting if you're going far up
on the mountain, Austin. We have to be back fur a tea

at Mrs. Neville's, where Sylvia's to iKJur. Mrs. Neville

would have a thing or two to say to us, if we made her
lose her main drawing card."

" Are you coming, Morrison?" asked Page.
" No, he isn't," said .Molly decidedly. " He's going to

stay to i)lay to me on that delicious tin-j)anny ohl harpsi-

ehordy thing in your ' best room.' You do call it the
' best room,' don't you ? They always do in New England
dialect stories. (Irandfather, you have your cards with
you, haven't you? You always have. If youll get them
out, Feli.x and .Arnold and I'll i)lay whist with you."
Only one of those thus laid hold of. slip()cd out from her

strong little fingers. Arnold raised himself, joint by joint,

from his chair, and announced that he was a perfect nut-
head when it came to whist. " And, anyhow," he went on
insistently, raising his voice as Molly began to order him
back into the ranks—" And, anyhow, I don't want to play
whist

! And I do want to see what Page has been up to all

this time he's kept so dark about his g(jings-on over here.
No, Molly, you needn't waste any more perfectly goofl lan-
guage on me. You can boss everybody else if you like,

but Pm the original, hairy wild-man who gets what he
wants."

He strolled off across the old-fashioned garden and out
of the gate with the other two, his attention given as usual
to lighting a cigarette. It was an undertaking of some diffi-

culty on that day of stiff September wind which L Syl-
via's hair about her cars in bright, dancing flutters.

They were no more than out of earshot of the group
left on the porch, than Sylvia, as so often happened in her
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growing acquaintanceship with Page, found herself obliged

entirely to reconstruct an impression of him. It was with

anything but a rich man's arrogant certainty of her interest

that be said, very simply as he said everything :
" I appre-

ciate very much, Miss Marshall, your being willing to come
along and see all this. It's a part of your general kindness

to everybody. I hope it won't bore you to extremity. I'm

so heart and soul in it myse'f. I shan't know when to stop

talking about it. In fact I shan't want to stop, even if I

know I should. I've never said much about it to any one.

before, and I very much want your opinion en it."

Sylvia felt a decent pinch of shame, and her eyes were

not brilliant with sardonic irony but rather dimmed with

self-distrust as she answered with a wholesome eflFort for

honesty :
" I really don't know a single thing about forestry,

Mr. Page. You'll have to start in at the very beginning,

and explain everything. I hope I've sense enough to take

an intelligent interest." Very different, this, from the

meretricious sparkle of her, " Oh yes, do show me, Mr.
Page." She felt that to be rather cheap, as she remem-
bered it. She wondered if he had seen its significance, had
seen through her. From a three weeks' intensive ac-

quaintance with him, she rather thought he had. His eyes

were clear, formidably so. He put her on her mettle.

Arnold had lighted his cigarette by this time, offered one

to Page with his incurable incapacity to remember that not

every sane man smokes, and on being refused, put his

hands deep in his pockets. The three tall young people

were making short work of the stretch of sunny, windy,

upland pasture, and were already almost in the edge of

the woods which covered the slope of the mountain above

them up to the very crest, jewel-green against the great,

piled, cumulus clouds.
" Well, I will begin at the beginning, then," said Page.

" I'll begin back in 1762, when this valley was settled and

my ever-so-many-greats-grandfather took possession of a

big slice of this side of Hemlock Mountain, with the sole

idea tliat trees were men's enemies. The American colo-

^^mi
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nists thought of forests, you know, as places for Indians
to lurk, spots that couldn't be used for corn, growths to
be exterminated as fast as possible."

They entered the woods now, walking at a good pace up
the steeply rising, grass thrown wood-road. Sylvia quite
consciously summoned all her powers of attention and con-
centration for the hour before her, determined to make a
good impression to counteract whatever too great insight
her host might have shown in the matter of her first in-

terest. She bent her fine brows with the attention she
had so often summoned to face a difficult final examina-
tion, to read at the correct tempo a complicated piece of
music, to grasp the essentials of a new subject. Her
trained interest in understanding things, which of late had
been feeding on rather moldy scraps of cynical psychology,
seized with energy and delight on a change of diet. She
not only tried to be interested. Very shortly she was in-
terested, absorbed, intent. What Page had to say fas-
cinated her. She even forgot who he was, and that he was
immensely rich. Though this forgetfulness was only mo-
mentary it was an unspeakable relief and refreshment to
her.

She listened intently; at times she asked a pertinent
question; as she walked she gave the man an occasional
direct survey, as impersonal as though he were a book
from which she was reading. And exactly as an intelli-
gent reader, in a first perusal of a new subject, snatches
the heart out of paragraph after paragraph, ignoring the
details until later, she took to herself only the gist of her
host's recital. Yes, yes, she saw perfectly the generations
of Vermont farmers who had hated trees because they
meant the wilderness, and whose destruction of fo'-sts was
only limited by the puniness of the forces they i atched
against the great wooded slopes of the mountains they
pre-empted. And she saw later, the long years of utter
neglect of those hacked-at and half-destroyed forests while
Page s grandfather and father descended on the city and on
financial operations with the fierce, fresh energy of fron-

.-":){ -.^iissmssLi
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tiersmen. She was struck by the fact that those ruthless

victors of Wall Street had not sold the hundreds of worth-

less acres, which they never took the trouble to visit ; and

by the still more significant fact that as the older ones of

the family died, the Austins, the Pages, the Woolsons, the

Hawkers, and as legacy after legacy of more worthless

mountain acres came by inheritance to the financiers, those

tracts too were never sold. They never thought of them.

Page told her, except grumblingly to pay the taxes on

them; they considered them of ridiculously minute pro-

portions compared to their own titanic manipulations, but

they had never sold them. Sylvia saw them vividly, those

self-made exiles from the mountains, and felt in them some
unacknowledged loyalty to the soil, the barren soil which

had borne them, some inarticulate affection which had lived

through the heat and rage of their embattled lives. The
taproot had been too deep for them to break off, and now
from it there was springing up this unexpected stem, this

sole survivor of their race who turned away from what
had been the flaming breath of life in their brazen nostrils,

back to the green fragrance of their mutilated and forgotten

forests.

Not the least of the charm of this conception for Sylvia

came from the fact that she quarried it out for herself

from the bare narration presented to her, that she read it

not at all in the words, but in the voice, the face, the

manner of the raconteur. She was amused, she was
touched, she was impressed by his studiously matter-of-

fact version of his enterprise. He put forward with the

shy, prudish shamefacedness of the New Englander the

sound financial basis of his undertaking, as its main claim

on his interest, as its main value. " I heard so much about

forestry being nothing but a rich man's plaything," he said.

" I just got my back up, and wanted to see if it couldn't be

made a paying thing. And I've proved it can be. I've had

the closest account kept of income and outgo, and so far

from being a drain on a man to reforest his woodland and

administer it as he should, there's an actual profit in it,
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enough to make a business of it, enough to occupy a man
for his lifetime and bis son after him, if he gives it his
personal care."

At this plain statement of a comprehensible fact, Ar-
nold's inattention gave place to a momentary interest. " Is
there ? " he asked with surprise. " How much ?

"

" Well," said Page, " my system, as I've gradually worked
it out, is to clear off a certain amount each year of our
mediocre woodland, such as for the most part grows up
where the bad cutting was done a couple of generations
ago—maple and oak and beech it is, mostly, with little

stands of white birch, where fires have been. I work that
up in my own sawmill so as to sell as little of a raw product
as possible

;
and dispose of it to the wood-working fac-

tories n the region." (Sylvia remembered the great
"brush-back factory" whence Molly had recruited her
fire-fighters.) "Then I replant that area to white pine.
That's the best tree for this valley. I put about a thousand
trees to the acre. Or if there seems to be a good prospect
of natural reproduction, I try for that. There's a region
over there, about a hundred acres," he waved his hand
to the north of them, " that's thick with seedling ash. I'm
leaving that alone. But for the most part, white pine's our
best lay. Pine thrives on soil that stunts oak and twists
beech. Our oak isn't good quality, and maple is such an
mterminably slow grower. In about twent>' years from
planting, you can make your first, box-board cutting of
pine, and every ten years thereafter "

Arnold had received this avalanche of figures and species
with an astonished blink, and now protested energetically
that he had had not the slightest intention of precipitating
any such flood. " Great Scott, Page, catch your breath

!

If you're talking to me, you'll have to use English, anyhow.
Ive no more idea what you're talking about! Who do
you take me for? / don't know an ash-tree from an ash-
cart. You started in to tell me what the profit nf the thin?
is."

16
Page looked pained but patient, like a reasonable man
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who knows his hobby is running away with him, but who
cannot bring himself to use the curb. " Oh yes," he said
apologetically. " Why, we cleared last year (exclusive of
the farm, which yields a fair profit)—we cleared about two
thousand dollars." Arnold seemed to regard this state-

ment as quite the most ridiculous mouse which ever issued
from a mountain. He burst into an open laugh. " Almost
enough to buy you a new car a year, isn't it ? " he com-
mented.

Page looked extremely nettled. An annoyed flush showed
through the tan of his clear skin. He was evidently very
touchy about his pet lumbering operations. " A great many
American families consider that a sufficient income," he
said stiffly.

Sylvia had another inspiration, such as had been the
genesis of her present walking-costume. " You're too silly,

Arnold. The important thing isn't what the proportion
with Mr. Page's own income is! What he was trying to

do, and what he has done, only you don't know enough to

see it, is to prove that sane forestry is possible for forest-

owners of small means. I know, if you don't, that two
thousand is plenty to live on. My father's salary is only
twenty-four hundred now, and we were all brought up
when it was two thousand."

She had had an intuitive certainty that this frank revela-
tion would please Page, and she was rewarded by an
openly ardent flash from his clear eyes. There was in his

look at her an element of enchanted, relieved recognition,

as though he had nodded and said :
" Oh, you are my kind

of a woman after all ! I was right about you."

Arnold showed by a lifted eyebrow that he was con-
scious of being put down, but he survived the process with
his usual negligent obliviousness of reproof. " Well, if

two thousand a year produced Judith, go ahead, Page, and
my blessing on you !

" He added in a half-apology for

his offensive laughter, *' It just tickled me to hear a man
who owns most of several counties of coal-mines so set

up over finding a nickel on the street
!

"
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Page had regained his geniality. " Well, Smith, maybe I

needn't have jumped so when you stepped on my toe. But

it's my pet toe, you see. You're quite right—I'm ever-

lastingly set up over my nickel. But it's not because I

found it. It's because I earned it. It happens to be the

only nickel I ever earned. It's natural I should want it

treated with respect."

Arnold did not trouble to make any sense out of this

remark, and Sylvia was thinking bitterly to herself :
" But

that's pure bluflf! I'm not his kind of a woman. I'm

Felix Morrison's kind
!

" No comment, therefore, was

made on the quaintness of the rich man's interest in earn-

ing capacity.

They were now in one of the recent pine plantations,

treading a wood-road open to the sky, running between

acres and acres of thrifty young pines. Page's eyes glist-

ened with affection as he looked at them, and with the un-

wearied zest of the enthusiast he continued expanding on

his theme. Sylvia knew the main outline of her new
subject now, felt that she had walked all around i^, and was
agreeably surprised at her sympathy with it. She con-

tinued with a genuine curiosity to extract more details

;

and like any man who talks of a process which he knows

thoroughly. Page was wholly at the mercy of a sympathetic

listener. His tongue tripped itself in his readiness to an-

swer, to expound, to tell his experiences, to pour out a

confidently accurate and precise flood of information. Syl-

via began to take a playful interest in trying to find a weak
place in his armor, to ask a question he could not answer.

But he knew all the answers. He knew the relative weight

per cubic foot of oak and pine and maple ; he knew the

railroad rates per ton on carload lots; he knew why it is

cheaper in the long run to set transplants in sod-land

instead of seeding it ; he knew what per cent to write off

for c lage done by the pine weevil, he reveled in compli-

cated statistics as to the actual cost per thousand fur chop-

ping, skidding, drawing, sawing logs. He laughed at

Sylvia's attempts to best him, and in return beat about her
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ears with statistics for timber cruising, explained the varia-

tions of the Vermont and the scribner's decimal log rule,

and recited log-scaling tables as fluently as the multiplica-

tion table. They were in the midst of this lively give-and-

take, listened to with a mild amusement on Arnold's part,

when they emerged on a look-out ledge of gray slate, and
were struck into silence by the grave loveliness of the im-

mense prospect below them.
"—and of course," murmured Page finally, on another

note, " of course it's rather a satisfaction to feel that you
are making waste land of use to the world, and helping to

protect the living waters of all that " He waved his

hand over the noble expanse of sunlit valley. " It

seems "—he drew a long breath
—

" it seems something
quite worth doing."

Sylvia was moved to a disinterested admiration for him

;

and it was a not unworthy motive which kept her from
looking up to meet his eyes on her. She felt a petulant dis-

taste for the calculating speculations which filled the minds
of all her world about his intentions towards her. He was
really too fine for that. At least, she owed it to her own
dignity not to abuse this moment of fine, impersonal emo-
tion to advance another step into intimacy with him.

But as she stood, looking fixedly down at the valley, she

was quite aware that a sympathetic silence and a thought-

ful pose might make, on the whole, an impression quite as

favorable as the most successfully managed meeting of

eyes.

m



CHAPTER XXX

ARNOLD CONTINUES TO DODGE THE
RENAISSANCE

A GAUNT roaming figure of ennui and restlessness, Ar-
nold appeared at the door of the pergola and with a petu-

lant movement tore a brilliant autumn leaf to pieces as
he lingered for a moment, listening moodily to the talk

within. He refused with a grimace the chair to which
Sylvia motioned him. " Lord, no ! Hear 'em go it !

" he
said quite audibly and turned away to lounge back towards
the house. Sylvia had had time to notice, somewhat
absently, that he looked ill, as though he had a head-
ache.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith glanced after him with misgiving,
and, under cover of a brilliantly resounding passage at
arms between Morrison and Page, murmured anxiously to
Sylvia, " I wish Judith would give up her nonsense -ad
marry Arnold !

"

" Oh, they've only been engaged a couple of months,"
said Sylvia. "What's the hurry! She'll get her diploma
in January. It'd be a pity to have her miss !

"

Arnold's stepmother broke in rather impatiently, " If I
were a girl engaged to Arnold, I'd marry him! "

"—the trouble with all you connoisseurs, Morrison, is

that you're barking up the wrong tree. You take for
granted, from your own tastes, when people begin to buy
jade Buddhas and Zuloaga bull-fighters that they're want-
ing to surround themselves with beauty. Not much ! It's

the consciousness of money they want to surround them-
selves with !

"

Morrison conceded part of this. " Oh, I grant you, there's
a disheartening deal of imitation in this matter. But
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America's new to aesthetics. Don't despise beginnings be-
cause they're small

!

"

" A nettle leaf is small. But that's not the reason why
it won't ever grow into an oak. Look here! A sheaf of
winter grasses, rightly arranged in clear glass, has as much
of the essence of beauty as a bronze vase of the Ming
dynasty. I ask you just one question. How many people do
you know who are capable of

"

The art-critic broke in :
" Oh come ! You're setting up

an impossibly high standard of aesthetic feeling."
" I'm not presuming to do any such thing as setting up

a standard! I'm just insisting that people who can't ex-
tract joy from the shadow pattern of a leafy branch on a
gray wall, are liars if they claim to enjoy a fine Japanese
print. What they enjoy in the print is the sense that they've
paid a lot for it. In my opinion, there's no use trying to
advance a step towards any sound aesthetic feeling till

some step is taken away from the idea of cost as the cri-

terion of value about anything." He drew a long breath
and went on, rather more rapidly than was his usual habit
of speech :

" I've a real conviction on that point. It's come
to me of late years that one reason we haven't any national
art is because we have too much magnificence. All our
capacity for admiration is used up on the splendor of palace-
like railway stations and hotels. Our national tympanum
is so deafened by that blare of sumptuousness that we have
no ears for the still, small voice of beauty. And perhaps,"
he paused, looking down absently at a crumb he rolled be-
tween his thumb and finger on the table, " it's possible that
the time is ripening for a wider appreciation of another
kind of beauty . . . that has little to do even with such
miracles as the shadow of a branch on a wall."

Morrison showed no interest in this vaguely phrased
hypothesis, and returned to an earlier contention :

" You
underestimate," he said, " the amount of education and taste

and time it takes to arrange that simple-looking vase of
grasses, to appreciate your leaf-shadows."

" All I'm saying is that your campaign of aesthetic edu-
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cation hasn't made the matter vital enough to people, to any
people, not even to people who call themselves vastly

esthetic, so that they give time and effort and self-school-

ing to the acquisition of beauty. They not only want their

money to do their dirty work for them, they try to make
it do their fine living for them too, with a minimum of
effort on their part. They want to buy beauty, outright,

with cash, and have it stay put, where they can get their

fingers on it at any time, without bothering about it in the
meantime. That's the way a Turk likes his women—same
impulse exactly."

" I've known a few Caucasians too . . .," Mrs. Mar-
shall-Smith contributed a barbed point of malice to the
talk.

Page laughed, appreciating her hit. " Oh, I mean Turk
as a generic term." Sylvia, circling warily about the con-
testants, looking for a chance to make her presence felt,

without impairing the masculine gusto with which they
were monopolizing the center of the stage, tossed in a sug-
gestion, " Was it Hawthorne's—it's a queer fancy like

Hawthorne's—the idea of the miser, don't you remember,
whose joy was to roll naked in his gold pieces ?

"

Page snatched up with a delighted laugh the metaphor
she had laid in his hand. "Capital! Precisely! There's
the thing in a nutshell. We twentieth century Midases
have got beyond the simple taste of that founder of the
family for the shining yellow qualities of money, but we love
to wallow in it none the less. We like to put our feet
on it. in the shape of rugs valued according to their cost,,

we like to eat it in insipid, out-of-season fruit and vege-
tables."

*

"Doesn't it occur to you," broke in Morrison, "that
you may be attacking something that's a mere phase, an
incident of transition ?

"

" Is anything ever anything else !
" Page broke in to say.

Morrison continued, with a slight frown at the interrup-
tion, " America is simply emerging from the frontier con-
dition of bareness, and it is only natural that one, or per-
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haps two generations must be sacrificed in order to attain

a smooth mastery of an existence charged and enriched
with possession." He gave the effect of quoting a para-

graph from one of his lectures.

" Isn't the end of that ' transition/ " inquired Page,
" usually simply that after one or two generations people

grow dulled to everything but possession and fancy them-
selves worthily occupied when they spend their lives regu-

lating and caring for their possessions. I hate," he cried

with sudden intensity, " I hate the very sound of the

word !

"

" Does you great credit, I'm sure," said Morrison, with a
faint irony, a hidden acrimony, pricking, for an instant, an
ugly ear through his genial manner.
Ever since the day of the fire, since Page had become a

more and more frequent visitor in Lydford and had seen
more and more of Sylvia, she had derived a certain

amount of decidedly bad-tasting amusement from the fact

of Morrison's animosity to the other man. But this was
going too far. She said instantly, " Do you know, I've just

thought what it is you all remind me of—I mean Lydford,
and the beautiful clothes, and nobody bothering about any-
thing but tea and ideas and knowing the right people. I

knew it made me think of something else, and now I know

—

it's a Henry James novel
!

"

Page took up her lead instantly, and said gravely, put-

ting himself beside her as another outsider :
" Well, of

course, that's their ideal. That's what they try to be like

—at least to talk like James people. But it's not always
easy. The vocabulary is so limited."

"Limited!" cried Mrs. Marshall-Smith. "There are
more words in a Henry James novel than in any dic-

tionary !

"

" Oh yes, words enough !
" admitted Page, " but all about

the same sort of thing. It reminds me of the seminarists

in Rome, who have to use Latin for everything. They can
manage predestination and vicarious atonement like a shot,

but when it comes to ordering somebody to call them for
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the six-twenty train to Naples they're lost. Now, you

can talk about your bric-a-brac in Henry-Jamesese, you
can take away your neighbor's reputation by subtle sugges-

tion, you can appreciate a fine deed of self-abnegation, if it's

not too definite! I suppose a man could even make an

attenuated sort of love in the lingo, but I'll be hanged if I

see how anybody could order a 'oaf of bread."
" One might do without bread, possibly ? " suggested

Morrison, pressing the tips of his beautiful fingers to-

gether.
" By Jove," cried Page, in hearty assent, " I've a notion

that lots of times they do !

"

This was getting nowhere. Mrs. Marshall-Smith put

her hand to the helm, and addressed herself to Morrison
with a plain reminder of the reason for the grotesqueness of

his irritability. " Where's Molly keeping herself nowa-
days? " she inquired. " She hasn't come over with you, to

tea, for ever so long. The pergola isn't itself without her

sunny head."
" Molly is a grain of sand in a hurricane, nowadays,"

said Morrison seriously. '* It seems that the exigencies of

divine convention decree that a girl who is soon to be

married belongs neither to herself, to her family, to her

fiance—oh, least of all to her fiance—but heart and soul and
body to a devouring horde of dressmakers and tailors and
milliners and hairdressers and corsetieres and petticoat

specialists and jewelers and hosiery experts and "

They were all laughing at the interminable defile of words
proceeding with a Spanish gravity, and Mrs. Marshall-

Smith broke in, " I don't hear anything about house-

furnishers."
" No," said Morrison, " the house-furnisher's name is

F. Morrison, and he has no show until after the wedding."
"What are your plans?" asked Mrs. Marshall-Smith.
" Nothing very definite except the great Date. That's

fixed for the twenty-first."
" Oh, so soon . . . less than three weeks from now I

"

Morrison affected to feel a note of disapproval in her

-t
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voice, ami said with his faint smile, " You can hardly blame
me for not wishing to delay."

" Oh, no blame! " she denied his inference. " After all it's

over a month since the engagement was announced, and
who knows how much longer before that you and Molly
knew about it. No. I'm not one who believes in long
engagements. The shorter the better."

Sylvia saw an op ortunity to emerge with an appearance
of ease from a silence that might seem ungracious. It was
an enforced manctuver with wliich the past weeks had made
her wearily familiar. " Aunt Victoria's hitting at Arnold
and Judith over your head," she said to Morrison. " It's

delicious, the way Tantine shows herself, for all her veneer
of modernity, entirely nineteen century in her impatience
of Judith's work. Now that there's a chance to escape
from it into the blessed haven of idle matrimony, she can't

see why Judith doesn't give up her lifetime dream and
marry Arnold tomorr w."
Somewhat to her surprise, her attempt at playfulness had

no notable success. The intent of her remarks received
from her aunt and Morrison the merest formal recognition
of a hasty, dim smile, and with one accord they looked at

once in another direction. "And after the wedding?"
Mrs. Marshall-Smith inquired

—

"or is that a secret?"
" Oh no, when one belongs to Molly's exalted class or is

about to be elevated into it, nothing is secret. I'm quite

sure that the society editor of the Herald knows far better

than I the names of the hotels in Jamaica we're to fre-

quent."
" Oh ' Jamaica ! How . . . how . . . original !

" Mrs.
Marshall-Smith cast about her rather desperately for a
commendatory adjective.

" Yes, quite so, isn't it ? " agreed Morrison. " It's Molly's
idea. She is original, you know. It's one of her greatest

charms. She didn't want to go to Europe because there is

so much to see there, to do. She said she wanted a honey-
moon and not a personally conducted trip."

They all laughed again, and Sylvia said :
" How like
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Molly! How clever! Nobody does her thinking for

her!"
•' The roads in Jamaica arc excellent for motoring, too,

I hear," added Morrison. " "that's another reabon, of

course."

Page gave a great laugh. " Well, as Molly's cousin, let

me warn you ! Molly driving a car in Jamaica will be like

Pavlova doing a bacchante on the point of a i;tedle ! You'll

have to keep a close watch on her to see that she ilicsn't

absentmindedly dash across the island and jump ott the

bank right on into the ocean."
" Where does F. Morrison, house-furnishing -expert, come

in? "asked Mrs. Marshall-Smith.
" After the wedding, after Jamaica," said Morrison.

" We're to come back to New York and for a few months
impose on the good nature of Molly's grandfather's house-

hold, while we struggle with workmen et al. The Mont-
gomery house on Fifth Avenue, that's shut up for so many
years,—ever since the death of Molly's parents,— is the one

we've settled on. It's very large, you know. It has possi-

bilities. I have a plan for remodeling it and enlarging it

with a large inner court, glass-roofed—something slightly

Saracenic about the arches—and what is now a suite of

old-fashioned parlors on the north side is to be made into

a long gallery. There'll be an excellent light for paintings.

I've secured from Duveen a promise for some tapestries I've

admired for a long time—Beauvais. not very old, Louis

XVII—but excellent in color. Those for the staircase . .
."

He spoke with no more arimation than v, is his custom,
" th no more relish than was seemly; his carefully chosen

ds succeeded each other in their usual e.xquisite preci-

sion, no complacency showed above the surface ; his attitude

was, as always, composed of precisely the right i)roportion

of dignity and ease ; but as he talked, some untarnished in-

stinct 'n Sylvia shrank away in momentary distasie, the

i. it she had ever felt for him.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith evidently did not at all share this

feeling. " Oh, what a house that will be !
" she cried, lost
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in forecasting admiration. "You! with a free hand! A
second house of Jacques Coeur

!

" Sylvia stood up, rather

abruptly. " I think I'll go for a walk beside the river," she

said, reaching for her parasol.

" May I tag along ? " said Page, strolling off beside her
with the ease of familiarity.

Sylvia turned to wave a careless farewell to the two thus

left somewhat unceremoniously in the pergola. She was
in brown corduroy with suede leather sailor collar and broad
belt, a costume which brought out vividly the pure, clear

coloring of her face. " Good-bye," she called to them with

a pointedly casual accent, nodding her gleaming head.
" She's a very pretty girl, isn't she ? " commented Mrs.

Marshall-Smith. Morrison, looking after the retreating

figures, agreed with her briefly. " Yes, very. Extraordi-

narily perfect specimen oi' her type." His tone wat y.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith looked with annoyance across the

stretch of lawn to the house. " I think I would better go to

see where Arnold is," she said. Her tone seemed to signify

more to the man than her colorless words. He frowned and
said, " Oh, is Arnold . . .

?

"

She gave a fatigued gesture. " No—not yet—but for the

last two or three days . .
."

He began impatiently, " Why can't you get him off this

time before he . .
."

" An excellent idea," she broke in, with some impatience

of her own. " But slightly difficult of execution."
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CHAPTER XXXI

SYLVIA MEETS WITH PITY

Under the scarlet glory of frost-touched maples, beside

the river strolled Sylvia, conscious of looking very well and

being admired ; but contrary to the age-old belief about her

sex and age. the sensation of looking very well and being

admired by no means filled the entire field of her conscious-

ness. In fact, the corner occupied by the sensation was so

small that occasional efforts on her part to escape to it from

the less agreeable contents of her mind were lamentable

failures. Aloud, in terms as felicitous as she could make
them, she was commenting on the beauty of the glass-smooth

river, with the sumptuously colored autumn trees casting

down into it the imperial gold and crimson of their reflec-

tions. Silently she was struggling to master and dominate

and suppress a confusion of contradictory mental processes.

At almost regular intervals, like a hollow stroke on a brazen

gong, her brain resounded to the reverberations of " The
wedding is on the twenty-first." And each time that she

thrust that away, there sprang up with a faint hissing note

of doubt and suspicion, " Why does Aunt Victoria want
Arnold married ? " A murmur, always drowned out but in-

cessantly recurring, ran :
" What about Father and Mother?

What about their absurd, impossible, cruel, unreal, and
beautiful standards?" Contemptible little echoes from the

silly self-consciousness of the adolescence so recently left

behind her ..." I must think of something clever to say.

I must try to seem diflferent and original and independent

and yet must attract," mingled with an occasional fine sin-

cerity of appreciation and respect for the humanity of the

man beside her. Like a perfume borne in gusts came re-

action to the glorious color about her. Quickly recurring
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and quickly gone, a sharp cymbal-clap of alarm . . .

" What shall I do if Austin Page now . . . today ... or
tomorrow . . . tells me . . . !

" And grotesquely, the com-
panion cymbal on which this smote, gave forth an antiph-

onal alarm of, "What shall I do if he does not
!

" While,

unheard of her conscious ear, but coloring everything with

its fundamental note of sincerity, rose solemnly from the

depths of her heart the old cry of desperate youth, " What
am I to do with my life ?

"

No, the eminently successful brown corduroy, present

though it was to the mind of the handsome girl wearing it,

was hardly the sure and sufficient rock of refuge which tra-

dition would have had it.

With an eflFort she turned her attention from this con-

fused tumult in her ears, and put out her hand, rather at

random, for an introduction to talk. " You spoke, back there

in the pergola, of another kind of beauty—I didn't know
what you meant." He answered at once, with his usual

direct simplicity, which continued to have for Sylvia at this

period something suspiciously like the calmness of a reign-

ing sovereign who is above being embarrassed, who may
speak, without shamefacedness, of anything, even of moral
values, that subject tabu in sophisticated conversation.
" Ah, just a notion of mine that perhaps all this modern
ferment of what's known as ' social conscience ' or ' civic

responsibility,' isn't a result of the sense of duty, but of the

old. old craving for beauty."

Sylvia looked at him, astonished. " Beauty?"
" Why yes, beauty isn't only a matter of line and color, is

it? There's the desire for harmony, for true proportions,

for grace and suavity, for nobility of movement. Perhaps
the lack of those qualities is felt in human lives as much
as on canvases ... at least perhaps it may be felt in the

future."
*'

It's an interesting idea," murmured Sylvia, " but I don't

quite see what it means, concretely, as applied to our actual

America."

He meditated, looking, as was his habit when walking, up

mim^^^^mg
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at the trees above them. " Well, let's see. I think I mean
that perhaps our race, not especially inspired in its instinct
for color and external form, may possibly be fumbling
toward an art of living. Why wouldn't it be an art to keep
your life in drawing as well as a mural decoration ? " He
broke off to say, laughing, " I bet you the technique would
be quite as difficult to acquire," and went on again, thought-
fully

:
" In this modem maze of terrible closeness of inter-

relation, to achieve a life that's happy and useful and causes
no undeserved suffering to the untold numbers of other
lives which touch it—isn't there an undertaking which needs
the passion for harmony and proportion? Isn't there a
beauty as a possible ideal of aspiration for a race that prob-
ably never could achieve a Florentine or Japanese beauty
of line ?

" He cast this out casually, as an idea which had
by chance been brought up to the top by the current of the
talk, and showed no indication to pursue it further when
Sylvia only nodded her head. It was one of the moments
when she heard nothing but the brazen clangor of " the
wedding is on the twenty-first," and until the savage con-
striction around her heart had relaxed she had not breath
to speak. But that passed again, and the two sauntered
onward, in the peaceable silence which was one of the great
new pleasures which Page was able to give her. It now
seemed like a part of the mellow ripeness of the day.
They had come to a bend in the slowly flowing river,

where, instead of torch-bright maples and poplars, rank upon
rank of somber pines marched away to the summit of a
steeply ascending foothill. The river was clouded dark with
their melancholy reflections. On their edge, overhanging
the water, stood a single sumac, a standard-bearr r with a
thousand little down-drooping flags of crimson.
"Oh," said Sylvia, smitten with admiration. She sat

down on a rock partly because she wanted to admire at her
leisure, partly because she was the kind of a girl who looks
well sitting on a rock ; and as she was aware of this latter
motive, she fell a qualm of self-scorn. What a cheap vein
of commonness was revealed in her—in every one—by the
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temptation of a great fortune! Morrison had succumbed
entirely. She wa? nowadays continually detecting in her-
self motives which made her sick.

Page stretched his great length on the dry leaves at her
feet. Any other man would have rolled a cigarette. It was
one of his oddities that he never smoked. Sylvia looked
down at his thoughtful, clean face and reflected wonder-
ingly that he seemed the only person not warped by money.
Was it because he had it, or was it because he was a very
unusual person?

He was looking partly at the river, at the pines, at the

flaming tree, and partly at the human embodiment of the
richness and color of autumn before him. After a time
Sylvia said :

" There's Cassandra. She's the only one who
knows of the impending doom. She's trying to warn the
pines." It had taken her some moments to think of this.

Page accepted it with no sign that he considered it any-
thing remarkable, with the habit of a man for whom people
produced their best :

" She's using some very fine language
for her warning, but like some other fine language it's a
trifle misapplied. She forgets tnat no doom hangs over the
pines. She's the fated one. They're safe enough."

Sylvia clasped her hands about her knees and looked
across the dark water at the somber trees. " And yet they
don't seem to be very cheerful about it." It was her opinion
that they were talking very cleverly.

" Perhaps," suggested Page, rolling over to face the
river
—

" perhaps she's not prophesying doom at all, but
blowing a trumpet-peal of exultation over her own good
fort jne. The pines may be black with envy of her."

Sylvia enjoyed this rather macabre fancy with all the zest

of healthful youth, secure in the conviction of its own im-
mortality. " Yes, yes, life's ever so much harder than
death."

Page dissented with a grave irony from the romantic
exaggeratiou of this generalization. " I don't suppose tH-

statistics as to the relative difTiculty of life and death are
really very reliable."
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Sylvia perceived that she was being, ever so delicately,
laughed at, and tried to turn her remark so that she could
carry it off. " Oh, I don't mean for those who die, but those
who are left know something about it, I imagine. My
mother always said that the encounter with death is the
great turning-point in the lives of those who live on. She
said you might miss everything else irrevocable and vital-
falling in love, having children, accomplishing anything—
but that sooner or later you have to reckon with losing some-
body dear to you." She spoke with an academic interest
in the question.

" I should think," meditated Page, taking the matter into
serious consideration, " that the vitalness of even that ex-
perience would depend somewhat on the character under-
going it. I've known some temperaments of a proved
frivolity which seemed to have passed through it without
any great modifications. But then I know nothing about it

personally. I lost my father before I could remember him,
and since then I haven't happened to have any close en-
counter with such loss. My mother, you know, is very
much alive."

" Well, I haven't any personal experience with death in
my immediate circle either," said Sylvia. " But I wasn't
brought up with the usual cult of the awfiilness of it.

Father was always anxious that we children should feel it

something as natural as breathing—you are dipped up from
the great river of consciousness, and death only pours you
back. If you've been worth living, there are more elcnents
of fineness in humanity."

Page nodded. " Yes, that's what they all say nowadays.
Personal immortality is as out of fashion as big sleeves."
"Do you believe it?" asked Sylvia, seeing the talk take

an intimate turn, " or are you like me, and don't know at
all what you do believe?" If she had under this pseudo-
philosophical question a veiled purpose analogous to that of
the less subtle charmer whose avowed expedient is to get
" a man to talk about himself " the manoeuver was eminently
successful.

ill
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" I've never had the least chance to think about it," he
said, sitting up, " because I've always been so damnably
beset by the facts of living. I know I am not the first of

my race to feel convinced that his own problems are the

most complicated, but . .
."

" Yours! " cried Sylvia, genuinely astonished.
" And one of the hardships of my position,' he told her

at once with a playful bitterness, " is that everybody refuses

to believe in the seriousness of it. Because my father,

after making a great many bad guesses as to the possible

value of mining stock in Nevada, happened to make a series

of good guesses about the value of mining stock in Colo-

rado, it is assumed that all questions are settled for me.
that I can joyously cultivate my garden, securely intrenched

in the certainty that this is the best possible of all possible

worlds."
" Oh yes—labor unions—socialism—I. W. W.," Sylvia

murmured vaguely, unable, in spite of her intelligence, to

refrain from marking, by a subsidence of interest, her in-

stinctive feeling that those distant questions could not in the

nature of things be compared to present, personal compli-

cations.

" No—no— !
" he protested. " That's no go! I've tried

for five years now to shove it out of sight on some one of

those shelves. I've learned all the arguments on both sides.

I can discuss on both sides of those names as glibly as any

other modern quibbler. 1 can prove the rights of all those

labels or I can prove the wrongs of them, according to the

way my dinner is digesting. What stays right there, what
I never can digest (if you'll pardon an inelegant simile that's

just occurred to me), a lump I never can either swallow

entirely down or get up out of my throat, is the fact that

there are men, hundreds of men, thousands of men, working

with picks underground all day, every day, all their lives.

and that part of their labor goes to provide me with the

wherewithal to cultivate my taste, to pose as a patron cf

the arts, to endow promising pianists—to go through all the

motions suitable to that position to which it has pleased
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Providence to call me. It sticks in my crop that my only
connection with the entire business was to give myself the
trouble to be born my father's son."

" But you do work !
" protested Sylvia. " You work on

your farm here. You run all sorts of lumbering operations

in this region. The first time I saw you, you certainly looked
less like the traditional idea of a predatory coal-operator."

She laughed at the recollection.

" Oh yes, I work. When my undigested lump gets too

painful I try to work it off—but what I do bears the

same relation to real sure-enough work that playing tennis

does to laying brick. But such as it is, it's real satisfaction

I get out of my minute Vermont holdings. They come
down to me from my farmer great-grandfather who held
the land by working it himself. There's no sore spot there.

But speak of Colorado or coal—and you see me jump with
the same shooting twinge you feel when the dentist's probe
reaches a nerve. An intelligent conscience is a luxury a
man in my position can't afford to have." He began with
great accuracy to toss small stones at a log showing above
the surface of the water.

Sylvia, reverting to a chance remark, now said :
" I never

happened to hear you speak of your mother before. Does
she ever come to Lydford ?

"

He shook his head. " No, she vibrates between the Madi-
son Avenue house and the Newport one. She's very happy
in those two places. She's Mr. Sommerville's sister, you
know. She's one of Morrison's devotees too. She col-

lects under his guidance."

"Collects?" asked Sylvia, a little vaguely.
" Oh, it doesn't matter much what—the instinct, the re-

sultant satisfaction are the same. As a child, it's stamps,
or buttons, or corks, later on As a matter of fact, its

lace that my mother collects. She specializes in Venetian
lace—the older the better, of course. The connection with
coal-mines is obvious. But after all, her own fortune,
coming mostly from the Sommerville side, is derived from
oil. The difference is great !

"
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"Do you live with her?" asked Sylvia.
" My washing is said to be done in New York," he said

seriously. " I believe that settles the question of residence

for a man."
" Oh, how quaint

!

" said Sylvia, laughing. Then with

her trained instinct for contriving a creditable exit before

being driven to an enforced one by flagging of masculine

interest, she rose and looked at her watch.
'' Oh, don't go

!

" he implored her. " It's so beautiful

here—we never were so—who knows when we'll ever again

be in so . .
."

Sylvia divined with one of her cymbal-claps that he had
meant, perhaps, that very afternoon to— She felt a dis-

sonant clashing of triumph and misgiving. She thought

she decided quite coolly, quite dryly, that pursuit always
lent luster to the object pursued ; but in reality she did not

at all recognize the instinct which bade her say, turning

her watch around on her wrist :
" It's quite late. I don't

think I'd better stay longer. Aunt Victoria likes dinner

promptly." She turned to go.

He took his small defeat with his usual imperturbable

good nature, in which Sylvia not infrequently thought she

detected a flavor of the unconscious self-assurance of the

very rich and much-courted man. He scrambled to his

feet now promptly, and fell into step with her quick-tread-

ing advance. " You're right, of course. There's no need to

be grasping. There's tomorrow—and the day after—and
the day after that—and if it rains we can wear rubbers and
carry umbrellas."

" Oh, I don't carry an umbrella for a walk in the rain,"

she told him. " It's one of our queer Marshall ways. We
only own one umbrella for the whole family at home,
and that's to lend. I wear a rubber coat and put on a

sou'wester and let it rain."

" You would !
" he said in an unconscious imitation of

Arnold's accent.

She laughed up at him. " Shall I confess why I do ?

(Because my hair is naturally curly."

¥W'^-^M'-''J^^r^''r^^^^^^ismmz^, W
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" Confession has to oe prompter tnan that to save

he answered. " I knew it was, five weeks ago, when you
splashed the water up on it so recklessly there by the

brook."

She was astonished by this revelation of depths behind

that well-remembered clear gaze of admiration, and dis-

mayed by such unnatural accuracy of observation.
" How cynical of you to make such a mental com-

ment !

"

He apologized. " It was automatic—unconscious. I've

had a good deal of opportunity to observe young ladies."

And then, as though aware that the ice was thin over an
unpleasant subject, he shifted the talk. *' Upon my word,
I wonder how Molly and Morrison will manage ?

"

" Oh, Molly's wonderful. She'd manage anything," said

Sylvia with conviction.
" Morrison is rather wonderful himself," advanced Page.

" And that's a magnanimous concession for me to make
when I'm now so deep in his bad books. Do you know, by
the way," he asked, looking with a quick interrogation at

the girl, "why I'm so out of favor with him?"
Sylvia's eyes opened wide. She gazed at him, startled,

fascinated. Could ''
it " be coming so suddenly, in this

casual, abrupt manner? " No, I don't know," she managed
to say; and braced herself.

" I don't blame him in the least. It was very vexing. I

went back on him—so to speak ; dissolved an aesthetic

partnership, in which he furnished the brains, and my coal-

mines the sinews of art. / was one of his devotees, you
know. For some years after I got out of college I col-

lected under his guidance, as my mother does, as so many
people do. I even specialized. I don't like to boast, but I

dare affirm that no man knows more than I about sixteenth

century mezza-majolica. It is a branch of human knowl-
edge which you must admit is singularly appropriate for a
dweller in the twentieth century. And of great value to
the world. My collection was one of Morrison's triumphs."

Sylvia felt foolish and discomfited. With an effort she
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showed a proper intci est in his remarks. " Was ? " she
asked. " What happened to it?"

" I went back on it. In one of the first of those fits of
moral indigestion. One day, I'd been reading a report in
one of the newspapers on the status of the coal-miner, and
the connection between my bright-colored pots and plaucrs,
and my father's lucky guess, became a little too dramatic
for my taste. I gave the collection to the Metropolitan, and
I've never bought a piece since. Morrison was immensely
put out. He'd been to great trouble to finJ some fine
Fontana specimens for me. And then not to have me look
at them He was right too. It was a silly, pettish thing
to do. I didn't know any better then. I don't know any
better now."

It began to dawn on Sylvia that, under his air of whim-
sical self-mockery he was talking to her seriously. She
tried to adjust herself to this, to be sympathetic, earnest

;

though she was still smarting with the sense of having ap-
peared to herself as undignified and ridiculous.
"And besides that," he went on, looking away, down

the dusty highroad they were then crossing on their way
back to the house—" besides that, I went back on a great
scheme of Morrison's for a National Academy of ;Esthetic
Instruction, which I was to finance and he to organize. He
had gone into all the details. I^e had shown wonderful
capacity. It's really very magnanimous of him not to bear
me more of a grudge. He thought that giving it up was
one of my half-baked ideas. And it was. As far as any-
thing I've accomplished since, I might as well have been
furthering the appreciation of Etruscan vasts in the Middle
West. But then, I don't think he'll miss it now. If he
still has a fancy for it, he can do it with Molly's money.
She has plenty. But I don't believe he will. It has oc-
curred to me lately (it's an idea that's been growing on me
about everybody) that Morrison, like most of us, has been
miscast. He doesn't really care a continental about tiie

aesthetic salvation of the country. It's only the contagion
of the American craze for connecting everything with social
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betterment, tagging everything with that label, that ever
made him think he did. He's far too thoroughgoing an
aesthete himself. What he was brought into the world for.

was to appreciate, as nobody else can, all sorts of esoterically

fine things. Now that he'll be able to gratify that taste,

he'll find his occupation in it. Why shouldn't he? It'd

be a hideously leveled world if everybody was trying to be
a reformer. Besides, who'd be left to reform? I love to

contemplate a genuine, whole-souled appreciator like Mor-
rison, without any qualms about the way society is put
together. And I envy him! I envy him as blackly as your
pines envied the sumac. He's got out of the wrong rule

into the right one. I wish to the Lord I could !

"

They were close to the house now, in the avenue of pop-
lars, yellow as gold above them in the quick-falling autumn
twilight. Sylvia spoke with a quick, spirited sincerity, her
momentary pinue forgotten, her feeling rushing out gen-
erously to mete the man's simple openness. "Oh. that's

the problem for all of us! To know what role to play!
If you think it hard for you who have only to choose—how
about the rest of us who must ?" She broke olT.

"What's that? What's that?"
She had almost stumbled over a man's body, lying prone,

half in the driveway, half on the close-clipped grass on
the side ; a well-dressed man, tall, thin, his limbs sprawled
about broken-jointedly. He lay on his back, his face
glimmering white in the clear, dim dusk. Sylvia recog-
nized him with a cry. " Oh, it's Arnold ! He's been struck
by a car ! He's dead !

"

She spranj forward, and stopped short, at gaze, frozen.

The man sat up, propping himself on his hands and
looked at her, a wavering smile on his lips. He began to

speak, a thick, unmodulated voice, as though his throat
were stiff, Comingtomeetyou," he articulated very rapidly
and quite unintelligibly, " an 'countered hill in driveway
. . . no hill in driveway, and climbed and climbed "—he
lost himself in repetition and brought up short to begin
again, "—labor so 'cessive had to rest

"
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Sylvia turned a paper-white face on her companion.
" What's the matter with him?" she tried to say, but Page
only saw her lips move. He made no answer. That she
would know in an instant what was the matter flickered

from her eyes, from her trembling white lips; that she did

know, even as she spoke, was apparent from the scorn and
indignation which like sheet-lightning leaped out on him.
" Arnold I For shame! Arnold ! Think of Judith !

"

At the name he frowned vaguely as though it suggested
something extremely distressing to him, though he evidently

did not recognize it. " Judish ? Judish ? " he repeated,

drawing his brows together and making a grimace of great

pain. "What's Judish?"
And then, quite suddenly the pain and distress were

wiped from his face by sodden vacuity. He had hitched

himself to one of the poplars, and now leaned against this,

his head bent on his shoulder at the sickening angle of a

man hanged, his eyes glassy, his mouth open, a trickle of

saliva flowing from one corner. He breathed hard and
loudly. There was nothing there but a lump of uncomely
flesh.

Sylvia shrank back from the sight with such disgust that

she felt her flesh creep. She turned a hard, angry face on
Page. " Oh, the beast ! The beast

!

" she cried, under her
breath. She felt defiled. She hated Arnold. She hated
life.

Page said quietly :
" You'll excuse my not going with

you to the house? I'll have my car and chauffeur here

in a moment." He stepped away quickly and Sylvia turned
to flee into the house.

Put something halted her flying feet. She hesitated,

stopped, and pressed her hands together hard. He could

not be left alone there in the driveway. A car might run
over him in the dusk. She turned back.

She stood there, alone with the horror under the tree.

She turned her hack on it, hut she could see nothing but

the abject, strengthless body, the dreadful ignominy of the

face. They filled the world.
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And then quickly—everything came quickly to Sylvia

—

there stood before her the little boy who had come to see

them in La Chance so long ago, the little honest-eyed boy
who had so loved her mother and Judith, who had loveil

Pauline the maid and suffered with her pain ; and then the

bigger boy who out of his weakness had begged for a share

of her mother's strength and been refused; and then the

man, still honest-eyed, who, aiu.iess, wavering, had cried

out to her in misery upon the emptiness of his life; and
who later had wept those pure tears of joy that he had

found love. She had a moment of insight, of vision, of

terrible understanding. She did not know what was tak-

ing place within her, something racking—spasmodic throes

of sudden growth, the emergence for the first time i" al! her

life of the capacity for pity . . .

When, only a moment or two later. Page's car came
swiftly down the driveway, and he sprang out, he found
Sylvia sitting by the drunkard, the quiet tears streaming

down her face. She had wiped his mouth with her hand-

kerchief, she held his limp hand in hers, his fool'sh staring

face was hidden on her shoulder. . . .

The two men lifted him bodily, an ignoble, sagging weight,

into the car. She stood beside him and, without a word,
stooped and gently disposed his slackly hanging arms be-

side him.

Dark had quite fallen by this time. They were all silent,

shadowy forms. She felt that Page was at her side. He
leaned to her. Her hand was taken and kissed.
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MUCH ADO . . .

The rest of October was a period never clear in Sylvia's
head. Everything that happened was confusing and almost
everything was painful ; and a great deal happened. She
had thought at the time that nothing would ever blur in
her mind the shock of finding Aunt Victoria opposed to
what seemed to her the first obvious necessity : writing to
Judith about Arnold. She had been trying for a long time
now with desperate sincerity to take the world as she
found it, to see people as they were with no fanatic in-
tolerance, to realize her own inexperience of life, to he
broad, to take in without too much of a wrench another
point of view

;
but to Aunt Victoria's idea, held quite simply

and naturally by that lady, that Judith be kept in ignorance
of Arnold's habits until after marriage, Sylvia's mind closed
as automatically, as hermetically as an oyster-shell snaps
shut. She could not discuss it, she could not even attend
with hearing ears to Mrs. Marshall-Smith's very reasonable
presentation of her case; the long tradition as to the justi-
fiability of such ignorance on a bride's part; the impossi-
bility that any woman should ever know all of any man's
character before marriage; the strong presumption that
marnagt .vith a woman he adored would cure habits con-
tracted only through the inevitable aimlessness of too much
wealth; the fact that, once married, a woman like Judith
would accept, and for the most part deal competently with,
facts which would frighten her in her raw girlish state of
ignorance and crudeness. Sylvia did not even hear these
arguments and many more like them, dignified with the
sanction of generations of women trying their best to deal
with life. She had never thought of the question before.

354
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It was the sort of thing from which she had always averted
her moral eyes with extreme distaste ; but now that it was
forced on her, her reaction to it was instantaneous. From
the depths of her there rose up fresh in its original vigor,

never having been dulled by a single enforced compliance

with a convention running counter to a principle, the most
irresistible instinct against concealment. She did not argue

;

she could not. She could only say with a breathless cer-

tainty against which there was no holding out :
" Judith

must know ! Judith must know !

"

Mrs. Marshall-Smith, alarmed by the prospect of a
passage-at-arms, decreed quietly that they should both

sleep on the question and take it up the next morning. Syl-

via had not slept. She had lain in her bed, wide-eyed; a

series of pictures passing before her eyes with the un-
natural vividness of hallucinations. These pictures were
not only of Arnold, of Arnold again, of Arnold and Judith.

There were all sorts of odd bits of memories—a conversa-

tion overheard years before, between her father and Law-
rence, when Lawrence was a little, little boy. He had
asked—it was like Lawrence's eerie ways—aprop js of noth-
ing at all, " What sort of a man was Aunt Victoria's hus-
band?"

His father had said, " A rich man. very rich." This
prompt appearance of readiness to ans\ .r had silenced the

child for a moment: and then (Sylvia could see his thin

little hands patting down thv' sand-cake he was making)
he had persists!, " What kind of a rich man ? " His father
had said, " Well, he was bald—quite bald—Lawrence, come
run a race with me to the woodshed." Sylvia now, ten

years later, wondered why her father had evaded. What
kind of a man had Arnold s father been ?

But chiefly she braced herself for the struggle with Aunt
Victoria in the morning. It came to her in fleeting glimpses
that Aunt Victoria would be only human if she resented
with some heat this entire disregard of her wishes : that the
discussion might very well end in a quarrel, and that a
quarrel would mean the end of Lydford with all that Lyd-
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ford meant now and potentially. But this perception was
swept out of sight, like everything else, in the single-

ness of her conviction :
" Judith must know ! Judith must

know !

"

There was, however, no struggle with Aunt Victoria in

the morning. Mrs. Marshall-Smith, encountering the same
passionate outcry, recognized an irresistible force when she
encountered it ; recognized it, in fact, soon enough to avoid
the long-drawn-out acrimony of discussion into which a
less intelligent woman would inevitably have plunged;
recognized it almost, but not qui*e, in time to shut off from
Sylvia's later meditations certam startling vistas down
which she had now only fleeting glimpses. " Very well,

my dear," said Mrs. Marshall-Smith, her cherished clarity

always unclouderl by small resentments,
—

"very well, we will

trust in your judgment rather than my own. I don't pre-
tend to understand present-day girls, though I manage to

be very fond of one of them. Judith is your sister. You
will do, of course, what you think is right. It means, of
course, Judith being what she is, that she will instantly

cast him off; and .Arnold being what he is, that means that

he will drink himself into delirium tremens in six months.
His father . .

." She stopped short, closing with some
haste the door to a vista, and poured herself another cup
of coffee. They were having breakfast in her room, lx)th

in negligee and lacy cap?, two singularly handsome rep-
resentatives of differing generations. .Mrs. Marshall-Smith
looked calm, Sylvia extremely aijitated. She had been
awake at the early hour of deadly pale dawn when a swift,

long-barreled car had drawn up under the ]wrt.'-cochere and
Arnold had been taken away under the guard of a short,

broad, brawny man with disjjroportionately long arm.-^.

She was not able to swallow a mouthful of breakfast.
During the night, she had not louked an inch beyond her

blind passion of insistence. Now that Aunt Victoria
yielded with so disconcerting a suddenness, slie faced with
a pang what lay beyond. " (Jh. Judith wouldn't cast him
off! She loves him so! She'll give him a chance. You
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don't know Judith. She doesn't care about many things,

but she gives herself up absohitely to those that do matter to

her. She adores Arnold! It fairly frightened me to see

how ohe was burning up when he was near. She'll insist

on his reforming, of course—she ought to—but
"

" Suppose he doesn't reform to suit her," suggested Mrs.

M«rshall-Smith, stirring her coffee. " He's been reformed

at intervals ever since he was fifteen. He never could stay

through a whole term in any decent boys' school." Here
was a vista, ruthlessly oi)ened. Sylvia's eyes looked down
It and shuddered. "Poor .Arnold!" she said under her

breath, pushing away her untasted cup.
" I'm dull enough to find you take an odd way to show

your sympathy for him." murmured Mrs. Marshall-Smith,

with none of the acidity the words themselves seemed to

indicate. She seemed indeed genuinely perplexed. " It's

not been e.xactly a hilarious element in my life either. But

I've always tried to hold on to Arnold. I thought it my
duty. And now, since I'ciix Morrison has found this excel-

lent specialist for me. it's miuh easier. I telegraph to him
and he comes at once and takes Arnold back to his sani-

tarium, till he's himself again." I'or the first time in weeks

Morrison's name brought up between them no insistently

present, persistently ignored shadow. The deep- r shadow
now blotted him out.

" Hut Aunt Victoria, it's for Judith to decide. She'?, do
the right thing."

" Sometimes peo[)lc arc thrown by circumstances into a

situation where they wouMn't have dreamed of putting

themselves—and yet they rise to it and con(|uer it," philos-

ophized .-Xunt Victoria. " Life takes hold of us with strong

hands and makes us greater than we thought. Judith will

mean to do the right thing. If she were married, she'd

haz'e to do it! It seems to me a great responsibility you
take. Sylvia—you may, with the best of intentions in the

world, be ruining the happiness of two lives."

Sylvia got up, her eyes red with unshed tears. It was
not the first time that morning. " It's all too horrible," she

if
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murmured. " But I haven't any right to conceal it from
Judith."

Her eyes were still red when, an hour later, she stepped
into the room again and said, " I've mailed it."

Her aunt, still in lavender silk negligee, so far pro-
gressed towards the day's toilet as to have her hair care-

fully dressed, looked up from the Re-.uc Bleue, and nodded.
Her expression was one of quiet self-possession.

Sylvia came closer to her and sat down on a straight-

backed chair. She was dressed for the street, and hatted, as

though she herself had gone out to mail the letter. " And
now, Tantine," she said, with the resolute air of one broach-
ing a difficult subject, •'

I think I ought to be planning to

go home very soon." It was a momentous speech, and
a momentous pause followed it. It had occurred to Sylvia,

still shaken with the struggle over the question of secrecy,

that she could, in decency, only offer to take herself away,
after so violently antagonizing her hostess. She realized

with what crude intolerance she had attacked the other
woman's position, how absolutely with claw and talon she
had demolished it. She smarted with the sense that she had
seemed oblivious of an " obligation." She detested the

sense of obligation. And having become aware of a debt
due her dignity, she had paid it hastily, on the impulse v.i

the moment. But as the words still echoed in the air. she
was struck to see how absolutely her immediate future, all

her future, perhaps, depended on the outcome of that con-
versation she herself had begun. She looked fixedly at her
aunt, tHMng to prepare herself for anything. But she was
not prepared for what Mrs. Marshall-Smith did.

She swept the magazine from her lap to the floor and
held out her arms to Sylvia. " I had hoped—I had hoped
you were happy—with me." she said, and in her voice was
that change of quality, that tremor of sincerity which Sylvia

had always found profoundly moving. The girl was over-

come with astonishment and remorse—and immense relief.

She ran to her. " Oh, I am ! I am ! I was only thinking—
I've gone against your judgment." Her nerves, stretched
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with the sleepless night and the strain of writing the dread-
ful letter to Judith, gave way. She broke into sobs. She
put her arms tightly around her aunt's beautiful neck and
laid her head on her shoulder, weeping, her heart swelling,

her mind in a whirling mass of disconnected impressions.

Arnold—Judith . . . how strange it was that Aunt Vic-

toria really cared for her—did she really care for Aunt
Victoria or only admire her?—did she really care for any-
body, since she was agreeing to stay longer away from her
father and mother?—how good it would be not to have
to give up Helene's services—what a heartless, materialistic

girl she was—she cared for nothing but luxury and money
—she would be going abroad now to Paris—Austin Page

—

he had kissed her hand . . . and yet she felt that he saw
through her, saw through her mean little devices and strata-

gems—how astonishing that he should be so very, very

rich—it seemed that a very, very rich man ought to be

different from other men—his powers were so unnaturally

great—girls could not feel naturally about him . . . And
all the while that these varying reflections passed at light-

ning speed through her mind, her nervous sobs were con-

tinuing.

Aunt Victoria taking them, naturally enough, as signs

of continued remorse, lifted her out of this supposed slough

of despond with affectionate peremptoriness. " Don't feel

so badly about it, darling. We won't have any more talk

for the present about differing judgments, or of going

away, or of anything uncomfortable "; and in this way. with

nothing clearly understood, on a foundation indeed of mis-

understanding, the decision was made, in the haphazard
fashion which characterizes most human decisions.

The rest of the month was no more consecutive or logical.

Into the midst of the going-away confusion of a houseliold

about to remove itself half around the world, into a house

distracted with packing, cheerless with linen-covers, deso-

late with rollcd-up rugs and cold lunches and ha! f-packed

trunks, came, in a matter-of-fact manner characteristic of

its writer, Judith's answer to Sylvia's letter. Sylvia opened
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it, shrinking and fearful of what she would read. She had,
in the days since hers had been sent, imagined Judith's an-
swer in every possible form ; but never in any form remotely
resembling what Judith wrote. The letter stated in Judith's
concise style that of course she agreed with Sylvia that there
should be no secrets between betrothed lovers, nor, in this
case, were there any. Arnold had told her. the evening be-
fore she left Lydford, that he had inherited an alcoholic
tendency from his father. She had been in communication
with a great specialist in Wisconsin about the case. She
laiew of the sanitarium to which Arnold had been taken and
did not like it. The medical treatment there was not serious.
She hoped soon to have him transferred to the care of Dr.
Rivedal. If Arnold's general constitution were still sound,
there was every probability of a cure. Doctors knew so
much more about that sort of thing than they used to. Had
Sylvia heard that Madame La Rue was not a bit well, that
old trouble with her heart, only worse? They'd been
obliged to hire a maid—how in the world were the La Rues
going to exist on American cooking ? Cousin Parnelia said
she could cure Madame with some Sanopractic nonsense, a
new fad that Cousin Parnelia had taken up lately. Pro-
fessor Kennedy had been elected vice-president of the
American Mathematical Association, and it was funny to
see him try to pretend that he wasn't pleased. Mother's
garden this autumn was . . .

"PP'ell!" ejaculated Sylvia, stopping short. Mrs. Mar-
shall-Smith had stopped to listen in the midst of the ex-
hausting toil of telling Helene which dresses to pack and
which to leave hanging in the Lydford house. She now
resumed her labors unHaggingly, waving away to the closet
a mauve satin, and beckoning into a trunk a favorite black-
and-white chiffon. To Sylvia she said, " Now I know
exactly how a balloon feels when it is pricked."

Sylvia agreed ruefully. " I might have known Judith
would manage to make me feel flat if I got wrought up about
it. She hates a fuss made over anything, and she can al-

ways take you down if you make one." She remembered
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with a singular feeling of discomfiture the throbbing
phrases of her letter, written under the high pressure of
the quarrel with Aunt Victoria. She could almost see the
expression of austere distaste in the stem young beauty of
Judith's face. Judith was always making her appear foolish

!

" We were both of us," commented Mrs. Marshall-Smith
dryly, " somewhat mistaken about the degree of seriousnebs
with which Judith would take the information."

Sylvia forgot her vexation and sprang loyally to Judith's
defense. " Why. of course she takes it like a trained nurse,
like a doctor—feels it a purely medical aflFair—af. I suppose
it is. We might have known she'd feel that way. But '

to how she really feels inside, personally, you can't tcli
anything by her letter! You probably couldn't tell anything
by her manner if she were here. You never can. She may
be simply wild about a thing inside, but you'd never guess."

Mrs. Marshall-Smith ventured to express some skepticism
as to the existence of volcanic feelings always so sedulously
concealed. " After all, can you be so very sure that she is
ever ' simply wild' if she never shows anything?"

" Oh, you're sure, all right, if you've lived with her—you
feel it. And then, after about so long a time of keeping it

down, she breaks loose and does something awful, that I'd
never have the nerve to do. and tears into Hinders anything
she doesn't think is right. Why, when we were little girls
and went to the public schools together, two of our little

playmates, who turned out to have a little negro blood,
we

. .
." Sylvia stoppeil, suddenly warned by some in-

stinct that .\init \ictoria would not be a sympathetic lis-

tener to that unfofKrottcn episode of her childhood, that epi-
:;ode which had strmp.j to have no consequences, no se(iuel,
but which ever since that day had insensibly attectc-d the
course of her growth, like a great rock fallen into the
current of her life.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith, delil>erating with bated breath be-
tween broadcloth an«l blue panama, did not notice the
pause. She did. however, add a tinal comment on the
matter, some moments later, when she observed, " How

r
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any girl in her senses can go on studying, when she's en-
gaged to a man who needs her as much as Arnold needs
Judith!" To which Sylvia answered irrelevantly with a
thought which had just struck her thrillingly, " But how per-
fectly fine of Arnold to tell her himself !

"

"She must have hypnotized him," said Mrs. Marshall-
Smith with conviction, " but then I don't pretend to under-
stand the ways of young people nowadays." She was now
forty-five, in the full bloom of a rarely preserved beauty, ard
could aflFord to make remarks about the younger generation.
•' At any rate," she went on, " it is a comfort to know that
Judith has set her hand to the wheel. I have not in years
crossed the ocean with so much peace of mind about Arnold
as I shall have this time." said his stepmother. " No, leave
that blue voile, Helene, the collar never fitted."

" Oh, he doesn't spend the winters in Paris with you ?

"

asked Sylvia.

" He's been staying here in Lydford of late—crazy as
it sounds. He was simply so bored that he couldn't think
of anything else to do. He has, besides, an absurd theory
that he enjoys it more in winter than in summer. He says
the natives are to be seen then. He's been here from his
childhood. He knows a good many of them, I suppose.
Now, Helene, let's see the gloves and hats."

It came over Sylvia with a passing sense of great strange-
ness that she had been in this spot for four months and,
with the exception of the men at the fire, she had not met,
had not spoken to, had not even consciously seen a single
inhabitant of the place.

And in the end, she went away in precisely the same state

of ignorance. On the day they drove to the station she did,

indeed, give one fleeting glimpse over the edge of her nar-
row prison-house of self-centered interest. Surrounded by
a great many strapped and buckled pieces of baggage, with
Helene, fascinatingly ugly in her serf's uniform, holdinp
the black leather bag containing Aunt Victoria's jewels, they
passed along the street for the last time, under the great

elms already almost wintry with their bare boughs. Now
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that it was too late, Sylvia felt a momentary curiosity
about the unseen humanity which had been so near her
aii the summer. She looked out curiously at the shabby
vehicles (it seemed to her that there were more of them than
in the height of the season), at the straight-standing, plainly
dressed, briskly walking women and children ( there seemed
tc be a new air of life and animation about the street now
that most of the summer cottages were empty), and at the
lounging, indifferent, powerfully built men. She wondered,
for a moment, what they were like, with what fortitude their
eager human hearts bore the annual display of splendor they
might never share. They looked, ia that last glimpse, some-
how quite strong, as though they would care less than she
would in their places. Perhaps they were only hostile, not
envious.

" I dare say," said Aunt Victoria, glancing out at a buck-
board, very muddy as to wheels, crowded with children,
" that it's very forlorn for the natives to have the life all

go out of the village when the summer people leave. They
must feel desolate enough !

"

Sylvia wondered.
The last thing she saw as the train left the valley was the

upland pass between Windward and Hemlock mountains.
It brought up to her the taste of black birch, the formidably
clean smell of yellow soap, and the rush of summer wind
past her ears.

iJ
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'

"WHOM GOD HATH JOINED . .
."

They wire to sail on the 23(1, and ever since the big

square invitation had come it had been a foregone conclu-

sion, conceded with no need for wounding words, that there

was no way out of attending the Sommcrvillc-Morrison wed-
ding on the 2 1 St. They kept, of course, no constrained

silence al)out it. Aunt Victoria detested the awkwardness
of not mentioning difficult subjects as heartily as she did

the mention of them; anfl as the tree toad evolves a skin

to answer his needs, she had cvolvefl a method all her own
of turning her back squarely on l)oth horns of a dilemma.

No, there was no silence about the wedding, only about the

possibility that it might be an ordeal, or that the ordeal

might be avoided. It could not be avoided. There was
nothing to be said on that point. Hut there was much talk,

during the few days of their stay in New York, about the

elaborate preparations for the ceremony. Morrison, who
came to see them in their temporary quarters, kept up a some-
what satirical report as to the magnificence of the perform-
ance, and on the one occasion when they went to see Mo'ly
they found her flushed, excited, utterly inconsecutive, dis-

tracted by a million details, and accepting the situation as

the normal one for a bride-to-be. There were heart-search-

ings as to toilets to match the grandeur of the occasion ; and
later satisfaction with the moss-green chifton for Sylvia and
violet-colored velvet for her aunt. There were consultations

about the present Aunt Victoria was to send from them both.

a wonderfully expensive, newly patented, leather traveling-

case for a car, guarantcetl to hold less to the s(|uare inch and
pound than any other similar, heavy, gold-mounted con-

trivance. Mrs. Marshall-Smith told Morrison frankly, in
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this connection, that she had tried to select a present which
Molly herself would enjoy.

" Am I not to have a present myself? " asked Morrison.
" Something that you selected expressly for me? "

" No," said Sylvia, dropping the sugar into his tea with
deliberation. " Vou are not to have any present for your-
self."

She was gr.iltily conscious that she was thinking of a
certain scene in " The (..olden IJowl," a scene in which a
wedding present figures largely ; and when, a moment later,

he said. "I have a new volume of Henry James I'd like

to loan you," she knew that the same scene had been in his
head. She would not look at him lest she read in his eyes
that he had meant her to know. As she freciueiuly did in

those days, she rose, and making an excuse of a walk in

the park, took herself off.

She was quite calm during this period, her mind full of
trivial things. She had the firm conviction that she was
living in a dream, that nothing of what was happening was
irrevocable. And besides, as at Lydford, for much of the
day, she was absorbed in the material details of her life,

being rubbed and dressed and undressed, and adorned and
fed and catered to. They were spending the few days be-
fore sailing in a very grand hotel, overlooking Central Park.
Sylvia had almost every day the thought that she herself
was now in the center of exactly the same picture in which,
as a child, she had enviously watched Aunt Victoria. She
adored every detail of it. It was an opening-out. even from
the Lydford life. She felt herself expanding like a dried
sponge placed in water, to fill every crack and crevice of
the luxurious habits of life. The traveling along that roal
is always swift; and Sylvia's feet were never slow. During
the first days in Vermont, it had seemed a magnificence to

her that she need never think of dish-washing or bed-
making. By this time it seemed (piite natural to her that
Helene drew and tempered the water for her bath, and put
on her stockings. Occasionally she noticed with a little sur-
prise that she seemed to have no more free time than in the

:n.
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laborious life of La Chance ; but for the most part she threw
out, in all haste, innumerable greedy root-tendrils into the
surcharged richness of her new soil and sent up a rank
growth of easeful acquiescence in redundance.

The wedding was quite as grand as the Sommervilles had
tried to make it. The street was crowded with staring, curi-
ous, uninvited people on either side of the church, and
when the carriage containing the bride drove up, the surge
forward to see her was as fierce as though she had been
a defaulting bank-president being taken to prison. The police
had to intervene. The interior, fern and orchid swathed,
very- dimly lighted by rich purple stained glass and aristo-
cratic dripping wax candles instead of the more convenient
electric imitations, was murmurous with the wonderful
throbbing notes of a great organ and with the discreet low
tones of the invited guests as they speculated about the
relative ages and fortunes of the bride and bridegroom. The
chancel was filled with a vested choir which, singing and
carrying a cross, advanced down the aisle to meet the
bridal party. Molly, who had not been in a church since
her childhood, had needed to be coached over and over
again in the ins and outs of the complicated service.

Sylvia, seated several guests away from the aisle, saw
little of the procession as it went up into the chancel. She
caught a glimpse of a misty mass of white and, beside it, old
Mr. Sommerville's profile, very white and nervous and de-
termined. She did n . at that time see the bridegroom at
all. The ceremony, which took place far within the chancel,
was long and interspersed with music from the choir.
Sylvia, feeling verj' queer and callous, as though, under an
anaesthetic, she were watching with entire unconcern the
amputation of one of her limbs, fell to observing the people
about her. The woman in front of her leaned against the
pew and brought her broad, well-fed back close under
Sylvia's eyes. It was covered with as many layers as a
worm in a cocoon. There were beads on lace, the lace in-

crusted on other lace, chiflfon, fish-net, a dimly seen filmy
satin, cut in points, and, lower down, an invisible founda-
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tion of taflfeta. Through the interstices there gleamed a
revelation of the back itself, fat, white, again like a worm in

a cocoon.

Sylvia began to plan out a comparison of dress with
architecture, bringing out the insistent tendency in both to
the rococo, to the burying of structural lines in ornamen-
tation. The cufiF, for instance, originally intended to pro-
tect the skin from contact with unwashable fabrics, de-
generated into a mere bit of " trimming," which has lost

all its meaning, which may be set anywhere on the sleeve.

Like a strong hand about her throat came the knowledge
that she was planning to say all this to please Felix Morri-
son, who was now within fifty feet of her, being married
to another woman.

She flamed to fever and chilled again to her queer absence
of spirit. . . . There was a chorister at the end of the line

near her, a pale young man with a spiritual face who
chanted his part with shining rapt eyes. While he sang he
slipped his nand under his white surplice and took out his

watch. Still singing " Glory be to the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Ghost," he cast a hasty eye on the watch and
frowned impatiently. He was evidently afraid the business
in hand would dras^ along and make him late to another
appointment, "

is now and ever shall be, world with-
out end. Amen !

" he sang fervently. Sylvia repressed an
hysterical desire to laugh.

The ceremony was over; the air in the building beat
wildly against the walls, the stained-glass windows, and
the ears of the worshipers in the excited tumult of the

wedding-march ; the procession began to leave the chancel.
This time Sylvia caught one clear glimpse of the prin-
cipals, but it meant nothing to her. They looked like wax
effigies of themselves, self-conscious, posed, emptied of their

personalities by the noise, the crowds, the congestion of
ceremony. The idea occurred to Sylvia that they looked
as though they had taken in as little as she the signifi-

cance of what had happened. The people about her
were moving in relieved restlessness after the long im-

II i
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mobility of the wedding. The woman next her went down
on her knees for a devout period, her face in her white
gloves. When she rose, she said earnestly to her com-
panion, " Do you know if I had to choose one hat-trimming
for all the rest of my life, I should make it small pink roses
in clusters. It's perfectly miraculous how, with black chif-
fon, they never go out I

" She settled in place the great
cluster of costly violets at her breast which she seemed to
have exuded like some natural secretion of her plump and
expensive peioon. " Why don't they let us out!" she said
complainingly.

A young man, one of those born to be a wedding usher,
now came swiftly up the aisle on patent leather feet and
untied with pearl-gray fingers the great white satin ribbon
which restrained them in the pew. Sylvia caught her aunt's
eye on her, its anxiety rather less well hidden than usual.
With no effort at all the girl achieved a flashing smile. It
was not hard. She felt quite numb. She had been present
only during one or two painful, quickly passed moments.

But the reception at the house, the big, old-fashioned, very
rich Sommerville house, was more of an ordeal. There
was the sight of the bride and groom in the receiving-line,
now no longer badly executed graven images, but quite
themselves—Molly starry-eyed, triumphant, astonishingly
beautiful, her husband distinguished, ugly, self-possessed,
easily the most interesting personality in the room; there
was the difficult moment of the presentation, the handclasp
with Felix, the rapturous vague kiss from Molly, evidently
too uplifted to have any idea as to the individualities of the
people defiling before her; then the passing on into the
throng, the eating and drinking and talking with acquaint-
ances from the Lydford summer colony, of whom th re
were naturally a large assortment. Sylvia had a growing
sense of pain, which was becoming acute when across the
room she saw Molly, in a lull of arrivals, look up to her
husband and receive from him a smiling, intimate look of
possession. Why, they were morriVrf.' It was done!
The delicate food in Sylvia's mouth turned to ashes.
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Mrs. Marshall-Smith's voice, almost fluttered, almost

(for her) excited, came to her ears: " Sylvia—here is Mr.

Page! And he's just told me the most delightful news,

that he's decided to run over to Paris for a time this fall."

" I hope Miss Marshall will think that Paris will be big

enough for all of us?" asked Austin Page, fixing his re-

markably clear eyes on the girl.

She made a great effort for self-possession. She turned

her back on the receiving-line. She held out her hand

cordially. " I hope Paris will be quite, quite small, so that

we shall all see a great deal of each other," she said warmly.

if-
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SYLVIA TELLS THE TRUTH

They left Mrs. Marshall-Smith with a book, seated on a
little yellow-painted iron chair, the fifteen-centime kind, at
the top of the great flight of steps leading down to the wide
green expanse of the Tapis Vert. She was alternately
reading Huysmans' highly imaginative ideas on Gothic
cathedrals, and letting her eyes stray up and down the long
fagade of the great Louis. Her powers of esthetic assimila-
tion seemed to be proof against this extraordinary mixture
of impressions. She had insisted that she would be entirely
happy there in the sun, for an hour at least, especially if

she were left in solitude with her book. On which intima-
tion Sylvia and Page had strolled off to do some exploring.
It was a situation which a month of similar arrangements
had made very familiar to them.

" No, I don't know Versailles very well," he said in an-
swer to her question, " but I believe the gardens back of the
Grand and Petit Trianon are more interesting than these
near the Chateau itself. The conscientiousness with which
they're kept up is not quite so formidable."
So they walked down the side of the Grand Canal, ad-

miring the rather pensive beauty of the late November
woods, and talking, as was the proper thing, about the great
Louis and his court, and how they both detested his style
of gilded, carved wall ornamentation, although his chairs
werer'^ as bad as some others. They turned off at the
cross-arm of the Canal towards the Great Trianon; they
talked, again dutifully in the spirit of the place, about
Madame de Maintenon. They differed on this subject just
enough to enjoy discussing it. Page averred that the whole
affair had always passed his comprehension, "—what that

370
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ease-loving, vain, indulgent, trivial-minded grandson of

Henri Quatre could ever have seen for all those years in

that stiff, prim, cold old school-ma'am
"

But Sylvia shook her head. " I know how he felt. He
had to have her, once he'd found her. She was the only

person in all his world he could depend on."
" Why not fl> pend on himself? " Page asked.
" Oh, he couldn't! He couldn't! She had character and

he hadn't."
" What do you mean by character ? " he challenged her.

" It's what I haven't !
" she said.

He attempted a chivalrous exculpation. " Oh, if you

mean by character such hard, insensitive lack of imagination

as Madame de Maintenon's
"

" No, not that," said Sylvia. " You know what I mean by

character as well as I."

By the time they were back of the Little Trianon, this

beginning had led them naturally enough away from the

frivolities of historical conversation to serious considera-

tions, namely themselves. The start had been a reminiscence

of Sylvia's, induced by the slow fall of golden leaves from

the last of the birches into the still water of the lake in

the midst of Marie Antoinette's hamlet. They stopped on

an outrageously rustic bridge, constructed quite in the arti-

ficially rural style of the place, and, leaning on the railing,

watched in a fascinated silence the quiet, eddying descent

of the leaves. There was not a breath of wind. The leaves

detached themselves from the tree with no wrench. They
loosened their hold gradually, gradually, and finally out of

sheer fullness of maturity floated down to their graves with

a dreamy content.
" I never happened to see that effect before," said Page.

" I supposed leaves were detached only by wind. It's aston-

ishingly peaceful, isn't it?"
" I saw it once before," said Sylvia, her eyes fixed on the

noiseless arabesques traced by the leaves in their fall
—

" at

home in La Chance. I'll never forget it." She spoke in a

low tone as though not to break the charmed silence about
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them, and, upon his asking her for the incident, she went on,

almost in a murmur: " It isn't a story you could possibly

understand. You've never been poor. But I'll tell you if

you like. I've talked to you such a lot about home and the

queer people we know—did I ever mention Cousin Par-
nelia? She's a distant cousin of my mother's, a queer
woman who lost her husband and three children in a train-

wreck years ago, and has been a little bit crazy ever since.

She has always worn, for instance, exactly the same kind of
clothes, hat and everything, that she had on, the day the
news was brought to her. The Spiritualists got hold of her
then, and she's been one herself for ever so long—table-

rapping—planchette-writing—all the horrid rest of it, and
she makes a little money by being a " medium " for igno-
rant people. But she hardly earns enough that way to keep
her from starving, and Mother has for ever so long helped
her out.

" Well, there was a chance to buy a tiny house and lot for
her—two hundred and twenty dollars. It was just a two-
roomed cottage, but it would be a roof over her head at

least. She is getting old and ought to have something to

fall back on. Mother called us all together and said this

would be a way to help provide for Cousin Parnelia's old
age. Father never could bear her (he's so hard on ignorant,
superstitious people), but he -' ^ays does what Mother
thinks best, so he said he'd give up the new typewriter he'd
been hoping to buy. Mother gave up her chicken money
she'd been putting by for some new rose-bushes, and she
loves her roses too! Judith gave what she'd earned pick-
ing raspberries, and I—oh, how I hated to do it ! but I was
ashamed not to—I gave what I'd saved up for my autumn
suit. Lawrence just stuck it out that he hated Cousin
Parnelia and he wouldn't give a bit. But he was so little

that he only had thirty cents or something like that in a tin

bank, so it didn't matter. When we put it all together it

wasn't nearly enough of course, and we took the rest out of
our own little family savings-bank rainy-day savings and
bought the tiny house and lot. Father wanted to ' surprise

'
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Cousin Pamelia with the deed. He wanted to l-^y it under

some flowers in a basket, or slip it into her pocket, or send

it to her with some eggs or something. But Mother— it

was so Hke her!—the first time Cousiij ParneHa happened

to come to the house. Mother picked up the deed from her

desk and said offhand, '
( )h, Parnelia, we bought the little

Garens house for you,' and handed her the paper, and went

to talking aboui cutworms or Bordeaux mi.xturc."

Page smiled, appreciative of the picture. " I see her. I

see your mother—\'ermont to the core."
" Well, it was only about two weeks after that, I was

practising and Mother was rubbing down a tabic she was
fixing over. Nobody else happened to be at home. Cousin

Pamelia came in, her old battered black straw hat on one
ear as usual. She was all stirred up and pleased about a

new ' method ' of using planchettc. You know what
planchette is, don't you? The little heart-shaped piece of

wood spiritualists use, with a pencil fast to it. to take down
their silly ' messages.' Some spiritualistic fake was visiting

town conducting seances and he claimed he'd discovered

some sort of method for inducing greater receptivity—or

something like that. I don't know anything about spiritual-

ism but little tags I've picked up from hearing Cousin
Parnelia talk. Anyway, he was ' teaching ' other mediums
for a big price. And it came out that Cou3in Parnelia had
mortgaged the house for more than it was worth, and had
used the money to take those ' lessons.' I couldn't believe

it for a minute. When I really understood what she'd

done, I was so angry I felt like smashing both fists down
on the piano keys and howling ! I thought of my blue cor-

duroy Fd given up—I was only fourteen and just crazy

about clothes. Mother was sitting on the floor, scraping

away at the table-leg. She got up, laid down her sandpaper,
and asked Cousin Parnelia if she'd excuse us for a few
minutes. Then she took me by the hand, as though I was
a little girl. I felt like one too. T felt almost frightened by
Mother's face, and we both marched out of the house. She
didn't say a word. She took me down to our swimming-hole

if
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in the river. Tliere is a big inaple-trec leaning over that.

It was a |)erfcctly breathless autumn day like this, and the
tree was shedding its leaves like that birch. Just gently,
slowly, steadily letting them go tlown into the still water.
We sat down on the bank and watched them. The air was
full of them, yet all so ([uiet. without any hurry. The water
was red with them, they floated down on our shoulders, on
our heads, in our laps—not a sound—so peaceful—so calm-
so perfect. It was like the andante of the Kreutzer.

" I knew what Mother wanted, to get over being angrj'
with Cousin Farnelia. And she was. I could see it in her
face, like somebody in church. I felt it myself—all over, like

an E string that's been pulled too hiyh. slipping down into

tune when you turn the peg. But I didn't want to feel it. I

ivanted to hate Cousin Pamelia. I thought it was awfully
hard in Mother not to want us to have even the satisfaction
of hating Cousin Pamelia! I tried to go on doing it. I

remember I cried a little. But Mother never said a word-
just sat there in that quiet autumn sunshine, watching the
leaves falling—falling—and I had to do as she did. And
by and by I felt, just as sh^ did, that Cousin Pamelia was
only a very small part of something very big.

" When we went in. Mother's face was just as it always
was, and we got Cousin Pamelia a cup of tea and gave her
part of a boiled ham to take home and a dozen eggs an*'

a loaf of graham bread, just as though nothing had hap-
pened."

She stopped speaking. There was no sound at all but the

delicate, forlorn whisper of the leaves.
" That is a very fine story !

" said Page finally. He spoke
with a measured, emphatic, almost solemn accent.

" Yes. it's a very fine story." murmured Sylvia a little

wistfully. " It's finer as a story than it was as real life. It

was years before I could look at blue corduroy without feel-

ing stirred up. I really cared more about my clothes than I

did about that stupid, ignorant old woman. If it's onlv a

cheerful giver the Lord loves, He didn't feel much aflfection

for me."
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They began to retrace their steps. " You gave up the blue

corduroy," he commenterl as they walked on, " and you
didn't scold your silly old kinswoman."

" That's only because Mother hypnotized me. She has
character. I did it as Louis signed the revocation of the

Edict of Nantes, because Madame de Maintenon thought
he ought to."

" But she couldn't hypnotize your brother Lawrence, al-

thought he was so much younger. He didn't give up his

thirty-seven cents. I think yov.'re bragging without cause if

you claim any engaging and picturesque absence of char-
acter."

"Oh. Lawrence—he's different! He's extraordinary!
Sometimes I think he is a genius. And it's Judith who
hypnotizes him. She supplies his character."

They emerged into an opening and walked in silence for
some moments towards the Grand Trianon.

" You're lucky, very lucky." commented Page, " to have
such an ample supply of character in the family. I'm an
only child. There's nolx)dy to give me the necessary hypo-
dermic supply of it at the crucial moments." He went on,

turning his head to look at the Great Trianon, very mel-
low in the sunshine. " It's my belief, howex -

at the crucial moments you have plenty of r.

own.

'hat

^re

r-

" That's a safe guess !
" said Sylvia ironically, " since

never have been any crucial moments in a life so ui -

estingly eventless as mine. I wonder what I wouli

she mused. " My own conviction is that—supp(

lived in the days of the Reformation—in the days of
—in the early Abolition days " She had an instant

lainty: "Oh, I have been entirely on the side of whale, r

was smooth, and elegant, and had amenity—I'd have liat

the righteous side !

"

Page did not look very deeply moved by this revelat-.on

Oi depravity. Indeed, he smiled rather amusedly at her
and changed the subject. " You said a moment ago that J

couldn't understand, because I'd always had money. Isn't
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it a bi» paradoxical to say that the people who haven't a
thing are tlie only ones who know anything about it ?

"

" I'.ut you couldn't realize vvhat losvuj the money meant
to us. \o\\ cant know what the absence of money can do
to a life."

" I can know," said Page. " what the presence of it can-
not do for life." His accent implied rather sadly that the
omissions were considerable.

" Oh, of course, of course." Sylvia agreed. " There's any
amount it can't do. After you have it. you must get the
other things too."

He brought his eyes down to her from a roving quest
among the tops of the trees. " It seems to me you want a
great deal," he said quizzically.

" Yes, I do," she admitted. " But I don't see that you
have any call to object to my wanting it. You don't have
to wish for everything at once. You have it already."
He received this into one of his thoughtful silences, but

presently it brought him to a standstill. They were within
sight of the Grand Canal again, looking down from the
terrace of the Trianon. He leaned against the marble
balustrade and thrust his hands deep into his pockets. His
clear eyes were clouded. He looked profoundly grave. "

I

am thirty-two years old," he said, " and never for a moment
of that time have I made any sense out of my position in
life. If you call that having everything ' "

It occurred to Sylvia fleetingly thai she had never made
any sense out of her position in life either, and had been
obliged to do a great many disagreeable things into the bar-
gain, but she kept this thought to herself, and looked con-
spicuously what she genuinely felt, a sympathetic mterest.
The note of plain direct sincerity which was Page's hall-
mark never failed to arrest her attention, a little to arouse
her wonder, and occasionally, for a reason that she did not
like to dwell upon, somewhat to abash her. The reason n-as
that he never spoke for eflfect, and she often did. He w.-?'.

not speaking for effect now : he seemed scarcely even to be
speaking to her, rather to be musingly formulating some-
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thing for his own cnliphteiimtnt. H'j went on. " The fact
is that there is no scnbe to be made out of tny situati(jn in
life. I am like a man with a fine voice, who has no car."
He showed surprise that Sylvia failed to follow this, and

explaiwed. " I mean the voice is no good to that kind of a
man, it's no good to anybody. It's the craziest, accidental
affair anyhow, haven't vou ever noticed it'—who draws the
fine voices. Half the time—mor»- than half the time, most
of the time it seems to me when I've been recently to a lot

of concerts, the people who have the voices haven't any other
qualifications for being singers. And it's so with coal-
mines, with everything else that's inherited. For five years
now I've given up what I'd like to do, and I've tried, under
the best maestri I could find, to make something out of my
voice, so to speak. AnrI it's no go. It's in the nature of
things that I can't make a go of it. Ovei ever>thing I

do lies the taint that I'm the ' owner '
! They are suspicious

of me, always will be—and rightly so. Anybody else not
connected with the me<lia'val idea of ' possession ' could do
better than I. The whole relation's artificial. I'm in it for
the preposterous reason that my father, operating on Wall
Street, made a lucky -juess,—as though I should be called

upon to run a locomotive because my middle initial is L!"
Sylvia still felt the same slight sense of flatness when this

recurring topic thrust itself into a personal talk; but during
th*^ last month she had adjusted herself to Page so that this

no longer showed on the surface. She was indeed quite
capable of taking an interest in the subject, as soon as she
could modulate herself into the new key. "' Yes, of course,"
she agreed, " it's like so many other things that are perfectly
necessary to go on with, perfectly absurd when you look
closely at them. ;My father nearly lost his position once for
saying that all inheritance was wrong. But even he never
had the slightest suggestion as to what to do alxjut it, how
to get an inheritance into the hands of the people who might
tnarcc the b-est use of it." She was used from her childhood
to this sort of academic doubt of everything, conducted side
by side with a practical acceptance of everything. Professor

t,
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and Madame La Rue, in actual life devotedly faithful mar-
ried lovers, staid, stout, habit-ridden elderly people, pro-
fessed a theoretical belief in the flexibility of relationships
sanctioned by the practice of free love. It was perhaps with
this recollection in her mind that she suggested, " Don't you
suppose it will be like the institution of marriage, very, very
gradually altered till it fits conditions better?

"

" In the meantime, how about the cases of those who are
unhappily married?"

" I don't see anything for them but just to get along the
best they can," she told him.

" You think I'd better give up trying to do anything with
my Colorado .-' " he asked her, as though genuinely seek-
ing advice.

" I should certainly think that five years was plenty long
enough for a fair trial! You'd make a better ambassador
than an active captain of industry, anyhow," she said with
conviction. Whereupon he bestowed on her a long, thought-
ful stare, as though he were profoundly pondering her sug-
gestion.

They moved forward towards the Grand Canal in silence.

Privately she was considering his case hardly one of extreme
hardship. Privately also, as they advanced nearer and
nearer the spot where they had left Mrs. Marshall-Smith,
she was a little dreading the return to the perfect breeding
with which Aunt Victoria did not ask, or intimate, or look,
the question which was in her mind after each of these
strolling tete-a-tetes which consistently led nowhere. There
were instants when Sylvia would positively have preferred
the vulgar openness of a direct question to which she might
have answered, with the refreshing effect to her of a little

honest blood-letting :
" Dear Aunt Victoria, I haven't the

least idea myself what's happening! I'm simply letting
myself go because I don't see anything else to do. I have
even no very clear idea as to what is going on inside my
own head, I only know that I like Austin Page so much
(in spite of a certain quite unforgotten episode) there would
be nothing at all unpleasant about marrying him; but I
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also know that didn't feel the least interest in him until

Helene told me about his barrels of money: I also know
that I feel the strongest aversion to returning to the Spartan

life of La Chance ; and it occurs to me that these two things

may throw considerable light on my ' liking ' for Austin.

As for what's in his mind, there is no subject on which I'm

in blacker ignorance. And after being so tremendously

fooled, in the case of Felix, about the degree of interest a

man was feeling, I do not propose to take anything for

granted which is not on the surface. It is quite possible that

this singularly sincere and simple-mannered man may not

have the slightest intention of doing anything more than

enjoy a pleasant vacation from certain rather hair-splitting

cares which seem to trouble him from time to time." As
they walked side by side along the stagnant waters, she was
sending inaudible messages of this sort towards her aunt;

she had even selected the particular mauve speck at the

top of the steps which might be Mrs. Marshall-Smith.

In the glowing yellow gold of the sky, a faintly whirring

dark-gray spot appeared : an airman made his way above the

Grand Canal, passed above the Chateau, and disappeared.

They had sat down on a bench, the better to crane their

heads to watch him out of sight. Sylvia was penetrated

with the strangeness of that apparition in that spot and
thrilled out :

" Isn't it wonderful ! Isn't it wonderful

!

Here!"
" There's something more wonderful !

" he said, indicating

with his cane the canal before them, where a group of neat,

poorly dressed, lower middle-class people looked proudly

out from their triumphal progress in the ugly, gasping little

motor-boat which operates at twenty-five centimes a trip.

She had not walked and talked a month with him for

nothing. She knew that he did not refer to motor-boats as

against aeroplanes. " You mean," she said appreciatively,
" you mean those common people going freely around the

royal canal where two hundred years ago
"

He nodded, pleased by her quickness. " Two hundred

years from now," he conjectured, " the stubs of my check-

1

t-
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book will be exhibited in an historical museum along with
the regalia of the last hereditary monarch."
Here she did not follow, and she was too intelligent to

pretend she did.

He lifted his eyebrows. " Relic of a quaint old social

structure inexplicably tolerated so late as the beginning of

the twentieth century."

"Oh, coal-mines forever!" she said, smiling, her eyes
brilliant with friendly mocker\'.

" Aye! Toujours pcrdrix! " he admitted. He continued
to look steadily and seriously into her smiling, sparkling
face, until, with a sudden pulse of premonition, she was
stricken into a frightened gravity. And then, with no pre-
lude, no approach, quite simply and directly, he spoke. " I

wonder how much you care for me? " he said musingly, as

he had said everything else that afternoon: and as she
positively paled at the eeriness of this echo from her own
thought, he went on, his voice vibrating in the deep organ
note of a great moment, " You must know, of course, by this

time that I care everything possible for you."
Compressed into an instant of acute feeling Sylvia felt the

pangs which had racked her as a little girl when she had
stood in the schoolyard with Camilla Fingal before her, and
the terrifying hostile eyes about her. Her two selves rose
up against each other fiercely, murderously, as they had
then. The little girl sprang forward to help the woman who
for an instant hesitated. The fever and the struggle van-
ished as instantly as they had come. Sylvia felt very still,

very hushed. Page had told her that she always rose to

crucial moments. She rose to this one. " I don't know,"
she said as quietly as he, with as utter a bravery of bare sin-

cerity. " I don't know how much I care for you—but I think
it is a great deal." She rose upon a solemn wing of courage
to a greater height of honesty. Her eyes were on his, as
clear as his. The mere beauty of her face had gone like a
lifted veil. For a instant he saw her as Sylvia herself did
not dream she could be. " It is very hard," said Sylvia
Marshall, with clear eyes and trembling lips of honest hu-

i.
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mility,
'• for a girl wrh no rr.oney to know how much she

cares for a verv hch man.'

^he had never teen able to imagine what she would say

:f ie moment should come. She had certamiy not intended

[o say this. But an unsuspected vein of granite m ner rang

an instant echo to h:s truth. She was bewi. leij^ to see his

ardent gaze upon her deepen to reverence, rie too.< ht^r

hand m his and k:..ed it. He tried to speak, but nis vo::e

"^ was immense:v n:oved to see him so moved. She was

alsi entirely at a lo:^. How strangely di-erent tnmgs al-

w^J^s^ were' from foreca.:s of them! They had_ suddenly

taken the iong-expec:ed stride away from tneir tormer

relation. but she d: i not know where tney^ had arrived

What was the new status between themr What ;i^^i A^^V"

think ^he meant? I: came to her with a snock that the

r-w status between them was. oa the .uriace. exac^.y what

it was m reaiitv-: that the avowed relation between them was.

a. far as it w'ent. precisely m accord with the tacts 01 the

case The utter strangeness of this in any human relation-

ship nled her with astonishment, with awe, almost with

uneasiness. It seemed unnatural not to have to pretend

anything

!

, , l -,1^

Apparertlv i' did not seem unnatural to the man beside

he*-
•• You 'are a verv wonderful woman." he now said, his

voice ^till but partly under his control. - I had not thought

that vou could exist.- He took her hand again and con-

tinued more steadily; -Will you let me. for a little wm.e

longer, go on living near youl' Perhaps things may seem

clearer to us both. later
"

Svlvia was swept bv a wave of gratitude as tor some act

of magnanirritv.
'

Vou are the wonderful one
!

' =ne cried.

\ot since the dav Helene had told her who he was. had she

felt so whole, so sound, so clean, as now. T.ne word cam-

rushing on the heels of the though: :

- Vou rr.ake one feel so

-j.-..,^ !
• ^u^ =;^;.'i T,--5._v5r.» ths'- he could sca'ceiy understand

i^r.'and"thei;'she""Im.Ued. passing with her tree, natural

grace from the memorable pause, and the concentration ot

T
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a great moment forward into the even-stepping advance of
life. " That first day—even then you made me feel clean

—

that soap ! that cold, clean water—it is your aroma !
"

Their "alk along the silent water, over the great lawn,
and up th^ steps was golden with the level rays of the sun
setting back of them, at the end of the canal, between the
distant, sentinel poplars. Their mood was as golden as the
light. Sometimes they spoke, sometimes they were silent.
Truth walked between them.

Sylvia's mind, released from the tension of that great
moment, began making its usual, sweeping, circling explora-
tions of its own depths. Not all that it found was of an
equal good report. Once she thought fleetingly :

" This is
only a very, very pretty way of saying that it is all really
settled. With his great wealth, he is like a reigning monarch
—let him be as delicate-minded as he pleases, when he indi-
cates a wish " More than once—many, many times-
Felix Morrison's compelling dark eyes looked at her pene-
tratingly, but she resolutely turned away her head :rom
them, and from the impulse to answer their reproach ;ven
with an indignant, well-founded reproach of her )wn.
Again and again she felt a sweet strangeness in her new
position. The aroma of utter sincerity was like the scent of
a wildflower growing in the sun, spicy, free. She wondered
at a heart like his that could be at once ardent and subtle,
that could desire so profoundly (the deep vibrations of that
voice of yearning were in her ears still) and yet pause, and
stand back, and wait, rather than force a hair's breadth of
pretense. How he had liberated her ! And once she found
herself thinking, " I shall have sables myself, and diamonds,
and a house as great as Molly's, and I shall learn how to
entertain ambassadors, as she will never know." She was
ashamed of this, she knew it to be shockingly out of key with
the grand passage behind them. But she had thought it.

And, as these thoughts, and many more, passed through
her mind, as she spoke with a quiet peace, or was silent, she
was transfigured into a beauty almost startling, by* the
accident of the level golden beams of light back of her.
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Her aureole of bright hair glowed like a saint's halo. The

curiously placed lights and unexpected shadows brought out

new subtleties in the modeling of her face. Her lightened

heart gleamed through her eyes, like a lighted lamp. After

a time, the man fell into a complete silence, glancing at her

frequently as though storing away a priceless memor>-. . . .

i n
"i
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CHAPTER XXXV

" A MILESTONE PASSED, THE ROAD SEEMS
CLEAR

"

As the " season " heightened, the beautiful paneled walls
of Mrs. Marshall-Smith's salon were frequently the back-
ground for chance gatherings of extremely appropriate call-
ers. They seemed a visible emanation of the room, so
entirely did they represent what that sort of a room was
meant to contain. They were not only beautifully but
severely dressed, with few ornaments, and those few a
result of the same concentrated search for the rare which
had brought together the few bibelots in the room, which
had laid the single great dull Persian rug on the unobtru-
sively polished oaken floor, which had set in the high, south
windows the boxes of feathery green plants with delicate
star-like flowers.

And it was not only in externals that these carefully
brushed and combed people harmonized with the mellow
beauty of their background. They sat, or stood, moved
about, took their tea, and talked with an extraordinary per-
fection of manner. There was not a voice there, save per-
haps Austin Page's unstudied tones, which was not carefully
modulated in a variety of rhythm and pitch which made
each sentence a work of art. They used, for the most part,
low tones and few gestures, but those well chosen. There
was an earnest effort apparent to achieve true conversational
give-and-take, and if one of the older mpn found himself
yielding to the national passion for lengthy monologues on
a favorite theme, or to the mediocre habit of anecdote,
there was an instant closing in on him of carefully cas-
ual team-work on the part of the others which soon
reduced him to the tasteful short comment and answer

384
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which formed the framework of the afternoon's social

activities.

The topics of the conversation were as explicitly in har-

mony with the group-ideal as the perfectly fitting gloves of

the men, or the smooth, burnished waves of the women's

hair. They talked of the last play at the Frangais, of the

exhibitions then on view at the Petit Palais, of a new tenor

in the choir of the Madeleine, of the condition of the auto-

mobile roads in the Loire country, of the restoration of the

stained glass at Bourges.

On such occasions, a good deal of Sylvia's attention being

given to modulating her voice and holding her hands and

managing her skirts as did the guests of the hour, she

usually had an impression that the conversation was clever.

Once or twice, looking back, she had been somewhat ;,ur-

prised to find that she could remember nothing of what

had been said. It ccurred to her, fleetingly, that of so

much talk, some word ought to stick in her usually retentive

memory; but she gave the matter no more thought. She

had also been aware, somewhat dimly, that Austin Page was

more or less out of drawing in the carefully composed

picture presented on those social afternoons. He had the

inveterate habit of being at his ease under all circumstances,

but she had felt that he took these great people with a really

exaggerated lack of seriousness, answering their chat at

random, and showing no chagrin when he v.as detected in

the grossest ignorance about the latest move of the French

Royalist party, or the probabilities as to the winner of the

Grand Prix. She had seen in the comers of his mouth an

inexplicable hidden imp of laughter as he gravely listened,

cup in hand, to the remarks of the beautiful Mrs. William

Winterton Perth about the inevitable promiscuity of de-

mocracy, and he continually displayed a tendency to gravi-

tate into the background, away from the center of the stage

where their deference for his name, fortune, and personality

would have placed him. Sylvia's impression of him was far

from being one of social brilliance, but rather of an almost

wilful negligence. She quite grew used to seeing him, a

t
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tall, distinguished figure, sitting at ease in a far comer, and
giving to the scene a pleasant though not remarkably re-
spectful attention.

On such an afternoon in January, the usual routine had
been preserved. The last of the callers, carrying off Mrs.
Marshall-Smith with her, had taken an urbane, fair-spoken
departure. Sylvia turned back from the door of the salon,
feeling a fine glow of conscious amenity, and found that
Austin Page's mood differed notably from her own. He
had lingered for a lete-a-tete. as was so frequently his habit,
and now stood before the fire, his face all one sparkle of
fun. " Don't they do it with true American fervor !

" he
remarked. " It would take a microscope to tell the differ-
ence between them and a well rehearsed society scene on
the stage of the Franqais ! That's their model, of course.
It is positively touching to see old Colonel Patterson sub-
duing his twang and shutting the lid down on his box of
comic stories. I should think Mrs. Patterson might allow
him at least that one about the cowboy and the tenderfoot
who wanted to take a bath !

"

The impression made on Sylvia had not in the least cor-
responded to this one; but with a cat-like twist of her
flexible mind, she fell on her feet, took up his lead, and
deftly produced the only suitable material she had at com-
mand. "They seem to talk well, about such interesting
things, and yet I can never remember anything they say.
It's odd," she sat down near the fireplace with a great air
of pondering the strange phenomenon.

" No, it isn't odd," he explained, dropping into the chair
opposite her and stretching out his long legs to the blaze.
" It's only people who do something, who have anything to
say. These folks don't do anything except get up and sit

down the right way, and run their voices up and down the
scale so that their great-aunts would faint away to hear
them! They haven't any energy left over. If some one
would only write out suitable parts for them to memorize,
the performance would be perfect!" He threw back his
head and laughed aloud, the sound ringing through the
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room. Sylvia had seldom seen him so lightheartedly

amused. He explained :
"

I haven't seen this sort of solemn,

genteel posturing for several years now, and I find it too

delicious! To see the sweet, invincible American naivete

welling up in their intense satisfaction in being so sophisti-

cated,—oh, the harmless dears! " He cried out upon them

gaily, with the indulgence of an adult who looks on at chil-

dren's play.

Sylvia was a trifle breathless, seeing him disappear so

rapidly down this unexpected path, but she was for the

moment spared the eflfort to overtake him by the arrival of

Tojiko with a tray of fresh mail. "Oh, letters from

home !
" Sylvia rejoiced, taking a bulky one and a thin one

from the pile. " The fat one is from Father," she said, hold-

ing it up. " He is like me, terribly given to loquaciousness.

We always write each other reams when we're apart. The

little flat one is from Judith. She never can think of any-

thing to say except that she is still alive and hopes I am,

and that her esteem for me is undiminished. Dear Spartan

Judy!"
" Do you know," said the man opposite her, " if I hadn't

met you, I should have been tempted to believe that the

institution of the family had disappeared. I never saw

anything like you Marshalls ! You positively seem to have

a real regard for each other in spite of what Bernard Shaw

says about the relations of blood-kin. You even, incredible

as it seems, appear to feel a mutual respect !

"

" That's a very pretty compliment indeed,' said Sylvia,

smiling at him flashingly, " and I'm going to reward you

by reading some of Judith's letter aloud. Letters do paint

personalities so, don't they ?
"

He settled himself to listen.

" Oh, it won't take long !
" she reassured him laughingly.

She read:

" ' De.\r Sylvie : Your last letter about the palaces at

Versailles was very interesting. Mother looked you up on

the plan of the grounds in Father's old Baedeker. I'm glad
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to know you like Paris so much. Our chief operating sur-
geon says he thinks the opportunities a, the School of
Medicine in Paris are fully as good as in Vienna and
chances for individual diagnoses greater. Have you visited
that yet?

'

" Over the letter Sylvia raised a humorous eye-
brow at Page, who smiled, appreciative of the point.

She went on
:

'" Lawrence is making me a visit of a few
days. Isn't he a queer boy ! I got Dr. Wilkinson to agree,
as a great favor, to let Lawrence see a very interesting
operation. Right in the middle of it, Lawrence fainted dead
away and had to be carried out. But when he came to he
said he wouldn't have missed it for anything, and before
he could really sit up he was beginning a poem about the
cruel mercy of the shining knives."

'

" Sylvia shook her
head. " Isn't that Lawrence I Isn't that Judith !

"

Page agreed thoughtfully, their eyes meeting in a trustful
mtimacy. They themselves might have been bound to-
gether by a family tie, so wholly natural seemeri their
sociable sitting together over the fire. Sylvia thought with
an instant's surprise, " Isn't it odd how close he has come
to seem—as though I'd always, always known him; as
though I could speak to him of anything—nobody else ever
seemed that way to me, nobody !

"

She read on from the letter:
"

' All of us at St. Mary's
are feeling very sore about lawyers. Old Mr. Winthrop
had left the hospital fifteen thousand dollars in his will and
we d been counting on that to make some changes in the
operating-room and the men's accident ward that are
awfully needed. And now comes along a miserable lawyer
who finds something the matter with the will, and everythin^r
goes to that worthless Charlie Winthrop, who'll probably
blow It all in on one grand poker-playing spree. It makesme tired

!
W^e can't begin to keep up with the latest X-ray

developments without the new apparatus, and only the
other day we lost a case, a man hurt in a railroad wreck,
that I know we could have pulled through if we'd been
better equipped

!
Well, hard luck! But I try to remember

Mother s old uncle's motto, " Whatever else you do don't
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make a fuss !
" Father has been off for a few days, speaking

before Alumni reunions. He looks very well. Mother has

got her new f.uit cellar fixed up, and it certainly is great.

She's going to keep the carrots and parsnips there too. I've

just hearfl that I'm going to graduate first in my class—

thouglit you might like to know. Have a good time. Sylvia.

And don't let your imagination get away with you.

" ' Your loving sister,

'" Judith.'"

"Of all the perfect characterizations!" murmured Tage,

as Sylvia finished. " I can actually see her and hear her!
"

" Oh, there's nobody like Judith! " agreed Sylvia, falling

into a reverie, her eyes on the fire.

The peaceful silence which ensued spoke vividly of the

intimacy between them.

After a t'- Sylvia glanced up, and finding her com-

panion's eyes itractedly fixed on the floor, she continued

to look into hib face, noting its fine, some " -^ gaunt model-

ing, the level line of his brown eyebrow a.
' nmor and

kindness of his mouth. The winter twilighi its first

faint web of blue shadow in! the room. The tire burned

with a steady blaze.

As minute after minute of this hushed, wordless calm

continued, Sylvia was aware that something new was hap-

pening to her, that something in her stirred which had

never before made its presence known. She felt very queer,

a little startled, vfry much bewildered. What was that half-

thought fluttering a dusky wing in the back of her mind?

It came out into the twilight and she saw it for what it was.

She had been wondering what she would feel if that silent

figure opposite her should rise and take her in his arms. As
she looked at that tender, humorous mouth, she had been

wondering what she would feel to press her lips upon it?

She was twenty-three years old, but so occupied with

mental effort and phy.sical activity had been her life, that

not till now )iad she known one of those half-daring, half-

frightened excursions of the fancy which fill the hours of

I
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any full-blooded idle girl of eighteen. It was a woman grown
with a girl's freshness of impression, who knew that ravished
scared, exquisite moment of the first dim awakening of
the senses. But because it was a woman grown with a
woman's capacity for emotion, the moment had a solemnity,
a significance, which no girl could have felt. This was no
wandering, flitting, winged excursion. It was a grave step
upon a path from which there was no turning back. Sylvia
had passed a milestone. But she did not know this. She
sat very still in her chair as the twilight deepened, only
knowmg that she could not take her eyes from those tender
humorous lips. That was the moment when if the man had
spoken, if he had but looked at her . . .

But he was following out some thought of his owp and
now rose, went to Mrs. Marshall-Smith's fine, smau <:sk,
snapped on an electric light, and began to write.

^^

When he finished, he handed a bit of paper to Sylvia.
' Do you suppose your sister would be willing to let me
make up for the objectionable Charlie Winthrop's defi-
ciences ?

" he asked with a deprecatory air as though he
feared a refusal.

Sylvia looked at the piece of paper. It was a check for
fifteen thousand dollars. She held there in her hand seven
years of her father's life, as much money as they all had
hved on from the years she was sixteen until now. And this
man had but to dip pen into ink to produce it. There was
somethmg stupefying about the thought to her. She no
longer saw the humor and tenderness of his mouth. She
looked ' 1 at him and thought. " What an immensely rich
man he is

!

" She said to him wonderingly, " You can't
imagine how strange it is—like ma?ic—not to be believed—
to have money like that !

"

His face clouded. Ho looked down uncertainly at his
feet and away at the lighted electric bulb. "

I thought it
might please your si=*er," he said and turned away.

Sylvia was aghast to think that she had perhaps wounded
him. He seemed to fear that he had flaunted his fortunem her face. He looked acutely uncomfortable. She found
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that, as she had thought, she could say anything, anything to

him, and say it easily. She went to him quickly and laid her

hand on his arm. " It's splendid." she said, looking deeply

and frankly into his eyes. " Judith will l>e too rejoiced
!

It

is like magic. And nobody but you could have done it so

that the money seems the least part of the deed !

"

He looked down at her, touched, moved, his eyes very

tender, but sad as though with a divination of the barrier

his fortune eternally raised betweer them.

The door opened suddenly and Mrs. Marshall-Smith came

in quickly, not looking at them at all. From the pale agita-

tion of her face they recoiled, startled and alarmed. She

sat down abruptly as though her knees had given way under

her. Her gloved hands were perceptibly trembling in her

lap. She looked straight at Sylvia, and for an instant did

not speak. H she had rushed in screaming wildly, her

aspect to Sylvia's eyes would scarcely have been rnore elo-

quent of portentous news to come. It was a fitting introduc-

tion to what she now said to them in an unsteady voice:

" I've just heard—a despatch from Jamiaca—something

terrible has happened. The news came to the American Ex-

press office when I was there. It is awful. Molly Sommer-

ville driving her car alone—an appalling accident to the

steering-gear, they think. Molly found dead under the car."

.1
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CHAPTER XXXVI

THE ROAD IS xNOT SO CLEAR

It shocked Sylvia that Molly's death should make so little

tZT7^\ u^'" T '''^^' ^^'"'"^ ^'t^ the stunning
words fresh before their eyes, the three friends quickly re
turned to the.r ordinary routine of life. It was not thatthey did not care, she reflected-she did care. She had criedand cried at the thought of that quivering, vital spirit brokenby the inert crushing mass of steel-she could not bring her-
self to think of the soft body, mangled, bloody. Austin
cared too: sne was sure of it; but when they had expressed
the.r pity, what more could they do? The cabled statementwas so bald, they hardly could believe it-^hey failed al-

wh r.h ^ 'I
''^'''' "^^^^ '' meant-they had no details onvvhich to base any commentary. She who had lived somtensely, was dead. They were sorry for her. That was

As an apology for their seeming callousness they reiterated

tmtn Pel
"^'

"^'T""'-
7^' '"" ^"°^ "°thing about it

until I<ehx comes. Let us hold our minds in suspense untilwe know what to think." That Morrison would be in Parissoon none of them doubted. Indeed, they united in insistingon the number of nati,ral_oh, perfectly natural-reasons
or his coming He had always spent a part of every vv'ntethere had in fact a tiny apartment on the Rue St. Honorewhich dated from his bachelor life; and now he had adouble reason for coming, since much of Molly's fortunehanced to be in French bonds. Her father had been(among other things) American agent for the Compto

"

^at.onal des Esccmptes, and he had taken advantage of hisunusual opportunities for acquiring solid French and remunerative Aleerian ^ecvntk-^ Pa-e harl -:,; l ^.

Morrison wouiS need ,o go .hrou^^'^o^d'^tt^lm™!
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under the French laws. So pending fuller information,

they did not discuss the tragedy. Their lives ran on, and

Molly, dead, was in their minds almost as little as Molly,

living but absent, had been.

It was only two months before Felix Morrison arrived m
Paris. They had expected him. They had spoken of the

chance of his arrival on this or that day. Sylvia had re-

hearsed all the possible forms of self-possession for their

first meeting; but on the rainy February afternoon when

she came in from representing Aunt Victoria at a reception

and saw him sitting by the fire, her heart sank down and

stopped for an instant, and when it went op beating she

could hear no sound but the drumming of her pulse. The

Lack of his chair was towards her. All she could see as she

stood for a moment in the doorway was his head, the

thick, graying dark hair, and one long-fingered, sensitive,

beautiful hand lying on the arm of the chair. At the sight,

she felt in her own palm the soft firmness of those fingers as

palpably as ever she had in reality.

The instant's , ase before Aunt Victoria saw her standing

there, gave her back her self-control. When Mrs. Marshall-

Smith turned and gravely held out her hand, Sylvia came

forward with a sober self-possession. The man turned too,

sprang up with an exclamation apparently of surprise,

" Miss Marshall, you here!" and extended his hand. Syl-

via, searching his face earnestly, found it so worn, saw m
it such dark traces of suffering and sorrow, that the quick

tears of sympathy stood in her eyes.

Her dread of the meeting, a morbid dread that had in it

an acknowledged element of horror, vanished. Before that

moment she had seen only Molly's face as it had looked the

day of their desperate talk, white and despairing, and

resolutely bent over the steering-wheel. She had not been

able to imagine Felix' face at all. had instinctively put it

out of her mind ; but as she looked into it now, her fear of

it disappeared. It was the fine, sensitive face of a fine, sensi-

tive man who has known a great shock. What had she

feared she would see there ? He was still holding her hand,

i
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very much affected at seeing her. evidently still in a super-
sensitive condition when everything affected him strongly.
" She loved you—she admired you so! " he said, his won-
derful voice wavering and uncertain. Sylvia's tears fell
openly at this. She sat down on a low stool near her aunt's
knees. " I can't believe it—I haven't been able to believe
it

!
" she told him

:
" Molly was—she was more alive than

anybody I ever saw !

"

" If you had seen her that mornirc^," he told them both,—
" like a flame of vitality—almost frightening—so vivid. She
waved good-bye, and then that w , not enough; she got
out of the car and ran back up the hotel-step to say good-
bye for just those few moments—and was off—such youth

!

such youth in all her
"

Sylvia cried out, " Oh, no ! no ! it's too dreadful !
" She

felt the horror sweep down on her again ; but now it did not
bear Feli.x' face among its baneful images. He stood there,
shocked, stricken, but utterly bewildered, utterly ignorant-^
for the moment in her relief she had called his ignorance
utter innocence . . .

They did not see him again for many days, and when he
came, very briefly, speaking of business technicalities which
absorbed him, he was noticeably absent and careworn. He
looked much older. The gray in his thick hair had in-
creased. He looked very beautiful and austere to Sylvia.
They exchanged no more than the salutations of arrival
and farewell.

Then one day, as she and Aunt Victoria and Austin Page
strolled down the long gallery of the Louvre, they came
upon him, looking at the Ribera Entombment. He joined
them, walking with them through the Salon Carre and out
to the Winged Victory, calling Sylvia's attention to the
Botticelli frescoes beyond on the landing. "

It's the first

time I've been here." he told them, his only allusion to what
lay back of him. " It is like coming back to true friends.
Blessed be all true friends." He shook hands with them,
and went away down the great stairway, a splendid figure
of dignity and grace.

M
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ofAfter this he came once and again to the apartment

the Rue de Presbourg, generally it would aj^pear to use the

piano. He had none in his own tiny pied-a-terre and he

missed it. Sylvia immensely liked his continuing to cling

for a time to the simple arrangements of his frugal bachelor

days. He could now of course have bought a thousand

pianos. They understood how he would miss his music,

and stole in quietly when, upon opening the door. Tojiko

told them that Mr. Morrison had come in, and they heard

from tne salon his delicately firm touch on the keys. Some-

times they listened from their rooms, sometimes the two

women took possession of the little octagonal room off the

salon, all white paneling and gilt chairs, and listened there;

sometimes, as the weeks went on and an especially early

spring began to en\elop Paris in a haze of sunshine and

budding leaves, they stepped out to listen on the wrought-

iron balcony which looked down the long, shining vista of

the tree-t imed avenue. For the most part he played Bach,

grave, courageous, formal, great-hearted music.

Sometimes he went away with no more than a nod and

a smile to them, but more and more, when he had finished,

he came out where they were, and stood or sat to exchange

brief impressions on the enchanting season, or on some

social or cesthetic treat which "' ces dames" had been enjoy-

ing. Austin Page was frequently with them, as in the

earlier part of the winter, and it was finally he himself who

one day too'.v the step of asking Morrison if he would not

go with them to the Louvre. " No one could appreciate

more than Miss Marshall what has always been such a

delight to us all."

They went, and not only once. That was the beginnmg

of another phase; a period when, as he began to take up

life again, he turned to his old friends to help him do it.

He saw almost no one else, certainly no one else there, for

he was sure to disappear upon the arrival of a caller, or the

announcement of an expedition in which other people were

included. But he returned again and again lu ihe Louvre

with them, his theor>' of galleries necessitating frequent
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visits Nothing could be more idiotic, he held, than to try

to see on one occasion all, or even half, or even a tenth

part of a great collection of works of art. " It is exactly as

reasonable," he contended, " as to read through on the same

day every poem in a great anthology. Who could have

anything but nausea for poetry after such a gorge? And

they must hate pictures or else be literally bhnd to them, the

people who look at five hundred in a mommg! If I had

looked at every picture in the Long Gallery m one walk

through it, I should thrust my cane through the Titian

Francis-First itself when I came to the Salon Carre."

So he took them to see only a few, five or six, care-

fully selected things- ' ere was one wonderful day when

he showed them nothuifT but the Da Vinci Saint Anne, and

the Venus of Melos, comparing the dissimilar beauty of

those two divine faces so vitally, that Sylvia for days after-

wards, when she closed her eyes and saw them, felt that

she looked on two living women. She told them this and,

" Wbic'i one do you see most?" he asked her. " Oh, the

Saint Anne," she told him.

He seemed dissatisfied. But she did not venture to ask

him why. They lived in an atmosphere where omissions

were vital.

Sylvia often • Dudered in those days if there ever had

been a situation so precariously balanced which continued

to hang poised and stable, minute after minute, hour after

hour, day after day. There were moments when her head

was swimming with moral dizziness. She wondered if such

moments ever came to the two quiet, self-controlled men

who came and went, with cordiil. easy friendliness, in and

out of the appartement on the Rue de Fresbourg. They

gave no sign of il they gave no sign of anything beyond the

most achieved appearance of a natural desire to be obliging

and indulgent to the niece of an old friend. This appear-

ance was kept up with such unflagging perseverance that it

almost seemed consciously concerted between them. They

so elaborated avoided the slightest appearance of rivalry

that their good taste, like a cloth thrown over an unknown

I
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object, inevitably excited curiosity as to what was concealed

^'\'mNvlvia was not to be outdone, ^he turned her own

eyeTlVay from k as sedulously as they :.he never .et a

consdous thought dwell on xt-and hke all other repre==e

and trangled current, of thought, it grew swoUen and

re ne fining her subconsciousness with monstrous, un-

formulated "peculations. She was extremely absorbed in

hl^uxury the amenitv. the smooth-working pertection o

he life about her. She consciously concentrated all her

acu's on her prodigious opportunity for esthetic growth,

forlppecLion of the fine and "marvelous things about hen

SheTet go the last scruple which had held ^er back trom

acceotinf from Aunt Victoria the shower of beaatifu

?h ng "o wear which that connoisseur in -earing apparel

dSted to bestow upon an object so deservmg. bhe ga e

a brilliant outward effect of enjoying lite as ^t ^ame whi.h

was almper-^onal as that of the two men who looked at

her so frequently, and this etifect went as deep as her will-

pow" haT command. But beneath-unacknowledged

Ces beating on the shore of her lite -"^ ^°"g^ ^ /rre-

ristibh", rudelv fashioning it-rolled a ground-swell of im-

^l^^: F^^ufptrTct manner of impersonal interest sdely

due to the delicacy of his situation? Did he feel now that

he was as rich as Austin . . • ? But. on the other hand w hy

dd he come now and put himself in a situation which r^;

nuired the utmost efforts for unconsciousness on e^ery

body-s part Vi not because Austin's being there had meant

he dared not wait^ And Austin's change of manner since

the arrtal of the other man. the film of ceremony which

had slid imperceptibly over the
^-f- /"^^^^^^.^^.'^f

manner did that mean that he would not take advantage ot

Mornsc;n s temporarily tied hands but. with a -rupul u.

ness all his own. would wait until the race
ll^^'llfj'^,

stood foot to foot on the same level.' ^/ ^a . Iv no -ed a

.n.e vv;.h those formidably clear eyes of his. =ome ^hade ot

hermanner to Felix which she had not oeeu au.e to .um-
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mand, and was he waiting for some move from her? And

how could she move until she had some sign from Fehx and

how could he give a sign? There was nothing to do but

to wait to hope that the thin ice which now bent perilously

under the pleasant ceremonies of their life m common,

.ould hold them until . . • Even the wildest up-leaping

wave of that tossing tide never went beyond the blank wall

which came after the " until. ..."

There were other moments when all that surge swung

back and forth to the rhythm of the poisoned recollection

of her unacknowledged humiliation in Lydford ;
when, in-

flamed with determination to avoid another such blow in

the face Sylvia almost consciously asked herself, self-con-

temptuously, "Who am I, an obscure, poverty-stricken

music-teacher out of the West, to fancy that I have but to

choose between two such men, two such fortunes? but

against this counted strongly the constantly recurrmg

revelations of the obscure pasts of many of the women

whom she met during those days, women who were now

shining, acknowledged firsts in che procession of success.

The serene, stately, much-admired Princesse de Chevnlle

had been a Miss Sommers from Cleveland, Oh.o^ and she

had come to Paris first as a governess. The beautiful Mrs.

William Winterton Perth, now Aunt Victorias favorite

friend who entertained lesser royalty and greater men of

letters with equal quiet dignity, had in her youth, so she

chanced casually one day to mention, known what^ it was

to be thrifty about car-fares. There was nothmg in-

trinsically impossible in any of the glittering vistas down

which Sylvia's quick eye cast involuntary glances.

Bat inevitably, when the heaving dark tide rose as high

as this there came a swift and deadly ebbing away of it

all and into Sylvia's consciousness (always it seemed to

her with the most entire irrelevance) there flared up t..e

picture of Molly as she had seen her last, shimmering like

a jewel in her white veil-then the other picture, the over-

turned car, the golden head bruised and bloody and forever

stilled—and always, always beyond that, the gaunt, men-
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strous possibility, too awful ever to be put into words, too

impossible for credence ...
^ , • n ,

From that shapeless, looming, black mass, Sylvia fled

away actually and physically, springing to her feet wherever

she was, entering another room, takmg up some other

occupation.

Just once she had the faintest sign from beyond the wall

that she was not alone in her fear of this horror. She was

sitting near Austin Page at a tea, one of the frequent,

small richly chosen assemblages which Mrs. Marshall-

Smith gathered about her. Part of the ensuing chatter on

one of these occasions turned, as modern chatter frequently

does, on automobiles. The husband of I^Irs. William

Winterton Perth was an expert on such matters, having

for some years diverted by an interest in mechanics the

immense enforced leisure of a transplanted male American.

He was talking incessantly that day of the wonderful im-

provement in steering mechanism the last few years had

brought about. "I tell you what, Miss ^larshall! he in-

sisted, as though she had disputed the point with him, 1

tell you what, there used to be some excuse for piling your

car up by the side of the road, but nowadays any one who

doesn't keep in the road and right side up must be just

plain looking for a chance to use his car like a dose of

cold poison." For a moment Sylvia could not conceive why

she felt so sickening a thrust at her heart. She turned her

eyes from the speaker. They fell on a man's hand, on the

arm of the chair next hers. It was Austin's hand and it

was shaking uncontrollably. As she gazed at u, fascinated,

he thrust it deep into his pocket. She did not look at him.

In a moment he rose and crossed the room. The husband

of Mrs. William Winterton Perth asked for another petit

four, con':ssing his fondness for hocolate eclairs,—and

embarked upon demountable rims.
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CHAPTER XXXVII

"... His wife and children perceiving it, began to cry

after him to return; but the man put his fingers in his

ears and ran on, crying, ' Life! Life Eternal!

They had been in the Louvre, had spent an hour with

Felix in that glowing embodiment of the pomp and majesty

of human flesh known as the Rubens iMedici-Room, and

now. for the sheer pleasure of it, had decided to walk home.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith, endowed with a figure which showed

rs yet no need for exercise, and having passed youth's rest-

less liking for it, had vetoed the plan as far as she went,

and entering her waiting car, had been borne smoothly off,

an opulent Juno without her peacocks.

The three who were left, lingered for a moment in the

quiet sunny square of the Louvre, looking up at the statue

of Lafayette, around at the blossoming early shrubs. Syl-

via was still under the spell of the riotous, full-blown

splendor of the paintings she had seen. Wherever she

looked, she saw again the rainbow brilliance of those glossy

satins, that rippling flooding golden hair, those ample,

heaving bosoms, those liquid gleaming eyes, the soft abun-

dance of that white and ruddy flesh, with the patina of

time like a golden haze over it. The spectacle had been

magnificent and the scene they now entered was a worthy

successor to it. They walked down through the garden

of the Tuileries md emerged upon the Place de la Concorde

at five o'clock of a perfect April afternoon, when the great

square hummed and sang with the gleaming traffic of

luxury. Countless automobiles, like glistening beetles,

darted about, each one with its load of carefully dressed

and coiflfed women, looking out on the weaving glitter of

the street with the proprietary, complacent stare of those

400
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who feel themselves in the midst of a civilization with

which they are in perfect accord. Up the avenue, beyond,

streamed an incessant parade of more costly cars, more

carriages, shining, caparisoned horses, every outfit sumptu-

ous to its last detail, every one different from all the others,

and hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of them, till in

the distance they dwindled to a black stream dominated by

the upward sweep of the Arc de Triomphe, magnified to

fabulous proportions by the filmy haze of the spring day.

To their left flowed the Seine, blue and flashing. A little

breeze stirred the new leaves on the innumerable trees.

Sylvia stopped for an instant to take in the marvel of

this pageant, enacted ever>' day of every season against

that magnificent background. She made a gesture to call

hei companions' attention to it
—

" Isn't it in the key of

Rubens—bloom, radiance, life expansive !

"

" And Chabrier should set it to music," said Morrison.

"What does it make you think of?" she asked. "It

makes me think of a beaut'ful young Greek, in a purple

chiton, with a wreath of roses in his hair."

•'
It makes me think of a beautiful young woman, all

fire and spirit, and fineness, who drinks life like a perfumed

wine," said Morrison, his eyes on hers. She felt a little

shiver of frightened pleasure, and turned to Page to carry

it off, " What does it make you think of ? " she asked.

" It makes me think," he ansv.ered her at once, his eyes

on the haze caught like a dream in the tender green of

the budding trees,
—

" it makes me think of a half-naked,

sweating man, far underground in black night, striking at

a rock with a pick."

If he had burst into loud profanity, the effect could not

have been more shocking. "Oh!" said Sylvia, vexed and

put out. She began to walk forward. Morrison in his turn

gave an exclamation which seemed the vent of long-stored

exasperation, and said with heat :
" Look here, Page, you're

getting to be a perfect monomaniac on the subject! What

earthly good does it do your man with a pick to ruin a fine

moment by lugging him in !

"
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They were all advancing up the avenue now, Sylvia be-

tween the two men. They talked at each other across her.

She listened intently, with the feeling that Morrison was

voicing for her the question she had been all her life wish-

ing once for all to let fly at her parents' standards :
" What

good did it do anybody to go without things you might have ?

Conditions were too vast for one person to influence."

•' No earthly good," said Page peaceably ;
" I didn't say it

did him any good. Miss Marshall asked me what all this

made me think of, and I told her."

"
It is simply becoming an obsession with you !

" urged

Morrison. Sylvia remembered what Page had said about

his irritation years ago when Austin had withdrawn from

the collector's field.

" Yes, it's becoming an obsession with me," agreed Page

thoughtfully. He spoke as he always did. with the simplest

manner of direct sincerity.

" You ought to make an effort against it, really, my dear

fellow, It's simply spoiling your Hfe for you!"
" Worse than that, it's making me bad company !

" said

Page whimsically. " I eiti r ought to reform or get out."

Morrison set his enemy squarely before him and pro-

ceeded to do battle. " I believe I know just what's in your

mind, Page: I've been watching it grow in you, ever since

you gave up majolica."
"

I never claimed that was anything but the blindest of

impulses !
" protested T>age mildly.

•' But it wasn't. I knew ! It was a sign you had been

infected by the spirit of the times and had ' caught it
'
so

hard that it would be likely to make an end of you. It's

all right for the collective mind. That's dense, obtuse; it

resists enough to keep its balance. But it's not all right

for you. Now you just let me talk for a few minutes, will

you? I've an accumulated lot to say! We are all of us

living through the end of an epoch, just as much as the

people of the old regime lived through the last of an epoch

in the years before the French Revolution. I don't believe

it's going to come with guilloMnes or any of those pic-

,, \
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turesque trimmings. We don't do things that way any

more. In my opinion it will come gradually, and iinally

arrive about two or three generations from now. And it

oughtn't to come any sooner ! Sudden changes never save

time. There's always the reaction to be gotten over with,

if they're sudden. Gradual growths are what last. Now

anybody who knows about the changes of society knows

that there's little enough any one person can do to hasten

them or to put them off. They're actuated by a law of their

own, like the law which makes typhoid fever come to a

crisis in seven days. Now then, if you admit that the

process ought not to be hastened, and in the sec< nd place

that you couldn't hasten it if you tried, what earthly use

is there in bothering your head about it! There are lots

of people, countless pe'ople, made expressly to do whatever

is necessary-, blunt chisels fit for nothing but shaping gnnd-

stones. Let them do it! You'll only get in their way if

you try to interfere. It's not your job. For the few people

capable of it, there is nothing more necessary to do for the

world than to show how splendid and orderly and har-

monious a thing life can be. While the blunt chisels hack

out the redemption of the overworked (and Heaven knows

I don't deny their existence), let those who can, preserve

the almost-lost art of living, so that when the millennium

comes (you see I don't deny that this time it's on the

way!) it won't find humanity solely made up of newly

freed serfs who don't know what use to make of their

liberty. How is beauty to be preserved by those who know

and love and serve her, and how can they guard beauty

if they insist on going down to help clean out the sewers

.

Miss Marshall, don't you see how I am right? Don't you

see how no one can do more for the common weal than

just to live, as finely, as beautifully, as intelligently as

possible ? And people who are capable of this noblest serv-

ice to the world only waste themselves and serve nobody

if thev try to do the work of dray-horses."

Sylvia 'had found this wonderfully eloquent and con-

vincing. She now broke in. " When I was a young girl
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in college. I used to have a pretentious, jejune sort of itle..

that what I wanted out of life was to tind Atlicns and

live in it—and your idea sounds hke that. The best Athens,

you know, not sensuous and selfish, but full of lovely and

leisurely sensations and fine thoughts and great emotions."

"It wasn't pretentious and jejune at all!" said Morri-

son ' mly. "but simply the most perfect metaphor of

what must have been—of course. I can see it from here--

the instinctive sane effort of a nature like yours. Let's

all try to live in Athens so that there will be some one there

to welcome in humanity."

Page volunteered his first contribution to the talk. " Oh,

I wouldn't mind a bit if I thought we were really doing

what Morrison thinks is our excuse for living, creating

fine and beautiful lives and keeping alive the tradition of

beauty and fineness. But our lives aren't beautiful, they're

only easeful. They're not fine, they're only well-upholstered.

You've got to have fitly squared and substantial founda-

tions before you can build enduring beauty. And all this,"

h'. V . -ed his hand around him at the resplendent, modem

city,
" this isn't Athens; it's—it's Corinth, if you want to go

on being classic. As near as I can make out from what

Sylvia lets fall, the nearest approach to Athenian life that

I ever heard of, was the life she left behind her, her

parents' life. That has all the elements of the best Athenian

color, except physical ease. And ease is no Athenian

quality! It's Persian! Socrates was a stone-cutter, you

know. And even in the real Athens, even that best

Athens, the one in Plato's mind—there was a whole class

given over to doing the dirty work for the others. That

never seemed to bother Plato—happy Plato ! but—I'm sure

I don't pretend to say if it ultimately means more or less

greatness for the human race—but somehow since Chris-

tianity, people find it harder and harder to get back to

Plato's serenity on that point. I'm not arguing the case

against men like you, Morrison-except that there's only

one of you. You've always seemed to me more like Plato

than anybody alive, and I've regarded you as the most
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enviable personality goin;j. \'(\ emulate you in a minute

—

if I could; but if mine is a case of mania, it's a genuine

case. I'm sane on everything else, but when it comes to

that—it'? beini? money that I don't earn, but they, those

men off there under;,'round, do earn and are forced to

give to me—when it :omes to tha* I'm as fixed in my
opinion as the man who thcught he was a hard-lxiiled egg.

I don't blame you for being out of patience with me. As
you say I only spoil tine minutes by thinkmg of it. and as

you charitably refrained from saying. I spoil other people's

tine moments by speaking of it."

"What would you haie us do!" Morrison challenged

him
—

"all turn in and clean sewers for a livmg? And
wouldn't it be a lovely world, if we <lid!"

Page did not answer for a moment. " I wonder." he

finally suggested mi'jliy, " if it were all divided up. the

dirty work, and each of us (lid our share-
' Oh. impractical ! impractical ! Wholly a back-eddy in

the forward-moving current. You can't go back of a

world-wirle movement. Things are too complicated now
for ever>-body to do his share of anything. It's as reason-

able, as to suggest that evervbody do his share of watch-

making,, or fancy juggling. Ever}- man to his trade! And
if the man who makes watches, or cleans sewers, or even
mines coal—your especial sore spot—does his work well,

and is suited to it in temperament, who knows that he does

not find it a satisfaction as complete a- mine in telling a bit

of genuine Palissy ware from an imitation. You, for in-

stance, you'd make a pretty coal-miner, wouldn't you ?

You're about as suited to it as Miss Marshall here for being

a college settlement worker!
"

Sylvia broke out into an exclamation of wonder. " Oh,
how you do put your finger on the spot! If you knew
how I've struggled to justify myself for not going into

"' nowadavs who'social work' c ome kind! Eivery" gn
A (^ ,1 1 . f t rt t-rvi £»n tdoesn't marrv ?,t t'.vprstv "•'- "-';

whether she has the least capacity for it or not. Public

opinion pushes us into it as mediaeval girls were shoved

I
si
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into convents, because it doesn't know wnat else to do with

us It's all right for Judith --it's fine for her Shr ^ n^ade

for it. I envy her. I always have. But me—I T.e> ei con u

bear the idea of interfering in people's lives t( tc. ihem

what to do about their children and their hns.ivd. ,ust

because they were poor. It always seemed to me it v -^"^

bad enough to be poor without having other people with a

little more money messing around in your life. 1 m ditter-

ent from that kind of people. If I'm sincere I can t pretend

I'm not different. And I'm not a bit sure I know what s

any better for thtm to do than what they're doing! She

had spo'Ken impetuously, hotly, addressing no. the men

beside her but a specter of her past life

"rlow true that is—how unerring the instmct which

feels it!
" said Morrison appreciatively.

Page looked at Sylvia quickly, his clear eyes • jry tender.

" Yes yes • it's her very own life that Sylvia needs to live

he said in' unexpected concurrence of opinion. Sylvia felt

that the honors of the discussion so far were certainly with

Felix And Austin seemed oddly little concerned by tms

He made no further efifort to retrieve his cause, but fell

into a silence which seemed rather preoccupied than de-

They were close to the Arc de Triomphe now. A brilliant

sunset was firing a salvo of scarlet and gold behind it, and

thev stood for a moment to admire. Oh Pans
!
1 aris

!

murmured Morrison. " Paris in April! There';, only one

thing better, and that we have before us-Pans in May!

They turned in past the loge of the concierge, and

mounted in the languidly moving elevator to the apparte-

ment Felix went at once to the piano and began playing

something Sylvia did not recognize, somediing brilliantly

colored, vivid, resonant, sonorous, perhaps Cliabrier, she

1 7ht remembering his remark on the avenue. W ithout

t .g off her hat she stepped to her favorite post of

o erv *'on, the balcony, and sat down in the twilight with

o siyi exquisitely complete satisfaction, lacit.g the sun-

set, the great arch lifting his huge, harmonious bulk up
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out of the dim, encircling trees, the resplendent long stretch

of the lighted boulevard. The music seemed to rise up

from the scene like its natural aroma.

Austin Page came out after her and leaned silently on

the railing, looking over the city. Morrison finished the

Chabrier and began on something else before the two on

the balcony spoke. .Sylvia was asking no questions of fate

or the future, accepting the present with wilful blindness to

its impermanence.

Austin said :
" I have been tr>'ing to say good-bye all

afternoon. I am going back to America tomorrow."

Sylvia was so startled and shocked that she could not be-

lieve her ears. Her heart beat hard. To an incoherent,

stammered inquiry of hers, he answered, " It's my Colorado

property—always that. It spoils everything. I must go

back, and make a decision that's needed there. I've been

trying to tell you. But I can't. Every time I have tried,

I have not dared. If I told you, and you should beckon

me back, I should not be strong enough to go on. I could

not leave you, Sylvia, if you lifted your hand. And that

would be the end of the best of us both." He had turned

and faced her, his hands back ot him, gripping the railing.

The deep vibrations of his voice transported her to that

never-forgotten moment at Versailles. He went on :
" When

it is—when the decision is made, I'll write you. I'll write

you, and then—I shall wait to hear your answer !
" From

inside the room Felix poured a dashing spray of diamo 1

like trills upon them.

She murmured something, she did not know what ; her

breathing oppressed by her emotion. " Won't you—shan't

we see you—here ?" She put her hand to her side,

feeling an almost intolerable pain.

He moved near her, and, to bring himself to her level,

knelt down on one knee, putting his elbows on the arm
of her chair. The dusk had fallen so thickly that she had

not seen his face before. She now saw that his lips were
quivering, that he was shaking from head tn fnot. " Tt

will be for you to say, Sylvia," his voice was rough and
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harsh with feeling, " whether you see me again." He took

her hands in his and covered them with kisses—no grave

tokens of reverence these, as on the day at Versailles,

but human, hungry, yearning kisses that burned, that

burned

—

.

And then ne was gone. Sylvia was there alone m the

enchanted twilight, the Triumphal Arch before her, the

swept and garnished and spangled city beneath her. She

lifted her hand and saw that he had left on it not only

kisses but tears. If he had been there then, she would

have thrown herself into his arms.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII

SYLVIA COMES TO THE WICKET-GATE

Three weeks passed before his letter came. The slow,
thri"ing crescendo of May had lifted the heart up to a
devout certaint>' of June. The leaves were fully out, cast-

ing a light, new shadow on the sprinkled streets. Ever)'
woman was in a bright-colored, thin summer dress, and
every young woman looked alluring. The young men wore
their hatr tilted to one side, swung jaunty canes as they
walked, and peered hopefully under the brim of every
flowered feminine headdress. The days were like golden
horns of plenty, spilling out sunshine, wandering per-
fumed airs, and the heart-quickening aroma of the new
season. The nights were cool and starry. Every one in

Paris spent as much as possible of ever>' hour out of doors.

The pale-blue sky flecked with creamy clouds seemed the
dome, and the city the many-colored pavement of some vast
building, so grandly spacious that the sauntering, leisurely
crowds thronging the thoroughfares seemed no crowds at
all, but only denoted a delightful sociability.

All the spring vegetables were at their crispest, most
melting perfection, and the cherries from Anjou were like

miniature apples of Hesperus. Up and down the smaller
streets went white-capped little old women, with baskets
on their arms, covered with snowy linen, and they chanted
musically on the first three notes of the scale, so that the
sunny vault above them resounded to the cr>', " De la creme,
fror^age a la creme !

" The three Americans had enchanted
expeditions to Chantilly, to Versailles again, called back
from the past and the dead by the miracle of spring ; to more
distant formidable Coney, grimly looking out over the smil-
ing country at its foot, to Fontainebleau, even a two days'

409
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dash into Tourainc, to Blois, Amboise, Loches, jewels set in

the green enamels of May . . . and all the time Sylvia's at-

tempt to take the present and to let the future bring what

it would, was pitched perforce in a higher and higher key,

—

took a more violent effort to achieve.

She fell deeper than ever under Morrison's spell, and

yet the lack of Austin was like an ache to her. She had

said to herself, " I will not let myself think of him until

his letter comes," and she woke up in the night suddenly,

seeing the fire and tenderness and yeaniing of his eyes,

and stretching out her arms to him before she was awake.

And yet she had never tried so hard to divine every shade

of Morrison's fastidiousness and had never felt so supreme

a satisfaction in knowing that she did. There were strange,

brief moments in her life now, when out of the warring

complexity in her heart there rose the simple longing of a

little girl to go to her mother, to feel those strong, unfailing

arms about her. She began to guess dimly, without think-

ing about it at all, that her mother knew some secret of life,

of balance, that she did not. And yet if her mother were

at hand, she knew she could never explain to her—how
could she, when she did not know herself?—what she was

living through. How long she had waited the moment

when she would know

!

One day towards the end of May, Morrison had come in

for lunch, a delicately chosen, deceptively simple meal for

which Yoshida had outdone himself. There had been a

savory mixture of sweetbreads and mushrooms in a smooth,

rich, creamy sauce; green peas that had been on the vines

at three o'clock that morning, and which still had the aroma

of life in their delectable little balls; sparkling Saumur;

butter with the fragrance of dew and clover in it; crisp,

crusty rolls; artichokes in oil—such a meal as no monej

can buy anywhere but in Paris in the spring, such a simple,

simple meal as takes a great deal of money to buy even in

Paris.
" It is an art to eat like this," said Morrison, more than

half seriously, after he had taken the first mouthful of the
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golden souffle which ended the meal. " What a May we
have had! I have been thinking so often of Talleyrand's

saying that no one who had not lived before the French
Revolution, under the old regime, could know how sweet

'•fe could be; and I've h en thinking that we may live to say

mat about the end c^ this regime. Such perfect, golden

hours as it has for those who are able to seize them. It

is a debt we own the Spirit of Things to be grateful and to

appreciate our opportunity."
" As far as the luncheon goes, it's rather a joke, isn't

it," said his hostess, " that it should be an Oriental cook
who has so caught the true Gallic accent? I'll tell Tojiko
to tell Yoshido that his etTorts weren't lost on you. He
adores cooking for you. Xo, you speak about it yourself.

Here comes Tojiko with the mail."

She reached for the Herald with one hand, and with the

other gave Sylvia a letter with the -American postmark.
" Oh, Tojiko," said Morrison with the familiarity of an
habitue of the house, " will you tell your brother for me
that I never tasted anything like his . .

."

Mrs. Marshall-Smith broke in with an exclamation of

extreme astonishment. "' Oh—what do you think— ! Sylvia,

did you know anything about this? Of all the ctLzy—why,
what under the sun ? I always knew there was a vein

of the ^anatic—any man who on't smoke—you may be
sure there's something unbalanced !" She now *urned
the paper as she spoke and held it so that the h.adlines

leaped out across the table

:

MILLIONAIRE COAL OPERATOR TURNS VAST
HOLDINGS 0\'ER TO THE STATE

Son of Old Peter Page Converted to Socialism

" What!" cried Morrison. Even in the blankness of her
stupefaction, Sylvia was aware ol a rising note in his voice

that was by no means dismay.
" Yes," continued Mrs. Marshall-Smith, reading rapidly
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and disconnectedly from the paper, beginning an item and

dropping it, as she saw it was not the one she was search-

ing for, " ' Mr. Page is said to have contemplated some such

step for a long . .
.'—m-m-m, not that . . .

' well-known

collector of ceramics—Metropolitan Museum—member of

the Racquet, the Yacht, the Century, the Yale—thirty-two

—

Mother Miss Allida Sommerville of Baltimore, formerly a

great beauty '

—

here it is," she stopped skimming and

read consecutively :
" ' Mr. Page's plan has been worked out

in all detail with experts. A highly paid, self-perpetuating

commission of labor experts, sociologists, and men of prac-

tical experience in coal-operating has been appointed tc

administer Mr. Page's extremely extensive hoiui-.igs. The

profits form a fund which, under the stipulations of Mr
Page's agreement with the State, is to be used to finance a

program of advanced social activities ; to furnish monej

for mothers' pensions, even perhaps for fathers' pensions ir

the case of families too numerous to be adequately cared

for on workingmen's wages ; to change the public school

system of the locality into open-air schools with spacious

grounds for manual activities of all kinds
;
greatly to raise

wages; to lengthen the period of schooling before childrer

go into remunerative occupations. . .
.'" IVIrs. Marshall-

Smith looked up, said, " Oh, you know, the kind of thing

such people are always talking about," and began to skip

again,
"

'—extensive plans for garden cities—public

libraries—books of the business to be open to employes-
educational future—no philanthropy—and so forth and sc

forth.' " She glanced hurriedly down the page, caught thf

beginning of another sentence, and read :
" ' The news ha?

c-eated an immense sensation all over the country. It is

prophesied that Mr. Page's unexpected action will throw

the coal business into great confusion. Other operators wil

find it extremely difficult to go on with the old conditions

Already it is rumored that the Chilton Coal and Cok(

Company . ,
.*
"

" Well, I should think so indeed
!

" cried Morrison em
phatically, breaking in. " With modem industrial condi-
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tions hung on a hair trigger as they are, it's as though a

boy had exploded a fire-cracker in the works of a watch.

That means his whole fortune gone. Old Peter put every-

thing into coal. Austin will not have a cent—nothing but

those Vermont scrub forests of his. What a mad thing to

do! But it's been growing on him for a long time. I've

seen—I've felt it !

"

Sylvia gave a dazed, mechanical look at the letter she

held and recognized the handwriting. She turned very

white.

Aunt Victoria said instantly :
" I see you have a letter to

read, my dear, and I want Felix to play that D'Indy Inter-

lude for me and explain it—Bauer is going to play it tonight

for the Princess de Chevrille. We'll bother you with our

chatter. Don't you want to take it to your room to read?

"

Sylvia stood up, holding the unopened letter in her hand.

She looked about her a little wildly and said: " Oh no, no!

I think I'd rather be out of doors. I'll go out on the

balcony."
" It's raining," said Mrs. Marshall-Smith.
" No, not yet," said Morrison, making a great effort to

speak in an ordinary tone. " It's only going to." He sat

down at the piano. Sylvia passed him and went out to

the balcony. She opened the letter and read it through

very carefully. It was a long one and this took some time.

She did not hear a note of the music which poured its plain-

tive, eerie cadences around her. When she had finished the

letter she instantly started to read it again, with the sen-

sation that she had not yet begun to understand it. She
was now deeply flushed. She continually put back a floating

strand of hair, which recurrently fell across her forehead

and cheek.

After a time, Mrs. Marshall-Smith said from the open

door: " Felix and I are going to Madeleine Perth's. Would
you rather stay here ? " Sylvia nodded without looking up.

She sat motionless, looking at the letter long after she had
finished it. An hour passed thus. Then she was aware
that it was beginning to rain. The drops falling on the open
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letter dissolved the ink into blurred smears. She sprang

up hastily and went nto the salon, where she stood irreso

lute for a moment, and then, without calling Helene, weni

to her room and dressed for the street. She moved verj

quickly as though there were some need for extreme haste

and when she stepped into the street she fell at onct

automatically into the swinging step of the practised walkei

who sees long miles before him.

Half an hour later she was looking up at the fagade oi

Notre Dame through the rain, and seeing there these words
" I shall be waiting at Austin Farm to hear if you are a1

all able to sympathize w-ith me in what I have done. The
memory of our last words together may help you to imagine

with what anxiety I shall be waiting."

She pushed open the greasy, shining leather door, passed

into the interior, and stood for a moment in the incense-

laden gloom of the nave. A mass was being said. The
rapidly murmured Latin words came to her in a dim drone
in which she heard quite clearly, quite distinctly :

" There is

another kind of beauty I faintly glimpse—that isn't jusi

sweet smells and lovely sights and harmonious lines—it's

the beauty that can't endure disharmony in conduct, the

fine, true ear for the loveliness of life lived at its best—Syl-

via, finest, truest Sylvia, it's what you could, if ai would—
you more than any other woman in the world—if we were
together to try

"

Sylvia sank to her knees on a prie-Dieu and hid her face

in her hands, trying to shut out the words, and yet listening

to them so intently that her breath was suspended. . . ,

" What jMorrison said is true—for him, since he feels it to

be true. No man can judge for another. But other things

are true too, things that concern me. It's true that an

honest man cannot accept an ease founded, even remotely,

on the misery of others. And my life has been just that. 1

don't know what success I sliall have with the life that's

beginning, but I know at least it will begin straight. There
seems a chance for real shapeliness if the foundations arc

all honest—doesn't there ? Oh, Sylvia—oh, my dearest love,
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if I could think you would begin it with me, Sylvia!
Sylvi? !

"

The girl sprang up and went hastily out of the church.
The nun kneeling at the door, holding out the silent prayer
for alms for the poor, looked up in her face as she passed
and then after her with calm, understanding eyes. Kneeling
there, day after day, she had seen many another young,
troubled soul rteeing from its own thoughts.

Sylvia crossed the parvis of Notre Dame, glistening wet,
and passed over the gray Seine, slate under the gray mist
of the rain. Under her feet the impalpable dust of a city

turned to gray slime which clung to her shoes. She walked
on through a narrow, mean street of medieval aspect where
rag-pickers, drearily oblivious of the rain, quarreled weakly
over their filthy piles of trash. She looked at them in

astonishment, in dismay, in horror. Since leaving La
Chance, save for that one glimpse over the edge back in

the X'ermont mountains, she had been so consistently sur-

rounded by the padded satin of possessions that she had
forgotten how actual poverty looked. In fact, she had
never had more than the briefest fleeting glances at it.

This was so extravagant, so extreme, that it seemed im-
possible to her. And yet—and yet— She looked fleetingly

into those pale, dingy, underfed, repulsive faces and won-
dered if coal-miners' families looked like that.

But she said aloud at once, almost as though she had
crooked an arm to shield herself: " But he said he did not
want me to answer at once ! He said he wanted me to take
time—to take time—to take time . .

." She hastened her
steps to this refrain, until she was almost running; and
emerged upon the broad, well-kept expanse of the Boule-
vard St. Germain with a long-drawn breath of relief.

Ahead of her to the right, the Rue St. Jacques climbed the
hill to the Pantheon. She took it because it was broad
and clean and differed from the musty darkness from which
she had come out • she fled uo the steen "rade with a swift
light step as though she were on a country walk. She
might indeed have been upon some flat road near La

1!
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Chance for all she saw of the buildings, the people around
her.

How like Austin's fine courage that was, his saying that

he did not want her to decide in haste, but to take time

to know what she was doing! V'lat other man would

not have stayed to urge her. to hurry her, to impose his

will on hers, masterfully to use his personality to confuse

her, to carry her off? For an instant, through all her

wretched bewilderment, she thrilled to a high, impersonal

appreciation of his saying: "If I had stayed with you, I

should have tried to take you by force—but you are too

fine for that, Sylvia! What you could be to the man you
loved if you went to him freely—that is too splendid to

risk losing. I want all of you—heart, soul, mind—or

nothing !
" Sylvia looked up through this clear white light

to Austin's yearning eyes, and back through the ages with a

wondering pity at the dark figure of Jerry Fiske, emerging

from his cave. She had come a long way since then.

And then all this, everything fine, everything generous,

ebbed away from her with deadly swiftness, and in a cold

disgust with herself she knew that she had been repeating

over and over Morrison s " Austin will not have a cent

left . . . nothing but those Vermont scrub forests." So
that was the kind of a woman she was. Well, if that was
the kind of woman she was, let her live her life accordingly.

She was sick with indecision as she fled onward through

the rain.

Few pedestrians were abroad in the rain, and those who
were, sheltered themselves slant-wise with their umbrellas

against the wind, and scudded with the storm. Sylvia had

an umbrella, but she did not open it. She held her face up

once, to feel the rain fall on it, and this reminded her of

home, and long rainy walks with her father. She winced at

this, and put him hastily out of her mind. And she had been

unconsciously wishing to see her mother! At the very

recollection of her mother she lengthened her stride. There

was another thought to run away from

!

She swung around the comer near the Pantheon and
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rapidly approached the door of the great Librarv of Ste.
Genevieve. A thin, draggled, middle-aged woman-student,
entering hastily, slipped on the wet stones and knocked
from under his arm the leather portfolio of a thin, draggled,
middle-aged man who was just coming out. The woman
did not stop to help repair the damage she had done, but
hastened desperately on into the shelter of the building.
Sylvia's eyes, absent as they were, were caught and held
by the strange, blank look of the man, who stood motionless,
his shabby hat knocked to one side of his thin, gray hair, his
curiously filmed eyes fixed stupidly on the litter of papers
scattered at his feet. The rain was beginning to convert
them into sodden pulp, but he did not stir. The idea
occurred to Sylvia that he might be ill, and she advanced
to help him. As he saw her stoop to pick them up, he said
in French, in a toneless voice, very indififerently : "Don't
give yourself the trouble. They are of no value. I carry
them only to make the Library attendants think I am a bona-
fide reader. I go there to sleep because I have no other
roof."

His French was entirely fluent, but the accent was Ameri-
can. Sylvia looked up at him surprised. He returned her
gaze dully, and without another look at the papers, scuffled
off through the rain, across the street towards the Pantheon.
His boots were lamentable.

Sylvia had an instantly vanishing memory of a pool of
quiet sunshine, of a ripely beautiful woman and a radiant
young man. Before she knew she was speaking, an im-
pulsive cry had burst from her :

" Why, Professor Saunders

!

Professor Saunders! Don't you know me? I am Sylvia
Marshall !

"



CHAPTER XXXIX

SYL\'IA DRIFTS WITH THE MAJORITY

^l

" No, they don't let you sit down in here if you're a

shabby ,' s I am," said the ntan, continuing his slow, feeble

shut'lling progress. " They know you're only a vagrant

here to get out of the rain. They won't even let you stanc

still long."

Sylvia had not been inside the Pantheon before, had neve

been inside a building with so great a dome. They stoo(

under it now. She sent her glance up to its vast, dim

noble heights and brought it down to the saturnine, unsavon

wreck at her side. She was regretting the impulse whici

had made her call out to him. What could she say to bin

now they were together? What word, what breath could \h

gentle enough, light enough not to be poison to that open sore-

On his part he seemed entirely unconcerned about th^

impression he made on her. His eyes, his sick, filmed eyes

looked at her with no shrinking, with no bravado, with ai

entire indifference which gave, through all the desolatioi

of his appearance, the strangest, careless dignity to the man

He did not care what she thought of him. He did not car

what any one thought of him. He gave the impression o

a man whose accounts are all reckoned and the balanc

struck, long ago.
" So this is Sylvia," he said, with the slightest appearanc

of interest, glancing at her casually. " I always said yoi

would make a beautiful woman. But since I knew Victoria

I've seen that you must be quite what she was at you

age." It mi;'ht have been a voice speaking from beyond th

grave, so istless, so dragging was its rhythm. " How d

you happen to be in Paris? " he asked. " Are your parent

still alive ?

"

4lS
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"Oh yes!" said Sylvia, half startkd by tlic prcposter-

ousness of the idea that they might not be. " Ihey'rc ver>'

well too. I had such a good letter from Mother the other

day. Do you remember Professor Kennedy r He Ins just

given up his position to be professor emeritus. I hUi)pose

now he'll write that l;ook on the idiocy of the human race

he's been planning so long. And old Mr. Reinliardt. he's

still the same, they say . . . wonderful, isn't it, a: his age?
"

She was running on, not knowing what to say, and chatter-

ing rather foolishly in her cmljarrassment. " Judith is a

trained nurse: isn't that just the right thing for her? I'm

visiting .\unt \'ictoria here for a while. Lawrence is a

Freshman at . .
."

He broke in. his hollow voice resounding in the immense,

vault-like spaces arounrl them. " You'd better go home."

he said. " I'd leave tonight, if I were you." She looked at

him startled, half-scared, thinking that she had been right

to fancy him out of his mind. She saw with relief a burly

attendant in a blue uniform lounging near a group of

statuary. She could call to him, if it became necessary.
" "V'ou'd better go away from her at once," went on the

man. advancing aimlessly from one bay of the frescoes to

another.

Sylvia knew now of whom he was speaking, and as he

continued talking with a slow, dreary monotony, her mind
raced back over the years, picking up a scra]j here, a half-

forgotten phrase there, an intercepted look between her

father and mother, a recollection of her own, a half-finished

sentence of Arnold's . . .

" She can't be fatal for you in the same way she has been

for the others, of course,'' the man was saying. " What
she'll do for you is to turn you into a woman like herself.

I remember now, I have thought many times, that you tirre

like her ... of the same clay. But you have omething
else too, you have something that she'll take , ay from
you if you stav. You can't keen her from doin.s it. Xo
one can get the better of her. She doesn't f.ght. But
she always takes life. She has taken mine. She must

t
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have taken her bogie-husband's, she took young Gilbert's,

she took Gilbert's wife's, she took Arnold's in another way.

. . . God ! think of leaving a young, growing, weak soul in

the care of a woman like Victoria! She took that poet's,

I forget his name; I suppose by this time Felix Morrison

IS

At this name, a terrible contraction of the heart told

Sylvia that she was listening to what he said. " Felix Mor-

rison ! " she cried in stern, angry protest. " I don't know

what you're talking about—but if you think +hat Aunt Vic-

toria—if you think Felix Morrison " She w.ii inarticu-

late in her indignation. " He was married last autumn to

a beautiful girl—and Aunt Victoria—what an idea!

—

no

one was more pleased than she—why—you are crazy!"

She flung out at him the word, which two moments before

she would not have been so cruel as to think.

It gave him no discomfort. " Oh no, I'm not," he said

with a spectral laugh, which had in it, to Sylvia's dismay,

the very essence of sanity. She did not know why she now

shrank away from him, far more frightened than before.

"I'm about everything else you might mention, but I'm

not crazy. And you take my word for it and get out while

you still can . . . if you still can ? " He faintly indicated

an inquiry, looking at her sideways, his dirty hand stroking

the dishonoring gray stubble of his unshaven face. " As

for Morrison's wife ... let her get out too. Gilbert tried

marrying, tried it in all unconsciousness. It's only when

they try to get away from her that they know she's in the

marrow of their bones. She lets them try. She doesn't

even care. She knows they'll come back. Gilbert did. And
his wife . . . well, I'm sorry for Morrison's wife."

" She's dead," said Sylvia abruptly.

He took this in with a nod of the head. " So much the

better for her. How did it happen that you didn't fall for

Morrison's . . ."he looked at her sharply at a change in her

face she could not control. " Oh, you did," he commented

slackiy. " Well, you'd better start heme for La Chance

tonight," he said again.
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They were circling around and around the shadowy
interior, making no pretense of looking at the frescoed

walls, to examine which had been their ostensible purpose in

entering. Sylvia was indefed aware of great pictured spaces,

'

crowded dimly with thronging figures, men, horses, women
—they reached no more than the outer retina of her eye.

She remembered fleetingly that they had something to do
with the story of Ste. Genevieve. She wanted intensely to

escape from this phantom whom she herself had called

up from the void to stalk at her side. But she felt she

ought not to let pass, even coming from such a source, such

utterly frenzied imaginings against one to whom she owed
loyalty. She spoke coldly, with extreme distaste for the

subject :
" You're entirely wrong about Aunt Victoria. She's

not in the least that kind of a woman."
He shook his head slowly. " No, no

;
you misunderstand

me. Your Aunt Victoria is quite irreproachable, she always
has been, she always will be. She is always in the right.

She always will be. She did nothing to me but hire me to

teach her stepson, and when my habits became too bad,

discharge me, as any one would have done. She did nothing

to Arnold except to leave him to the best schools and the

best tutors money could buy. What more could any one
have done? She had not the slightest idea that Horace
Gilbert would try to poison his wife, had not the slightest

connection with their quarrel. The young poet.—Adams
was his name, now I remember—did not consult her before

he took to cocaine. Morphine is my own specialty. Vic-

toria of course deplored it as much as any one could. No,
I'm not for a minute intimating that Victoria is a Messalina.

We'd all be better off if she were. It's only our grossness

that finds fault with her. Your aunt is o . of the most
respectable women who ever lived, as * chasiv. as unsunned
snow—the very ice of chastity is in her

!

' Indeed, I've often

wondered if the redoubtable Ephraim Smith himself, for all

that he succeeded in marrying her, fared any better than
the rest of us. Victoria would be quite capable of cheating
him out of his pay. She parches, yes, she dries up the
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blood—but it's not by her passion, not even by ours. Honest

passion never kills. It's the Sahara sands of her egotism

into which we've all emptied our vems.'

Sylvia was frozen to the spot by her outraged mdigna-

tion that any one should dare speak to her thus. She

found herself facing a fresco of a tall, austere figure m^an

enveloping white garment, an elderly woman with a thin,

worn, noble face, who laid one fine old hand on a stone

parapet and with divine compassion and tenderness looked

out over a sleeping city. The man followed the direction

of her eyes " It's Puvis de Chavannes' Ste. Genevieve as an

old woman, guarding and praying for the city. Very good,

isn't it' I especially admire the suggestion of the plain

bare cell she has stepped out from. I often come here to

look at it when I've nothing to eat." He seemed as flaccidly

willing to speak on this as on any other topic; to find it no

more interesting than the subject of his former speech

Sylvia was overcome with horror of him. She walked

rapidly away, towards the door, hoping he would not follow

her He did not. When she glanced back fearfully over

her shoulder, she saw him still standing there, looking up

at the gaunt gray figure of beneficent old age. His dread-

ful broken felt hat was in his hand, the water dripped from

his frayed trousers over the rotting leather of his shoes.

As she looked, he began to cough, loudly, terribly, so that

the echoing reaches of the great nave resounded to the

sound. Sylvia ran back to him and thrust her purse into his

hand At first he could not speak, for coughing, but

in a moment he found breath to ask, "Is it Victorias

money?
"

She did not answer.
.

He held it for a moment, and then opening his hand let

it drop. As she turned away Sylvia heard it fall clinking

on the stone floor. At the door she turned for one last look

and saw him weakly stooping to pick it up again. She

fairly burst out of the door.

It was almost dusk when she was on the street again

looking down the steep incline to the Luxembourg Gar

|i-%i
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dens. In the rainy twilight the fierce tension of the Rodin
" Thinker " in frot.t of the Pantheon loomed huge and
tragic. She gave it a glance of startled sympathy. She had
never understood the statue before. Now she was a prey

to those same ravaging throes. There was for the moment
no escaping them. She felt none of her former wild im-

pulse to run away. ^Vhat she had been running away from

had overtaken her. She faced it now, looked at it squarely,

gave it her ear for the first time ; the grinding, dissonant note

under the rich harmony of the life she had known for all

these past months, the obscure vaults underlying the shining

temple in which she had been living.

What beauty could there be which was founded on such

an action as Felix' marriage to Molly—Molly, whose pas-

sion. ate directness had known the only way out of the im-

passe into which Felix should never have let her go ? . . . .

An echo from what she had heard in the mass at Notre

Dame rang in her ears, and now the sound was louder

—

Austin's voice, Austin's words :
" A beauty that can't endure

disharmony in conduct, the fine true ear for the deeper

values, the foundations " It was Austin, asking him-

self what beauty could be in any life founded, even remotely

as his was, on any one's misery?

For a long time she stood there, silent, motionless, her

hands clenched at her sides, looking straight before her in

the rain. Above her on his pedestal, the great, bronze,

naked, tortured man ground his teeth as he glared out from
under the inexorable limitations of his ape-like forehead,

and strove wildly against the barriers of his flesh . . .

Wildly and vainly, against inexorable limitations! Syl,-

via was aware that an insolent young man, with moist pro-

tuberant eyes, had come up where she stood there, alone,

motionless on the public street. He put his arm in hers,

clasped her hand in a fat, soft palm, and, " Allans, ma
belle !

" he said with a revolting gayety.

Sylvia pulled away from him, cried out fiercely in

English, "Don't you dare to touch me!" and darted
away.
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He made no attempt at pursuit, acknowledging his mis-

take with an easy shrug and turning off to roam, a dim,

predatory figure, along the dusky street. He had startled

and frightened the girl so that she was trembling when she

ventured to slow down to a walk under the glaring lights of

the Boulevard St. Michel. She was also shivering with wet

and cold, and without knowing it, she was extremely

hungry. As she fled along the boulevard in the direction of

her own quarter of the city, her eye caught the lighted

clock at the kiosk near Cluny. She was astonished to see

that it was after seven o'clock. How long could she have

stood there, under the shadow of that terrific Thinker, con-

sumed quite as much as he by the pain of trying to rise

above mere nature? An hour—more than an hour, she

must have been there. The Pantheon must have closed

during that time, and the dreadful, sick man must have

passed close by her. Where was he now ? What makeshift

shelter harbored that cough, those dirty, skeleton hands,

those awful eyes which had outlived endurance and come

to know peace before death , . .

She shivered and tried to shrink away from her wet,

clinging clothing. She had never, in all her life before,

been wet and cold and hungry and frightened, she had

never known from what she had been protected. And now

the absence of money meant that she must walk miles in

the rain before she could reach safety and food. For three

cents she could ride. But she had not three cents. How
idiotic she tiad been not to keep a few sous from her purse.

What a sickening thing it had been to see him stoop to

pick it up after he had tried to have the pride not to touch

it. That was what morphine had done for him. And he

would buy more morphine with that money, that was the

reason he had not been able to let it lie . . . the man who

had been to her little girlhood the radiant embodiment of

strength and fineness!

Her teeth were chattering, her feet soaked and cold. She

tried to walk faster to warm her blood, and discovered that

she was exhausted, tired to the marrow of her bones. Her
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feet dragged on the pavement, her arms hung heavily by her
side, but she dared not stop a moment lest some other man
with abhorrent eyes should approach her.

She set her teeth and walked; walked across the Seine
without a glance at its misted lights blinking through the

rain, walked on past the prison of Marie Antoinette, with-

out a thought of that other harmless woman who had loved

bright and lovely things while others suffered : walked on
upon the bridge across the Seine again. This bewildered

her, making her think that she was so dazed she had
doubled on her tracks. She saw, a long way off, a solitary

hooded sergent de ville, and dragged herself across an end-
less expanse of wet asphalt to ask him her way. But just

before she reached him, she remembered suddenly that of

course she was on the island and was obliged to cross the

Seine again before reaching the right bank. She returned

weary and disheartened to her path, crossed the bridge, and
then endlessly, endlessly, set one heavy foot before the

other under the glare of innumerable electric lights staring

down on her and on the dismal, wet, and deserted streets.

The clocks she passed told her that it was nearly eight

o'clock. Then it was past eight. What must they be think-

ing of her on the Rue de Presbourg? She tried again to

hurry, but could force her aching muscles to no more than
the plod, plod, plod of her dogged advance over those in-

terminable miles of pavement. There was little of her
then that was not cold, weary, wet flesh, suffering all the

discomforts that an animal can know. She counted her
steps for a long time, and became so stupidly absorbed in

this that she made a wrong turning and was blocks out of

her way before she noticed her mistake. This mishap re-

duced her almost to tears, and it was when she was choking
them weakly back and setting herself again to the cruel long
vista of the Champs-Elysees that an automobile passed her
a ip speed with a man's face pressed palely to the panes.

Almost at once the car stopped in answer to a shouted com-
mand ; it whirled about and bore down on her. Felix Mor-
rison sprang out and ran to her with outstretched arms, his
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rich voice ringing through the desolation of the rain and the

night
—

" Sylvia ! Sylvia 1 Are you safe ?
"

He almost carried her back to the car, lifted her in,

There were wraps there, great soft, furry, velvet wraps

which he cast about her, murmuring broken ejaculations

of emotion, of pity, cf relief
—

" Oh, your hands, how
cold! Sylvia, how fOKW you ? Here, drink this ! I've beer

insane,—^absolutely out of my mind ! Let me take off youi

hat—Oh, your poor feet—I was on my way to—I was
afraid you might have Oh, Sylvia, Sylvia, to have you

safe
!

" She tried to bring to mind something she had in-

tended to remember; she even repeated the phrase over tc

herself, " It was an ugly, ugly thing to have married Molly,"

but she knew only that he was tenderness and sheltering

care and warmth and food and safety. She drew long

quivering breaths like a child coming out of a sobbing fit.

Then before there was time for more thought, the cat

had whirled them back to the door, where Aunt Victoria,

outwardly calm, but very pale, stood between the concierge

and his wife, looking out into the rainy deserted street.

At the touch of those warm embracing arms, at thai

radiant presence, at the sound of that relieved, welcoming

voice, the nightmare of the Pantheon faded away to black-

ness. . . .

Half an hour later, she sat, fresh from a hot bath, breath-

ing out delicately a reminiscence of recent violet water and

perfumed powder; fresh, fine under-linen next her glowing

skin ; shining and refreshed, in a gown of chiffon and satin

;

eating her first mouthful of Yoshido's ambrosial soup.
" Why, I'm so sorry," she was saying. " I went out

for a walk, and then went further than I meant to. I've

been over on the left bank part of the time, in Notre Dame
and the Pantheon. And then when I started to come home
it took longer than I thought. It's so apt to, you know."

" Why in the world, my dear, did you walk home ? " cried

Aunt Victoria, still brooding over her in pitying sympathy
*' I'd—I'd lost my purse. 1 didn't have any money."
" But you don't pay for a cab till you come to the enc

•*-!
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of your journey! You could have stepped into a taxi and
borrowed the money of the concierge here."

Sylvia was immensely disconcerted by her rustic naivete

in not thinking of this obvious device. "Oh, of course!

How could I have been so—but I was tired when I came
to start home—I was very tired—too tired to think clearly !

"

This brought them all back to the recollection of what
had set her off on her walk. There was for a time rather

a strained silence; but they were all very hungry—dinner

was two hours late—and the discussion of Yoshido's roast

duckling was anything but favorable for the consideration

of painful topics. They had champagne to celebrate her
safe escape from the adventure. To the sensation of per-

fect ease induced by the well-chosen dinner this added a
little tingling through all Sylvia's nerves, a pleasant, light,

bright titillation.

All might have gone well if, after the dinner, Felix had
not stepped, as was his wont, to the piano. Sylvia had
been, up to that moment, almost wholly young animal, given

over to bodily ecstasy, of which not the least was the agree-

able warmth on her silk-clad ankle as she held her slippered

foot to the fire.

But at the first chords something else in her, slowl; , with

extreme pain, awoke to activity. All her life music had
spoken a language to which she could not shut her ears, and
now—her face clouded, she shifted her position, she held

up a little painted screen to shield her face from the fire,

she finally rose and walked restlessly about the room.
Every grave and haunting cac'cnce from the piano brought
to her mind, flickering and quick, like fire, a darting ques-

tion, and every one she stamped out midway, with an effort

of the will.

The intimacy between Felix and Aunt Victoria, it was
strange she had never before thought of course not

—

what a hideous idea! That book, back in Lydford, with

Horace Gilbert's name on the fly-leaf, and .Aunt Victoria's

cool, casual voice as she explained, " Oh, just a young
architect who used to " Oh, the man in the Pantheon
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was simply brutalized by drugs; he did not know what h
was saying. His cool, spectral laugh of sanity soundec

faintly in her ears again.

And then, out of a mounting foam of arpeggios, ther

bloomed for her a new idea, solid enough, broad enough
high enough, for a refuge against all these wolfish fangs

She sat down to think it out, hot on the trail of an answer
the longed-for answer.

It had just occurred to her that there was no possibl

logical connection between any of those skulking phantom
and the golden lovely things they tried to defile. Even i

some people of wealth and ease and leisure were not a

careful about moral values as about colors, and sesthetii

harmonies—that meant nothing. The connection wa
purely fortuitous. How silly she had been not to see that

Grant, for purposes of argument, that Aunt Victoria wa:

self-centered and had lived her life with too little regan
for its effect on other people,—grant even that Felix had
under an almost overpowering temptation, not kept in i

matter of conduct the same rigid nicety of fastidiousnesi

which characterized his judgment of marbles—what of it

That did not mean that one could only be fine and true ir

conduct by giving up all lovely things and wearing hair

shirts. What an outgrown, mediaeval idea ! How could sh<

have been for a moment under its domination! It was jus

that old Puritanism, Spartanism of her childhood, whicl
was continually reaching up its bony hand from the gravt

where she had interred it.

The only danger came, she saw it now, read it plainl>

and clear-headedly in the lives of the two people with her
the only dangei came from a lack of proportion. It cer

tainly did seem to be possible to allow the amenities anc
aesthetic pleasures to become so important that moral fine-

ness must stand aside till they were safe. But anybod>
who had enough intelligence could keep his head, even ii

the temptation was alluring. And simply because there wa5
that possible danger, why not enjoy delightful things as

long as they did not run counter to moral fineness ! How
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absurd to think there was any reason why they should;
quite the contrary, as a thousand philosophers attested.

They would not in her case, at least! Of course, if a de-
cision had to be taken between the two, she would never
hesitate—never ! As she phrased this conviction to herself,

she turned a ring on her white slim finger and had a throb
of pleasure in the color of the gem. What harmless, im-
personal pleasures they were! How little they hurt any
one! And as to this business of morbidly probing into

healthy flesh, of insisting on going back of everything,
farther than any one could possibly go, and scrutinizing the
origin of every dollar that came into your hand . . . why,
that way lay madness! As soon try to investigate all the
past occupants of a seat in a railway before using it for a
journey. Modem life was not organized that way. It was
too complicated.

Her mind rushed on excitedly, catching up more cer-

tainty, more and more reinforcements to her argument as
it advanced. There was, therefore, nothing inherent in the
manner of life she had known these last months to account
for what seemed ugly underneath. There was no reason
why some one more keenly on his guard could not live as
they did and escape sounding that dissonant note

!

The music stopped. Morrison turned on the stool and
seeing her bent head and moody stare at the fire, sent an
imploring glance for help to Mrs. Marshall-Smith.

Just let her have the wealth and leisure and let her show
bow worthily she could use it! There would be an
achievement ! Sylvia came around to another phase of her
new idea, there would be something worth doing, to show
that one could be as fine and true in a palace as in a hut,

—

even as in a Vermont farmhouse! At this, suddenly all

thought left her. Austin Page stood before her, fixing
on her his clear and passionate and tender eyes. At that
dear and well-remembered gaze, her lip began to quiver like

a child's, and her eyes filled.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith stirred herself with the effect of a
splendid ship going into action with all flags flying. " Syl-

i
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via clear." she said. " this rain tonight makes me think of

a new plan. It will very likely rain for a week or more

now. Paris is ahominable in the rain. What do you say

to a change? Madeleine Perth was telling me this after-

noon that the White Star people are running a few ships

from Portsmouth by way of Cherbourg around by Gibraltar,

through the Mediterranean to Naples. That's one trip your

rolling-stone of an aunt has never taken, and Pd rather

like to add it to my collection. We could be in Naples in

four days from Cherbourg and spend a month in Italy,

going north as the heat arrived. Felix—why don't you

come along? You've been wanting to see the new low

reliefs in the Terme, in Rome?"
Sylvia's heart, like all young hearts, was dazzled almost

to blinking by the radiance shed from the magic word
Italy. She turned, looking very much taken aback and
bewildered, but with light in her eyes, color in her face.

Morrison burst out :
" Oh, a dream realized ! Something

to live on all one's days, the pines of the Borghese—the

cypresses of the Villa Medici—roses cascading over the

walls in Rome, the view across the Campagna from the

terraces at Rocca di Papa
"

Sylvia thought rapidly to herself :
" Austin said he did

not want me to answer at once. He said he wanted me to

take time—to take time! I can decide better, make more

sense out of everj'thing. if I—after I have thought more,

have taken more time. No, I am not turning my back on

him. Only I must have more time to think
"

Aloud she said, after a moment's silence, " Oh, nothing

could be lovelier !

"

She lay in her warm, clean white bed that night, sleep-

ing the sound sleep of the healthy young animal which has

been wet and cold and hungry, and is now dry and warmed
and fed.

Outside, across the city, on his bronze pedestal, tlie tor-

tured Thinker, loyal to his destiny, still strove terribly

against the limitations of his ape-like forehead.

I
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BOOK IV

THE STRAIT PATH

CHAPTER XL

A CALL FROM HOME

It was quite dark when they arrived in the harbor at

Naples ; and they were too late to go through the necessary

formalities of harbor entering. In company with several

other in- and outward-bound steamers, the Carnatic lay

to for the night. Some one pointed out a big liner which
would sail for New York the next morning, lying like a

huge, gaily lighted island, the blare of her band floating

over the still water.

Sylvia slept little that night, missing the rolling swing
of the ship, and feeling breathless in the stifling immobility

of the cabin. She tossed about restlessly, dozing off at

intervals and waking with a start to get up on her knees and
look out through the port-hole at the lights of Naples
blazing steadily in their semicircle. She tried to think

several times, about her relations to Felix, to Austin—but

nothing came to her mind except a series of scenes in which
they had figured, scenes quite disconnected, which brought
no enlightenment to her.

As she lay awake thus, staring at the ceiling, feeling in

the intense silence and blackness that the fluttering of her

eyelids was almost audible, her heart beating irregularly,

now slow, now fast, it occurred to her that she was begin-

ning to know something of the intensity of real life—real

grown-up life. She was astonished to enjoy it so little.

She fell at last, suddenly, fathoms deep into youthful

slumber, and at once passed out from tormented darkness
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into some strange, sunny, wind-swept place on a heiRht.

And she was all one anguish of longing for Austin. And
he came swiftly to her and took lier in his arms and kissed

her on the lips. And it was ' s it had been when she was a

child and heard music, she was carried away by a great

swelling tide of joy . . , But dusk began to fall again

;

Austin faded ; through the darkness something called and
called to lur, impciativcly. With great pain she struggled

up through endless stages of half-consciousness, until she

was herself again, Sylvia Marshall, heavy-eyed, sitting up
in her bertli and saying aloud, " Yes, what is it ? " in answer
to a knocking tm the door.

The steward's voice answered, announcing that the first

boat for shore would leave in an hour. Sylvia sprang out

of bed. the dream already nothing more than confused

brightness in her mind. By the time she was dressed, it

had altogether gone, and she only knew that she had had a

restless night. She went out on the deck, longing for the

tonic of pure air. The morning was misty—it had rained

(luring the night—and clouds hung heavy and low over the

city. Out from this gray smother the city gleamed like a

veiled opal. Neither Felix nor her aunt was to be seen.

When she went down to breakfast, after a brisk tramp back

and forth across the deck, she was rosy and dewy, her trium-

I)hant youth showing no sign of her vigils. She was saying

to herself: " Now I've come, it's too idiotic not to enjoy it.

I shall let myself go!
"

Helene attended to the ladies' packing and to the labeling

and care of the baggage. Empty-handed, care-free, feeling

like a traveling princess, Sylvia climbed down from the

great steamer into a dirty, small harbor-boat. Aunt Vic-

toria sat down at once on the folding camp-chair which
Helene always carried for her. Sylvia and Felix stood

together at the blunt prow, watching the spectacle before

them. The clouds were lifting from the city and from
Vesuvius, and from Sylvia's mind. Her spirits rose as the

boat went forward into the strange, foreign, glowing scene.

The oily water shimmered in smooth heavings as the
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clumsy boat advanced upon it. The white houses on the

hills gleamed out from their palms. As the boat came
closer to the wharf, the travelers could see the crowds of

foreign-looking people, with swar:hy faces and cheap, un-

graceful clothes, loo' ing out at the boat with alert, specula-

tive, unwelcoming eyes. The noise of the city streets,

strange to their ears after the days of sea silence, rose clat-

tering, like a part of the brilliance, the sparkle. The sun
broke through the clouds, poured a flood of glory on 'he

refulgent city, and shone hotly on the pools of dirty water
caught in the sunken spots of the uneven stone pavement.
Aunt Victoria made her way up the gang-j .ank to the

landing dock, achieving dignity even there. I'elix sprang
after her, to hand her her chair, and Helcne and Sylvia fol-

lowed. Mrs. Marshall-Smith sat down at once, opening
her dark-purple parasol, the tense silk of which was changed
by the hot Southern sun into an iridescent bubble. " We
will wait here till the steward gets our trunks out," she

announced. ' It will be amusing to watch the people." The
four made an oasis of aristocracy in the seething, shouting,

frowzy, gaudy, Southern crowd, running about with the

scrambling, undignified haste of ants, sweating, gesticulating,

their faces contorted with care over their poor belongings.

Sylvia was acutely conscious of her significance in the

scene. She was also fully aware that Felix missed none of

the contrast she made with the other women. She felt at

once enhanced and protected by the ignobly dressed crowd
about her. Felix was right—in ^\merica there could be no
distinction, there was no baclcground for it.

^ le scene about them was theatrically magnificent. In
tl istance Vesuvius towered, cloud-veiled and threaten-

ing, the harbor shone and sparkled in the sun, the vivid, out-

reaching arms of Naples clasped the jewel-like water. From
it all Sylvia extracted the most perfect distillation of
traveler r joy. She felt the w.ill-to-do tourist's care-free de-
tail, ment from the fundamentals of life, the tourist's sense
that everything exists for the purpose of being a sight for
him to see. She knew, and knew with delight, the wan-
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derer's lightened, emancipated sense of being at a distanc«
from obligations, that cheerful sense of an escape from the
emprisoning solidarity of humanity which furnishes the zes
of life for the tourist and the tramp, enabling the one light-
heartedly to offend proprieties and the other casually tc

commit murder. She was embarked upon a moral vaca-
tion. She was out of the Bastile of right and wrong. She
had a vision of what freedom from entangling responsi-
bilities is secured by traveling. She understood her aunt's
classing it as among the positive goous of life.

A man in a shabby blue uniform, with a bundle of letters
in his hand, walked past them towards the boat.

" Oh, the mail," said Mrs. Marshall-Smith. " There may
be some for us." She beckoned the man to her, and said
"Marshall-Smith? Marshall? Morrison?"
The man sorted over his pile. " Cable . . • Miss Mar-

shall," he said, presenting it to the younger lady with a
bold, familiar look of admiration. "Letter for F. Mor-
rison: two letters for Mrs. Marshall-Smith." Sylvia
opened her envelope, spread out the folded sheet of paper,
and read what was scrawled on it, with no realization of
the meaning. She knev? only that the paper, Felix, her
aunt, the crowd, vanishec in thick blackness, through which,
much later, with a great roaring in her ears, she read, as
though by jagged flashes of lightning: "Mother very ill.

Come home at once. Judith."

^

I

It seemed to her an incalculably long time between
her first glance at the words and her understanding of
them, but when she emerged from the blackness and
void, into the flaunting sunlight, the roaring still in her
ears, the paper still in her hands, the scrawled words still

venomous upon it, she saw that not a moment could have
passed, for Felix and her aunt were unfolding letters of
their own, their eyes beginning to run quickly over the
pages.

Sylvia stood quite still, feeling immeasurably and bitterly
alone. She said to herself :

" Mother is very sick. I must

'f^
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go home at once. Judith." But she did not know what she

said. She felt only an impulse to run wildly away from
something that gave her intolerable pain.

Mrs. Marshall-Smith turned over a page of her letter,

smiling to herself, and glanced up at her niece. Her smile

was smitten froia her lips. Sylvia had a fantastic vision

of her own aspect from the gaping face of horror with

which her aunt for an instant reflected it. She had never

before seen Aunt Victoria with an unprepared and discom-

posed countenance. It was another feature of the night-

mare.

For suddenly everything resolved itself into a bad dream,
—her aunt crying out, Helene screaming and running to her,

Felix snatching ihe telegram from her and reading it aloud

—it seemed to Sylvia that she had heard nothing for

years but those words, " Mother very sick. Come home
at once. Judith." She heard them over and over after his

voice was silent. Through their constant echoing roar in

her ears she heard but dimly the babel of talk that arose

—

Aunt Victoria saying that she could not of course leave at

once because no passage had been engaged, Helene foolishly

offering smelling-salts, Felix darting off to get a carriage

to take them to the hotel where she could be out of the

crowd and they could lay their plans
—

" Oh, my poor dear

!

—but you may have more reassuring news tomorrow, you
know," said Mrs. Marshall-Smith soothingly.

The girl faced her aunt outraged. She thought she cried

out angrily, " tomorrow !

" but she did not break her silence.

She was so torn by the storm within her that she had no
breath for recriminations. She turned and ran rapidly some
distance away to the edge of the wharf, where some small

rowboats hung bobbing, their owners sprawled on the seats,

smoking cigarettes and chattering. Sylvia addressed the

one nearest her in a strong, imperious voice. " I want you
to take me out to that steamer," she said, pointing out to the

liner in the harbor.

The man looked up at her blankly, his laughing, im-
pertinent brown face sobered at once by the sight of her

n^r^^*i*^&^^
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own. He made a reply in Italian, raising his shoulders.

Some ill-dressed, loafing stragglers on the wharf drew near
Sylvia with an indolent curiosity. She turned to them and
asked, " Do any of you speak English?" although it was
manifestly inconceivable that any of those typical Neapoli-
tans should. One of them stepped forward, running his

hand through greasy black curls. " I kin, lady," he said with
a fluent, vulgar New York accent. " What ye want ?

"

" Tell that man," said Sylvia, her lips moving stiffly, " to

take me out to the ship that is to leave for America this

morning—and now—this minute, I may be late now !

"

After a short impassioned colloquy, the loafer turned
to her and reported :

" He says if he took you out, you
couldn't git on board. Them big ships ain't got no way
for folks in little boats to git on. And he'd ask you thirty

lire, anyhow. That's a fierce price. Say, if you'll wait a
minute, I can get you a man that'll do it for " Mrs.
Marshall-Smith and Helene had followed, and now broke
through the line of ill-smelling loungers. Mrs. Marshall-
Smith took hold of her niece's arm firmly, and began to

draw her away with a dignified gesture. " You don't know
what you are doing, child," she said with a peremptory
accent of authority. " You are beside yourself. Come
with me at once. This is no "

Sylvia did not resist her. She ignored her. In fact,

she did not understand a word that her aunt said. She
shook off the older woman's hand with one thrust of her
powerful young arm, and gathering her skirts about her,

leaped down into the boat. She took out her purse and
showed the man a fifty-lire bill. " Row fast ! Fast !

" she
motioned to him, sitting down in the stern and fixing her
eyes on the huge bulk of the liner, black upon the brilliance

of the sunlit water. She heard her name cal'ed from the

wharf and turned her face backward, as the light craft began
to move jerkily away.

Felix had come up and now stood between Mrs. Marshall-
Smith and her maid, both of whom were passionately ap-

pealing to him! He looked over their heads, saw the girl

^S^
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already a boat-length from the wharf, and gave a gesture

of utter consternation. He ran headlong to the edge of the

dock and again called her name loudly, " Sylvia! Sylvia!"
There was no mistaking the quality of that cry. It was the

voice of a man who sees the woman he loves departing from
him, and who wildly, imperiously calls her back to him.
But she did not return. The boat was still so close that

she could look deeply into his eyes. Through all her tumult
of horror, there struck cold to Sylvia's heart the knowledge
that they were the eyes of a stranger. The blow that had
pierced her had struck into a quivering center of life, so

deep within her, that only something as deep as its terrible

suffering could seem real. The man who stood there, so

impotently calling to her, belonged to another order of

things—things which a moment ago had been important to

her, and which now no longer existed. He had become
for her as remote, as immaterial as the gaudy picturesque-

ness of the scene in which he stood. She gave him a long

strange look, and made a strange gesture, a gesture of

irrevocable leave-taking. She turned her face again to the

sea, and did not look back.

They approached the liner, and Sylvia saw some dark
heads looking over the railing at her. Her boatman rowed
around the stern to the other "ide, where the slanting stairs

used in boarding the harbor-boats still hung over the side.

The landing was far above their heads. Sylvia stood up
and cried loudly to the dull faces, staring down at her from
the steerage deck. " Send somebody down on the stairs

to speak to me." There was a stir ; a man in a blue uniform
came and looked over the edge, and went away. After a

moment, an officer in white ran down the stairs to the

hanging landing with the swift, sure footing of a seaman.

Sylvia stood up again, turning her white face up to him,

her eyes blazing in the shadow of her hat. " I've ]nt\

heard that my mother is very sick, and I must get back to

America at once. If you will let down the rope ladder, I

can climb up. I must go! I have plenty of money. I

must!"
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The officer stared, shook his head, and ran back up the

stairs, disappearing into the black hole in the ship's side

The dark, heavy faces continued to hang over the railing,

staring fixedly down at the boat with a steady, incurious

gaze. Sylvia's boatman balanced his oar-handles on his

knees, rolled a cigarette and lighted it. The boat swayec

up and down on the shimmering, heaving roll of the water

although the ponderous ship beside it loomed motionless

as a rock. The sun beat down on Sylvia's head and up in

her face from the molten water till she felt sick, but wher

another officer in white, an elderly man with an impassive

bearded face, came dov/n the stairs, she rose up, instantl>

forgetful of everything but her demand. She called out hei

message again, straining her voice until it broke, poised sc

impatiently in the little boat, swinging under her feet, thai

she seemed almost about to spring up towards the two mer

leaning over to catch her words. When she finished. th(

older man nodded, the younger one ran back up the stairs

and returned with a rope ladder.

Sylvia's boatman stirred himself with an ugly face oi

misgiving. He clutched at hei arm, and made close befon

her face the hungry, Mediterranean gesture of fingering

money. She took out her purse, gave him the fifty-lire note

and catching at the ladder as it was flung down, disregard

ing the shouted commands of the men above her to " wait
!

'

she swung herself upon it, climbing strongly and surely ir

spite of her hampering skirts.

The two men helped her up, alarmed and vexed at th<

risk she had taken. They said something about grea

crowds on the boat, and that only in the second cabin wa;

there a possibility for accommodations. If she answere<

them, she did not know what she said. She followed th<

younger man down a long corridor, at first dark and smell-

ing of hemp, later white, bright with electric light, smellinc

strongly of fresh paint, stagnant air, and machine-oil. Tlic}

emerged in a round hallway at the foot of a staircase. Tht

officer went to a window for a conference with the officia

behind it, and returned to Sylvia to say that there was nc

oSfe-
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room, not even a single berth vacant. Some shabby
woman-passengers with untidy hair and crumpled clothes
drew near, looking at her with curiosity. Sylvia appealed
to them, crying out again, *' My mother is very sick and I

must go back to America at once. Can't any of you—can't
you ?" she stopped, catching at the banisters. Her
knees were giving way under her. A woman with a flabby
pale face and disordered gray hair sprang towards her and
took her in her arms with a divine charity. " You can have
half my bed

!
" she cried, drawing Sylvia's head down on

her shoulder. " Poor girl ! Poor girl ! I lost my only
son last year !

"

Her accent, her look, the tones of her voice, some emana-
tion of deep humanity from her whole person, reached Syl-
via's inner self, the first message that had penetrated to
that core of her being since the deadly, echoing news of the
telegram. Upon her icy tension poured a flood of dis-
solving warmth. Her hideous isolation was an illusion.

This plain old woman, whom she had never seen before,
was her sister, her blood-kin,—they were both human
beings. She gave a cry and flung her arms about the other's
neck, clinging to her like a person falling from a great
height, the tears at last streaming down her face.

I
i
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HOME AGAIN

The trip home passed like a long shuddering bad dreair
in which one waits eternally, bound hand and foot, for i

blow which does not fall. Somehow, before the first da)
was over, an unoccupied berth was found for Sylvia, in j

tiny comer usually taken by one of the ship's servants
Sylvia accepted this dully. She was but half alive, all hei
vital forces suspended until the journey should be over
The throbbing of the engines came to seem like the beat-

ing of her own heart, and she lay tensely in her berth
for hours at a time, feeling that it was partly her energj
which was driving the ship through the waters. She
only thought of accomplishing the journey, covering the

miles which lay before her. From what lay at the end
she shrank back, returning again to her hypnotic absorptior
in the throbbing of the engines. The old woman who had
offered to share her berth had disappeared at the first rough
water and had been invisible all the trip. Sylvia did nol
think of her again. That was a recollection which with all

its sacred significance was to come back later to Sylvia's
maturer mind.

The ship reached New York late in the afternoon, and
docked that night. Sylvia stood alone, in her soiled wrinkled
suit, shapeless from constant wear, her empty hands clutch-
ing at the railing, and was the first passenger to dart down
the second-class gang-plank. She ran to see if there were
letters or a telegram for her.

" Yes, there is a telegram for you," said the steward, hold-
ing out a sealed envelope to her. " It came on with the

pilot and ought to have been given you before."
She took the envelope, but was unable to open it. The

440
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arc lights flared and winked above her in the high roof
of the wharf; the crowds of keen-faced, hard-eyed men
and women in costly, neat-fitting clothing were as oblivious
of her and as ferociously intent on their own affairs as the
shabby, noisy crowd she had left in Naples, brushing by
her as though she were a part of the wharf as they bent over
their trunks anxiously, and locked them up with determina-
tion. It seemed to Sylvia that she could never break the
spell of fear which bound her fast. Minute after minute
dragged by, and she still stood, very white, very sick.
She was aware that some one stood in front of her,

looking into her face, and she recognized one of the ship's
officials whom she had noticed from a distance on the ship,
an under-officer, somehow connected with the engines, who
had sat at table with the second-class passengers. He was
a burly, red-faced man, with huge strong hands and a
bald head.

He looked at her now for a moment with an intent kind-
ness, and taking her arm led her a step to a packing-case on
which he made her sit down. At the break in her immo-
bility, a faintness came over Sylvia. The m n bent over her
and began to fan her with his cap. A strong smell of stale
and cheap tobacco reached Sylvia from all of his obese
person, but his vulgar, ugly face expressed a profoundly
self-forgetful concern. "There, feelin' better?" he asked,
his eyes anxiously on hers. The man looked at the en-
velope comprehendingly :

" Oh—bad news " he mur-
mured. Sylvia opened her hand and showed him that it

had not been opened. " I haven't looked at it yet," she said
pitifully.

The man made an inarticulate murmur of pity—put out
his thick red fingers, took the message gently from her hand,
and opened it. As he read she searched his face with an
impassioned scrutiny.

When he raised his eyes from the paper, she saw in
them, in that grossly fleshy countenance, such infinite pity
that even her swift intuition of its meaning was not so
swift as to reach her heart first. The blow did not reach
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her naked and unprotec ed in the solitude of her egotism,

as it had at Naples. Confusedly, half-resentfuUy, but irre-

sistibly she knew that she did not—could not—stand alone,

was not the first thus to be struck down. This knowledge

brought the tonic summons to courage. She held out her

hand unflinchingly, and stood up as she read the message,
" Mother died this morning at dawn." The telegram was
dated three days before. She was now two days from home.

She looked up at the man before her and twice tried to

speak before she could command her voice. Then she said

quite steadily :
" I live in the West. Can you tell me any-

thing about trains to Chicago ?

"

" I'm going with ye, to th' train," he said, taking her

arm and moving forward. Two hours later his vulgar, ugly,

compassionate face was the last she saw as the train moved
out of the station. He did not seem a stranger to Sylvia.

She saw that he was more than middle-aged, he must have

lost his mother, there must have been many deaths in his

past. He seemed more familiar to her than her dearest

friends had seemed before; but from now on she was to

feel closer to every human being than before to her most

loved. A great breach had been made in the wall of her

life—the wall which had hidden her fellows from her. She

saw them face the enigma as uncomprehendingly, as help-

lessly as she, and she felt the instinct of terror to huddle

close to others, even though they feel

—

because they feel—

a

terror as unrelieved. It was not thpt she loved her fellow-

beings more from this hour, rather that she felt, to the root

of her being, her inevitable fellowship with them.

The journey home was almost as wholly a period of sus-

pended animation for Sylvia as the days on the ocean had

been. She had read the telegram at last; now she knew
what had happened, but she did not yet know what it

meant. She felt that she would not know what it meant

until she reached home. How could her mother be dead?

What did it mean to have her mother dead ?

She said the grim words over and over, handling them

with heartsick recklessness as a desperate man might

Ji,»m
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handle the black, ugly objects with smoking fuses which he
knows carry death. But for Sylvia no explosion came.
No ravaging perception of the meaning of the words reached
her strained inner ear. She said them over and over, the
sound of them was horrifying to her, but in her heart she
did not believe them. Her mother, her mother could not
die

!

There was no one, of course, at the La Chance station to
meet her, and she walked out through the crowd and took
the street-car without having seen a familiar face. It was
five o'clock in the afternoon then, and six when she walked
up the dusty country road and turned in through the gate
in the hedge. There was home—intimately a part of her
in every detail of its unforgotten appearance. The pines
stood up strong in their immortal verdure, the thick golden
hush of the summer afternoon lay like an enchantment about
the low brown house. And something horrible, unspeak-
ably horrible had happened there. Under the forgotten
dust and grime of her long railway journey, she was deadly
pale as she stepped up on the porch. Judith came to the
door, saw her sister, opened her arms with a noble gesture,
and clasped Sylvia to her in a strong and close embrace.
Not a word was spoken. The two clung to each other
silently, Sylvia weeping incessantly, holding fast to the
dear human body in her arms, feeling herself dissolved in
a very anguish of love and pain. Her wet cheek was pressed
against Judith's lips, the tears rained down in a torrent. All
the rich, untapped strength of her invincible youth was in
that healthful flood of tears.

There were none such in the eyes of Professor Marshall
as he came down the stairs to greet his daughter. Sylvia
was immeasurably shocked by his aspect. He did not look
like her father. She sought in vain in that gray counte-
nance for any trace of her father's expression. He came
fopvard with a slow, dragging step, and kissed his daugh-
ter, taking her hand—his, she noticed, fell like a sick man's,
parched, the skin like a dry husk. He spoke, in a voice
which had no resonance, the first words that had been
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uttered: "You must be vcr, tired, Sylvia. You would
better go and lie down. Your sister will go with you."

He himself turned away and walked slowly towards the

open door. Sylvia noticed that he shuffled his feet as he

walked.

Judith drew Sylvia away up the stairs to her own slant-

ceilinged room, and the two sat down on the bed, side by

side, with clasped hands. Judith now told briefly the out-

line of what had happened. Sylvia listened, straining her

swollen eyes to see her sister's face, wiping away the tears

which ran incessantly down her pale, grimy cheeki., re-

pressing her sobs to listen, although they broke out in one
burst after another. Her mother had gone down very

suddenly and they had cabled at once—then she grew better

—she had been unspeakably brave—fighting the disease by
sheer will-power—she had conquered it—she was gaining

—

they were sorry they had cabled Sylvia—she had not known
she was going to die—none of them had dreamed she was
going to die—suddenly as the worst of her disease had
spent itself and the lungs were beginning to clear—sud-

denly her heart had given way, and before the nurse could

call her husband and children to her, she was gone. They
had been there under the same roof, and had not been with
her at the last. The last time they had seen her, she was
alive and smiling at them—such a brave, wan shadow of her
usual smile—for a few moments they went about their

aflfairs, full of hope—and when they entered the sick-

room again

Sylvia could bear no more, screaming out, motioning
Judith imperiously to stop ;—she began to understand what
had happened to her; the words she had repeated so dully

were like thunder in her ears. Her mother was dead.

Judith took her sister again in her arms, holding her
close, as though she were the older. Sylvia was weeping
again, the furious, healing, inexhaustible tears of youth.

To both the sisters it seemed that they were passing an
hour of supreme bitterness ; but their strong young hearts,

clinging with unconscious tenacity to their right to joy,
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were at that moment painfully opening and expanding be-

yond the narrow bounds of childhood. Henceforth they

were to be great enough to harbor joy—a greater joy—and

sorrow, side by side.

Moreover, as though their action-loving mother were still

watching over them, they found themselves confronted at

once with an inexorable demand for their strength and

courage.

Judith detached herself, and said in a firm voice :
" Sylvia,

you mustn't cry any more. We must think what to do."

As Sylvia looked at her blankly, she went on :
" Somehow

Lawrence must be taken away for a while—until Father's

—either you or I must go with him and stay, and the other

one be here with Father until he's—he's more like him-

self."

Sylvia, fresh from the desolation of solitude in sorrow,

cried out: " Oh, Judith, how can you! Now's the time for

us all to stay together! Why should we ?"

Judith went to the door and closed it before answering,

a precaution so extraordinary in that house of frank open-

ness that Sylvia was struck into silence by it. Standing by

the door, Judith said in a low tone, " You didn't notice

—

anything—about Father ?
"

" Oh yes, he looks ill. He is so pale—he frightened me !

"

Judith looked down at the floor and was silent a moment
Sylvia's heart began to beat fast with a new foreboding.
" Why, what is the matter with " she began.

Judith covered her face with her hands. " I don't know
what to do !

" she said despairingly.

Xo phrase comin ' from Judith could have struck a more
piercing alarm into her sister's heart. She ran to Judith,

l)ulled her hand down, and looked into her face anxiously.
" What do you mean, Judy—what do you mean? "

*' Why—it's five day= now since Mother died, three days

since the funeral—and leather has hardly eaten a mouthful

—and I don't ihink he's slept at all. I know he hasn't taken

his clothes off. And—and—" she drew Sylvia again to

the bed, and sat down beside her, " he says such things . . . m
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the night after Mother died Lawrence had cried so I was
afraid he would be sick, and I got him to bed and gave
him some hot milk/'—the thought flashed from one to the
other almost palpably, " That is what Mother would have
done "—" and he went to sleep—he was perfectly worn out.
I went downstairs to find Father. It was after midnight.
He was walking around the house into one room after
another and out on the porch and even out in the garden
as fast as he could walk. He looked so " She shud-
dered. " I went up to him and said, ' Father. Father, ,vhat
are you doing?

' He never stopped walking an instant, but
he said, as though I was a total stranger and we were in a
railway station or somewhere like that, ' I am looking for
my wife. I expect to come across her any moment, but
I can t seem to remember the exact place I was to meet
her. She must be somewhere about, and I suppose '

and then, Sylvia, before I could help it, he opened the door
to Mother's room quick—and the men were there, and
the coffin " She stopped short, pressing her hand
tightly over her mouth to stop its quivering. Sylvia gazed at
her in horrified silence.

After a pause, Judith went on :
" He turned around and

ran as fast as he could up the stairs to his study and
locked the door. He locked me out-the night after Mother
died I called and called to him—he didn't answer. I was
afraid to call very loud for fear of waking Lawrence I've
had to think of Lawrence too." She stopped again to draw
a long breath. She stopped and suddenly reached out im-
ploring hands to hold fast to Sylvia. " I'm so glad you
have come !

" she murmured.
This from Judith ran like a galvanic shock through Syl-

via s sorrow-sodden heart. She sat up. aroused as she had
never been before to a stem impulse to resist her emotion,
to fight It down. She clasped Judith's hand hard, and felt
the tears dry in her eyes. Judith went on: " If it hadn't
been for Uwrence—he's sick as it is, I've kppt him in hi--
room-twice when he's been asleep I've managed to get
Father to eat something and lie down—there seem to be

L V .M-V
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times when he's so worn out that he doesn't know what
he's doing. But it comes back to him. One night I had
just persuaded him to lie down, when he sat up again
with that dreadful face and said very loud: 'Where is

my wife? Where is Barbara?' That was on the night
after the funeral. And the next day he came to me, out
in the garden, and said,—he never seems to know who
I am : 'I don't mind the separation from my wife, you
understand—it's not that—I'm not a child, I can endure
that—but I must know where she is. I must know where
she is

!

' He said it over and over, until his voice got
so loud he seemed to hear it himself and looked around

—

and then he went back into the house and began walking
all around, opening and shutting all the doors. What
I'm afraid of is his meeting Lawrence and saying some-
thing like that. Lawrence would go crazy. I thought,

as soon as you came, you could take him away to the

Helman farm—the Helmans have been so good—and Mrs.
Helman offered to take Lawrence—only he oughtn't to

be alone—he needs one of us
"

Judith was quiet now, and though very pale, spoke with
her usual firmness. Sylvia too felt herself iron under the

pressure of her responsibilities. She said :
" Yes, I see. All

right- -I'll go," and the two went together into Lawrence's
room. He was lying on the bed, hia face in the pillows. At
the sound of their steps he turned over and showed a pitiful

white face. He got up and moved uncertainly towards
Sylvia, sinking into her arms and bur>ing his face on her
shoulder.

But a little later when their plan was told him, he turned
to Judith with a cry :

" No, you go with me, Judy I I want
you! You 'know'—about it."

Over his head the sisters looked at ejich other with
questioning eyes ; and Sylvia nodded her consent. Lawrence
had always belonged to Judith.
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CHAPTER XLII

" Strange that we creatures of the petty ways,
Poor prisoners behind these fleshly bars,

Can sometimes think us thoughts with God ablaze,

Touching the fringes of the outer stars."

And so they went away, Lawrence very white, stooping
with the weight of his suitcase, his young eyes, blurred and
red, turned upon Judith with an infinite confidence in her
strength. Judith herself was pale, but her eyes were dry
and her lips firm in her grave, steadfast face, so like her
mother's, except for the absence of the glint of humor. Syl-
via kissed her good-bye, feeling almost a little fear of her
resolute sister; but as she watched them go down the path,
and noted the appealing drooping of the boy towards Judith,
Sylvia was swept with a great wave of love and admira-
tion—and courage.

She turned to face the difficult days and nights before
her and forced herself to speak cheerfully to her father,

who sat in a chair on the porch, watching the departing
travelers and not seeing them. " How splendid Judith is !

"

she cried, and went on with a break in the voice she tried
to control :

" She will take Mother's phce for us all
!

"

Her father frowned slightly, as though she had inter-
rupted him m some effort where concentration was neces-
sary, but otherwise gave no sign that he heard her.

Sylvia watched him anxiously through the window.
Presently she saw him relax from his position of strained
attention with a great sigh, almost a groan, and lean back
in his chair, covering his eyes with his hands. When he
took them down, his face had the aged, ravaged expression
of exhaustion which had so startled her on her arrival.

Now slie felt none of her frightened revulsion, but cnly an

448
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aching pity which sent her out to him in a rush, her arms
outstretched, crying to him brokenly that he still had his
children who loved him more than anything in the world.
For the first time in her life, her father repelled her,

shrinking away from her with a brusque, involuntary recoil
that shocked her, thrusting her arms roughly to one side,
and rising up hastily to retreat into the house. He said
in a bitter, recriminating tone, " You don't know what you
are talking about," and left her standing there, the tears
frozen in her eyes. He went heavily upstairs to his study
on the top floor and locked the door. Sylvia heard the
key turn. It shut her into an intolerable solitude. She
had not thought before that anything could seem worse
than the desolation of her mother's absence.
She felt a deathlike sinking of her heart. She was

afraid of her father, who no longer seemed her father,
created to protect and cherish her, but some mania- stranger.
She felt an impulse like that of a terrified child to run
away, far away to some one who should stand before her
and bear the brunt. She started up from her chair with
panic haste, but the familiar room, saturated with recol-
lections of her mother's gallant spirit, stood about her like
a wall, shutting htr in to the battle with her heart. Who
was there to summon whom she could ensure as a spec-
tator of her father's condition ? Her mother's empty chair
stood opposite her, against the wall. She looked at it

fi.xedly; and drawing a long breath sat down quietly.
This act of courage brought a reward in the shape of a

relaxation of the clutch on her throat and about her heart.
Her mother's wise materialism came to her mind now and
she made a heartsick resolve that she would lead as phys-
ically normal a life as possible, working out of doors, forc-
ing herself to eat. and that, above all things, she would
henceforth deny herself the weakening luxury of tears.
And yet but an hour later, as she bent over her mother's
flower beds blazing in the sun. she found the tears again
streaming from her eyes.

She tried to wipe them away, but they continued to rain

I
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down on her cheeks. Her tongue knew their saltness. She
was profoundly alarmed and cowed by this irresistible weak-
ness, and stood helplessly at bay among the languid roses.

The sensation of her own utter weakness, prostrate before
her dire need for strength, was as bitter as the taste of
her tears.

She stood there, among the sun-warmed flowers, looking
like a symbolic figure of youth triumphant . . . and she
felt herself to be in a black and windowless prison, where
the very earth under her feet was treacherous, where every-
thing betrayed her.

Then, out of her need, her very great need, out of the
wide and empty spaces of her inculcated unbelief, some-
thing rose up and overwhelmed her. The force stronger
than herself which she had longed to feel, blew upon her
like a wind out of eternity.

She found herself on her knees, her face hidden in her
hands, sending out a passionate cry which transcended
words. The child of the twentieth century, who had been
taught not to pray, was praying.

She did not know how long she knelt there before the
world emerged from the white glory which had whl.led
down upon it, and hidden it from her. But whtn she came
to herself, her eyes were dry, and the weakening impulse
to tears had gone. She stretched out her hands before her.

and they did not tremble. The force stronger than herself
was now in her own 'eart. From her mother's garden
there rose a strong, fragrant exhalation, as sweet as

honey.

!

For more than an hour Sylvia worked steadily among tht

flowers, con.sciousIy wrought upon by the healing emana-
tions from the crushed, spicy leaves, the warm earth, and
the hot, pure breath of the summer wind on her face.

Once she had a passing fancy that her mother stood near
her . . . smiling.

A



CHAPTER XLIII

" Call now; is there any that itnll answer thee?"—]o\i.

When she went back to the silent, echoing house, she
felt calmer than at any time since she had read the telegram
in Naples. She did not stop to wash her earth-stained
hands, but went directly up the stairs to the locked door
at the top. She did not knock this time. She stood out-
side and said authoritatively in a clear, strong voice, the
sound of which surprised her, " Father dear, please open
the door and let me in."

There was a pause, and then a shuffle of feet. The door
opened and Professor Marshall appeared, his face very
white under the thick stubble of his gray, unshaven beard,
his shoulders bowed, his head hanging. Sylvia went to his
side, took his hand firmly in hers, and said quietly :

" Father,
you must eat something. You haven't taken a bit of food
in two days. And then you must lie down and rest." She
poured all of her new strength into these quietly issued
commands, and permitted herself no moment's doubt of his
obedience to them. He lifted his head, looked at her, and
allowed her to lead him down the stairs anfl again into the
(lining-room. Here he sat, cjuite spent, staring before him
until Sylvia returned from the kitchen with a plate of cold
meat and some bread. She sat down beside him, putting
out again consciously all her strength, and set the knife and
fork in his nerveless hands. In the gentle monologue
with which she accompanied his meal she did not mention
her mother, or anything but slight, casual matters about
the house and garden. She found herself speaking in a
hushed tone, as though not to awake a sleeping person.
Although she sat quite quietly, her hands loosely folded on
the table, her heart was thrilling and burning to a high
resolve. " Now it is my turn to help my father."

451
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After he had eaten a few mouthfuls and laid down the
knife and fork, she did not insist further, but rose to lead
him to the couch in the living-room. She dared not risk

his own room, the bed on which her mother had died.
" Now you must lie down and rest, Father," she said,

loosening his clothes and unlacing his shoes as though he
had been a sick child. He let her do what she would, and
as she pushed him gently back, he yielded and lay down
at full length. Sylvia sat down beside him, feeling her
strength ebbing. Her father lay on his back, his eyes wide
open. On the ceiling above him a circular flicker of light

danced and shimmered, reflected from a glass of water on
the table. His eyes fastened upon this, at first unwinkingly,
with a fixed intensity, and later with dropped lids and half-
upturned eyeballs He was quite quiet, and finally seemed
asleep, although the line of white between his eyelids made
Sylvia shudder.

With the disappearance of the instant need for self-
control and firmness, she felt an immense fatigue. It had
cost her dearly, this victory, slight as it was. She drooped
in her chair, exhausted and undone. She looked down at
the ash-gray, haggard face on the pillow, trying to find in
those ravaged features her splendidly life-loving father.
It was so quiet that she could hear the big clock in the
dining-room ticking loudly, and half-consciously she began
to count the swings of the pendulum : One—two—three-
four—five—six—seven—eight—nine—ten—eleven—twelve—
thirteen—fourteen

She awoke to darkness and the sound of her mother's
name loudly screamed. She started up. not remembering
where she was, astonished to find herself sitting in a chair.
As she stood bewildered in the dark, the clock in the dining-
room struck two. At once from a little distance, outside
the window apparently, she heard the same wild cry ringinj,^

in her ears—" Bar-ba-ra! " All the blood in her body con-
gealed and the hair on her head seemed to stir itself, in
the instant before she recognized her father's voice.
The great impulse of devotion which had entered her
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heart in the garden still governed her. Now she was not
afraid. She did not think of running away. She only knew
that she must find her father quickly and take care of him
Outside on the porch, the priimmering light from the stars
showed her his figure, standing by one of the pillars, lean-
ing forward, one hand to his ear. As she came out of
the door, he dropped his hand, threw back his head, and
again sent out an agonizing cry—' Bar-ba-ra! Where are
you?" It was not the broken wail of despair; it was the
strong, searching cry of a lost child who thinks trustingly
that if he but screams loudly enough his mother must hear
him and come—and yet who is horribly frightened be-
cause she does not answer. But this was a man in his full
strength who called! It seemed the sound must reach
beyond the stars. Sylvia felt her very bones ringing with
It. She went along the porch to her father, and laid her
hand on his arm. Through his sleeve she could feel how
tense and knotted were the muscles. " Oh, Father, don't

'

"

she said in a low tone. He shook her off roughly, but did
not turn his head or look at her. Sylvia hesitated, not
daring to leave him and not daring to try to draw him away

;

and again was shaken by that terrible cry.
The intensity of his listening attitude seemed to hush

into breathlessness the very night about him. as it did
Sylvia. There was not a sound from the trees. They stood
motionless, as though carved in wood ; not a bird fluttered
a wing; not a niirht-insect shrilled; the brook, dried by the
summer heat to a thread, crept by noiselessly. As once more
the frantic cry resounded, it seemed to pierce this opaque si-
lence hke a palpable missilo. and to wing its way without
hindrance up to the stars. Not the faintest murmur came
in answer. The silence shut down again, stifling. Sylvia
and her father stood as though in the vacuum of a great
hell-glass whioli shut tl-.em away from the rustling, breath-
ing, hving world. Sylvia said again, imploringlv. "Oh,
lather!' He looked at her an.-rily. sprang from the
porch, and walked rapidlv towards the road, stumbling
and tripping over the laces of his shoes, which Sylvia had
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loosened when she had persuaded him to lie down. Sylvia

ran after him, her long bounds bringing her up to his side

in a moment. The motion sent the blood racing through

her stiffened limbs again. She drew a long breath of libera-

tion. As she stepped along beside her father, peering in the

starlight at his dreadful face, half expecting him to turr

and strike her at any moment, she felt an immense relief

The noise of their feet on the path was like a sane voice

of reality. Anything was more endurable than to stand

silent and motionless and hear that screaming call lose

itself in the grimly unanswering distance.

They were on the main road now, walking .so swiftly that

in the hot summer night, Sylvia felt her forehead beaded
and her light dress cling to her moist body. She took hei

father's hand. It was parched like a sick man's, the skir

like a dry husk. After this, they walked hand-in-hand,

Professor Marshall continued to walk rapidly, scuffling ir

his loose, unlaced shoes. They passed barns and farm-

houses, the latter sleeping, black in the starlight, with

darkened windows. In one, a poor little shack of twc

rooms, there was a lighted pane, and as they passed, Sylvia

heard the sick wail of a little child. The sound pierced her

heart. She longed to go in and put her arms about tht

mother. Now she understood. She tightened her hold on

her father's hand and lifted it to her lips.

He suffered this with no appearance of his former anger

and soon after Sylvia was aware that his gait was slacken

ing. She looked at him searchingly, and saw that he hai

swung from unnatural tension to spent exhaustion. Hi;

head was hanging and as he walked he wavered. Slit

put her hand under his elbow and turned him about or

the road. " Now we will go home." she said, drawing hi-

arm through hers. He made no resistance, not seeminy

to know what she had done, and shuffled along wearily

leaning all his weight on her arm. She braced Ikt

self against this drag, and led him slowly back, vvipin;;

her face from time to time with her sleeve. There wert

moments when she thought she must let him sink on th--:
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road, but she fought through these, and as the sky was
turning famtly gray over their heads, and the implacably
silent stars were disappearing in this pale light, the two
stumbled up the walk to the porch.

Professor Marshall let himself be lowered into the
steamer chair. Sylvia stood by him until she was sure he
would not stir, and then hurried into the kitchen. In a few
moments she brought him a cup of hot coffee and a piece of
bread. He drank the one and ate the other without protest
She set the tray down and put a pillow under her father's
head, raising the foot-rest. He did not resist her. His
head fell back on the pillow, but his eyes did not close.
They were fixed on a distant point in the sky.

Sylvia tiptoed away into the house and sank down shiv-
ering into a chair. A great fit of trembling and nausea came
over her. She rose, walked into the kitchen, her footsteps
sounding in her ears like her mother's. There was some
coffee left, which she drank resolutely, and she cooked an
egg and forced it down, her mother's precepts loud in her
cars. WhatevT else happened, she n-.ust have her body in
condition to be of use.

After this she went out to the porch again and lay down
in the hammock near her father. The dawn had brightened
into gold, and the sun was showing on the distant, level,
green horizon-line.

It was almost the first moment of physical relaxation she
had known, and to her immense, her awed astonishment it

was instantly filled with a pure, clear brilliance, the knowl-
edge that Austin Page lived and loved her. It was the first.
It was the only time she thought of anything but her father,'
and this was not a thought, it was a vision. In the chaos
about her, a great sunlit rock had emerged. She laid hold
on it and knew that she would not sink.

But now. Hoiv she must think of nothing but her father

!

There was no one else who could help her father. Could
she? Could anv one?
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She herself, since her prayer among the roses, cherished

in her darkened heart a hope of dawn. But how could she

tell her father of that ? Even if she had been able to force

him to listen to her, she had nothing that words could say,

nothing but the recollection of that burning hour in the

garden to set against the teachings of a lifetime. That had

changed life for her . . . but what could it mean to her

father? How could she tell him of what was only a word-

less radiance? Her father had taught her that death meant

the return of the spirit to the great, impersonal river of

life. If the spirit had been superb and splendid, like her

mother's, the river of life was the brighter for it, but that

was all. Her mother had lived, and now lived no more.

That was what they had tried to teach her to believe. That

was what her father had taught her—without, it now ap-

peared, believing it himself.

And yet she divined that it was not that he would not,

but that he could not now believe it. He was like a man

set in a vacuum fighting for the air without which life is

impossible. And she knew no way to break the imprison-

ing wall and let in air for him. IVas there, indeed, any

air outside? The'-c must be. or the race could not live

from one generation to the next. Every one whose love had

encountered death must have found an air to breathe or

have died.

Constantly through all these thoughts, that day and for

many days and months to come, there rang the sound of her

mother's name, screamed aloud. She heard it as thouph

she were again standing by her father under tlie stars. And

there had been no answer.

She felt the tears stinging at her eyelids and sat up,

terrified at the idea that her weakness was about to over-

take her. She would go again out to the garden where she

had found strength before. The morning sun was now hot

and glaring in the eastern sky.



CHAPTER XLIV

"A bruised reed will He not break, and a dimly burning
wxck will He not quench." —Isaiah.

As she stepped down the path, she saw a battered black
straw hat on the other side ol the hedge. Cousin Parnelia's
worn old face and dim eyes looked at her through the gate.
Under her arm she held planchette. Sylvia stepped through
the gate and drew it inhospitably shut back of her. " What
is it, Cousin Parnelia?" she said challengingly, determined
to protect her father.

^

The older woman's face was all aglow. " Oh, my dear;
I've had such a wonderful message from your dear mother.
Last night

"

Sylvia recoiled from the mad old creature. She could
not bear to have her sane, calm, strong mother's name on
those lips. Cousin Parnelia went on, full of confidence :

"
I

was sound asleep last night when I was awakened by the
clock's striking two. It sounded so loud that I thought
somebody had called to me. I sat up in bed and said,
' What is it ?

' and then I felt a great longing to have
planchette write. I got out of bed in my nightgown and
sat down in the dark at the table. Planchette wrote so fast
that I could hardly keep up with it. And when it stopped,
I lighted a match and see . . . here ... in your mother's
very handwriting "—fervently she held the bit of paper up
for Sylvia to see. The girl cast a hostile look at the paper
and saw that the writing on it was the usual scrawl pro-
duced by Cousin Parnelia, hardly legible, and resembling
anything rather than her mother's handwriting.

" Read it—read it—it is too beautiful !
" quivered the

other, " and then let me show it to your father. It was
meant for him "

457
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Sylvia shook like a roughly plucked fiddle-string. She
seized the wrinkled old hand fiercely. " Cousin Parnelia,
I forbid you going anywhere near my father ! You know
as well as I do how intensely he has always detested spirit-
ualism. To see you might be the thing that would "

The old woman broke in, protesting, her hat falling to
one side, her brown false front sliding with it and showing
the thin, gray hairs beneath. " But, Sylvia, this is the veiy
thing that would save him—such a beautiful, beautiful
message from your mother,—j^e.' In her own hand-
writing !

"

Sylvia snatched the sheet of yellow paper. " That's not
my mother's handwriting! Do you think I am as crazy
as you are

!
" She tore the paper into shreds and scattered

them from her, feeling a relief in the violence of her action.
The next moment she remembered how patient her mother
had always been with her daft kinswoman and seeing tears
in the blurred old eyes, went to put placating arms about
the other's neck. " Never mind. Cousin Parnelia," she said
with a vague kindness, " I know you mean to do what's
right—only we don't believe as you do, and Father must
not be excited

!
" She turned sick as she spoke and shrank

away from the hedge, carrying her small old cousin with
her. Above the hedge appeared her father's gray face
and burning eyes.

He was not looking at her, but at Cousin Parnelia, who
now sprang forward, crying that she had had a beautiful,
beautiful message from Cousin Barbara. " It came last
night at two o'clock ... just after the clock struck
two "

Professor Marshall looked quickly at his daughter, and
she saw that he too had heard the clock striking in the
dreadful night, and that he noted the coincidence.

" Just after the clock struck two she wrote the loveliest
message for you with planchette. Sylvia tore it up.
But I'm sure that if we tr>- with faith, she will repeat
it . .

."

Professor Marshall's eyes were fixed on his wife's old

« 1
I
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cousin. " Come in," he said in a hoarse voice. They were
almost the first words Sylvia had heard him say.

Cousin I'arnelia hastened up the path to the house. Syl-
via followed with her father, at the last extremity of agi-
tation and perplexity.

When Cousin Paniclia reached the dining-room table,
she sat down by it, pushcl the cloth to one side, and pro-
duced a fresh sheet of yellow paper from her shabby bag.
•' Put yourselves in a receptive frame of mind." she said in
a glib, professional manner. Sylvia stiffened and tried to
draw her father away, but he continued to stand by the
table, staring at the blank sheet of paper with a strange,
wild expression on his white face. He did not take his eyes
from the paper. In a moment, he sat down suddenly, as
though his knees had failed him.
There was a long silence, in which Sylvia could hear the

roaring of the blood in her arteries. Cousin Pamelia put
one deeply veined, shrunken old hand on planchette and
the other over her eyes and waited, her wrinklcfl, common-
place old face assuming a solemn expression of importance.
The clock ticked loudly.

Planchette began to write—at first in meaningless flour-
ishes, then with occasional words, and finally Sylvia saw
streaming away from the pencil the usual loose, scrawling
handwriting. Several lines were written and then the pencil
stopped abruptly. Sylvia standing near her father heard
his breathing grow loud and saw in a panic that the veins
on his temples were swollen.

Cousin Parnelia took her hand off planchette, put on
her spectacles, reafl over what had been written, and gave
it to Professor Marshall. Sylvia was in such a state of
bewilderment that nothing her father could have done would
have surprised her. She half expected to see him dash
the paper in the old woman's face, half thought that any
moment he would fall, choking with apoplexy.
What he di<l was to take the paper and try to hold it

steadily enough to read. But his hand shook terribly.
" I will read it to you," said rrsijsin Parnelia, and she
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read aloud in her monotonous, illiterate jice :
" ' I am well

and happy, dearest Elliott, and never far from you. When
you call to me, I hear you. All is not yet clear, but I

wish I could tell you more of the whole meaning. I am
near you this moment. I wish that ' The message
stopped there," explained Cousin Pamelia, laying down
the paper.

Professor Marshall leaned over it, straining his eyes to
the rude scrawls, passing his hand over his forehead as
though to brush away a web. He broke out in a loud, high
voice. " That is her handwriting. . . . Good God, her very
handwriting—the way she writes Elliott—it is from her!"
He snatched the paper up and took it to the window,
stumbling over the chairs blindly as he went. As he held it

up to the light, poring over it again, he began to weep,
crying out h' ^ wife's name softly, the tears streaming down
his unshaven cheeks. He came back to the table, and sank
down before it, still sobbing, still murmuring incessantly,
"Oh, Barbara—Barbara !

" and laid his head on his out-
stretched arms.

" Let him cry
!
" whispered Cousin Parnelia sentimentally

to Sylvia, drawing her away into the hall. A few moments
later when they looked in, he had fallen asleep, his head
turned to one side so that Sylvia saw his face, tear-stained
and exhausted, but utterly relaxed and at peace, like that
of a little child in sleep. Crushed in ( e hand was the
yellow sheet of paper covered with coarse, wavering marks.



CHAPTER XLV

" That our soul may sufim

IVe sink our heart down, bubbling, under wave."

The two sisters, their pale faces grave in the shadow of
their wide hats, were on their knees with trowels in a
border of their mother's garden. Judith had been giving
a report of Lawrence's condition, and Sylvia was just finish-

ing an account of what had happened at home, when the
gate in the osage-orange hedge clicked, and a blue-uni-

formed boy came whistling up the path. He made an
inquiry as to names, and handed Sylvia an envelope. She
opened it, read silently, "Am starting for America and
you at once. Felix." She stood looking at the paper for
a moment, her face quite unmoved from its quiet sadness.
The boy asked, " Any answer?"

" No," she said decisively, shaking her head. " No
answer."

As he lingered, lighting a cigarette, she put a question in

her turn, " Anything to pay ?
"

" No," said the boy, putting the cigarette-box back in

his pocket, " Nothing to pay." He produced a worn and
greasy book, " S-gn on this line," he said, and after she had
signed, he went away down the path, whistling. The
transaction was complete.

Sylvia looked after tae retreating figure and then turned
to Judith as though there had been no interruption.
"... and you can see for yourself how little use I am to

him now. Since he got Cousin Parnelia in the house, there's

nothing anybody else could do for him. Even you couldn't,
if you could leave Lawrence. Not for a while, anyhow. I

suppose he'll come slowly out of this to be himself again
... but I'm not sure that he will. And for now, I actually
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believe that he'd be easier in his mind if we were both

away. I never breathe a word of criticism about planchette,

of course. But he knows. There's that much left of his

old self. He knows how I must feel. He's really ever so

much better too, you know. He's taken up his classes in

the Summer School again. He said he had ' a message

'

from Mother that he was to go back to his work bravely

;

and the very next day he went over to the campus, and
taught all his classes as though nothing had happened. Isn't

it awfully, terribly touching to see how even such a poor,

incoherent make-believe of a ' message ' from Mother has
more power to calm him than anything we could do with

our whole hearts? But how can he! I can't understand
it ! I can't bear it, to come in on him and Cousin Parnelia,

in their evenings, and see them bent over that grotesque

planchette and have him look up at me so defiantly, as

though he were just setting his teeth and saying he wouldn't

care what I thought of him. He doesn't really care either.

He doesn't think of anything but of having evening come
when he can get another ' message ' from Mother . . . from
INIother ! Mother !

"

"Well, perhaps it would be as well for us not

to be here for a while," murmured Judith. There
were deep dark rings under her eyes, as though she had
slept badly for a long time. " Perhaps it may be better

later on. I can take Lawrence back with me when I go
to the hospital. I want to keep him near me of course,

dear little Lawrence. My little boy ! He'll be my life now.
He'll be what I have to live for."

Something in the quality of her quiet voice sent a chill to

Sylvia's heart. " Why, Judy dear, after you are married
of course you and Arnold can keep Lawrence with you.

That'll be the best for him, a real home, with you. Oh,
Judy dear," she laid down her trowel, fighting hard against

a curious sickness which rose within her. She tried to

speak lightly. " Oh, Judy dear, when are you going to be
married? Or don't you want to speak about it now, for a
while? You never write long letters, I know—but your
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late ones haven't had any news in them! You positively

haven't so much as mentioned Arnold's name lately."

As she spoke, she knew that she wa? voicing an uneasi-

ness which had been an unacknowledged occupant of her

mind for a long time. But she looked confidently to see

one of Judith's concise, comprehensive statements make her

dim apprehensions seem fantastic and far-fetched, as Judith

always made any flight of the imagination appear. But

nothing which Sylvia's imagination might have been able

to conceive would have struck her such a blow as the fact

which Judith now produced, in a dry, curt phrase :
" I'm not

going to be married."

Sylvia did not believe her ears. She looked up wildly

as Judith rose from the ground, and advanced upon her

sister with a stern, white face. Before she had finished

speaking, she had said more than Sylvia had ever heard her

say about a matter personal to her; but even so, her iron

words were few. " Sylvia, I want to tell you about it, of

course. I've got to. But I won't say a word, unless you can

keep quiet, and not make a fuss. I couldn't stand that.

I've got all I can stand as it is."

She stood by an apple-tree and now broke from it a

small, leafy branch, which she held as she spoke. There

was something shocking in the contrast between the steady

rigor of her voice and the fury of her fingers as they tore

and stripped and shredded the leaves. " Arnold is an in-

curable alcoholic," she said ;
" Dr. Rivedal has pronounced

him hopeless. Dr. Charton and Dr. Pansard (they're the

best specialists in that line) have had him under observa-

tion and they say the same thing. He's had three dreadful

attacks lately. We . . . none of their treatment does any
good. It's been going on too long—from the time he was
first sent away to school, at fourteen, alone ! There was
an inherited tendency, anyhow. Nobody took it seriousIy>

that and—and the other things boys with too much money
do. Apparently everybody thought it was just the way boys

are—if anybody thought anything about it, except that it

was a bother. He never had anybody, you know

—

never,
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never anybody who . .
." her voice rose, threatened to

break. She stopped, swallowed hard, and began again:
" The trouble is he has no constitution left—nothing for a
doctor to work with. It's not Arnold's fault. If he had
come out to us, that time in Chicago when he wanted to

—

we—he could—with Mother to " Her steady voice
gave way abruptly. She cast the ravaged, leafless branch
violently to the ground and stood looking down at it.

There was not a fleck of color in her beautiful, stony face.

Sylvia concentrated all her will-power on an eff^ort to
speak as Judith would have her, quietly, without heroics;
but when she broke her silence she found that she had no
control of her voice. She tried to say, " But, Judith dear,
if Arnold is like that—doesn't he need you more than ever?
You are a nurse. How can you abandon him now !

" But
she could produce only a few, broken, inarticulate words
in a choking voice before she was obliged to stop short, lest

she burst out in the flood of horror which Judith had
forbidden.

Broken and inarticulate as they were, Judith knew what
was the meaning of those words. The corners of her mouth
twitched uncontrollably. She bit her marble lower lip

repeatedly before she could bring out the few short phrases
which fell like clods on a cofiin. " If I—if we Arnold
and I are in love with each other." She stopped, drew a
painful breath, and said again :

" Arnold and I are in love
with each other. Do you know what that means? He is

the only man I could not take care of—Arnold! If I
should try, we would soon be married, or lovers. If we
were married or lovers, we would soon have " She
had overestimated her strength. Even she was not strong
enough to go on.

She sat down on the ground, put her long arms around
her knees, and buried her face in them. She was not
weeping. She sat as still as though carved in stone.

Sylvia herself was beyond tears. She sat looking down
at the moist earth on the trowel she held, drying visibly in

the hot sun, turning to dust, and falling away in a crum-
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bling, impalpable powder. It was like seeing a picture of

her heart. She thought of Arnold with an indignant, pas-

sionate pity—how could Judith ? But she was so

close to Judith's suffering that she felt the dreadful rigidity

of her body. The flat, dead tones of the man in the

Pantheon were in her ears. It seemed to her that Life was
an adventure perilous and a^vful beyond imagination.

There was no force to cope with it, save absolute integrity.

Everything else was a vain and foolish delusion, a two-

edged sword which wounded the wielding hand.

She did not move closer to Judith, she did not put out

her hand. Judith would not like that. She sat quite mo-
tionless, looking into black abysses of pain, of responsi-

bilities not met, feeling press upon her the terrifying close-

ness of all human Deings to all other human beings—there

in the sun of June a cold sweat stood on her fore-

head. . . .

But then she drew a long breath. Why, there was
Austin! The anguished contraction of her heart relaxed.

The warm blood flowed again through her veins. There

was Austin

!

She was rewarded for her effort to bring herself to

Judith's ways, when presently her sister moved and
reached out blindly for her hand. At this she opened her

arms and took Judith in. No word was spoken. Their

mother was there with them.

Sylvia looked out over the proud, dark head, now heavy

on her bosom, and felt herself years older. She did not

try to speak. She had nothing to say. There was nothing

she could do, except to hold Judith and love her.

There was nothing, nothing left but love.

i 1
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CHAPTER XLVI

A LONG TALK \\aTH ARNOLD

The tall, lean young man, sitting his galloping horse very
slackly, riding fast with a recklessly loose rein, and staring
with bloodshot eyes down at the dust of the road, gave
an exclamation, brought the mare upon her haunches, and
sprang down from the saddle. A woman, young, tall,
grave, set like a pearl in her black mourning dress, stood
up from the roadside brook and advanced to meet him.
They looked at each other as people do who meet after
death has passed by. They stammered vague words, their
eyes brimming.

" I—she was always so good to me," said Arnold, his
voice breaking and quavering as he wrung Sylvia's hand
again and again. "I never knew—saw much of her, I
know—but when I was a little boy, I used—I used to dream
about her at night." His thin, sallow face flushed with his
earnestness. " I don't believe—honestly, Sylvia, T .lon't be-
lieve her own children loved her any more than I did. I've
thought so many times how different everything would
have been if I'd—I don't suppose you remember, but years
ago when you and she were in Chicago. I ran away from
school to go out there, and ask if

"

Sylvia remembered, had thought of nothing else from
the moment she had seen far down the road the horseman
vainly fleeing the black beast on his crupper. She shook
her head now, her hand at her throat, and motioned him
to silence. " Don't

! Don't !
" she said urgently. " Yes, I

remember. I remember."
There was a moment's silence, filled bv the murmur of

the httle brook at their feet. The mare.' which had been
drinking deeply, now lifted her head, the water running
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from the corners of her mouth. She gave a deep breath

of satisfaction, and began cropping the dense green grass

which grew between the water and the road. Her master

tossed the reins over tlie pommel and let her go. He began

speaking again on a different note. " But. Sylvia, what in

the world—here, can't we go up under those trees a few

minutes and have a talk? I can keep my eye on the mare."

As they took the few steps he asked again, " How ever

does it happen that you're here at Lydford Junction of all

awful holes ?

"

Sylvia took an abrupt resolution, sat down on the pine-

needles, and said, very directly, " I am on my way to Austin

Farm to see if Austin Page still wants to marr>' me." Her
manner had the austere simplicity of one who has been

moving in great and grave emotions.

Arnold spoke with an involuntary quickness: "But

you've heard, haven't you, about his giving up all his Colo-

rado . .
."

Sylvia flushed a deep crimson and paid with a moment
of bitter, shamed resentment for the other bygone moments

of calculation. " Yes, yes, of course." She spoke with a

stern impatience. " Did you suppose It was for his fortune

that " She paused and said humbly, " Of course, it's

natural that you should think that of me."

Arnold attempted no self-exculpation. He sat down by

her, his riding-crop across his knees. " Could you—do you

feel like telling me about it? " he asked.

She nodded. It came to her like an inspiration that only

if she opened her heart utterly to Arnold, could he open

his sore heart to her. " There's not much to tell. I don't

know where to begin. Perhaps there's too much to tell,

after all. I didn't know what any of it meant till now.

It's the strangest thing, Arnold, how little people know
what is growing strong in their lives! I supposed all the

time I only liked him because he was so rich. I thought it

must be so. I thought that was the kind of girl I was.

And then, besides, I'd—perhaps you didn't know how much
I'd liked Felix Morrison."
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Arnold nodded. " I sort of guessed so. You were

awfully game, then, Sylvia. You're game now—it's awfully

whitv; to fall in love with a man because he's rich and then

stick to him when he's
"

Sylvia waved her hand impatiently. " Oh, you don't

understand. It's not because I think I ought to—Heavens,

no ! Let me try to tell you. Listen ! When the news
came, about this Colorado business—I was about crazy for

a while. I just went to pieces. I knew I ought to answer

his letter, but I couldn't. I see now, looking back, that I

had just crumpled up under the weight of my weakness.

I didn't know it then. I kept saying to myself that I was
only putting off deciding till I could think more about it,

but I know now that I had decided to give him up, never

to see him again—Felix was there, you know—I'd decided

to give Austin up because he wasn't rich any more. Did
you know I was that base sort of a woman ? Do you sup-

pose he will ever be willing to take me back?—now after

this long time ? It's a month since I got his letter."

Arnold bent his riding-crop between his thin, nervous

hands. " Are you sure now, Sylvia, are you sure now,
dead sure ? " he asked. " It would be pretty hard on Aus-
tin if you—afterwards—he's such a square, straight sort

of a man, you ought to be awfully careful not to
"

Sylvia said quickly, her quiet voice vibrant, her face

luminous :
" Oh, Arnold, I could never tell you how sure

I am. There just isn't anything else. Over there in Paris,

I tried so hard to think about it—and I couldn't get any-

where at all. The more I tried, the baser I grew ; the more
I loved the things I'd have to give up, the more I hung
on to them. Thinking didn't do a bit of good, though I

almost killed myself thinking—thinking All I'd done

was to think out an ingenious, low, mean compromise to

justify myself in giving him up. And then, after Judith'3

cablegram came, I started home—Arnold, what a journey

that was!—and I found—I found Mother was gone, just

gone away forever—and I found Father out of his head with

sorrow—and Judith told me about—about her trouble. It
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was like going through a long black corridor. It seemed as

though I'd never come out on the other side. But when I

did A door that I couldn't ever, ever break down-

somehow it's been just quietly opened, and I've gone through

it into the only place where it's worth living. It's the

last thing Mother did for me—what nobody but Mother

could have done. I don't want to go back. I couldn't tf

I wanted to. Those things don't matter to me now. I don't

think they're wrong, the ease, the luxury, if you can have

them without losing something finer. And I suppose some

people's lives are arranged so they don't lose the finer. But

mine wouldn't be. I see that now. And I don't care at all—

it all seems so unimportant to me, what I was caring about,

before. Nothing matters now but Austin. He is the only

thing that has lived on for me. I'm down on my knees with

thankfulness that he just exists, even if he can't forgive

me—even if he doesn't care for me any more—even if I

shouldn't ever see him again—even if he should die—he

would be like Mother, he couldn't die, for me. He's there.

I know what he is. Somehow everything's all right—be-

cause there's Austin."

She broke of?, smiling palely and quietly at the man

beside her. He raised his eyes to hers for an instant and

then dropped them. Sylvia went on. " I don't pretend to

know all 'the ins and outs of this Colorado business. It

may be that it was quixotic on Austin's part. :Maybe it

has upset business conditions out there a lot. It's too com-

plicated to be sure about how anything, I suppose, is likely

to afifect an industrial society. But I'm sure about how

it has affected the people who live in the world—it's a great

golden deed that has enriched everybody—not just Austin s

coal-miners, but everybody who had heard of it. The sky

is higher because of it. Everybody has a new conception

of the good that's possible. And then for me, it means that

a man who sees an obligation nobody else sees and meets

it_why, with such a man to help, anybody, even a weak

fumbling person like me, can be sure of at least loyally

trying to meet the debts life brings. It's awfully hard to
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know what they arc, and to meet them—and it's too hor-

rible if you don't."

She s'toi)pcd, aware that the life of the man beside her

was one uf the unpaid debts so luridly present to her mind.

" Sylvia," said Arnold, hesitating. " Sylvia, all this sounds

so—look here, are you sure you're in lore with Austin?"

She looked at him. \wr yes stea<ly as stars. " Aren't

there as many ways of being in love, as there are people?
"

she asked. "
I don't know—I <lon't know if it's what ever}--

body would call being in love—but " She met his eyes.

and unashamed, regally, opened her heart to him with a

look. "
I can't live without Austin," she said quickly, in a

low tone.

He looked at her long, and turned away. " Oh yes.

you're in love with him, ?11 right !

" he murmured tinally,

" and I don't believe that the Colorado business or any

of the rest of what you're saying has much to do with

anything. Austin's a live man and you're in love with him

;

and that's all there is to it. You're lucky! " He took out

his handkerchief, and wiped his forehead and the back of

his neck. Sylvia, looking at him more closely, was shocked

to see how thin and haggard was his face. He asked now,

" Did you ever think that maybe what Austin was thinking

about when he chucked the money was what you'd say, how

you'd take it? I should imagine," he added with a faint

smile, "that he is hard to please if he's not pretty well

satisfied."

Sylvia was startled. " No. Why no," she said, " I

thought I'd looked at every single side of it, but I never

dreamed of that."

"Oh, I don't mean he did it for that! Lord, no! I

suppose it's been in his mind for years. But afterwards,

don't you suppose he thought . . . he'd been run after for

his money such a terrible lot, you know . . . don't you

suppose he thought he'd be sure of you one way or the

other, about a million times surer than he could have been

any other way; if you stuck by him, don't you see, witn

old Felix there with all his fascinations, plus Molly's
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money." He turned on her with a sudden confused wonder

in his face. " God ! What a time he took to do .t ! I

hadn't realized all his nerve till this minute. He must ha\e

known what it meant, to leave you there with I'elix ... to

risk losing you as well ts Any other man would have

tried to marry you f.ist and then ! Well, what a dead-

game sport he was! And all for a lot of dirty I'olacks

who'd never laid eyes on him !

"

He took his riding-cap from his head and tossed it on

the dried jjine-needlcs. Sylvia noticed that his dry, thin

hair was already receding from his parchment-like fore-

head. There were innumerable fine lines about his eyes.

One eyelid twitched spasmodically at intervals. He looked

ten years older than his age. He looked like a man who

would fall like a rotten tree at the first breath of sickness.

He now faced around to her with a return to everyday

matters. " See here, Sylvia, I've just got it through my
head. Are you waiting here for that five-fifteen train to

West Lydford and then are you planning to walk out to

the Austin Farm? Great Scott! don't do that, in this heat.

I'll just run back to the village and get a car and take

you there in half an hour." He rose to his feet, but Sylvia

sprang up quickly, catching at his arm in a panic. " No
!
no

!

Arnold, you don't understand. I haven't written Austin

a vvcrd—he doesn't know I'm coming. At first in Paris I

couldn't—I was so despicable—and then afterwards I

couldn't either,—though it was all right then. There aren't

any words. It's all oo big, too deep to talk about. I

didn't want to, either. I wanted to see him—to see if he

still, if he wants me now. He could -urite anything. He'd

feel he'd have to. How would I ever know but that it was

only because he thought he ought to? I thought I would

just go to him all by myself, without his knowing I was

coming. / can tell—the first moment he looks at me I can

tell—for all my life, I'll be sure, one way or the other.

That first look, what's in him will show ! He can't hide

anything then, not even to be kind. I'll know! I'll

know !

"
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Arnold sat down again with no comment. Evidently he

understood. He leaned his head back against the rough

bark of the pine, and closed his eyes. There was a painful

look of excessive fatigue about his whole person. He
glanced up and caught Sylvia's compassionate gaze on him.

"
I haven't been sleeping very well lately," he said very

dryly. " It breaks a fellow up to lose sleep." Sylvia

nodded. Evidently he was not minded to speak of his own
troubles. He had not mentioned Judith.

She looked up thoughtfully at the well-remembered high

line of the mountain against the sky. Her mother's girl-

hood eyes had looked at that hipV line. She fell into a

brooding meditation, and presently, obeying one of her sure

instincts, she sat down by Arnold, and began to talk to him

about what she divined for the moment would most touch

and move him; she began to tall about her mother. He
was silent, his worn, sallow face impassive, but she knew

he was listening.

She told one incident after another of her mother's life,

incidents which, she told him, she had not noted at the

time, incidents which were now windows in her own life,

letting in the sunlight her mother loved so well. " All the

time I was growing up, I was blind, I didn't see anything.

I don't feel remorseful, I suppose that is the way children

have to be. But I didn't see her. There were so many
minor differences between us . . . tastes, interests. I al-

ways said hatefully to myself that IMother didn't understand

me. And it was true too. As if it matters! What if she

didn't! She never talked morality to us, anyhow. She

never talked much at all. She didn't reed to. She was

herself. No words would express that. She lived her life.

And there it is now, there it always will be for me, food

for me to live on. I thought she had died. But she has

never been so living for me. She's part of me now, for

always. And just because I see the meaning of her life,

why, there's the meaning of mine as clear as morning. How
can poor Father crave those * messages ' from her ! Every-

thing is a message from her. We've lived with her. We
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have her in our hearts. It's all bri^ :ness when I think of

her. And I see by that brightness what's in my heart, and

that's Austin . . . Austin
!

" On the name, her voice rose,

expanded, soared, wonderfully rang in the ensuing

silence. ...
Arnold said slowly, without opening his eyes :

" Yes, yes,

I see. I see how it is all right with you and Austin. He's

big enough for you, all of you. And Felix—he's not

so bad either—but he has, after all, a yellow streak. Poor

Felix!"

This brought up to Sylvia the recollection of the day, so

short a time ago when she had sat on the ground thus,

much as she now sat next to Arnold, and had felt Judith's

body rigid and tense. There was nothing rigid about

Arnold. He was relaxed in an exhausted passivity, a beaten

man. Let what would, befall. He seemed beyond feeling.

She knew that probably never again, so life goes, could

they speak together thus, like disembodied spirits, freed for

once from the blinding, entangling tragic web of self-con-

sciousness. She wondered again if he would find it in his

heart to speak to her of Judith She remembered something

else she had meant to ask him, if she could ever find words

for her question ; and she found that, in that hour of high

seriousness, they came quite without effort. " Arnold,

when I was in Paris, I met Professor Saunders. I ran

across him by accident. He told me some dreadful things.

I thought they couldn't all be true. But I wondered
"

Arnold opened his eyes and turned them on her. She

saw again, as she had so many times, the honesty of them.

They were bloodshot, yellowed, set deep in dark hollows;

but it was a good gaze they gave. " Oh, don't take poor

old Saunders too seriously. He went all to pieces in the

end. He had a lot to say about Madrina, I suppose. I

shouldn't pay much attention to it. Madrina's not such

a bad lot as he makes her out. Madrina's all right if you

don't want anything out of her. She's the way she is, that's

all. It's not fair to blame her. We're all like that," he

ended with a pregnant, explanatory phrase which fell with
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an immense significance on Sylvia's ear. " Madrina's all

right when she's got what she wants."

The girl pondered in silence on this characterization.

After a time Arnold roused himself to say again :
" I mean

she wouldn't go out of her way to hurt anybody, for any-

thing. She's not the kind that enjoys seeing other folks

squirm. Only she wants things the way she wants them.

Don't let anything old Saunders said worry you. I suppose

he laid all my worthlessness at Madrina's door too. He'd
got into that way of thinking, sort of dotty on the subject

anyhow. He was terribly hard hit, you know. I don't deny

either that Madrina did keep him strung on hot wire for

several years. I don't suppose it occurred to her that there

was any reason why she shouldn't if he were fool enough.

I never could see that he wasn't some to blame too. All

he had to do—all they any of them ever had to do, was to

get out and stay out. Madrina'd never lift a finger to

hinder. Even Saunders, I guess, would have had to admit

that Madrina always had plenty of dignity. And as for

me, great Scott ! what could you expect a woman like

Madrina to do with a boy like me! She never liked me,

for one thing; anc' then I always bored her almost more
than she could stand. But she never showed her impa-

tience, never once. She's really awfully good-natured in

her way. She wanted to make me into a salon sort of per-

son, somebody who'd talk at her teas—converse, don't

you know. You see me, don't you! It was hard on her.

If she'd had you, now—I always thought you were the only

person in the world she ever really cared for. She does,

you know. All this year you've been with her, she's seemed

so different, more like a real woman. IMaybe she's had her

troubles too. Maybe she's been deathly lonely. Don't you

go back on her too hard. Madrina's no vampire. That's

just old Saunders' addled wits. She's one of the nicest peo-

ple in the world to live with, if you don't need her for any-

thing. And she really does care a lot for you, Sylvia. That

time out in Chicago, when we were all kids, when I wanted

to go to live with your mother, I remember that ?>Iadrina
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suggested to her (and Madrina would have done it in a

minute, too)-she suggested that they change off she take

you to bring up and I go out to live with your mother.

He stopped to look at the woman beside him 1 dont

know about you. Sylvia, but I guess it would have made

some difference in my hie
!

"

.

Sylvia drew back, horrified that he was even ^ thought

even for a moment robbing her of her mother. Oh wha

I would have been-I can't bear to thxnk oi what kind of

woman I would have been without my mother
!

The idea

was terrible to her. She shrank away from her aunt as never

before in her life. The reminiscence brought an idea evi-

dently as deeply moving, into Arnold s mind The words

burst from him, "
1 might now be married to Judith! He

put his hands over his eyes and cast himself down among

the pine-needles. " AmnUU
Sylvia spoke quickly lest she lose courage. Arnold!

Arnold! What are you going to do with yourself now?

I'm so horribly anxious about you. I haven t dared speak

'^Hrturned over and lay on his back, staring up into the

dark green of the pine. "I'm going to dnnk myse f o

death as soon as I can," he said very quietly. x he doctors

sav it won't take long." .

She looked at his wasted face and gave a shocked, pity-

ing exclamation, thinking that it would be illness and not

drink which was to come to his rescue soon.
^^

He looked at her askance, with his bloodshot eyes^ Lan

you give me any single reason why I shouldnt? he chal-

^'"Syllia'''the modem, had no answer. She murmured

weakly,
" Why must any of us try to be decent.

'That's for the rest of you," he said. " I'm counted out

The sooner I get myself out of the way. the better for

everybody. That's what hidith thinks.

The bitterness of his last phrase was savage. Sylvia cnea

out against it. "Arnold! That's cruel of you! Its kill-

ing Judith
!

"
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" She can't care for me," he said, with a deep, burning

resentment. " She can't ever have cared a rap, or she

wouldn't be able to
"

Sylvia would not allow hm to go on. "You must not

say such a thing, Arnold. You know Judith's only reason is

—she feels if she—if she had children and they were
"

He interrupted her with an ugly hardness. " Oh, I know
what her reason is, all right. It's the latest fad. Any
magazine article can tell you all about it. And I don't take

any stock in it, I tell you. It's just insanity to try to guess

at every last obligation you may possibly have ! You've got

to live your life, and have some nerve about it! If Judith
and I love each other, what is it to anybody else if we get

married? Maybe we wouldn't have any children. Maybe
they'd be all right—how could they be anything else with

Judith for their mother? And anyhow, leave that to

them! Let them take care of themselves! We've had to

do it for ourselves ! What the devil did my father do for

me, I'd like to know, that I should die to keep my children

unborn? My mother was a country girl from up here in

the mountains. Since I've been staying here winters, I've

met some of her people. Her aunt told me that my father

was as drunk as a lord on his wedding night What
did he think of his son ? Why should I think of mine ?

"

He was so evidently talking wildly, desperately, that

Sylvia made no attempt to stop him, divining with an
aching pity what lay under his dreadful words. But when
he said again, " It's simply that Judith doesn't care enough
about me to stick by me, now I'm down and out. She
can't bear me in her narrow little good world

!

" Judith's

sister could keep her silence no more.
" Look here, Arnold, I haven't meant to tell you, but I

can't have you thinking that. Listen! You know Judith,

how splendid and self-controlled she is. She went all

through the sorrow of Mother's death without once break-

ing down, not once. But the night before I started to come
here, in the middle of the night, I heard such a sound from
Judith's room ! It frightened me, so I could hardly get my
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breath! it was Judith crying, crying terribly, so that she

couldn't keep it back any more. I never knew her to cry

before. I didn't dare go into her room—Mother would—

but I didn't dare. And yet I couldn't leave her there alone

in such awful trouble. I stood by the door in the dark—

oh, Arnold, I don't know how long—and heard her

When it began to be light she was quiet, and I went back to

bed ; and after a while I tiptoed in. She had gone to sleep

at last. Arnold, there under her cheek was that old base-

ball cap of yours ... all wet, all wet with her tears,

Judith's tears."

Before she had finished she was sorry she had spoken.

Arnold's face was suffused with purple. He put his hand

up to his collar and wrenched at it, clenched his fists, and

finally, flinging his riding-crop far from him, hid his face

in his hands and burst into tears. " Isn t it damnable
!

"

he said over and over. " Isn't it damnable !

"

Sylvia had nothing more to say. It seemed indeed

damnable to her. She wondered again at Judith's invincible

force of will. That alone was the obstacle—no, it was

something back of Judith's will, something which even

Arnold recognized; for now, to her astonishment, he looked

up, his face smeared like a weeping child's, and said in a

low tone, " You know, of course, that Judith's right."

The testimony was wrung out of him. But it came. The

moment was one never to be forgotten.

Out of her passionate pity was bom strength that was

not to be denied. She took his hand in hers, his dry, sick

man's hand. " Arnold, you asked me to give you a reason

why you should get the best you can out of yourself. I'll

give you a reason. Judith is a reason. Austin is a reason.

I'm a reason. I am never going to let you go. Judith

can't be the one to help you get through the best you can,

even though it may not be so very well—poor, poor

Judith, who would die to be able to help you! ^lother

wasn't allowed to. She wanted to, I see that now. But I

can. I'm not a thousandth part as strong or as good as

they; but if we hang together! All my life is gomg to
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be settled for me in a few hours. I don't know how it's

going to be. But however it is, you will always be in my

life. For as long as you live," she caught her breath at

the realization of how little that phrase meant, " for as long

as you live, you are going to be what you wanted to be,

what you ought to have been, my brother—ray mother's

son."

He clung to her hand, he clung to it with such a grip

that her fingers ached—and she blessed the pain for what

it meant.

Jm
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CHAPTER XLVII

"... AND ALL THE TRUMPETS SOUNDED!"

TiiEY had told her at the farm, the old man and the old

woman who had looked so curiously at her, that Mr. Page

had gone on up the wood-road towards the upper pasture.

He liked to go there sometimes, they said, to look at the

sunset from a big rock that stood in the edge of the white

birch woods. They added, in extenuation of this, that

of course somebody had to go up there anyhow, once m a

while, to salt the sheep.

Sylvia had passed on, passed the great, square, many-

chimneyed house, passed the old-fashioned garden, and

struck into the wood-road beyond the bars. The sun was

so low now, almost below the edge of the Notch, tnat the

rays were level and long behind her. So she had walked,

bathed in luminous gold at Versailles, on the day when

Austin had first told her that he loved her, on the day she

had told him the truth. From the first moment she had

seen him how he had always brought out from her the

truest and best, f^ner and truer than anything she had

thought was in her, like a reflection from his own integrity.

His eyes that day, what clear wells of loyalty and honor

how her mother would have loved him! And that

other day, when he said farewell and went away to his

ordeal . . she closed her eyes for an instant, pierced with

t'le recollection of his gaze on her! What was she, what

poor thing transfigured to divinity, that such passion, such

tenderness had been hers . . . even for a moment . .
.

even if now ...
r , u-

She looked timidly up the green tunnel of the archmg

trees, fearing to see him at any moment. And yet liow

she hastened her steps towards where he was! The

479
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"Til.r a time. *"» "- a momen. o| -* -.nb.e

throbbing of th. heart, such
^'^^'^'-l ,he road and

'notgo^. Sbe.^V.t'"dsonhert«ks. No, it «as .00

that she had thought her ^^^" ^^ ;,,, mother could

instinct had been right. Her motne ,

not die.
, , .„ .1,^ left She came out from

The road turned sharply to the eft.

J. ^^^^^^

the white birch^-She was m the edge
^^.^.^^

sweet-fern at her feet, a group o V
^^ ^^^ ^

S: rer^Vd^'X! thTsWt on his face, ahove

heart, like a great fl^^d/JJ^^^^^tterly as night goes be

tainties, they were gone «u ;^s u«
y^^^^^ ^^^ ^^

lX:'%oTa m^omersheX^ot feel the ground unde

'^^Sinlooked down and saw her. He stood like a m.

in a dream. . ^^d SyWia knew. 1

And then he knew. H^;"'^^^
^,^, to ring in her ea

her, and took her in his arms.

THE END

i.
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